MEMORANDUM

To: All Vendors
From: Cindy Clack
Date: 08/16/2015
Re: RFB2015-16 New Access Road to Park 53 Business Park – Phase I (Project #FG066)

RFB2015-16 is attached for your consideration. Anyone accessing this Request for Bid from the Barrow County website www.barrowga.org is responsible to insure the latest documents are in their possession including any addenda. All addenda, questions and answers will be posted on this site. This site should be visited frequently to insure your awareness of any updates.

Please insure bids are submitted exactly as specified in the RFB. If you have any questions, please submit them in writing to the Barrow County Purchasing Agent as called for in the RFB.

Thank you.
REQUEST FOR BIDS
RFB2015-16

NEW ACCESS ROAD TO PARK 53
BUSINESS PARK – PHASE I
(PROJECT # FG066)

BARROW COUNTY, GEORGIA
AUGUST 16, 2015
REQUEST FOR BIDS
RFB2015-16
NEW ACCESS ROAD TO PARK 53 BUSINESS PARK - PHASE I
(PROJECT #FG066)
BARROW COUNTY, GEORGIA

Date: AUGUST 16, 2015

PURPOSE:
The purposes of this request are: 1) to provide interested contractors with sufficient information to enable them to submit a uniform bid for the County’s review; and 2) to set forth a systematic method that will be fair and impartial to all parties concerned and to generate a response that can be equally evaluated by the County. This RFB is complex and requires your immediate and careful attention.

GENERAL:
Barrow County, Georgia (Owner) is in the process of securing sealed bids for a new access road to Park 53 Business Park and entrance improvements to include widening and overlaying the asphalt pavement at SR53. Special attention should be given to the Schedule and Conditions referenced below.

Regular and Uniform Proposal: Each contractor must comply with all requirements for a regular bid as directed or required by this notice. Notice is hereby given to all contractors that if their proposals are defective or irregular, the same may be rejected immediately. To facilitate comparative analysis and evaluation of bids, it is desired that a uniform format be employed in structuring each bid. The required format will coincide with specifications given later in this notice. The contractor’s degree of compliance with the requirements of this notice will be a factor in the subsequent evaluation and award of contract for the project. All instructions are to be considered an integral part of this RFB.

Firm Price: Prices quoted by contractor shall be firm prices, and not subject to increase during the schedule hereinafter set-forth and shall not include Federal or State Tax. All prices shall be for delivery, our destination, F.O.B. freight prepaid Winder, Georgia, unless otherwise shown. Firm prices shall include all associated costs as defined in the Specifications.

Liquidated Damages: PROJECT COMPLETION WILL BE TWENTY-SIX (26) WEEKS FROM DATE OF THE NOTICE TO PROCEED. Liquidated damages of One Hundred Fifty Dollars ($150.00) per day will be assessed for each day after completion date until project is completed.

Security: Accompany bid with a bid security in the amount of five percent (5%) of the bid. The successful bidder will be required to submit to Barrow County a performance bond and a payment bond in the amount equal to one hundred percent (100%) of the total contract amount. Surety companies executing Bonds must appear on the Treasury Department’s most current list (Circular 570 as amended) and be authorized to transact business in Georgia. Only Barrow County bond forms will be accepted.
INQUIRIES: Contractors shall not contact any members, or employees, of the Barrow County Board of Commissioners or any Barrow County Elected Officer, or employees of Barrow County Elected Officers regarding this RFB, bid evaluation, or selection process from the time the RFB is issued until the time a notification of intent to award is announced. Questions relating to this RFB must be submitted in writing to: Cindy Clack, Purchasing Agent (email: cclack@barrowga.org). The deadline for answering questions related to this RFB shall be 5:00 p.m., September 10, 2015. All questions submitted in writing, in a timely manner prior to the deadline will be compiled and answered in writing. All questions submitted in writing will be addressed and posted as an Addendum on the Barrow County website (www.barrowga.org).

SEALED BID: An original (un-bound) and two copies of the bid must be submitted in a sealed envelope/package, addressed to Owner. Each sealed envelope/package containing a bid must be plainly marked on the outside as “RFB2015-16 – New Access Road to Park 53 Business Park – Phase I. If the bid is forwarded by mail, the sealed envelope/package containing the bid must be enclosed in another envelope/package to the attention of the Owner at the address previously given and also marked on the outside as “RFB2015-16 -- 2015 New Access Road to Park 53 Business Park – Phase I”. The Owner will not be responsible for late mail deliveries, and no bid will be accepted if received after the time as stipulated by this RFB. No bid may be withdrawn or modified in any way after the deadline for the RFB opening. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THE ABOVE INSTRUCTIONS WILL RESULT IN DISQUALIFICATION.

EVENTS: Sealed bids will be accepted no later than 12:00 Noon, Thursday, September 17, 2015. Any bid received after said time and date will not be considered by Owner. Bids will be opened in the Conference Room on the Main Floor at 30 North Broad Street at 2:00 p.m., September 17, 2015. Bids will be reviewed and a recommendation will be presented to the Barrow County Board of Commissioners within sixty (60) days of bid opening.

BIDS SHALL BE SUBMITTED TO:
Barrow County Board of Commissioners
Clerks Office
30 North Broad Street
Winder, GA  30680

INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS: The contractor selected for this project will be required to meet the insurance requirements stipulated in the Barrow County Construction Agreement.

CONSTRUCTION AGREEMENT: All submitting contractors are required to execute the Construction Agreement included in this package to indicate the willingness to comply with all terms of the Construction Agreement and to submit the executed Construction Agreement with the bid. Upon award of the Project to the winning contractor, the County will execute the Construction Agreement. Please be advised that the contractor’s execution of the Construction Agreement prior to the award of the Project does not constitute the acceptance of an offer by the County or otherwise bind the County in any way until such time as the County executes the Construction Agreement. Exhibits B, D, E & G to the Construction Agreement must be completed when submitting the bid.
**FORMAT:** An original (un-bound) and two copies of the bid are to be submitted. Each should include a cover page which should identify the RFB number, title, and the name of the company submitting the bid.

It is the responsibility of each contractor to ensure that all information in the bid is easily readable by Owner. Owner, at its sole discretion, may reject any bid which is unclear in any way.

**DOCUMENTS:** The following are included in this Request for Bids:

- Memo (1 Page)
- Request for Bid (5 Pages)
- GA D.O.T. Special Provisions (110 Pages)
- GA D.O.T Permit and Plan (9 Pages)
- Technical Specification (37 Pages)
- Construction Plans (27 Pages)
- Scope and Procedure (3 Pages)
- Bid Form (4 Pages)
- Bid Bond (2 Pages)
- Payment Bond (3 Pages)
- Performance Bond (3 Pages)
- Construction Agreement (34 Pages)
- Notice Of Award (1 Page)
- Notice To Proceed (1 Page)
- Barrow County Ethics Policy (30 Pages)

**DELIVERABLES:** The following are required in bid submittals:

- Bid Form (Submit One Original and Two Copies)
- Bid Security (Use Barrow County Form Only)
- Executed Construction Agreement (As Stated Earlier)

**RIGHT TO SUBMITTED MATERIALS:** All responses, inquires, or correspondence relating or in reference to this schedule, exhibit, and other documentation by the bidding contractor shall be properly identified with their name and will become the property of the Owner when received.

**EVALUATION AND SELECTION:** Bids will be reviewed and one bid will be selected that, in the opinion of the Owner, is the lowest responsive and responsible bidder.

Barrow County reserves the right to reject any and all bids submitted, or where it may serve the best interest of the County, to request additional information or clarification from those submitting bids. The County, in its sole discretion, also reserves the right to waive any formalities or technicalities relative to any or all bids. Where two or more contractors are deemed equal, the County reserves the right to make the award to one of the contractors. At the County’s discretion, presentations may be requested as part of the evaluation process. Barrow County reserves the right to retain all bids submitted.
There is no expressed or implied obligation for Barrow County to reimburse any contractor for any expense incurred in preparing or presenting a bid in response to this RFB.

**ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACTUAL RIGHTS:** It is agreed that the bidding contractor selected will not assign, transfer, convey, or otherwise dispose of a contract that results from this invitation or his right, title, or interest in or to the same, any part thereof, without written consent by the Owner.

**WARRANTY:**
The contractor selected for this project will be required to provide the warranty of goods and services stipulated in the Barrow County Construction Agreement attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.

**GDOT REQUIREMENT:**
Nondiscrimination: The County, in accordance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. 2000d to 2000d-4 and Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, Department of Transportation, Subtitle A, Office of the Secretary, Part 21, Nondiscrimination in Federally-assisted programs of the Department of Transportation issued pursuant to such Act, hereby notifies all bidders that they will affirmatively ensure that in any contract entered into pursuant to this advertisement, disadvantaged business enterprises as defined at 49 CFR Part 23 will be afforded full opportunity to submit bids in response to this invitation and will not be discriminated against on the grounds of race, color, national origin, sex, age, or handicap/disability in consideration for an award.
The Scope and Procedure for this Project shall be the construction of Phase 1, a new access road to Park 53 Business Park and entrance improvements on SR 53 as set forth in this Scope and Procedure, Construction Plans, Technical Specifications, GDOT Special Provisions and the GDOT approved Permit & Plan.

The Contractor is responsible for providing and installing all material and labor necessary to construct the new access road and to widen and overlay the asphalt pavement of S.R. 53. The Contractor shall furnish and install all items in accordance with the attached Bid Form. The Contractor is responsible for providing and installing asphalt from a GDOT approved plant. The Contractor shall be responsible for coordinating all compaction testing with GDOT and Barrow County. The Contractor will be responsible for insuring that the sub-grade passes a compaction test with GDOT and Barrow County prior to the installation of the Graded Aggregate Base material. The Contractor shall be responsible for the final setting, compacting and rolling of the Graded Aggregate Base material prior to installing the asphalt material. The Contractor shall be responsible for notifying GDOT and Barrow County so that a compaction test can be performed on the Graded Aggregate Base material, prior to installing the asphalt material.

The Contractor shall be responsible for insuring that the pavement edge of State Route 53 is healed up with G.A.B material and safe before leaving the job-site prior to the asphalt widening being installed. After the asphalt overlay is installed by the Contractor on State Route 53, The Contractor shall be responsible for constructing the graded shoulders and turf establishment.

The Contractor shall be responsible for providing to Barrow County supporting documentation including material tickets and material specification submittals for the paving, drainage and striping items.

The Contractor shall be responsible for the necessary construction layout and staking to insure the materials are placed in the correct location and per the plans. Barrow County will furnish the Contractor with a staking plan and survey control points necessary to establish the horizontal and vertical alignment of the new access road. The Contractor shall be responsible for the clearing, grubbing and grading and for setting location and grade stakes to insure the sub-grade and G.A.B. and curb and gutter will be to the correct grade. Before the concrete curb and gutter is installed, the Contractor shall be responsible for providing Barrow County with an as-built survey to insure that the storm drain catch basins and associated piping, subgrade and G.A.B materials are according to the plans. The street catch basins and piping shall be installed according to GDOT construction standards and with the front/face of the street catch basin top to be flush/aligned with the front/face of the curb & gutter.
Although the earthwork (cuts/fills) should balance, Barrow County forces will provide the haul off of any excess subgrade/soil material that cannot be used within the Project limits, with the Contractor providing the loading into Barrow County dump trucks. Barrow County forces will furnish, load, haul and dump any additional needed subgrade/soil to the Project site.

The Contractor shall be responsible for furnishing the material and labor necessary for adjusting to finish grade the existing manhole ring & cover located within the proposed right turn lane on SR 53.

The proposed temporary cul-de-sac at the end of the Project (Phase 1) at station 119 + 00, shall not include curb & gutter and shall be constructed of Graded Aggregate Base only.

Although large rock excavation is not expected, a pay item as shown on the Bid Form has been provided.

The County shall be responsible for relocating the public utilities that are in conflict with the new roadway construction. The Contractor is responsible for notifying the Utilities Protection Center prior to any land disturbance. The Contractor shall be responsible for any cut utilities.

The Contractor shall be responsible for relocating the existing air pump and power outlet at the Gas Station entrance and the electrical work shall be performed by a qualified Georgia licensed electrician. Barrow County will coordinate with the Gas Station owner to determine which side of the proposed entrance the air pump and power outlet will be located.

The Contractor shall be responsible for saw cutting and removing the existing paved shoulders along State Route 53 if deemed necessary by GADOT. The Contractor shall be responsible for installing the raised concrete islands at the entrance.

The Contractor shall be responsible for erosion and sediment control items. The Contractor shall be responsible for providing the sampling and inspections associated with the N.P.D.E.S. permit. Barrow County shall be responsible for securing the N.P.D.E.S. permit and filing the N.O.T. upon project completion. The Contractor shall be responsible for all shoulder construction/reconstruction, grassing and turf establishment.

The Contractor shall provide the pre-lining for the striping and shall provide and install the striping and pavement marking items as shown on the bid form and plans. The attached striping plans show the location of the striping and pavement markings. The Contractor shall be responsible for furnishing, installing and removing the temporary striping tape prior to the permanent striping.

The Contractor shall be responsible for insuring that all asphalt paving items, concrete items and other materials installed and labor used for this project is in accordance with
the current Georgia Department of Transportation Standards and Specifications. Contractor is responsible for providing all labor, satisfactory workmanship and safety precautions associated with this project. The Contractor shall be responsible for insuring that all work, equipment, heavy equipment, paving equipment/vehicles are not left in or along the shoulder of SR53 at the end of the work day. Contractor is responsible for insuring traffic control is provided during the paving and striping of this project. Traffic Control shall be in accordance with the current edition of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (M.U.T.C.D.). The Contractor will furnish the traffic control drums. The Contractor shall maintain correct placement of the drums during the paving. The Contractor shall furnish and install the advanced warning construction ahead signs. The Contractor shall furnish and install the required permanent stop, yield and no parking regulatory signs and any other signs as shown on the plans and GDOT approved permit.

The Contractor shall be paid for work performed based upon satisfactory inspections and completion of items on the bid form. Payment will be based upon material tickets and actual quantities installed. Progress payments shall be made for work completed on the Bid Form items and based upon actual quantities installed. Material tickets must be submitted with pay requests supporting charges. Invoices must be submitted to the Barrow County Engineering Department, 30 North Broad Street, Winder, Ga. 30680 for approval, with a copy electronically submitted to payables@barrowga.org. Darrell Greeson will be the Project Manager for Barrow County.
GENERAL NOTES:
1. The contractor shall adhere to the "Call Before You Dig" law by calling 811 before beginning construction.
2. All driveways that are to be reconstructed shall be replaced in kind. I.e., asphalt for asphalt, concrete for concrete, and aggregate surface course for 2589. Driveway locations are shown from the best available data. The contractor shall construct new driveways to match the actual field location of existing driveways as located in the plans. Residential driveways shall be 17 feet wide at the street unless noted otherwise in the plans. Commercial driveways shall be 24 feet wide unless shown otherwise on the plans. The contractor shall obtain the approval from the engineer prior to making any decisions to locate, width, and/or number of driveways to be constructed. Required driveway grades and not shown on the plans shall be considered.

- Asphalt: 60-80 mesh Superpave (160/115) 2" grade aggregate base.
- Concrete: 6" grade aggregate base.
- 2589: 6" grade aggregate base.

3. The contractor shall replace all existing underground structures and pipes in contact with proposed construction. The removal and disposal shall be included in the price bid for grading complete.
4. All proposed storm drain pipes shall be as noted on the plans.

GENERAL NOTES FOR excvATION and PAYMENT WORKING:
1. All excavation at grades shall be performed and located in accordance with the details shown in the plans. The manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, 2002 edition, no soil location shall be changed by the contractor or by the project engineer prior to approval from the Public Works Management.
2. All hardy materials shall be placed at the height of 7 feet from the curb face, the paved edge of the street.
3. Horizontal clearance for standard hardy stock shall be maintained at 6 feet from the curb face and the paved edge of the street.
4. The horizontal clearance for non-standard hardy stock shall be maintained at 8 feet from the curb face and the paved edge of the street.
5. To prevent injury, reflective sheeting shall be used for all hardy materials that require it. Excavation and removal of reflective sheeting is the responsibility of the contractor. Excavation and removal of reflective sheeting is the responsibility of the contractor. Excavation and removal of non-standard hardy stock shall be maintained at 8 feet from the curb face and the paved edge of the street.

PROJECT SPECIFIC NOTES:
1. All work shall be done in accordance with the Project Engineer's instructions and supervision. In case of discrepancy, the contractor shall consult with the Project Engineer prior to proceeding.
2. The contractor shall provide adequate drainage and maintain the integrity of the existing streets and roadways. All work shall be completed in a manner that does not interfere with existing streets and roadways.
3. The contractor shall ensure that all new structures and installations are completed in accordance with approved specifications and plans.

NOTES:
UTILITY DISCLAIMER: Existing utility lines shown are approximate locations only. The contractor/installer shall verify all existing utility line locations prior to construction. Damage to existing utility lines resulting from the contractor/installer's negligence shall be repaired at the contractor/installer's expense.

EXISTING POLE ATTACHMENT DATA IS APPROXIMATE AND IS PROVIDED AS A GENERAL GUIDELINE TO THE CONTRACTOR/INSTALLER TO ADJUS T POTENTIAL INSTALLATION CONFLICTS. THE CONTRACTOR/INSTALLER SHALL PROVIDE APPROPRIATE CLEARANCES FROM UTILITIES.
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EROSION CONTROL NOTES
All erosion and sediment control Best Management Practices (BMPs) will be installed and maintained in compliance with the minimum standards/specifications set forth in The Manual for Erosion and Sedimentation Control in Georgia (The Green Book).

SITE SPECIFIC EROSION CONTROL NOTES
(1) The project site is on State Route 53 in Barrow County, Georgia.
(2) Plans call for construction of a new road that is within 200 feet of state waters.
(3) The existing ground cover in the project area consists of grass and trees.
(4) Surrounding land use is mostly undeveloped.
(5) The total project area is 4.14 acres, with 4.14 acres being disturbed.
(6) Stormwater from the project area drains to an unnamed tributary of Marbury Creek.
(7) Sediment from the construction activities at the site will be contained within the project area by the installation of BMPs appropriate for site conditions. BMPs shown exceed the required 67 cubic yards per acre of sediment storage.
(8) No critical areas are located within the boundaries of the project area.
(9) Non-exempt activities shall not be conducted within the 25 or 50-foot undisturbed stream buffers as measured from the point of reference vegetation without first acquiring the necessary variances and permits.
(10) A construction exit shall be built and maintained at the location shown on the ESOP as soon as possible in conjunction with the initial stage of construction activities.
(11) A single row of Type "C" silt fence will be installed at the locations shown on the ESOP prior to the beginning of construction activities. The silt fence will be removed upon completion of site restoration activities and permanent stabilization of all disturbed areas.

BMP MAINTENANCE AND GENERAL HOUSEKEEPING NOTES
(1) All BMPs shall be inspected on a regular basis as indicated in this plan.
(2) Damages to structural BMPs incurred by equipment, vehicles, or stormwater shall be repaired as soon as practicable.
(3) The construction exit shall be maintained in good working condition such that the tracking or flow of mud onto public roadways is prevented. It may be necessary to periodically dress the construction exit with additional stone.
(4) Any mud, concrete, or debris trampled or spilled onto the roadway shall immediately be removed.
(5) An erosion barrier shall be maintained in good working condition and any accumulated sediment shall be removed before the end of the season.
(6) Under no circumstances shall any sediment, trash, or debris be allowed onto adjacent properties, public lands, or outside of the construction limits.
(7) All BMPs shall be properly installed, constructed of suitable materials, and meet the minimum requirements of the specifications and all local, state, and federal laws as applicable to this project.
(8) Fuel, oil, and hydraulic fluid spills shall be cleaned up and/or contained immediately. Report any chemical spills into waterways immediately to the EPA emergency response program (1-800-424-8802) at the point of discharge or at a designated storm drain. This facility will be required to contain any material that is spilled and/or contaminate any storm drain system. AllBEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPs) shown exceed the required 67 cubic yards per acre of sediment storage. Any used absorbing material shall be disposed of in a proper waste disposal site.
(9) If permanent restroom facilities are not available to construction personnel, portable sanitary chemical toilets will be utilized. These facilities will be dissected within 100 feet of any stream, tributary, or wetland. The facilities will be required to have proper servicing and maintenance of the portable toilets. A licensed waste disposal contractor will verify in writing that the waste is disposed of in a state-approved facility. Employees will be notified of sanitation regulations and will be required to use the site facilities.
(10) Solid waste (including special, construction, demolition, and hazardous waste) and scrap generated at the site shall be properly managed with the emphasis on re-use and recycling, as appropriate. Field is handled as waste. Waste produced by the construction activities will be properly collected, stored, and disposed of in approved disposal areas. No waste materials shall be discharged into waterbodies of the State.

TOTAL ACREAGE - 4.14 ACRES
DESMERRED ACREAGE - 4.14 ACRES
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MEMORANDUM TO PERMIT APPLICANTS

The attached Permit Identification Sign is to be used in an effort to facilitate inspection procedures and to identify approved work locations on the highway right-of-way; however, the use of the sign does not relieve the applicant of the responsibility for maintaining a copy of the approved permit and plan on the job site.

You will note that all information required on this sign with the exception of the contractor's name has been inserted. If work specified by the permit is to be performed by anyone other than the applicant, please insert the name of the contractor or person performing the work in the blank space provided on the sign.

This sign is to be posted by the applicant or the contractor prior to the beginning of construction on a board and stake so as to be visible from the roadway.

When work required by the approved permit is complete, please notify the permit inspector listed below so he can inspect the work performed on highway right-of-way.

Should you have any questions in this matter, please contact our permit inspector.

Mr. Brent Williams
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
450 Old Hull Road
Athens, Georgia 30601
Telephone: (706) 583-2644
APPLICATION AND PERMIT FOR (CHECK ONE)

☐ COMMERCIAL DRIVEWAY  ☐ NONCOMMERCIAL DRIVEWAY

☐ CITY STREET INTERSECTION  ☐ COUNTY ROAD INTERSECTION

TO: GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30334-1002

Application is hereby made by

Barrow County ECO

30 North Broad Street

Post Office Address

Winder GA 30680

Name of Applicant

Area Code  770 Phone No.  867-0662

City and State Zip Code

for permission to construct a Driveway and/or Road Access on the Right-of-Way of STATE ROUTE NO. 005300

U.S. ____________ within the City Limits of Winder City, and in Barrow County, in accordance with the ATTACHED PLANS, subject to the REQUIREMENTS of the Georgia Department of Transportation and subject to any SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS set forth herein. This drive and/or Road Access is proposed to serve a Business Park

to be located on the property on the SW side of the route beginning 325 Feet, N. S. E. W.

From Nearest Street

S

of the center line, of Perkins Road and Fronting 80

N. S. W.

Nearest Street or Road

Total Frontage Used

Permit requested this 22 day of January, 2015.

NOTE: By signing this application, I hereby certify that:

- The number and size of driveways above is the only access that will be requested for the property described above and may be modified or eliminated by DOT upon a change of use of this property.
- The DOT has the right to revoke this permit upon 30 days written notice.
- The DOT assumes no responsibility for maintaining the permitted construction beyond the back of curb or normal edge of pavement.

CHECK ONE

☑ The above applicant is owner in fee simple of the property described herein.

☐ The above applicant has leased the property herein from the owner.

said lease began on

and ends on

By Randall Dowling

Title County Manager

Witness in Ink on All Copies

 формы TO BE COMPLETED BELOW THIS LINE BY GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

☑ Non-Limited Access? Approval by District Office
☐ Limited Access? Approval by General Office

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: (by DOT only)

PERMIT GRANTED to make the above-described installation (2 FULL/ Re-Alignment ) in accordance

No. and Size of Driveways

13 day of March, 2015

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

STATE OF GEORGIA

By

District Engineer

Title

THIS PERMIT IS APPROVED SUBJECT TO THE REVISIONS AND ADDITIONS SHOWN IN RED ON THE ATTACHED PLAN COPY AND SHALL REMAIN DEPENDENT UPON COMPLIANCE WITH THESE.
PARK 3 BUSINESS PARK

PROPOSED NEW ACCESS ROAD TO

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

BARROW COUNTY ECONOMIC AGENCY

CONTRACT: CUY W. HERING
PHONE: 770-867-5662
20 NORTH BROAD STREET, WINES, GA 30080
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SECTION 1

GENERAL

1.01 GENERAL:

A. Work shall include the furnishing of all materials, equipment, labor, and means of construction necessary for the installation of the work shown on the plans and specified herein.

B. The Contractor shall be responsible for obtaining and paying for all necessary local and state construction licenses and permits.

C. No work shall begin until after the pre-construction conference is held and all questions of responsibility during construction are resolved.

D. The Contractor is required to hold a copy of the drawings stamped “Approved for Construction” and/or GDOT approved specifications on the job site at all time during construction.

E. The County and its representative retain the right to reject any work or installed items that are not installed according to the approved drawings and specifications.

F. The Contractor shall not begin land-disturbing activities until all erosion control devices are installed according to the approved Land Disturbance Permit and/or erosion control plans.

1.02 SAFETY REQUIREMENTS:

A. All construction work on streets, railway, or highway rights-of-way shall be done in accordance with the rules and regulations of the agencies having jurisdiction. Safety plans and equipment on highway rights-of-way shall generally conform to the requirements of the "Georgia Manual on Traffic Control Procedures for Utilities" as approved by the Georgia Department of Transportation and the Federal Highway Administration’s “Manual for Uniform Control Devices”, most recent addition. All safety equipment, signage, personnel and markings shall be furnished by the Contractor.

B. All construction work shall be performed in accordance with established construction safety standards and the requirements of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration. The Contractor shall be generally responsible for the safety of the employees and the public in the work area.
C. Lane closures and other activities impacting normal traffic flows must be approved by the project engineer, County representative and/or County’s police department and department of public safety, as these closures could negatively impact provision of public safety services. All equipment, signage, personnel and markings shall be furnished by the Contractor, unless otherwise noted.

1.03 COORDINATION WITH THE PROJECT REPRESENTATIVE.

A. During the course of the work under this contract, the Contractor shall be responsible for keeping the County or the County’s representative informed of his work schedule, and of his requirements concerning matters such as inspections as herein specified.

B. Any work subject to inspection or testing by the County which is installed without notification in time for such testing or inspection to be done shall be subject to removal and replacement by the Contractor.

C. The Contractor shall put no workmen on the job nor perform any work on any portion of the project without prior knowledge of the County that such work is to be done, the place of work, and the scheduled starting time. A 24-hour notification to the County shall be considered the minimum notification requirement for such activity.

D. The Contractor shall not be permitted to work on Saturdays, Sundays, or at night without the approval of the County.

1.04 LOCATION OF EXISTING UTILITIES.

A. Contractor shall be responsible for locating existing waterlines, storm drains, and appurtenances, and shall comply with the utility location criteria of Barrow County and the State of Georgia.

B. Locations of underground utilities such as power, gas, and telephone shall be obtained by the Contractor by properly notifying the utility companies and providing sufficient time for representatives to mark locations of underground facilities and, if necessary, to protect them during the construction period. In no case shall the Contractor begin underground excavation without providing proper notification and time for response.

C. Utility locations shown on plans are for reference only. Contractor is responsible for familiarizing themselves with project area and potential locations of underground utilities.
1.05 PROTECTION AND REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING UTILITIES.

A. The Contractor shall protect existing underground utilities from damage during his operations.

B. In cases where the Contractor damages or disrupts existing water, gas, telephone, sewer lines, or other underground service facilities, such facilities shall be replaced or repaired at no expense to the County.

C. In the installation or repair of water mains near sewer lines, the Contractor shall maintain a horizontal clearance of at least ten feet from existing sewer lines, and where water mains cross existing sewer lines, a vertical clearance of at least 18 inches shall be maintained, where the water main is above the sewer line.

1.06 APPROVAL OF MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT:

A. The Contractor shall submit shop drawings and/or manufacturer's description sheets for the following materials and/or equipment for the approval of the County at the pre-construction conference:

   1. Pre-Cast concrete structures
   2. Pipe
   3. Water, Sewer or other incidental utility appurtenances as required.

B. Submittals shall include three copies for each item. Drawings and manufacturer's descriptive material shall include sufficient detail to clearly establish that the item submitted meets the specifications in the Technical Specifications.

C. Items installed without approval of the County shall be subject to removal and replacement at the Contractor's cost. If the Contractor wishes to substitute materials, they must be submitted 7 days prior to bidding and be pre-approved by the Engineer. Brand names mentioned in these specifications are automatically approved, while materials not pre-approved prior to bidding are subject to rejection upon review by the Engineer or Owner.

1.07 TESTING.

Testing will be performed in accordance with the procedures detailed for each section of these technical specifications.

1.08 PRECONSTRUCTION CONFERENCE:

A. After the approved plans are in hand and prior to the start of any construction, a pre-construction conference shall be held.
B. The following people shall be invited to attend:

1. County
2. Contractor
3. Project Engineer
4. Utility Contractor

1.09 CONTRACTOR'S QUALIFICATIONS:

A. The Contractor shall be required to have a business telephone that is staffed during normal working hours.

B. Contractor shall have a current business license in the State of Georgia.

C. The County shall require that all utility Contractors performing work be licensed as Utility Contractors by the State of Georgia.

1.10 WORK PROGRESS:

In the execution of this contract there shall be no more than 25 percent of the total project that is being worked upon unless all previous work has been completed and is ready for service. The work shall begin at a point agreed upon by the project engineer, County and Contractor.
SECTION 2
CLEARING

2.01 DESCRIPTION:
A. Work included: Clear and grub the site as shown on the Drawings and specified herein.

2.02 QUALITY ASSURANCE:
A. Use adequate numbers of skilled workmen who are thoroughly trained and experienced in the necessary crafts and who are completely familiar with the specified requirements and the methods needed for proper performance of the work of this Section.

2.03 MATERIALS:
A. Provide materials, not specifically described but required for proper completion of the work of this Section, as selected by the Contractor subject to the approval of the Engineer.

2.04 SURFACE CONDITIONS:
A. Examine the areas and conditions under which work of this Section will be performed. Correct conditions detrimental to timely and proper completion of the Work. Do not proceed until unsatisfactory conditions are corrected.

2.05 PROTECTION:
A. Protect existing utilities indicated or made known.
B. Protect trees and shrubs, where indicated to remain, by providing a fence around the tree or shrub of sufficient distance away and of sufficient height so trees and shrubs will not be damaged in any way as part of this Work.
C. Protection of persons and property:
   1. Barricade open depressions and holes occurring as part of this Work, and post warning lights on property adjacent to or with public access.
   2. Operate warning lights during hours from dusk to dawn each day and as otherwise required.
3. Protect structures, utilities, sidewalks, pavements, and other facilities from damage caused by settlement, lateral movement, undermining, washout, and other hazards created by operations under this Section.

D. Maintain access to the site at all times.

2.06 CLEARING:

A. Clean out roots 1" in diameter and larger to a depth of at least 12" below the existing ground surface or subgrade of new graded surface, whichever is lower. Treat roots remaining in the soil with a weed killer approved by the Engineer.

2.07 CONSERVATION OF TOPSOIL:

A. After the area has been cleared of vegetation, strip the existing topsoil to the depth necessary to provide at least 6" depth of topsoil in areas shown on the Drawings to be grassed, turfed or planted, without contamination with subsoils.

B. Stockpile in an area clear of new construction.

C. Maintain the stockpile in a manner which will not obstruct the natural flow of drainage.
   1. Maintain stockpile free from debris and trash.
   2. Keep the topsoil damp to prevent dust and drying out.

2.08 DISPOSAL:

A. General:
   1. Remove brush, grass, roots, trash, and other material from clearing operations.
   2. Dispose of away from the site in a legal manner.
   3. Do not store or permit debris to accumulate on the job site.
   4. Do not burn debris at the site.

2.09 UTILITIES:

A. Coordinate with utility companies and agencies as required.

B. Where utility cutting, capping, or plugging is required, perform such work in accordance with requirements of the utility company or governmental agency having jurisdiction.
SECTION 3

EARTHWORK

3.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS:

A. Drawings and general provisions of Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and other sections of these specifications, apply to this Section.

3.02 SUMMARY:

A. This Section includes the following:
   1. Preparing of subgrade for building slabs, walks, and pavements.
   2. Drainage fill course for support of building slabs and retaining walls is included as part of this work.
   3. Excavating and backfilling for underground utilities.

B. Final Grading, together with placement and preparation of topsoil for lawns and planting, is included as part of this Work.

3.03 DEFINITIONS:

A. Excavation consists of removal of material encountered to subgrade elevations indicated and subsequent disposal of materials removed.

B. Unauthorized excavation consists of removal of materials beyond indicated subgrade elevations or dimensions without specific direction of Engineer. Unauthorized excavation, as well as remedial work directed by Engineer, shall be at Contractor's expense.
   1. Under footings, foundation bases, or retaining walls, fill unauthorized excavation by extending indicated bottom elevation of footing or base to excavation bottom, without altering required top elevation. Lean concrete fill may be used to bring elevations to proper position, when acceptable to Engineer.
   2. In locations other than those above, backfill and compact unauthorized excavations as specified for authorized excavations of same classification, unless otherwise directed by Engineer.

C. Additional Excavation: When excavation has reached required subgrade elevations, notify Engineer, who will make an inspection of conditions. If Engineer determines that bearing materials at required subgrade elevations are unsuitable, continue excavation until suitable bearing materials are encountered and replace excavated material as directed by Engineer. Areas indicated on drawings as “undercut areas”
should be excavated to a depth of 6' below existing grades and the soil that has been removed shall be spread and allowed to dry to optimum moisture content and replaced to required compaction requirements at proper thickness. The indicated areas to be undercut shall be done within the Scope of this Work. The Contract Sum may be adjusted by an appropriate Change Order if additional undercutting is required outside the Scope of the Work indicated.

1. Removal of unsuitable material and its replacement as directed will be paid on basis of Conditions of the Contract relative to changes in work.

D. Subgrade: The undisturbed earth or the compacted soil layer immediately below granular subbase, drainage fill, or topsoil materials.

E. Structure: Buildings, foundations, slabs, tanks, curbs, or other man-made stationary features occurring above or below ground surface.

3.04 SUBMITTALS:

A. Test Reports: Submit the following reports directly to Engineer from the testing services, with copy to Contractor:
   1. Test reports on borrow material.
   2. Verification of suitability of each footing subgrade material, in accordance with specified requirements.
   3. Field reports; in-place soil density tests.
   4. One optimum moisture-maximum density curve for each type of soil encountered.
   5. Report of actual unconfined compressive strength and/or results of bearing tests of each strata tested.

3.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE:

A. Codes and Standards: Perform excavation work in compliance with applicable requirements of authorities having jurisdiction.

B. Testing and Inspection Service: Owner will employ and pay for a qualified independent geotechnical testing and inspection laboratory to perform soil testing and inspection service during earthwork operations, if required.

C. Testing Laboratory Qualifications: To qualify for acceptance, the geotechnical testing laboratory must demonstrate to Engineer's satisfaction, based on evaluation of laboratory submitted criteria conforming to ASTM E 699, that it has the experience and capability to conduct required field and laboratory geotechnical testing without delaying the progress of the Work.
3.06 PROJECT CONDITIONS:

A. Existing Utilities: Locate existing underground utilities in areas of excavation work. If utilities are indicated to remain in place, provide adequate means of support and protection during earthwork operations.
   1. Should uncharted, or incorrectly charted, piping or other utilities be encountered during excavation, consult utility owner immediately for directions. Cooperate with Owner and utility companies in keeping respective services and facilities in operation. Repair damaged utilities to satisfaction of utility owner.
   2. Do not interrupt existing utilities serving facilities occupied by Owner or others, during occupied hours, except when permitted in writing by Engineer and then only after acceptable temporary utility services have been provided.
      a. Provide minimum of 48-hour notice to Engineer, and receive written notice to proceed before interrupting any utility.
   3. Demolish and completely remove from site existing underground utilities indicated to be removed. Coordinate with utility companies for shutoff of services if lines are active.

B. Use of Explosives: Use of explosives is not permitted unless permitted by Engineer and local authorities.

C. Protection of Persons and Property: Barricade open excavations occurring as part of this work and post with warning lights.
   1. Operate warning lights as recommended by authorities having jurisdiction.
   2. Protect structures, utilities, sidewalks, pavements, and other facilities from damage caused by settlement, lateral movement, undermining, washout, and other hazards created by earthwork operations.
   3. Perform excavation by hand within dripline of large trees to remain. Protect root systems from damage or dryout to the greatest extent possible. Maintain moist condition for root system and cover exposed roots with moistened burlap.

3.07 SOIL MATERIALS:

A. Satisfactory soil materials are defined as those complying with ASTM D2487 soil classification groups GW, GP, GM, SM, SW, and SP.

B. Unsatisfactory soil materials are defined as those complying with ASTM D2487 soil classification groups GC, SC, ML, MH, CL, CH, OL, OH, and PT.

C. Subbase Material: Naturally or artificially graded mixture of natural or crushed gravel, crushed stone, crushed slag, and natural or crushed sand.
D. **Drainage Fill**: Washed, evenly graded mixture of crushed stone, or crushed or uncrushed gravel, with 100 percent passing a 1-1/2 inch sieve and not more than 5 percent passing a No. 4 sieve.

E. **Backfill and Fill Materials**: Satisfactory soil materials free of clay, rock or gravel larger than 2 inches in any dimension, debris, waste, frozen materials, vegetation and other deleterious matter.

### 3.08 EXCAVATION:

A. **Excavation Classifications**: The following classifications of excavation will be made when rock is encountered:

1. **Earth Excavation** includes excavation of pavements and other obstructions visible on surface; underground structures, utilities, and other items indicated to be demolished and removed; together with earth, topsoil and other materials encountered that are not classified as rock or unauthorized excavation.

2. **Rock excavation for trenches and pits** includes removal and disposal of materials and obstructions encountered that cannot be excavated with a track-mounted power excavator, equivalent to Caterpillar Model No. 215C LC, and rated at not less than 115 HP flywheel power and 32,000-pound drawbar pull and equipped with a short stick and a 42-inch wide, short tip radius rock bucket rated at 0.81 cubic yard (heaped) capacity. Trenches in excess of 10 feet in width and pits in excess of 30 feet in either length or width are classified as open excavation.

3. **Rock excavation in open excavations** includes removal and disposal of materials and obstructions encountered that cannot be dislodged and excavated with modern, track-mounted, heavy-duty excavating equipment without drilling, blasting, or ripping. Rock excavation equipment is defined as Caterpillar Model No. 973 or equivalent track-mounted loader, rated at not less than 210 HP flywheel power and developing minimum of 45,000-pound breakout force (measured in accordance with SAE J732).
   a. Typical of materials classified as rock are boulders 1/2 cu. yd. or more in volume, solid rock, rock in ledges, and rock hard cementitious aggregate deposits.
   b. Intermittent drilling, blasting, or ripping performed to increase production and not necessary to permit excavation of material encountered will be classified as earth excavation.

B. **Do not perform rock excavation work** until material to be excavated has been cross-sectioned and classified by Engineer. Such excavation will be paid on basis of Contract Conditions relative to changes in work.
C. Rock payment lines are limited to the following:
   1. Two feet outside of concrete work for which forms are required, except footings.
   2. One foot outside perimeter of footings.
   3. In pipe trenches, 6 inches below invert elevation of pipe and 2 feet wider than inside diameter of pipe, but not less than 3 feet minimum trench width.
   4. Outside dimensions of concrete work where no forms are required.
   5. Under slabs on grade, 6 inches below bottom of concrete slab.

3.09 STABILITY OF EXCAVATIONS:

A. General: Comply with local codes, ordinances, and requirements of agencies having jurisdiction.

B. Slope sides of excavations to comply with local codes, ordinances, and requirements of agencies having jurisdiction. Shore and brace where sloping is not possible because of space restrictions or stability of material excavated. Maintain sides and slopes of excavations in safe condition until completion of backfilling.

C. Shoring and Bracing: Provide materials for shoring and bracing, such as sheet piling, uprights, stringers, and cross braces, in good serviceable condition. Maintain shoring and bracing in excavations regardless of time period excavations will be open. Extend shoring and bracing as excavation progresses.

3.10 DEWATERING:

A. Prevent surface water and subsurface or ground water from flowing into excavations and from flooding project site and surrounding area.
   1. Do not allow water to accumulate in excavations. Remove water to prevent softening of foundation bottoms, undercutting footings, and soil changes detrimental to stability of subgrades and foundations. Provide and maintain pumps, well points, sumps, suction and discharge lines, and other dewatering system components necessary to convey water away from excavations.
   2. Establish and maintain temporary drainage ditches and other diversions outside excavation limits to convey rain water and water removed from excavations to collecting or runoff areas. Do not use trench excavations as temporary drainage ditches.

3.11 STORAGE OF EXCAVATED MATERIALS:

A. Stockpile excavated materials acceptable for backfill and fill where directed. Place,
grade, and shape stockpiles for proper drainage.
1. Locate and retain soil materials away from edge of excavations. Do not store within drip line of trees indicated to remain.
2. Dispose of excess excavated soil material and materials not acceptable for use as backfill or fill.

3.12 EXCAVATION FOR STRUCTURES:
   A. Conform to elevations and dimensions shown within a tolerance of plus or minus 0.10 foot, and extending a sufficient distance from footings and foundations to permit placing and removal of concrete formwork, installation of services, and other construction and for inspection.
   1. Excavations for footings and foundations: Do not disturb bottom of excavation. Excavate by hand to final grade just before concrete reinforcement is placed. Trim bottoms to required lines and grades to leave solid base to receive other work.

3.13 EXCAVATION FOR PAVEMENTS:
   A. Cut surface under pavements to comply with cross-sections, elevations and grades as indicated.

3.14 TRENCH EXCAVATION FOR PIPES AND CONDUIT:
   A. Excavate trenches to uniform width, sufficiently wide to provide ample working room and a minimum of 6 to 9 inches of clearance on both sides of pipe or conduit.
   B. Excavate trenches and conduit to depth indicated or required to establish indicated slope and invert elevations and to support bottom of pipe or conduit on undisturbed soil. Beyond building perimeter, excavate trenches to allow installation of top of pipe below frost line.
   1. Where rock is encountered, carry excavation 6 inches below required elevation and backfill with a 6-inch layer of crushed stone or gravel prior to installation of pipe.
   2. For pipes or conduit less than 6 inches in nominal size, and for flat-bottomed, multiple-duct conduit units, do not excavate beyond indicated depths. Hand-excavate bottom cut to accurate elevations and support pipe or conduit on undisturbed soil.
   3. For pipes and equipment 6 inches or larger in nominal size, shape bottom of trench to fit bottom of pipe for 90 degrees (bottom 1/4 of the circumference). Fill depressions with tamped sand backfill. At each pipe joint, dig bell holes.
to relieve pipe bell of loads ensure continuous bearing of pipe barrel on bearing surface.

3.15 **COLD WEATHER PROTECTION:**

A. Protect excavation bottoms against freezing when atmospheric temperature is less than 35 degrees F.

3.16 **BACKFILL AND FILL:**

A. **General:** Place soil material in layers to required subgrade elevations, for each area classification listed below, using materials specified in Part 2 of this Section.

1. Under grassed areas, use satisfactory excavated or borrow material including all excess topsoil.
2. Under walks and pavements, use subbase material, satisfactory excavated or borrow material, or a combination.
3. Under steps, use subbase material.
4. Under building slabs and retaining walls, use drainage fill material.
5. Under piping and conduit and equipment, use subbase materials where required over rock bearing surface and for correction of unauthorized excavation. Shape excavation bottom to fit bottom 90 degrees of cylinder.
6. Backfill trenches with concrete where trench excavations pass within 18 inches of column or wall footings and that are carried below bottom of such footings or that pass under wall footings. Place concrete to level of bottom of adjacent footing.
   a. Concrete is specified in Section 4.
   b. Do not backfill trenches until tests and inspections have been made and backfilling is authorized by Engineer. Use care in backfilling to avoid damage or displacement of pipe systems.

7. Provide 4-inch-thick concrete base slab support for piping or conduit less than 2'-6" below surface of roadways. After installation and testing of piping or conduit, provide minimum 4-inch-thick encasement (sides and top) of concrete prior to backfilling or placement of roadway subbase.

B. Backfill excavations as promptly as work permits, but not until completion of the following:

1. Acceptance of construction below finish grade including, where applicable, dampproofing, waterproofing, and perimeter insulation.
2. Inspection, testing, approval, and recording locations of underground utilities have been performed and recorded.
4. Removal of trash and debris from excavation.
5. Permanent or temporary horizontal bracing is in place on horizontally...
supported walls.

3.17 PLACEMENT AND COMPACTION:

A. Ground Surface Preparation: Remove vegetation, debris, unsatisfactory soil materials, obstructions, and deleterious materials from ground surface prior to placement of fills. Plow strip, or break up sloped surfaces steeper than 1 vertical to 4 horizontal so that fill material will bond with existing surface.

1. When existing ground surface has a density less than that specified under "Compaction" for particular area classification, break up ground surface, pulverize, moisture-condition to optimum moisture content, and compact to required depth and percentage of maximum density.

B. Place backfill and fill materials in layers not more than 8 inches in loose depth for material compacted by heavy compaction equipment, and not more than 4 inches in loose depth for material compacted by hand-operated tampers.

C. Before compaction, moisten or aerate each layer as necessary to provide optimum moisture content. Compact each layer to required percentage of maximum dry density or relative dry density for each area classification. Do not place backfill or fill material on surfaces that are muddy, frozen, or contain frost or ice.

D. Place backfill and fill materials evenly adjacent to structures, piping, or conduit to required elevations. Prevent wedging action of backfill against structures or displacement of piping or conduit by carrying material uniformly around structure, piping, or conduit to approximately same elevation in each lift.

E. Control soil and fill compaction, providing minimum percentage of density specified for each area classification indicated below. Correct improperly compacted areas or lifts as directed by Engineer if soil density tests indicate inadequate compaction.

1. Percentage of Maximum Density Requirements: Compact soil to not less than the following percentages of maximum density, in accordance with ASTM D 698:

a. Under structures, building slabs and steps, walkways and pavements, compact each layer of backfill or fill material at 97 percent maximum density.

b. Under lawn or unpaved areas, compact each layer of backfill or fill material at 97 percent maximum density.

2. Moisture Control: Where subgrade or layer of soil material must be moisture conditioned before compaction, uniformly apply water to surface of subgrade or layer of soil material. Apply water in minimum quantity as necessary to prevent free water from appearing on surface during or subsequent to compaction operations.
a. Remove and replace, or scarify and air dry, soil material that is too wet to permit compaction to specified density.
b. Stockpile or spread soil material that has been removed because it is too wet to permit compaction. Assist drying by discing, harrowing, or pulverizing until moisture content is reduced to a satisfactory value.

3.18 GRADING:

A. General: Uniformly grade areas within limits of grading under this section, including adjacent transition areas. Smooth finished surface within specified tolerances, compact with uniform levels or slopes between points where elevations are indicated or between such points and existing grades.

B. Grading Outside Building Lines: Grade areas adjacent to building lines to drain away from structures and to prevent ponding. Finish surfaces free from irregular surface changes and as follows:
   1. Lawn or Unpaved Areas: Finish areas to receive topsoil to within not more than 0.10 foot above or below required subgrade elevations.
   2. Walks: Shape surface of areas under walks to line, grade, and cross-section, with finish surface not more than 0.10 foot above or below required subgrade elevation.
   3. Pavements: Shape surface of areas under pavement to line, grade, and cross-section, with finish surface not more than 2 inch above or below required subgrade elevation.

C. Grading Surface of Fill under Building Slabs and Retaining Walls: Grade smooth and even, free of voids, compacted as specified, and to required elevation. Provide final grades within a tolerance of 1/2 inch when tested with a 10-foot straightedge.

D. Compaction: After grading, compact subgrade surfaces to the depth and indicated percentage of maximum or relative density for each area classification.

3.19 PAVEMENT SUBBASE COURSE:

A. General: Subbase course consists of placing subbase material, in layers of specified thickness, over subgrade surface to support a pavement base course.
   1. Refer to other sections for paving specifications.

B. Grade Control: During construction, maintain lines and grades including crown and cross-slope of subbase course.
C. Placing: Place subbase course material on prepared subgrade in layers of uniform thickness, conforming to indicated cross-section and thickness. Maintain optimum moisture content for compacting subbase material during placement operations.
   1. When a compacted subbase course is indicated to be 6 inches thick or less, place material in a single layer. When indicated to be more than 6 inches thick, place material in equal layers, except no single layer more than 6 inches or less than 3 inches in thickness when compacted.

3.20 BUILDING SLAB DRAINAGE COURSE:

A. General: Drainage course consists of placement of drainage fill material, in layers of indicated thickness, over subgrade surface to support concrete building slabs.

B. Placing: Place drainage fill material on prepared subgrade in layers of uniform thickness, conforming to indicated cross-section and thickness. Maintain optimum moisture content for compacting material during placement operations.
   1. When a compacted drainage course is indicated to be 6 inches thick or less, place material in a single layer. When indicated to be more than 6 inches thick, place material in equal layers, except no single layer more than 6 inches or less than 3 inches in thickness when compacted.

3.21 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL:

A. Quality Control Testing During Construction: Allow testing service to inspect and approve each subgrade and fill layer before further backfill or construction work is performed.
   1. Perform field density tests in accordance with ASTM D 1556 (sand cone method) or ASTM D 2167 (rubber balloon method), as applicable.
   2. Footing Subgrade: For each strata of soil on which footings will be placed, perform at least one test to verify required design bearing capacities. Subsequent verification and approval of each footing subgrade may be based on a visual comparison of each subgrade with related tested strata when acceptable to Engineer.
   3. Paved Areas and Building Slab Subgrade: Perform at least one field density test of subgrade for every 2,000 sq. ft. of paved area or building slab, but in no case fewer than three tests. In each compacted fill layer, perform one field density test for every 2,000 sq. ft. of overlaying building slab or paved area, but in no case fewer than three tests.
   4. Foundation Wall Backfill: Perform at least two field density tests at locations and elevations as directed.
   5. If in opinion of Engineer, based on testing service reports and inspection, subgrade or fills that have been placed are below specified density, perform
additional compaction and testing until specified density is obtained.

3.22 EROSION CONTROL:

A. Provide erosion control methods in accordance with requirements of authorities having jurisdiction.

3.23 MAINTENANCE:

A. Protection of Graded Areas: Protect newly graded areas from traffic and erosion. Keep free of trash and debris.

B. Repair and reestablish grades in settled, eroded, and rutted areas to specified tolerances.

C. Reconditioning Compacted Areas: Where completed compacted areas are disturbed by subsequent construction operations or adverse weather, scarify surface, reshape, and compact to required density prior to further construction.

D. Settling: Where settling is measurable or observable at excavated areas during general project warranty period, remove surface (pavement, lawn, or other finish), add backfill material, compact, and replace surface treatment. Restore appearance, quality, and condition of surface or finish to match adjacent work, and eliminate evidence of restoration to greatest extent possible.

3.24 DISPOSAL OF EXCESS AND WASTE MATERIALS:

A. Removal to Designated Areas on Owner's Property: Transport acceptable excess excavated material to designated areas on Owner's property. Stockpile soil or spread as required by specifications.

B. Removal from Owner's Property: Remove waste materials, including unacceptable excavated material, trash, and debris, and dispose of it off Owner's property.
SECTION 4

CONCRETE WALKS AND PAVEMENT

4.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS:

A. Drawings and general provisions of Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and other Technical Specification Sections, apply to this section.

4.02 SUMMARY:

A. Extent of portland cement concrete paving is shown on drawings, including curbs, gutters and walkways.

B. Prepared subbase is specified in "Earthwork" section.

C. Concrete and related materials are specified in this section.

4.03 SUBMITTALS:

A. Provide samples, manufacturer's product data, test reports, and materials' certifications as required in referenced sections for concrete and joint fillers and sealers.

4.04 QUALITY ASSURANCE:

A. Codes and Standards: Comply with local governing regulations if more stringent than herein specified.

4.05 JOB CONDITIONS:

A. Traffic Control: Maintain access for vehicular and pedestrian traffic as required for other construction activities.

4.06 MATERIALS:

A. Forms: Steel, wood, or other suitable material of size and strength to resist movement during concrete placement and to retain horizontal and vertical alignment until removal. Use straight forms, free of distortion and defects.

B. Use flexible spring steel forms or laminated boards to form radius bends as required.

C. Coat forms with a nonstaining form release agent that will not discolor or deface surface of concrete.
   1. Furnish in flat sheets, not rolls, unless otherwise acceptable to Engineer.

E. Reinforcing Bars: Deformed steel bars, ASTM A 615, Grade 40.

F. Joint Dowel Bars: Plain steel bars, ASTM A 615, Grade 40. Cut bars true to
   length with ends square and free of burrs.

G. Metal Expansion Caps: Furnish for one end of each dowel bar in expansion
   joints. Design caps with one end closed and a minimum length of 3" to allow bars
   movement of not less than 1", unless otherwise indicated.

H. Hook Bolts: ASTM A 307, Grade A bolts, internally and externally threaded.
   Design hook bold joint assembly to hold coupling against pavement form and in
   position during concreting operations, and to permit removal without damage to
   concrete or hook bolt.

I. Concrete Materials: Comply with requirements of applicable Division 3 sections
   for concrete materials, admixtures, bonding materials, curing materials, and others
   as required.

J. Expansion Joint Materials: Comply with requirements of applicable Division 3
   sections for concrete materials, admixtures, bonding materials, curing materials,
   and others as required.

K. Expansion Joint Materials: Comply with requirements of applicable Division 7
   sections for preformed expansion joint fillers and sealers.
   1. Available Products: Subject to compliance with requirements, products
      which may be incorporated in the work include, but are not limited to, the
      following:

      "Masterseal"; Master Builders.
      "Ecocure"; Euclid Chemical Co.
      "Clear Seal"; A. C. Horn.
      "J-20 Acrylic Cure"; Dayton Superior.
      "Sure Cure"; Kaufman Products Inc.
      "AR -30" W.R. Meadows.
      "Spartan-Cote"; The Burke Co.
      "Sealkure"; Toch Div. - Carboline.
      "Kure-N-Seal"; Sonneborn-Contech.
      "Polyclear"; Upco Chemical/USM Corp.
"L&M Cure"; L & M Construction Chemicals.
"Klearseal"; Setcon Industries.
"LR-152"; Protex Industries.
"Hardtop"; Gifford - Hill.

L. Anti-Spalling Compound: 50% (by volume) boiled linseed oil and 50% (by volume) mineral spirits, complying with AASHTO M-223.

M. Liquid-Membrane Forming Curing Compound: Complying with ASTM C 309, Type I, Class A unless other type acceptable to Engineer. Moisture loss not more than 0.055 gr./sq. cm. when applied at 200 sq. ft./gal.

1. Available Products: Subject to compliance with requirements, products which may be incorporated in the work include, but are not limited to, the following:

"J-40 Bonding Agent"; Dayton superior Corp.
"Weldcrete"; Larsen Products.
"Everbond"; L&M Construction Chemicals.
"EucoWeld"; Euclid Chemical Co.
"Hornweld"; A.C. Horn
"Sonocrete"; Sonneborn-Contech.
"Acrylic Bondcrete"; The Burke Co.

N. Epoxy Adhesive: ASTM C 881, two component material suitable for use on dry or damp surfaces. Provide material "Type", "Grade", and "Class" to suit project requirements.

1. Available Products: Subject to compliance with requirements, products which may be incorporated in the work include, but are not limited to, the following:

"J-40 Bonding Agent"; Dayton superior Corp.
"Weldcrete"; Larsen Products.
"Everbond"; L&M Construction Chemicals.
"EucoWeld"; Euclid Chemical Co.
"Hornweld"; A.C. Horn
"Sonocrete"; Sonneborn-Contech.
"Acrylic Bondcrete"; The Burke Co.

4.07 CONCRETE MIX, DESIGN, AND TESTING:

A. Comply with requirements of applicable sections for concrete mix design, sampling and testing, and quality control and as herein specified.
B. Design mix to produce normal-weight concrete consisting of portland cement, aggregate, water-reducing or high-range water-reducing admixture (superplasticizer), air-entraining admixture, and water to produce the following properties:

1. Compressive Strength: 3000 psi, minimum at 28 days, unless otherwise indicated.
2. Slump Limits: 8 inches minimum for concrete containing high-range water-reducing admixture (superplasticizer); 3 inches for other concrete.
3. Air Content: 5 to 8 percent.

4.08 SURFACE PREPARATION:
A. Remove loose material from compacted subbase surface immediately before placing concrete.

B. Proof-roll prepared subbase surface to check for unstable areas and need for additional compaction. Do not begin paving work until such conditions have been corrected and are ready to receive paving.

4.09 FORM CONSTRUCTION:
A. Set forms to required grades and lines, braced and secured. Install forms to allow continuous progress of work and so that forms can remain in place at least 24 hours after concrete placement.

B. Check completed formwork for grade and alignment to following tolerances:
   1. Top of forms not more than 1/8 inch in 10 feet.
   2. Vertical face on longitudinal axis, not more than 1/4 inch in 10 feet.

C. Clean forms after each use and coat with form release agent as required to ensure separation from concrete without damage.

D. Slope step treads at 1/4 inch per foot to drain.

4.10 REINFORCEMENT:
A. Locate, place and support reinforcement as specified in applicable sections, unless otherwise indicated.

4.11 CONCRETE PLACEMENT:
A. General: Comply with requirements of applicable sections for mixing and placing concrete, and as herein specified.

B. Do not place concrete until subbase and forms have been checked for line and grade. Moisten subbase if required to provide a uniform dampened condition at time concrete is placed. Do not place concrete around manholes or other structures until
they are at required finish elevation and alignment.

C. Place concrete by methods that prevent segregation of mix. Consolidate concrete along face of forms and adjacent to transverse joints with internal vibrator. Keep vibrator away from joint assemblies, reinforcement, or side forms. Use only square-faced shovels for hand-spaying and consolidation. Consolidate with care to prevent dislocation of reinforcing, dowels, and joint devices. Use bonding agent at locations where fresh concrete is placed against hardened or partially hardened concrete surfaces.

D. Deposit and spread concrete in a continuous operation between transverse joints as far as possible. If interrupted for more than 1/2 hour, place a construction joint.

E. When adjacent pavement lanes are placed in separate pours, do not operate equipment on concrete until pavement has attained sufficient strength to carry loads without injury.

F. Curbs and Gutters: Automatic machine may be used for curb and gutter placement at Contractor's option. If machine placement is to be used, submit revised mix design and laboratory test results that meet or exceed minimums specified. Machine placement must produce curbs and gutters to required cross-section, lines, grades, finish, and jointing as specified for formed concrete. If results are not acceptable, remove and replace with formed concrete as specified.

4.12 JOINTS:
A. General: Construct expansion, weakened-plane (contraction), and construction joints true to line with face perpendicular to surface of concrete. Construct transverse joints at right angles to the centerline, unless otherwise indicated.

B. When joining existing structures, place transverse joints to align with previously placed joints, unless otherwise indicated.

C. Weakened-Plane (Contraction) Joints: Provide weakened-plane (contraction) joints, sectioning concrete into areas as shown on drawings. Construct weakened-plane joints for a depth equal to at least 1/4 concrete thickness, as follows:

1. Tooled Joints: Form weakened-plane joints in fresh concrete by grooving top portion with a recommended cutting tool and finishing edges with a jointer.

2. Sawed Joints: Form weakened-plane joints with powered saws equipped with shatterproof abrasive or diamond-rimmed blades. Cut joints into hardened concrete as soon as surface will not be torn, abraded, or otherwise damaged by cutting action.
3. Inserts: Use embedded strips of metal or sealed wood to form weakened-plane joints. Set strips into plastic concrete and carefully remove strips after concrete has hardened.

D. Construction Joints: Place construction joints at end of placements and at locations where placement operations are stopped for more than 1/2 hour, except where such placements terminate at expansion joints.
1. Construct joints as shown or, if not shown, use standard metal keyway-section forms.
2. Where load transfer-slip dowel devices are used, install so that one end of each dowel bar is free to move.

E. Expansion Joints: Provide premolded joint filler for expansion joints abutting concrete curbs, catch basins, manholes, inlets, structures, walls, and other fixed objects, unless otherwise indicated.
1. Locate expansion joints at 20 feet o.c. for each pavement lane and 30 feet o.c. for concrete sidewalks unless otherwise indicated.

F. Extend joint fillers full width and depth of joint, not less than 1/2 inch or more than 1 inch below finished surface where joint sealer is indicated. If no joint sealer, place top of joint filler flush with finished concrete surface.

G. Furnish joint fillers in one-piece lengths for full width being placed wherever possible. Where more than one length is required, lace or clip joint filler sections together.

H. Protect top edge of joint filler during concrete placement with a metal cap or other temporary material. Remove protection after concrete has been placed on both sides of joint.

I. Fillers and Sealants: Comply with requirements of applicable sections for preparation of joints, materials, installation, and performance.

4.13 CONCRETE FINISHING:
A. After striking-off and consolidating concrete, smooth surface by screeding and floating. Use hand methods only where mechanical floating is not possible. Adjust floating to compact surface and produce uniform texture.

B. After floating, test surface for trueness with a 10-ft. straightedge. Distribute concrete as required to remove surface irregularities, and refloat repaired areas to provide a continuous smooth finish.

C. Work edges of slabs, gutters, back top edge of curb, and formed joints with an
edging tool, and round to 1/2-inch radius, unless otherwise indicated. Eliminate tool marks on concrete surface.

D. After completion of floating and when excess moisture or surface sheen has disappeared, complete troweling and finish surface as follows:
1. Broom finish by drawing a fine-hair broom across concrete surface perpendicular to line of traffic. Repeat operation if required to provide a fine line texture acceptable to Engineer.
2. On inclined slab surfaces, provide a coarse, non-slip finish by scoring surface with a stiff-bristled broom, perpendicular to line of traffic.

E. Do not remove forms for 24 hours after concrete has been placed. After form removal, clean ends of joints and point-up any minor honeycombed areas. Remove and replace areas or sections with major defects, as directed by Engineer.

4.14 Curing:
A. Protect and cure finished concrete paving in compliance with applicable sections. Use membrane-forming curing and sealing compound or approved moist-curing methods.

B. Anti-Spalling Treatment: A second coat of curing and sealing compound may be used or an anti-spalling compound applied over concrete cured by continuous moist-curing methods. Apply compounds to concrete surfaces no sooner than 28 days after placement, to clean, dry concrete free of oil, dirt, and other foreign material. Apply curing and sealing compound at a maximum coverage rate of 300 sq. ft/gallon. Apply anti-spalling compound in two sprayed applications. First application at rate of 40 sq. yds. per gal.; second application 60 sq. yds. per gallon. Allow complete drying between applications.

4.15 Repairs and Protections:
A. Repair or replace broken or defective concrete, as directed by Engineer.

B. Drill test cores where directed by Engineer when necessary to determine magnitude of cracks or defective areas. Fill drilled core holes in satisfactory pavement areas with portland cement concrete bonded to pavement with epoxy adhesive.

C. Protect concrete from damage until acceptance of work. Exclude traffic from pavement for at least 14 days after placement. When construction traffic is permitted, maintain pavement as clean as possible by removing surface stains and spillage of materials as they occur.

D. Sweep concrete pavement and wash free of stains, discolorations, dirt, and other
foreign material just before final inspection.
SECTION 5

SELECTIVE DEMOLITION

5.01 DESCRIPTION:

A. Work included: Carefully demolish and remove from the site those items scheduled to be so demolished and removed.

B. Related work:
   1. Documents affecting work of this Section include, but are not necessarily limited to, General Conditions, Supplementary Conditions, and other Sections of these Specifications.

5.02 QUALITY ASSURANCE:

A. Use adequate numbers of skilled workmen who are thoroughly trained and experienced in the necessary crafts and who are completely familiar with the specified requirements and the methods needed for proper performance of the work of this Section.

5.03 DISPOSAL:

A. All items demolished and removed from the jobsite shall be disposed of by Contractor. All costs associated with transportation and disposal of these items shall be considered incidental to the work. There shall be no separate payment for disposal unless otherwise shown in the bid schedule.

5.04 SURFACE CONDITIONS:

A. Examine the areas and conditions under which work of this Section will be performed. Correct conditions detrimental to timely and proper completion of the Work. Do not proceed until unsatisfactory conditions are corrected.

5.05 DEMOLITION:

A. By careful study of the Contract Documents, determine the location and extent of selective demolition to be performed.

B. In company with the Engineer, visit the site and verify the extent and location of demolition required.
   1. Carefully identify limits of selective demolition.
   2. Mark conduit, etc. as required to enable workmen also to identify items to
be removed and items to be left in place intact.

C. Prepare and follow an organized plan for demolition and removal of items. Use means and equipment approved for this purpose by governmental agencies having jurisdiction, demolish and remove from the job site existing construction designated to be removed.

1. Shut off, cap, and otherwise protect existing public utility lines in accordance with the requirements of the public agency or utility having jurisdiction.
2. Completely remove items scheduled to be so demolished and removed, leaving surfaces clean, solid, and ready to receive new materials specified elsewhere.
3. In all activities, comply with pertinent regulations of governmental agencies having jurisdiction.

D. Demolished material shall be considered to be property of the Contractor and shall be completely removed from the job site.

E. Use means necessary to prevent dust becoming a nuisance to the public, to neighbors, and to other work being performed on or near the site.

5.06 REPLACEMENTS:

A. In the event of demolition of items not so scheduled to be demolished, promptly replace such items to the approval of the Engineer and at no additional cost to the Owner.
SECTION 6
STORM SEWERS

6.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS:
A. Drawings and general provisions of Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and other Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

6.02 SUMMARY:
A. This Section includes storm sewerage system piping and appurtenances as shown on the civil drawings to the point of discharge.
B. Related Sections: The following sections contain requirements that relate to this section:
   1. Section 3 "Earthwork" for excavation and backfill required for storm sewerage system piping and structures.
   2. Section 4 "Concrete Work" for cast-in-place concrete drainage structures.

6.03 SUBMITTALS:
A. General: Submit the following in accordance with general conditions of Contract and other Specification Sections.
   1. Product data for drainage piping specialties.
   2. Shop drawings for precast concrete storm drainage manholes, outlet boxes, and catch basins, including frames, covers, and grates.

6.04 QUALITY ASSURANCE:
A. Environmental Compliance: Comply with applicable portions of local environmental agency regulations pertaining to storm sewerage systems.
B. Utility Compliance: Comply with local utility regulations and standards pertaining to storm sewerage systems.

6.05 PROJECT CONDITIONS:
A. Site Information: Perform site survey, research public utility records, and verify existing utility locations. Verify that storm sewerage system piping may be installed in compliance with original design and referenced standards.
   1. Locate existing storm sewerage system piping and structures that are to be abandoned and closed.

6.06 SEQUENCING AND SCHEDULING:
A. Coordinate with other utility work.

6.07 PIPE AND FITTINGS:
A. General: Provide pipe and pipe fitting materials compatible with each other.

B. Corrugated metal pipe, when shown on the plans shall be: Fully bituminous coated, corrugated, galvanized steel pipe size and gage as shown on the drawings. Use 16 gage for sizes 12 in. through 30 in.; 14 gage for sizes 36 in. through 42 in.; and 12 gage for sizes 48 in. through 60 in.

C. All galvanized corrugated steel culvert pipe shall have 2-2/3" x 1/2" corrugations with the ends of pipe sections reformed to annular corrugations. All connecting bands shall have annular corrugations.

D. Bituminous coated corrugated steel pipe shall meet the requirements of the current AASHTO M-190.

E. High Density Polyethylene Pipe, when shown on the plans shall be: Corrugated dual-wall high density polyethylene (HDPE) with smooth interior conforming to ASTM F2648. The pipe shall utilize a bell & spigot joining system sealed with a rubber gasket that meets the requirements of ASTM F477.

F. Reinforced Concrete Pipe, when shown on the plans shall be meet all applicable requirements and comply with ASTM 14 and AASHTO M86 Standard Specification for Concrete Sewer, Storm Drain, and Culvert Pipe

6.08 DROP INLETS/JUNCTION BOXES:

A. Precast Concrete Manholes: ASTM C 478, precast reinforced concrete, of depth indicated with provision for rubber gasket joints.
   1. Base Section: 6-inch minimum thickness for floor slab and 4-inch minimum thickness for walls and base riser section, and having a separate base slab or base section with integral floor.
   2. Riser Sections: 4-inch minimum thickness, 48-inch diameter unless otherwise noted, and lengths to provide depth indicated.
   3. Top Section: Eccentric cone type, unless concentric cone or flat-slab-top type is indicated. Top of cone to match grade rings.
   4. Grade Rings: Provide 2 or 3 reinforced concrete rings, of 6 to 9 inches total thickness and match 24-inch diameter frame and cover.
   5. Gaskets: ASTM C 443, rubber.
   6. Steps: Cast into base, riser, and top sections sidewall at 12-to 16-inch intervals.
   7. Pipe Connectors: ASTM C 923, resilient, of size required, for each pipe connecting to base section.
   8. Channel and Bench: Concrete.

B. Cast-in-Place Manholes: Reinforced concrete of dimensions and with appurtenances indicated.
   2. Channel and Bench: Concrete.
   3. Steps: Cast into sidewall at 12- to 16-inch intervals.

C. Manhole Steps: Wide enough for an adult to place both feet on one step and designed to prevent lateral slippage off the step.
1. Material: Ductile iron or cast aluminum.

D. Manhole Frames and Covers: ASTM A 536, Grade 60-40-18, heavy-duty, ductile iron, 24-inch inside diameter by 7- to 9-inch riser with 4-inch minimum width flange, and 26-inch-diameter cover, indented top design, with lettering "STORM SEWER" cast into cover.

E. All precast structures shall conform to ASTM-C-478. Dimensions and reinforcement steel shall be as shown on details.

6.09 CATCH BASINS/DROP INLETS:

A. Precast Concrete Catch Basins: ASTM C 478 or ASTM C 858, precast reinforced concrete, of depth indicated. Sections shall have provision for rubber gasket joints. Base section slab shall have minimum thickness of 6 inches, riser sections shall have minimum thickness of 6 inches and be 48 inches inside diameter unless otherwise noted, and top section and grade rings shall match 24-inch frame and grate, unless otherwise indicated.
   1. Base Section: Base riser section and separate base slab, or base riser section with integral floor.
   2. Riser Sections: Sections shall be of lengths to provide depth indicated.
   3. Top Section: Flat slab type with opening to match grade rings.
   4. Grade Rings: Provide 2 or 3 reinforced concrete rings, of 6 to 9 inches total thickness.
   5. Gaskets: ASTM C 443, rubber.
   6. Steps: Cast into riser sidewall at 12- to 16-inch intervals.
   7. Pipe Connectors: ASTM C 923, resilient, of size required, for each pipe connecting to base section.
   8. Channel and Bench: Concrete.

B. Cast-in-Place Catch Basins: Reinforced concrete of dimensions and with appurtenances indicated.
   2. Channel and Bench: Concrete.

C. Catch Basin Steps: Wide enough for an adult to place both feet on one step and designed to prevent lateral slippage off the step.
   1. Material: Ductile iron or cast aluminum.

D. Catch Basin Frames and Grates: ASTM A 536 Grade 60-40-18, heavy-duty, ductile iron, 24-inch inside diameter by 7- to 9-inch riser with 4-inch minimum width flange, and 26-inch-diameter flat grate having small square or short slotted drainage openings.

E. Curb Inlets: Precast concrete, brick, or other materials, of dimensions conforming to utility standards.

6.10 OUTFALLS:

A. General: Construct of cast-in-place reinforced concrete pipe, head wall, apron, tapered sides, and with rip rap, as indicated.
   1. Rip Rap: Broken stone, irregular size and shape, weighing a minimum of
50 pounds each.

6.11 CONCRETE AND REINFORCEMENT:

A. Concrete: Portland cement mix, 3,000 psi.
   1. Cement: ASTM C 150, Type II.

B. Reinforcement: Steel conforming to the following:
   2. Reinforcement Bars: ASTM A 615, Grade 60, deformed.

6.12 IDENTIFICATION:

A. Metallic-Lined Plastic Underground Warning Tapes: Polyethylene plastic tape with metallic core, 6 inches wide by 4 mils thick, solid green in color with continuously printed caption in black letters "CAUTION - SEWER LINE BURIED BELOW."

6.13 PREPARATION OF FOUNDATION FOR BURIED STORM SEWERAGE SYSTEMS:

A. Grade trench bottom to provide a smooth, firm, stable, and rock-free foundation, throughout the length of the pipe.

B. Remove unstable, soft, and unsuitable materials at the surface upon which pipes are to be laid, and backfill with clean sand or pea gravel to indicated level.

C. Excavate trenches to the line and grade shown on the plans. The minimum width of the trench shall be 12" plus the outside diameter of the pipe. The maximum width shall be 24" plus the outside diameter of the pipe. Machine trenching may be carried to within four inches of the flow line elevation and the remainder of the trench bottom removed by hand. Undercutting will not be permitted except to obtain a stable bottom. Do not open more trench in advance of pipe laying than is possible to use in laying pipe for that day. Backfill all trenches at the end of each day.

D. Shape the bottom of the trench to the lower 1/3 of the pipe for a firm bed, or lay the pipe on a flat trench bottom and backfill immediately to 1/4 its diameter and tamp in 4" layers against and under the pipe.

6.14 PIPE APPLICATIONS FOR UNDERGROUND STORM SEWERS:

A. Pipe type, size and material shall be as shown on the plans.

6.15 INSTALLATION, GENERAL:

A. General Locations and Arrangements: Drawings (plans and details) indicate the general location and arrangement of the underground storm sewerage system piping. Location and arrangement of piping layout take into account many design considerations. Install the piping as indicated, to the extent practical.
B. Install piping beginning at low point of systems, true to grades and alignment indicated with unbroken continuity of invert. Place bell ends of piping facing upstream. Install gaskets, seals, sleeves, and couplings in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations for use of lubricants, cements, and other installation requirements. Maintain swab or drag in line and pull past each joint as it is completed.

C. Use manholes or catch basins for changes in direction, except where a fitting is indicated. Use fittings for branch connections, except where direct tap into existing sewer is indicated.

D. Use proper size increasers, reducers, and couplings, where different size or material of pipes and fittings are connected. Reduction of the size of piping in the direction of flow is prohibited.

E. Install piping pitched down in direction of flow, at minimum slope of 1 percent, except where indicated otherwise.

F. Extend storm sewerage system piping to connect to building storm drains, of sizes and in locations indicated.

G. Install 1-inch-thick extruded polystyrene over underground building drain piping not under building. Width of insulation shall extend minimum of 12 inches beyond each side of pipe. Install directly over and center on pipe center line.

H. Tunneling: Install pipe under streets or other obstructions that cannot be disturbed, by tunneling, jacking, or a combination of both.

I. In areas indicated on drawings, a concrete apron shall be poured in the pipe at pavement areas where cover is minimal. The concrete apron shall be 4000 psi concrete a minimum 4 inch thickness and extending 12 inches beyond the width of the pipe on each side.

6.16 MANHOLE JUNCTION BOXES:
A. General: Install manholes complete with accessories as indicated. Form continuous concrete or split pipe section channel and benches between inlets and outlet. Set tops of frames and covers flush with finish surface where manholes occur in pavements. Elsewhere, set tops 3 inches above finish surface, unless otherwise indicated.

B. Place precast concrete manhole sections as indicated, and install in accordance with ASTM C 891.

C. Construct brick manholes as indicated.

D. Construct cast-in-place manholes as indicated.

6.17 CATCH BASINS:
A. Construct catch basins to sizes and shapes indicated.

B. Set frames and grates to elevations indicated.
6.18 **OUTFALLS:**

A. Construct outfalls of reinforced concrete which will attain 28-day compressive strength of not less than 3000 psi.

6.19 **INSTALLATION OF IDENTIFICATION:**

A. Install continuous plastic underground warning tape during back-filling of trench for underground water service piping. Locate 6 to 8 inches below finished grade, directly over piping.

6.20 **FIELD QUALITY CONTROL:**

A. Testing: Perform testing of completed piping in accordance with local authorities having jurisdiction.

B. Cleaning: Clear interior of piping and structures of dirt and other superfluous material as work progresses. Maintain swab or drag in piping and pull past each joint as it is completed.

1. In large, accessible piping, brushes and brooms may be used for cleaning.
2. Place plugs in ends of uncompleted pipe at end of day or whenever work stops.
3. Flush piping between manholes to remove collected debris.

C. Interior Inspection: Inspect piping to determine whether line displacement or other damage has occurred.

1. Make inspections after pipe between manholes and manhole locations has been installed and approximately 2 feet of backfill is in place, and again at completion of project.
2. If inspection indicates poor alignment, debris, displaced pipe, infiltration, or other defects, correct such defects and reinspect.
SECTION 7
EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL

7.01 DESCRIPTION:

A. This section consists of the furnishing and installing of slit fences, hay bales, and other provisions as shown on the drawings for the purpose of governing land-disturbing activities.

7.02 DISTURBED SOIL:

A. The disturbed area and the duration of exposure to erosive elements shall be kept to a practical minimum. All disturbed soil shall be stabilized as quickly as practical. Temporary vegetation or mulching shall be employed to protect exposed critical areas during development.

7.03 EROSION CONTROL STRUCTURES:

A. Structural erosion control measures must be installed as soon as practical. All structures shall be installed as described on the Grading/Erosion Control Plan.

7.04 SURFACE RUN-OFF WATER:

A. Sediment in run-off water must be trapped by the use of debris basins, sediment basins, silt traps, or similar measures as described on the drawings until the disturbed area is stabilized. Adequate provisions must be provided to minimize damage from surface water to the cut face of excavations or the sloping surfaces of fills.

7.05 MAINTENANCE:

A. The Contractor shall be responsible for maintaining all erosion and sediment control measures and structures during the construction period.
SECTION 8
SEEDING, FERTILIZING AND MULCHING

8.01 GENERAL:

A. Seeding, fertilizing and mulching shall be performed on all areas disturbed by construction. Note: certain areas are to be sodded, see civil plans and specifications on drawings.

8.02 SEED:

A. Seed shall be delivered to the site in the original sacks as received from the producer, and each sack shall be tagged in accordance with the agricultural seed laws of the United States and State of Georgia. Each sack shall be tagged showing the dealers guarantee as to the year grown, percentage of purity, percentage of germination and the date of the test by which the percentages of purity and germination were determined. All seed sown have a date of test within six months of the date of sowing.

B. Any seed delivered prior to use, shall be stored in such a manner that it will be protected from damage by heat, moisture, rodents, or other cause.

C. The mixture to be used shall be as specified on the drawings.

8.03 FERTILIZER:

A. Commercial fertilizer shall be a complete fertilizer, part of the elements of which are derived from organic sources. Fertilizer for lawn areas shall be a complete formula 10-10-10 or approved equal.

B. Fertilizer shall be delivered mixed as specified in standard size bags showing weight, analysis and name of manufacturer and shall be stored in a weatherproof storage place, and in such a manner that it will be kept dry and its effectiveness will not be impaired.

8.04 PREPARATION OF AREAS TO BE GRASSED:

A. All areas within the limits of this project that have been disturbed by construction are to be seeded shall be conditioned by loosening and finely pulverizing the soil to a depth of four (4) inches. The conditioning process shall consist of discing, harrowing and dragging with a plank float or other approved equipment.
8.05 FERTILIZING:

A. All areas to be seeded shall have complete commercial fertilizer uniformly spread at the rate prescribed by the manufacturer and mixed into the top one and one-half (1-1/2) inch of soil prior to seeding.

8.06 SEEDING:

A. Before any seed is sown, the area to be seeded shall be soil conditioned as required herein, and brought to a pleasing finished grade in conformance with the plans and as directed. In the event that proper conditioned soil has become compacted by rain, equipment or other sources, the entire area or compacted portions thereof shall be again conditioned as directed, in such a manner as to present a finely pulverized, smooth, even seed bed of not less than two inches (2") in depth at the time of sowing.

B. After sowing the seed, the entire area shall be lightly raked or dragged, either by hand or mechanical equipment, to cover all the seed to a maximum depth of approximately one-quarter inch (1/4").

C. All areas within the construction limits of this project, except paved, building and other areas designated, shall be seeded as herein specified.

D. Grass seed shall be sown evenly by hand or mechanical broadcast in two operations of equal amounts, and at right angles to each other.

E. No seeding shall be done when wind velocities exceed five miles per hour, or when poor results are being obtained due to adverse soil or weather conditions.

8.07 MULCHING:

A. All areas planted in grass seed shall be mulched within twenty-four (24) hours after seeding operations have been completed. Straw mulch shall be uniform, loose (not matted) and a maximum depth of one (1) inch. Mulch shall be applied at a rate of 2-1/2 tons per acre.

8.08 GRASSING:

A. Grassing shall be completed between October 1st and January 1st, or during the season or seasons which are normal for such work as determined by weather conditions and accepted practice in the locality, or for the type of seed being planted.
8.09 FINAL INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE:

A. As soon as the grassed areas have become established as required above, a final inspection of the work will be made, provided a written request for such inspection is given to the Engineer or representative of the owner. If the work is found to be satisfactory and in accordance with all requirements of the contract documents, the work will be accepted.

B. The Contractor may request inspection for acceptance 60 days after completing all seeding working.

C. The Engineer and Owner may reject any areas of grassing in which any square foot of area to be grassed has less than 75 percent coverage of the type grass specified.
150.01  **GENERAL**

This section as supplemented by the Plans, Specifications, and Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) shall be considered the Temporary Traffic Control (TTC) Plan. Activities shall consist of furnishing, installing, maintaining, and removing necessary traffic signs, pedestrian signs, barricades, lights, signals, cones, pavement markings and other traffic control devices and shall include flagging and other means for guidance and protection of vehicular and pedestrian traffic through the Work Zone. This Work shall include both maintaining existing devices and installing additional devices as necessary in construction work zones.

When any provisions of this Specification or the Plans do not meet the minimum requirements of the MUTCD, the MUTCD shall control. The 2009 Edition of the MUTCD shall be in effect for the duration of the project.

The needs and control of all road users (motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians within the highway right-of-way and easements, including persons with disabilities in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), Title II, Paragraph 35.130) through a Temporary Traffic Control (TTC) zone shall be an essential part of highway construction, utility work, maintenance operations and management of traffic incidents.

The Worksite Traffic Control Supervisor (WTCS) shall have a copy of Part VI of the MUTCD and the Contract on the job site. Copies of the current MUTCD may be obtained from the FHWA web page at [http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov](http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov).

A. **WORKER SAFETY APPAREL**

All workers, including emergency responders, within the right-of-way who are exposed either to traffic (vehicles using the highway for purpose of travel) or to work vehicles and construction equipment within the TTC zone shall wear high-visibility safety apparel that meets the Performance Class 2 or 3 requirements of the ANSI/ISEA 107-2004 publication entitled "American National Standard for High-Visibility Safety Apparel and Headwear", or equivalent revisions, and labeled as meeting the ANSI 107-2004 standard performance for Class 2 or 3 risk exposure. Emergency and incident responders and law enforcement personnel within the TTC zone may wear high-visibility safety apparel that meets the
performance requirements of the ANSI/ISEA 207-2006 publication entitled "American National Standard for High-Visibility Public Safety Vests", or equivalent revisions, and labeled as ANSI 207-2006, in lieu of ANSI/ISEA 107-2004 apparel. Firefighters or other emergency responders working within the right-of-way and engaged in emergency operations that directly expose them to flame, fire, heat, and/or hazardous material may wear retroreflective turn-out gear that is specified and regulated by other organizations, such as the National Fire Protection Association.

B. WORKSITE TRAFFIC CONTROL SUPERVISOR

ALL HIGHWAYS (ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS BELOW FOR INTERSTATES): The Contractor shall designate a qualified individual as the Worksite Traffic Control Supervisor (WTCS) who shall be responsible for selecting, installing and maintaining all traffic control devices in accordance with the Plans, Specifications, Special Provisions and the MUTCD. A written resume documenting the experience and credentials of the WTCS shall be submitted and accepted by the Engineer prior to beginning any work that involves traffic control. The WTCS shall be available on a twenty-four (24) hour basis to perform its duties. If the work requires traffic control activities to be performed during the daylight and nighttime hours it may be necessary for the Contractor to designate an alternate WTCS. An alternate WTCS must meet the same requirements and qualifications as the primary WTCS and be accepted by the Engineer prior to beginning any traffic control duties. The Worksite Traffic Control Supervisor's traffic control responsibilities shall have priority over all other assigned duties.

As the representative of the Contractor, the WTCS shall have full authority to act on behalf of the Contractor in administering the TTC Plan. The WTCS shall have appropriate training in safe traffic control practices in accordance with Part VI of the MUTCD. In addition to the WTCS all other individuals making decisions regarding traffic control shall meet the training requirements of the Part VI of the MUTCD. The WTCS shall supervise the initial installation of traffic control devices. The Engineer prior to the beginning of construction will review the initial installation. Modifications to traffic control devices as required by sequence of operations or staged construction shall be reviewed by the WTCS.

The WTCS shall be available on a full-time basis to maintain traffic control devices with access to all personnel, materials, and equipment necessary to respond effectively to an emergency situation within forty-five (45) minutes of notification of the emergency.

The WTCS shall regularly perform inspections to ensure that traffic control is maintained. Unless modified by the special conditions or by the Engineer, routine deficiencies shall be corrected within a twenty-four (24) hour period. Failure to comply with these provisions shall be grounds for dismissal from the duties of WTCS and/or removal of the WTCS from the project. Failure of the WTCS to execute his duties shall be considered as non-performance under Subsection 150.08.

The Engineer will periodically review the work for compliance with the requirements of the TTC plan.
On projects where traffic control duties will not require full time supervision, the Engineer may allow the Contractor’s Project Superintendent to serve as the WTCS as long as satisfactory results are obtained.

CERTIFIED WORKSITE TRAFFIC CONTROL SUPERVISOR
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR INTERSTATE AND LIMITED ACCESS HIGHWAYS: In addition to the requirements above, the WTCS shall have a minimum of one year’s experience directly related to work site traffic control in a supervisory or responsible capacity. The WTCS shall be currently certified by the American Traffic Safety Services Association (ATSSA) Work Site Traffic Supervisor Certification program or the National Safety Council Certification program.

Any work performed on the interstate or limited access highway right-of-way that requires traffic control shall be supervised by the Certified Worksite Traffic Control Supervisor. No work requiring traffic control shall be performed unless the certified WTCS is on the worksite. Failure to maintain a Certified Worksite Traffic Control Supervisor on the work will be considered as non-performance under Subsection 150.08.

The WTCS shall perform, as a minimum, weekly traffic control inspections on all interstate and limited access highways. The inspection shall be reported to the Engineer on a TC-1 report. The Engineer will furnish a blank copy of the TC-1 report to the Contractor prior to the beginning of any work on the interstate or limited access right-of-way.

C. TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES

All traffic control devices used during the construction of a project shall meet the Standards utilized in the MUTCD, and shall comply with the requirements of these Specifications, Project Plans, and Special Provisions. All devices shall be tested at NCHRP Test Level III. Reference is made to Subsections 104.05, 107.07, and 107.09.

D. REFLECTORIZATION REQUIREMENTS

All rigid fluorescent orange construction warning signs (black on fluorescent orange) shall meet the reflectorization and color requirements of ASTM Type VII, VIII, IX or X regardless of the mounting height.

Portable signs which have flexible sign blanks shall meet the reflectorization and color requirements of ASTM Type VI.

Warning signs (W3-1a) for stop conditions that have rumble strips located in the travelway shall be reflectorized with ASTM Type IX fluorescent yellow sheeting.

All other signs shall meet the requirements of ASTM Type III or IV except for “Pass With Care” and “Do Not Pass” signs which may be ASTM Type I unless otherwise specified.

CHANNELIZATION DEVICES: Channelization devices shall meet the requirements of ASTM Type III or IV high intensity sheeting.

E. IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
No work shall be started on any project phase until the appropriate traffic control devices have been placed in accordance with the Project requirements. Changes to traffic flow shall not commence unless all labor, materials, and equipment necessary to make the changes are available on the Project.

When any shift or change is made to the location of traffic or to the flow patterns of traffic, including pedestrian traffic, the permanent safety features shall be installed and fully operational before making the change. If staging or site conditions prevent the installation of permanent features then the equivalent interim devices shall be utilized. This work shall also include any necessary removal and reinstallation of guardrail panels to achieve the required panel lap to accommodate the appropriate shift and traffic flow including the final traffic flow configuration (The cost of performing this work shall be included in Traffic Control-Lump Sum).

Any section of the work that is on new location shall have all permanent safety features installed and fully operational before the work is opened to traffic. Safety features shall include but are not limited to the following items:

1. Guardrail including anchors and delineation with properly lapped panels
2. Impact attenuators
3. Traffic signals
4. Warning devices
5. Pavement markings including words, symbols, stop bars, and crosswalks
6. Roadway signs including regulatory, warning, and guide

Outdoor lighting shall be considered as a safety feature for welcome centers, rest areas, and weigh station projects. For typical roadway type projects new street lighting is not considered a safety feature unless specifically noted in the plans or in the special conditions.

F. MAINTENANCE OF TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES

Traffic control devices shall be in acceptable condition when first erected on the project and shall be maintained in accordance with Subsection 104.05 throughout the construction period. All unacceptable traffic control devices shall be replaced within 24 hours. When not in use, all traffic control devices shall be removed, placed or covered so as not to be visible to traffic. All construction warning signs shall be removed within seven calendar days after time charges are stopped or pay items are complete. If traffic control devices are left in place for more than ten days after completion of the Work, the Department shall have the right to remove such devices, claim possession thereof, and deduct the cost of such removal from any monies due, or which may become due, the Contractor.

G. TRAFFIC INTERRUPTION RESTRICTIONS

The Department reserves the right to restrict construction operations when, in the opinion of the Engineer, the continuance of the Work would seriously hinder traffic flow, be needlessly disruptive or unnecessarily inconvenience the traveling public. The Contractor shall suspend and/or reschedule any work when the Engineer deems that conditions are unfavorable for continuing the Work.
Advanced notification requirements to the Contractor to suspend work will be according to the events and the time restrictions outlined below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Time Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incident management</td>
<td>No advanced notice required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threatening/Inclement weather</td>
<td>24 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holidays, sporting events, unfavorable conditions</td>
<td>Three (3) calendar days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the work is suspended, the Contractor may submit a request for additional contract time as allowed under Section 108. The Department will review the request and may grant additional contract time as justified by the impact to the Contractor’s schedule. Compensation for loss of productivity, rescheduling of crews, rental of equipment or delays to the Contractor’s schedule will not be considered for payment. Additional contract time will be the only consideration granted to the Contractor.

H. SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS

Any Sequence of Operations provided in this Contract in conjunction with any staging details which may be shown in the plans, is a suggested sequence for performing the Work. It is intended as a general staging plan for the orderly execution of the work while minimizing the impact on pedestrian facilities, mainline, cross-streets and side streets. The Contractor shall develop detailed staging and temporary traffic control plans for performing specific areas of the Work including but not limited to all traffic shifts, detours, bridge widenings, paces, or other activities that disrupt traffic or pedestrian flow. The Engineer may require detailed staging and TTC plans for lane closures or disruption to pedestrian facilities. These plans shall be submitted for approval at least two weeks prior to the scheduled date of the activity. Activities that have not been approved at least seven (7) days prior to the scheduled date shall be rescheduled.

Where traffic is permitted through the work area under stage construction, the Contractor may choose to construct, at no additional expense to the Department, temporary on-site bypasses or detours in order to expedite the work. Plans for such temporary bypasses or detours shall be submitted to the Engineer for review and approval 30 calendar days prior to the proposed construction. Such bypasses or detours shall be removed promptly when in the opinion of the Engineer; they are not longer necessary for the satisfactory progress of the Work. Bypasses and detours shall meet the minimum requirements of Subsection 150.02.B.4.

As an option to the Sequence of Operations in the Contract, the Contractor may submit an alternative Sequence of Operations for review and approval. Alternate Sequence of Operations for pedestrian facilities shall be in compliance with the MUTCD and ADA. Pedestrian needs identified in the preconstruction phase shall be included in the proposed alternate plan.

The Department will not pay, or in any way reimburse the Contractor for claims arising from the Contractor’s inability to perform the Work in accordance with the Sequence of Operations provided in the Contract or from an approved Contractor alternate.
The Contractor shall secure the Engineer's approval of the Contractor's proposed plan of
operation, sequence of work and methods of providing for the safe passage of vehicular
and pedestrian traffic before it is placed in operation. The proposed plan of operation shall
supplement the approved traffic control plan. Any major changes to the approved TTC
plan, proposed by the Contractor, shall be submitted to the Department for approval.

Some additional traffic control details will be required prior to any major shifts or changes
in traffic. The traffic control details shall include, but not be limited to, the following:

1. A detailed drawing showing traffic locations and laneage for each step of the change.

2. The location, size, and message of all signs required by the MUTCD, Plan, Special
   Provisions, and other signs as required to fit conditions. Any portable changeable
   message signs used shall be included in the details.

3. The method to be used in, and the limits of, the obliteration of conflicting lines and
   markings.

4. Type, location, and extent of new lines and markings.

5. Horizontal and vertical alignment and superelevation rates for detours, including cross-
   section and profile grades along each edge of existing pavement.

6. Drainage details for temporary and permanent alignments.

7. Location, length, and/or spacing of channelization and protective devices (temporary
   barrier, guardrail, barricades, etc.)

8. Starting time, duration and date of planned change.

9. For each traffic shift, a paving plan, erection plan, or work site plan, as appropriate,
   detailing workforce, materials, and equipment necessary to accomplish the proposed
   work. This will be the minimum resource allocation required in order to start the work.

A minimum of three copies of the above details shall be submitted to the Engineer for
approval at least 14 days prior to the anticipated traffic shift. The Contractor shall
have traffic control details for a traffic shift which has been approved by the Engineer
prior to commencement of the physical shift. All preparatory work relative to the traffic
shift, which does not interfere with traffic, shall be accomplished prior to the
designated starting time. The Engineer and the Contractor's representative will verify
that all conditions have been met prior to the Contractor obtaining materials for the
actual traffic shift.

150.02 TEMPORARY TRAFFIC CONTROL (TTC) ZONES:

A. DEVICES AND MATERIALS:

In addition to the other provisions contained herein, work zone traffic control shall be
accomplished using the following means and materials:
1. **Portable Advance Warning Signs**

Portable advance warning signs shall be utilized as per the requirements of the temporary traffic control plans. All signs shall meet the requirements of the MUTCD and shall be NCHRP 350 crashworthy compliant.

2. **Arrow Panels**

Portable sequential or flashing arrow panels as shown in the Plans or Specifications for use on Interstate or multi-lane highway lane closure only, shall be a minimum size of 48” high by 96” wide with not less than 15 lamps used for the arrow. The arrow shall occupy virtually the entire size of the arrow panel and shall have a minimum legibility distance of one mile. The minimum legibility distance is that distance at which the arrow panel can be comprehended by an observer on a sunny day, or clear night. Arrow panels shall be equipped with automatic dimming features for use during hours of darkness. The arrow panels shall also meet the requirements for a Type C panel as shown in the MUTCD. The sequential or flashing arrow panels shall not be used for lane closure on two-lane, two-way highways when traffic is restricted to one-lane operations in which case, appropriate signing, flaggers and when required, pilot vehicles will be deemed sufficient.

The sequential or flashing arrow panels shall be placed on the shoulder at or near the point where the lane closing transition begins. The panels shall be mounted on a vehicle, trailer, or other suitable support. Vehicle mounted panels shall be provided with remote controls. Minimum mounting height shall be seven feet above the roadway to the bottom of the panel, except on vehicle mounted panels which should be as high as practical.

For emergency situations, arrow display panels that meet the MUTCD requirements for Type A or Type B panels may be used until Type C panels can be located and placed at the site. The use of Type A and Type B panels shall be held to the minimum length of time possible before having the Type C panel(s) in operation. The Engineer shall determine when conditions and circumstances are considered to be emergencies. The Contractor shall notify the Engineer, in writing, when any non-specification arrow display panel(s) is being used in the work.

3. **Portable Changeable Message Signs**

Portable changeable message signs meeting the requirements of Section 632 and the MUTCD. Any PCMS in use that is not protected by positive barrier protection shall be delineated by a minimum of three drums that meet the requirement of Section 150.05.A.1. The drum spacing shall not exceed a maximum of ten (10’) feet as shown in Detail 150-PCMS. When the PCMS is within twenty (20’) feet of the opposing traffic flow, the trailing end of the PCMS shall be delineated with a minimum of three drums spaced in the same manner as the approach side of the PCMS.
When not in use the PCMS shall be removed from the roadway unless protected by positive barrier protection. If the PCMS is protected by positive barrier protection the sign panel shall be turned away from traffic when not in use.

4. **Channelization Devices**
   Channelization devices shall meet the standards of the MUTCD and Subsection 150.05.

5. **Temporary Barrier**
   Temporary barrier shall meet the requirements of Section 622.

6. **Temporary Traffic Signals**
   Temporary traffic signals shall meet the requirements of Section 647 and the MUTCD.

7. **Pavement Marking**
   Pavement marking incorporated into the work shall comply with Subsections 150.04.A and 50.04.B.

8. **Portable Temporary Traffic Control Signals**
   The use of Portable Temporary Traffic Control Signals shall meet the following minimum requirements:

   - Only two-lane two-way roadways will be allowed to utilize Portable Temporary Traffic Control Signals.
   
   - All portable traffic control signals shall meet the physical display and operational requirements of conventional traffic signals described in the MUTCD.

   Each signal face shall have at least three lenses. The lenses shall be red, yellow, or green in color and shall give a circular type of indication. All lenses shall be twelve (12") inches nominal in diameter.
A minimum of two signal faces shall face each direction of traffic. A minimum of one signal head shall be suspended over the roadway travel lane in a manner that will allow the bottom of the signal head housing to be not less than seventeen (17') feet above and not more than nineteen (19') feet above the pavement grade at the center of the travel lane. The second signal head may be located over the travel lane with the same height requirements or the second signal head may be located on the shoulder. When the signal head is located on the shoulder the bottom of the signal head housing shall be at least eight (8') feet but not more than (15') feet above the pavement grade at the center of highway.

Advance warning signage and appropriate pavement markings shall be installed as part of the temporary signal operation.

The signals shall be operated in a manner consistent with traffic requirements. The signals may be operated in timed-mode or in a vehicle-actuated mode. The signals shall be interconnected in a manner to ensure that conflicting movements can not occur. To assure that the appropriate operating pattern including timing is displayed to the traveling public, regular inspections including the use of accurate timing devices shall be made by the Worksite Traffic Control Supervisor. If at any time any part of the system fails to operate within these requirements then the use of the signal shall be suspended and the appropriate flagging operation shall begin immediately.

The Worksite Traffic Control Supervisor (WTCS) shall continuously monitor the portable traffic control signal to insure compliance with the requirements for maintenance under the MUTCD. The signal shall be maintained in a manner consistent with the intention of the MUTCD, with emphasis on cleaning of the optical system. Timing changes shall be made only by the WTCS. The WTCS shall keep a written record of all timing changes.

The portable temporary signal shall have two power sources and shall be capable of running for seven calendar days continuously.

The Contractor shall have an alternate temporary traffic control plan in the event of failure of the signal.

9. **RUMBLE STRIPS**

Rumble strips incorporated into the work shall meet the requirements of Section 429 and the MUTCD. Existing rumble strips that are positioned in the traveled way to warn traffic of a stop condition shall be reinstalled based on the following requirements:

**INTERMEDIATE SURFACES:** Intermediate surfaces that will be in use for more than forty-five (45) calendar days shall have rumble strips reinstalled on the traveled way in the area of a stop condition. Non-refundable deductions in accordance with Subsection 150.08 will be assessed for any intermediate surface in place for greater than 45 days without rumble strips.

**FINAL SURFACES:** Rumble strips shall be installed on the final surface within fourteen (14) calendar days of the placement of the final surface in the area of the stop condition. Failure to install within fourteen (14) calendar days will result in assessment of non-refundable deductions in accordance with Subsection 150.08.
Prior to the removal of any rumble strips located in the travelway, stop ahead (W3-1a) warning signs shall be double indicated ahead of the stop condition. These warning signs shall be a minimum of 48 inches by 48 inches. The reflectorization of the warning signs shall be as required by Subsection 150.01.D. These warning signs shall remain in place until the rumble strips have been reinstalled on the traveled way. Any existing warning signs for the stop ahead condition shall be removed or covered while the 48” X 48” (W3-1a) signs are in place. When the rumble strips have been reinstalled these warning signs should be promptly removed and any existing signage placed back in service.

10. **GUARDRAIL**: When the removal and installation of guardrail is required as a part of the work the following time restrictions shall apply unless modified by the special conditions:

**MULT-LANE HIGHWAYS**: From the time that the existing guardrail or temporary positive barrier protection is removed the Contractor has fourteen (14) calendar days to install the new guardrail and anchors. During the interim, the location without guardrail shall be protected with drums spaced at a maximum spacing of twenty (20’) feet. The maximum length of rail that can be removed at any time without being replaced with positive barrier protection is a total of 2000 linear feet of existing rail or the total length of one run of existing rail, whichever is less.

**ALL OTHER HIGHWAYS**: From the time that the existing guardrail is removed or from the time that temporary positive barrier protection is removed the Contractor has thirty (30) calendar days to install the new guardrail and anchors. During the interim, the location without guardrail shall be protected with drums spaced at a maximum spacing of twenty (20’) feet. The maximum length of rail that can be removed at any time without being replaced with positive barrier protection is a total of 1000 linear feet of existing rail or the total length of one run of existing rail, whichever is less.

Based on existing field conditions, the Engineer may review the work and require that the guardrail be installed earlier than the maximum time allowed above by giving written notification to the Contractor via the TC-1 traffic control report.

**ALL HIGHWAYS**: The contractor shall install new guardrail such that traffic exposure to fixed objects is minimized. Within the same work day, temporary attenuators, as defined in Subsection 150.05.B, should be installed on the approach to fixed objects that can’t be protected with guardrail. Truck mounted attenuators may be used to shield exposed fixed objects for periods not to exceed forty-eight (48) hours. No separate payment will be made for truck mounted attenuators.

When the roadway is open to traffic, guardrail panels shall be lapped to comply with the directional flow of traffic. Should the staging of the work require that the lap of the guardrail be changed, this work shall be completed before the roadway is opened to traffic. The work to change the lap of any guardrail shall be included in Traffic Control-Lump Sum.

Failure to comply with the above time and quantity restrictions shall be considered as non-compliance under Subsection 150.08.
11. STOP SIGN REGULATED INTERSECTIONS: For intersections that utilize stop sign(s) to control the flow of traffic and to restrict the movement of vehicles, the stop sign(s) shall be maintained for the duration of the work or until such time that the stop condition is eliminated or until an interim or permanent traffic signal can be installed to provide proper traffic control. The traffic signal shall be installed and properly functioning before the removal of the existing stop sign(s) is permitted. If the existing intersection is enhanced traffic control features such as stop bars, double indicated stop signs, oversized signs, advanced warning stop ahead signs, rumble strips on the approaches or flashing beacons located overhead or on the shoulders then these features shall be maintained for the duration of the project or until the permanent traffic control plan has been implemented.

Whenever the staging of the work requires that the traveled-way be relocated or realigned the Contractor shall reinstall all enhanced traffic control features noted above on the newly constructed sections of the work. The cost of relocating the stop bars, stop signs, advanced warning signs, the rumble strips and the flashing beacons shall be included in the price bid for Lump-Sum-Traffic Control unless individual pay items are included in the contract for rumble strips and/or flashing beacons. When pay items are included in the contract for rumble strips or flashing beacons then these items will be paid per each.

When staging requires the relocation or realignment of an existing stop condition it may be necessary to consider the addition of enhanced traffic control features even though none existed at the original location. Horizontal and vertical alignment changes at a new location may have decreased or restricted sight distance or the stop condition may occur sooner than in the previous alignment. If these conditions occur then the Engineer and/or the WTCS should consider additional measures to enhance the motorist's awareness of the changes even though the staging plans may not address enhanced features. Stop signs should be a minimum of 36 inches for interim situations. The use of 48 inch stop signs may be warranted under project specific conditions. Flags may be used on interim/permanent stop signs that are mounted at seven (7') feet in height for a short duration in order to direct additional attention to a new or relocated stop sign(s). Flags should not be used for durations exceeding two weeks unless unusual or site specific conditions warrant a longer period of time. The use of Type "A" flashing red light(s) attached to the stop sign(s) may be appropriate during the same period that the flags are in use to increase attention.

The use of rumble strips and/or portable changeable message signs may be considered. The use of new rumble strips, where none previously existed, shall have the prior approval of District Traffic Operations before being included as part of the temporary traffic control plan. The message(s) displayed on any PCMS shall have the prior approval of the Engineer and the message(s) shall be included as part of the TTC plan for the interim staging.

The placement of any additional interim ground-mounted signs and posts or stop bars shall be considered as incidental to the price bid for Lump Sum-Traffic Control. The installation of rumble strips, flashing beacons or the use of Portable Changeable Message Signs (PCMS) shall be considered as Extra Work unless pay items are included in the contract.
B. WORK ZONE RESTRICTIONS:

1. Interstate

   The Contractor shall not simultaneously perform work on both the inside shoulder and outside shoulder on either direction of traffic flow when the Work is within 12 feet of the travel-way, unless such areas are separated by at least one-half mile of distance.

2. Non-Interstate Divided Highways

   The Contractor shall not simultaneously perform work on both the inside shoulder and outside shoulder on either direction of traffic flow when the Work is within 12 feet of the travel-way, unless such areas are separated by at least one-half mile distance in rural areas or at least 500 feet of distance in urban areas.

3. Non-Divided Highways

   a. The Contractor shall not simultaneously perform work on opposite sides of the roadway when the work is within 12 feet of the travel-way, unless such areas are separated by at least one-half mile of distance in rural areas or at least 500 feet of distance in urban areas.

   b. On two-lane projects where full width sections of the existing subgrade, base or surfacing are to be removed, and new base, subgrade, or surfacing are to be constructed, the Contractor shall maintain one-lane traffic through the construction area by removing and replacing the undesirable material for half the width of the existing roadway at a time. Replacement shall be made such that paving is completed to the level of the existing pavement in the adjacent lane by the end of the workday or before opening all the roadway to traffic.

4. All Highways:

   a. There shall be no reduction in the total number of available traffic lanes that existed prior to construction except as specifically allowed by the Contract and as approved by the Engineer.

   b. Travelway Clearances: All portions of the work shall maintain the following minimum requirements:

      Horizontal: The combined dimensions of the paved shoulder and the roadway surface remaining outside the Work Zone shall be no less than sixteen (16) feet in width at any location.

      Vertical: The overhead clearance shall not be reduced to less than fifteen (15) feet at any location.

   The restrictions above apply to all shifts, lane closures, on-site detours and off site detours whether shown in the contract or proposed by the Contractor. It shall be the responsibility of the Contractor to verify that these minimum requirements have been met before proceeding with any phase of the Work.
Two-lane two-way roadways may have temporary horizontal restrictions of less than sixteen (16) feet provided a flagger operation for one-way traffic is utilized to restrict access to the work area by over-width loads. The minimum horizontal clearance shall be restored before the flagging operation is removed.

c. Highway Work Zone: All sections or segments of the roadway under construction or reconstruction shall be signed as a Highway Work Zone except non-state highway two-lane two-way resurfacing projects. Two conditions can be applied to a Highway Work Zone. Condition 1 is when no reduction in the existing speed limit is required. Condition 2 is when worksite conditions require a reduction of the speed limit through the designated Work Zone. Properly marking a Highway Work Zone shall include the following minimum requirements:

1. NO REDUCTION IN THE EXISTING POSTED SPEED LIMIT IN HIGHWAY WORK ZONE:

   a) Signage (Detail 150-HWZ-1) shall be posted at the beginning point of the Highway Work Zone warning the traveling public that increased penalties for speeding violations are in effect. The HWZ-2 sign shall be placed a minimum of six hundred (600') feet in advance of the Highway Work Zone and shall not be placed more than one thousand (1000') feet in advance of the Work Zone. If no speed reduction is required it is recommended that the HWZ-2 be placed at 750 feet from the work area between the ROAD WORK 500 FT. and the ROAD WORK 1000 FT. signs.

   HWZ-2 signs shall be placed at intervals not to exceed one mile for the length of the project. HWZ-2 signs should be placed on the mainline after all major intersections except State Routes. State Routes shall be signed as per the requirements for intersecting roadways below.

   b) The existing speed limit shall be posted at the beginning of the Work Zone. Existing Speed Limit signs (R2-1) shall be maintained.

   c) INTERSECTING ROADWAYS: Intersecting state routes shall be signed in advance of each intersection with the Work Zone with a HWZ-2 sign to warn motorists that increased fines are in effect. All other intersecting roadways that enter into a designated Highway Work Zone may be signed in advance of each intersection with the Work Zone. When construction equipment and personnel are present in the intersection on the mainline of a multi-lane roadway, the intersecting side roads shall be signed in advance with HWZ-2 signs. As soon as the work operation clears the intersection the signage may be removed.

   d) Sign HWZ-3 shall be posted at the end of the Highway Work Zone indicating the end of the zone and indicating that increased penalties for speeding violations are no longer in effect.

   e) When a designated Highway Work Zone is no longer necessary all signs shall be removed immediately.
REDUCING THE SPEED LIMIT IN A HIGHWAY WORK ZONE:

Highway Work Zone signs shall be posted as required in Condition 1 above.

For limited access (interstate) highways and controlled access multi-lane divided highways the posted speed limit shall be reduced as required below.

Speed Limit signage (RZ-1) for the reduced speed limit shall be erected at the beginning of the work zone. Additional signs shall be placed to ensure that the maximum spacing of the reduced speed limit signs shall be no greater than one (1) mile apart. Existing speed limit signs shall be covered or removed. On multi-lane divided highways the speed limit signs shall be double indicated when the reduced speed is in use.

When any one or more of the following conditions exist and the existing speed limit is 65 mph or 70 mph, the speed limit shall be reduced by 10 mph. If the existing speed limit is 60 mph, the speed limit should be reduced by 5 mph. If the existing speed limit is 55 mph or less, the Contractor can only reduce the speed limit with the prior approval of the Engineer. The reduction in the speed limit shall be no greater than 10 mph:

a) Lane closure(s) of any type and any duration.
b) The difference in elevation exceeds two inches adjacent to a travel lane as shown in Subsection 150.06, Detail 150-B, Detail 150-C.
c) Any areas where equipment or workers are within ten feet of a travel lane.
d) Temporary portable concrete barriers located less than two (2') feet from the traveled way.
e) As directed by the Engineer for conditions distinctive to this project.

When the above conditions are not present the speed limit shall be immediately returned to the existing posted speed limit. A speed reduction shall not be put in place for the entire length of the project unless conditions warranting the speed reduction are present for the entire project length. All existing speed limit signs within the temporary speed reduction zone shall be covered or removed while the temporary reduction in the speed limit is in effect. All signs shall be erected to comply with the minimum requirements of the MUTCD.

As a minimum the following records shall be kept by the WTC:

a) Identify the need for the reduction.
b) Record the time of the installation and removal of the temporary reduction.
c) Fully describe the location and limits of the reduced speed zone.
d) Document any accident that occurs during the time of the reduction.

A copy of the weekly records for reduced speed zones shall be submitted to the Engineer.

Reduced speed zones shall, as a minimum, be signed as per Detail 150-HWZ-1. Interim signs shall meet the requirements of Subsection 150.03 D. Additional signs may be necessary to adjust for actual field conditions.
When a pilot vehicle is used on a two-lane two-way roadway the speed limit should not be reduced. For special conditions specific to the work, on two-lane two-way roadways or multi-lane highways, the contractor may reduce the posted speed limit with the prior approval of the Engineer.

5. MILLED SURFACE RESTRICTIONS:
   Unless modified by the special conditions, a milled surface on any asphaltic concrete surface shall not be allowed to remain open to traffic for a period of time that exceeds thirty (30) calendar days.

6. INSTALLATION/REMOVAL OF WORK AREA SIGNAGE:
   No payment will be made for Traffic Control-Lump Sum until the Work has actually started on the project. The installation of traffic control signage does not qualify as the start of work. Advanced warning signs shall not be installed until the actual beginning of work activities. Any permanent mount height signs installed as the work is preparing to start shall be covered until all signs are installed unless all signs are installed within seven (7) calendar days after beginning installation.

   All temporary traffic control devices shall be removed as soon as practical when these devices are no longer needed. When work is suspended for short periods of time, temporary traffic control devices that are no longer appropriate shall be removed or covered.

   All construction warning signs shall be removed within seven (7) calendar days after time charges are stopped or pay items are complete. If traffic control devices are left in place for more than ten (10) calendar days after completion of the Work, the Department shall have the right to remove such devices, claim possession thereof, and deduct the cost of such removal from any monies due, or which may become due, the Contractor.

   PUNCHLIST WORK: Portable signs shall be utilized to accomplish the completion of all punchlist items. The portable signs shall be removed daily. All permanent mount height signs shall be removed prior to the beginning of the punchlist work except "Low/Soft Shoulder" signs and any signs that have the prior written approval of the Engineer to remain in place while the punchlist work is in progress.

   Failure to promptly remove the construction warning signs within the seven (7) calendar days after the completion of the Work or failure to remove or cover signs when work is suspended for short periods of time shall be considered as non-performance under Subsection 150.08.
SPEED LIMIT REDUCTION FOR HIGHWAY WORK ZONE
INTERSTATE AND MULTI-LANE DIVIDED HIGHWAY SIGNING SHALL BE
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HWZ-2 SIGNS
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HWZ-3 SIGNS

POST EXISTING SPEED LIMIT PRIOR TO
CONSTRUCTION SPEED ZONE REDUCTION.
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R2-1 48"x 60"
REDUCED SPEED LIMIT SHALL HAVE THE PRIOR APPROVAL
OF THE ENGINEER.
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REDUCED CONSTRUCTION SPEED LIMIT SHALL BE SPACED A MAXIMUM
OF ONE MILE APART.
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DOUBLE INDICATOR NOT REQUIRED FOR THIS SIGN.

NOTES:

ALL INTERSECTING ROADWAYS SHALL BE SIGN WITH A HWZ-2 SIGN.
TO WARN MOTORIST ENTERING THE HIGHWAY WORK ZONE.

INTERSTATE AND MULTI-LANE HIGHWAY SIGNING SHALL BE
DOUBLE INDICATED (RIGHT SHOULDER AND MEDIAN SHOULDER).

SIGN SIZES SHOWN ARE FOR INTERSTATE AND
MULTI-LANE DIVIDED HIGHWAY.
FOR OTHER HIGHWAYS USE STANDARD SIZE
SIGNS AS PER THE M - L T C - D . EXCEPT
HWZ-2 AND HWZ-3 SIGNS.

DETAIL 50-HWZ-1
COLORS

TOP PANEL
LEGEND & BORDER - BLACK (NON-REFL)
BACKGROUND - FLUORESCENT ORANGE
   (ASTM TYPE VII, VIII, IX or X)

MIDDLE & BOTTOM PANELS
LEGEND & BORDER - BLACK (NON-REFL)
BACKGROUND - WHITE (ASTM TYPE III OR IV REFLECTIVE SHEETING)

NOTES:
1. ALL HWZ-2 SIGN PANELS SHALL BE RIGID.
2. THE SIZE OF THE HWZ-2 SIGN SHALL NOT BE REDUCED FOR USE ON TWO-LANE ROADWAYS.
WORK ZONE
END
INCREASED
SPEEDING
FINES

HWZ-3

COLORS
TOP PANEL
LEGEND & BORDER - BLACK (NON-REFL)
BACKGROUND - FLUORESCENT ORANGE
(ASTM TYPE VII, VIII, IX or X)

BOTTOM PANEL
LEGEND & BORDER - BLACK (NON-REFL)
BACKGROUND - WHITE (ASTM TYPE III OR IV REFL SHEETING)

NOTES:
1. ALL HWZ-3 SIGN PANELS SHALL BE RIGID.
2. THE SIZE OF THE HWZ-3 SIGN SHALL NOT BE REDUCED FOR USE ON TWO-LANE ROADWAYS.
C. LANE CLOSURES:

1. Approval/Restrictions
   All lane closures of any type or duration shall have the prior approval of the Engineer.
   a. The length of a lane closure shall not exceed two (2) miles in length excluding the
      length of the tapers unless the prior approval of the Engineer has been obtained.
      The Engineer may extend the length of a lane closure based upon field conditions
      however the length of a workzone should be held to the minimum length required
      to accomplish the Work. Lane closures shall not be spaced closer than one mile.
      The advanced warning signs for the project should not overlap with the advanced
      warning signs for lane shifts, lane closures, etc.
   b. Lane closures that require same direction traffic to be split around the Work Area
      will not be approved for roadways with posted speeds of 35 mph or greater,
      excluding turn lanes.
   c. For Interstate, Limited Access and Multi-lane Divided Highways, a Portable
      Changeable Message Sign (PCMS) shall be placed one (1) mile in advance of a lane
      closure with a message denoting the appropriate lane closure one mile ahead. The
      Portable Changeable Message Sign (PCMS) shall be placed on the outside shoulder
      in accordance with Detail 150-PCMS. This is in addition to the other traffic control
      devices required by Standard 9106.

2. Removal Of Lane Closures
   To provide the greatest possible convenience to the public in accordance with Sub-
   Subsection 107.07, the Contractor shall remove all signs, lane closure markings, and
   devices immediately when lane closure work is completed or temporarily suspended for
   any length of time or as directed by the Engineer. All portable signs and portable sign
   mounting devices shall be removed from the roadway to an area which will not allow
   the sign to be visible and will not allow the sign or sign mounting device to be
   impacted by traffic.

3. Exit And Entrance Ramps
   On multilane highways where traffic has been shifted to the inside lanes, the exit and
   entrance ramps shall have channelization devices placed on both sides of the ramp.
   This requirement will apply to any situation where traffic is shifted to contra flows or
   inside staging lanes to facilitate reconstruction work in the vicinity of exit and entrance
   ramps. The temporary ramp taper length shall be greater than, or equal to, the existing
   taper length. Interim EXIT gore signs shall be placed at the ramp divergence. The
   “EXIT OPEN” sign shown in Figure TA 42 of the MUTCD shall be utilized. For exit
   ramps, channelization device spacing shall be decreased to 10 feet for 200 feet in
   advance of the temporary gore, and be decreased to 10 feet for the first 100 feet of the
   temporary gore.

4. Lane Drop/Lane Closure
   The first seven (7) calendar days of any lane closure shall be signed and marked as per
   Standard 9106 or 9107. However, lane closures that exist for a duration longer than
   seven (7) calendar days may be signed and marked as per the details in Standard
   9121, provided the prior approval of the Engineer is obtained. The approved lane drop
shall utilize only the signs and markings shown for the termination end of the lane drop in Standard 9121. All warning signs in the lane drop sequence shall be used. Drums may be substituted for the Type I Crystal Delineators at the same spacing.

5. Termination Area
The transition to normal or full width highway at the end of a lane closure shall be a maximum of 150 feet.

D. TRAFFIC PACING METHOD:

1. Pacing Of Traffic
With prior approval from the Engineer, traffic may be paced allowing the Contractor up to ten (10) minutes maximum to work in or above all lanes of traffic for the following purposes:

a. Placing bridge members or other bridge work.

b. Placing overhead sign structures.

c. Other work items requiring interruption of traffic.

The Contractor shall provide a uniformed police officer with patrol vehicle and blue flashing light for each direction of pacing. The police officer, Engineer, and flaggers at ramps shall be provided with a radio which will provide continuous contact with the Contractor.

When ready to start the work activity, the police vehicle will act as a pilot vehicle slowing the traffic thereby providing a gap in traffic allowing the Contractor to perform the Work. Any on-ramps between the pace and the work area shall be blocked during pacing of traffic, with a flagger properly dressed and equipped with a Stop/Slow paddle. Each ramp should be opened after the police vehicle has passed.

Pilot vehicles shall travel at a safe pace speed, desirably not less than 20 mph interstate and 10 mph non-interstate. The Contractor shall provide a vehicle to proceed in front of the police vehicle and behind the other traffic in order to inform the Contractor’s work force when all vehicles have cleared the area.

Traffic will not be permitted to stop during pacing except in extreme cases as approved by the Engineer.

2. Methods Of Signing For Traffic Pacing
At a point not less than 1,000 feet in advance of the beginning point of the pace, the Contractor shall erect and cover a W-special sign (72 inch x 72 inch) with a Type "B" flashing light, with the legend “TRAFFIC SLOWED AHEAD SHORT DELAY” (See Detail 150-A). A portable changeable message sign may be used in lieu of the W-special sign. On divided highways this sign shall be double indicated. A worker with a two-way radio shall be posted at the sign, and upon notice that the traffic is to be paced shall turn on the flashing light and reveal the sign. When traffic is not being paced, the flashing light shall be turned off and the sign covered or removed. W-special signs are reflectorized black on orange, Series “C” letter and border of the size specified.
TYPE "B" FLASHING LIGHT ON TRAFFIC SIDE

1" MARGIN
1/4" BORDER
3" RADIUS

TRAFFIC
SLOWED
AHEAD
SHORT DELAY

W-SPECIAL SIGN (TEMPORARY POST MOUNTED)

SIGN SHALL HAVE BLACK LEGEND AND BORDER ON ORANGE REFLECTORIZED BACKGROUND

DETAIL 150-A
E. CONSTRUCTION VEHICLE TRAFFIC

The Contractor’s vehicles shall travel in the direction of normal roadway traffic and shall not reverse direction except at intersections, interchanges, or approved temporary crossings. The Contractor may submit a plan requesting that construction traffic be allowed to travel in the opposite direction of normal traffic when it would be desirable to modify traffic patterns to accommodate specific construction activities.

Prior approval of the Engineer shall be obtained before any construction traffic is allowed to travel in a reverse direction. If the Contractor’s submittal is approved the construction traffic shall be separated from normal traffic by appropriate traffic control devices.

F. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS TO THE TEMPORARY TRAFFIC CONTROL (TTC) PLAN

The Contractor shall ensure that dust, mud, and other debris from construction activities do not interfere with normal traffic operations or adjacent properties. All outfall ditches, special ditches, critical storm drain structures, erosion control structures, retention basins, etc. shall be constructed, where possible, prior to the beginning of grading operations so that the best possible drainage and erosion control will be in effect during the grading operations, thereby keeping the roadway areas as dry as possible.

Areas within the limits of the project which are determined by the Engineer to be disturbed or damaged due either directly or indirectly from the progress or the lack of progress of the work shall be cleaned up, redressed, and regrassed. All surplus materials shall be removed and disposed of as required. Surplus materials shall be disposed of in accordance with Section 201 of the Specifications.

G. EXISTING STREET LIGHTS

Existing street lighting shall remain lighted as long as practical and until removal is approved by the Engineer.

H. NIGHTWORK

Adequate temporary lighting shall be provided at all nighttime work sites where workers will be immediately adjacent to traffic.

I. CONSTRUCTION VEHICLES IN THE WORKZONE

The parking of Contractor’s and/or workers personal vehicles within the work area or adjacent to traffic is prohibited. It shall be the responsibility of the Worksite Traffic Control Supervisor to ensure that any vehicle present at the worksite is necessary for the completion of the work.
J. ENCROACHMENTS ON THE TRAVELED-WAY

The Worksite Traffic Control Supervisor (WTCS) shall monitor the work to ensure that all the rocks, boulders, construction debris, stockpiled materials, equipment, tools and other potential hazards are kept clear of the travelway. These items shall be stored in a location, in so far as practical, where they will not be subject to a vehicle running off the road and striking them.

K. PEDESTRIAN CONSIDERATIONS

All existing pedestrian facilities, including access to transit stops, shall be maintained. Where pedestrian routes are closed, alternate routes shall be provided. Closures of existing, interim and final pedestrian facilities shall have the prior written approval of the Engineer. When existing pedestrian facilities are disrupted, closed or relocated in a TTC zone, the temporary facilities shall be detectable and shall include accessibility features consistent with the features present in the existing pedestrian facility. Pedestrian facilities are considered improvements and provisions made to accommodate or encourage walking. Whenever a sidewalk is to be closed, the Engineer shall notify the maintaining agency two (2) weeks prior to the closure. Prior to closure, detectable barriers (that are detectable by a person with a visual disability traveling with the aid of a long cane), as described by the MUTCD, shall be placed across the full width of the closed sidewalk. Barriers and channelizing devices used along a temporary pedestrian route shall be in compliance with the MUTCD.

Temporary Traffic Control devices used to delineate a Temporary Traffic Control zone pedestrian walkway shall be in compliance with Subsection 150.01.E. Temporary Traffic Control devices and construction material shall not intrude into the usable width of the pedestrian walkway. Signs and other devices shall be placed such that they do not narrow or restrict any pedestrian passage to less than 48 inches.

A pedestrian walkway shall not be severed or relocated for non-construction activities such as parking for construction vehicles and equipment. Movement by construction vehicles and equipment across designated pedestrian walkways should be minimized. When necessary, construction activities shall be controlled by flaggers. Pedestrian walkways shall be kept free of mud, loose gravel or other debris.

When temporary covered walkways are used, they shall be lighted during nighttime hours. When temporary traffic barrier is used to separate pedestrian and vehicular traffic, the temporary barrier shall meet NCHRP-350 Test Level Three. The barrier ends shall be protected in accordance with Georgia Standard 4960. Curbing shall not be used as a substitute for temporary traffic barriers when temporary traffic barriers are required. Tape, rope or plastic chain strung between temporary traffic control devices are not considered as detectable and shall not be used as a control for pedestrian movements.

The WTCS shall inspect the activity area daily to ensure that effective pedestrian TTC is being maintained. The inspection of TTC for pedestrian traffic shall be included as part of the TC-1 report.
1. Temporary Pedestrian Facilities
Temporary pedestrian facilities shall be detectable and include accessibility features consistent with the features present in the existing pedestrian facility. The geometry, alignment and construction of the facility should meet the applicable requirements of the "Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG)".

a. Temporary Walkways with Detectable Edging
A smooth, continuous hard surface (firm, stable and slip resistant) shall be provided throughout the entire length of the temporary pedestrian facility. Compacted soils, sand, crushed stone or asphaltic pavement millings shall not be used as a surface course for walkways.

Temporary walkways shall include detectable edging as defined in the MUTCD. When temporary traffic barrier is included as a pay item in the contract and where locations identified on the plans for positive protection will also allow them to serve as pedestrian detectable edging, payment will be made for the temporary traffic barrier in accordance with Section 622. No payment will be made for temporary walkways with Detectable Edging where existing pavements or existing edging (that meets the requirements of MUTCD) are utilized as temporary walkways. Payment for temporary detectable edging, including approved barriers and channelizing devices, installed on existing pavements shall be included in Traffic Control-Lump Sum.

Regardless of the materials used, temporary walkways shall be constructed of sufficient thickness and durability to withstand the intended use for the duration of the construction project. If concrete or asphalt is used as the surface course for the walkway, it shall be a minimum of one and one-half inches (1-1/2") thick. Temporary walkways constructed across unimproved streets and drives shall be a minimum thickness of four inches (4") for concrete and three inches (3") for asphalt. Joints formed in concrete sidewalks shall be in accordance with Section 441. Concrete surfaces shall have a broom finish.

If plywood is used as a walkway, it must be a minimum of three quarters of an inch (3/4") thick pressure treated and supported with pressure treated longitudinal joists spaced a maximum of sixteen inches (16") on center. The plywood shall be secured to the joist with galvanized nails or galvanized deck screws. Nails and screws shall be countersunk to prevent snagging or tripping the pedestrians. A slip resistant friction course shall be applied to any plywood surface that is used as a walkway. Any slip resistant material used shall have the prior written approval of the engineer.

The contractor may propose alternate types of Temporary Walkways provided the contractor can document that the proposed walkway meets the requirements of the "Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG)". Alternate types of Temporary Walkways shall have the prior written approval of the engineer.
Temporary walkways shall be constructed and maintained so there are no abrupt changes in grade or terrain that could cause a tripping hazard or could be a barrier to wheelchair use. The contractor shall construct and maintain the walkway to ensure that joints in the walkway have a vertical difference in elevation of no more than one quarter (1/4") of an inch and that the horizontal joints have gaps no greater than one half (1/2") of an inch. The grade of the temporary walkway should parallel the grade of the existing walkway or roadway and the cross slope should be no greater than 2%.

A width of sixty (60") inches, if practical, should be provided throughout the entire length of any temporary walkway. The temporary walkway shall be a minimum width of forty eight inches (48"). When it is not possible to maintain a minimum width of sixty inches (60") throughout the entire length of temporary walkway, a sixty inch (60") by sixty inch (60") passing space should be provided at least every two hundred feet (200 Ft.), to allow individuals in wheelchairs to pass.

Temporary walkways shall be constructed on firm subgrade. Compact the subgrade according to Section 209. Furnish and install any needed temporary pipes prior to constructing any walkway to ensure positive drainage away from or beneath the temporary walkway. Once the walkway is no longer required, remove any temporary materials and restore the area to the original conditions or as shown in the plans.

b Temporary Curb Cut Wheelchair Ramps
Temporary curb cut wheelchair ramps shall be constructed in accordance with Section 441 and Detail A-3. Ramps shall also include a detectable warning surface in accordance with Detail A-4. Other types of material for the construction of the temporary curb cut wheelchair ramps, including the detectable warning surface, may be used provided the contractor can provide documentation that the material to be used meets the requirements of the "Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG)". When a wheelchair ramp is no longer required, remove the temporary materials and restore the area to existing conditions or as shown in the plans. For the items required to restore the area to original conditions or as shown in the plans, measures for payment shall be covered by contract pay items. If pay items are not included in the contract, then payment for these items shall be included in Traffic Control-Lump Sum.

c Temporary Audible Information Device
Temporary audible information devices, when shown in the plans, shall be installed in compliance with the "Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG)". The devices shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations. Prior to installation, the contractor shall provide the engineer with a set of manufacturer’s drawings detailing the proper installation procedures for each device. When no longer required, the devices shall remain the property of the contractor.
L. TRAFFIC SIGNALS

If the sequence of operations, staging, or the temporary traffic control plan requires the relocation or shifting of any components of an existing traffic signal system then any work on these traffic signals will be considered as part of Lump Sum- Traffic Control. The contractor becomes responsible for the maintenance of these traffic signals from the time that the system is modified until final acceptance. The maintenance of traffic signals that are not a part of the work and are not in conflict with any portion of the work shall not be the responsibility of the contractor.

When construction operations necessitate an existing traffic signal to be out of service, the Contractor shall furnish off-duty police officers to regulate and maintain traffic control at the site. Off-duty police officers should be used to regulate and maintain traffic control at signal sites when lane closures or traffic shifts block or restrict movements causing interference with normal road user flows and will not allow the activated traffic signal to guide the traffic through the signal site.

M. REMOVAL/REINSTALLATION OF MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

In the prosecution of the Work, if it becomes necessary to remove any existing signs, markers, guardrail, etc. not covered by specific pay item, they shall be removed, stored and reinstalled, when directed by the Engineer, to line and grade, and in the same condition as when removed.

N. Signalized Intersections

Off duty police officers shall be used to regulate and maintain traffic control at functioning signalized intersections when lane closures or traffic shifts block or restrict movements causing interference with road user flows and will not allow the activated traffic signal to guide the traffic through the signal site. This work is considered incidental and shall be included in the overall price bid for traffic control.

150.03 SIGNS:

A. SIGNING REQUIREMENTS OF THE TEMPORARY TRAFFIC CONTROL (TTC) PLAN

When existing regulatory, warning or guide signs are required for proper traffic and pedestrian control the Contractor shall maintain these signs in accordance with the temporary traffic control (TTC) plan. The Contractor shall review the status of all existing signs, interim signs added to the work, and permanent sign installations that are part of the work to eliminate any conflicting or non-applicable signage in the TTC Plan. The Contractor’s review of all signs in the TTC Plan shall establish compliance with the requirements of the MUTCD and Section 150. Any conflicts shall be reported to the Engineer immediately and the WTCS shall take the necessary measures to eliminate the conflict.
The Contractor shall make every effort to eliminate the use of interim signs as soon as the Work allows for the installation of permanent signs.

All existing illuminated signs shall remain lighted and be maintained by the Contractor.

Existing street name signs shall be maintained at street intersections.

B. CONFLICTING OR NON-APPLICABLE SIGNS

Any sign(s) or portions of a sign(s) that are not applicable to the TTC plan shall be covered so as not to be visible to traffic or shall be removed from the roadway when not in use. The WTCS shall review all traffic shifts and changes in the traffic patterns to ensure that all conflicting signs have been removed. The review shall confirm that the highest priority signs have been installed and that signs of lesser significance are not interfering with the visibility of the high priority signs. High priority signs include signs for road closures, shifts, detours, lane closures and curves. Any signs, such as speed zones and speed limits, passing zones, littering fines and litter pick up, that reference activities that are not applicable due to the presence of the Work shall be removed, stored and reinstalled when the Work is completed.

Failure to promptly eliminate conflicting or non-applicable signs shall be considered as non-performance under Subsection 150.08.

C. REMOVAL OF EXISTING SIGNS AND SUPPORTS

The Contractor shall not remove any existing signs and supports without prior approval from the Engineer. All existing signs and supports which are to be removed shall be stored and protected if this material will be required later in the work as part of the TTC plan. If the signs are not to be utilized in the work then the signs will become the property of the Contractor unless otherwise specified in the contract documents.

D. INTERIM GUIDE, WARNING AND REGULATORY SIGNS

Interim guide, warning, or regulatory signs required to direct traffic and pedestrians shall be furnished, installed, reused, and maintained by the Contractor in accordance with the MUTCD, the Plans, Special Provisions, Special Conditions, or as directed by the Engineer. These signs shall remain the property of the Contractor. The bottom of all interim signs shall be mounted at least seven (7') feet above the level of the pavement edge when the signs are used for long-term stationary operations as defined by Section 6G.02 of the MUTCD. Special Conditions under Subsection 150.11 may modify this requirement.

Portable signs may be used when the duration of the work is less than three (3) days or as allowed by the special conditions in Subsection 150.11. Portable signs shall be used for all punchlist work. All portable signs and sign mounting devices utilized in work shall be NCHRP 350 compliant. Portable interim signs shall be mounted a
minimum of one (1') foot above the level of the pavement edge for directional traffic of two (2) lanes or less and a minimum of seven (7') feet for directional traffic of three (3) or more lanes. Signs shall be mounted at the height recommended by the manufacturer's crashworthy testing requirements. Portable interim signs which are mounted at less than seven (7') feet in height may have two 18 inch x 18 inch fluorescent red-orange or orange-red warning flags mounted on each sign.

All regulatory sign blanks shall be rigid whether the sign is mounted as a portable sign, on a Type III barricade or as a permanent mount height sign.

Any permanent mount height interim sign that is designed to fold in half to cover a non-applicable message on the sign shall have reflectorized material on the folded over portion of the sign. The reflectorized material shall be orange in color with a minimum of ASTM Type I engineering grade sheeting with a minimum area of six inches by six inches (6” x 6”) facing the direction of traffic at all times when the sign is folded.

Interim signs may be either English or metric dimensions.

E. EXISTING SPECIAL GUIDE SIGNS

Existing special guide signs on the Project shall be maintained until conditions require a change in location or legend content. When change is required, existing signs shall be modified and continued in use if the required modification can be made within existing sign borders using design requirements (legend, letter size, spacing, border, etc.) equal to that of the existing signs, or of Subsection 150.03.E.2. Differing legend designs shall not be mixed in the same sign.

1. Special Guide Signs
Special guide signs are those expressway or freeway guide signs that are designed with a message content (legend) that applies to a particular roadway location. When an existing special guide sign is in conflict with work to be performed, the Contractor shall remove the conflicting sign and reset it in a new, non-conflicting location which has been approved by the Engineer.

2. Interim Special Guide Signs
When it is not possible to utilize existing signs, either in place or relocated, the Contractor shall furnish, erect, maintain, modify, relocate, and remove new interim special guide signs in accordance with the Plans or as directed by the Engineer. Interim special guide signs that may be required in addition to, or a replacement for, existing expressway and freeway (interstate) signs shall be designed and fabricated in compliance with the minimum requirements for guide signing contained in Part 2E “Guide Signs Expressway” and Part 2F “Guide Signs Freeways” of the MUTCD, except that the minimum size of all letters and numerals in the names and places, streets and highways on all signs shall be 16 inches Series “E” initial upper-case and 12 inches lower-case. All interstate shields on these signs shall be 48 inches and 60 inches for two-numeral and three-numeral routes, respectively.

The road name of the exit or route shield shall be placed on the exit gore sign.
3. **Interim Overhead Guide Sign Structures**
   Interim overhead special guide sign structures are not required to be lighted unless specifically required by the Plans. If lighting is required the sign shall be lighted as soon as erected and shall remain lighted, during the hours of darkness, until the interim sign is no longer required. The Contractor shall notify the Power Company at least thirty (30) days prior to desired connection to the power source.

4. **Permanent Special Guide Signs**
The installation of new permanent special guide signs and the permanent modification or resetting of existing special guide signs, when included in the contract, shall be accomplished as soon as practical to minimize the use of interim special guide signs. If lighting is required by the Plans, all new permanent overhead special guide signs shall be lighted as soon as erected.

**F. MATERIALS- INTERIM SIGNS:**

1. **Posts**
   Permanent mounting height of seven (7') feet- Posts for all interim signs shall meet the requirements of Section 911 except that green or silver paint may be used in lieu of galvanization for steel posts or structural shape posts. Within the limits of a single project, all metal posts shall be the same color. Wood posts are not required to be pressure treated. Ground mounted sign(s) greater than nine (9) square feet shall be mounted on two posts.

   Interim posts may be either metric or English in dimensions.

   Posts for all interim signs shall be constructed to yield upon impact unless the posts are protected by guardrail, portable barrier, impact attenuator or other type of positive barrier protection. Unprotected posts shall meet the breakaway requirements of the “1994 AASHTO Standard Specifications for Structural Support for Highway Signs, Luminaries and Traffic Signals”. Unprotected interim posts shall be spliced as shown in Detail 150-F unless full length unspliced posts are used.

   Unprotected post splices will not be permitted any higher than four inches above the ground line to lessen the possibility of affecting the undercarriage of a vehicle. Installation of posts may require establishment of openings in existing pavements, islands, shoulders etc.
2. **Sign Blanks And Panels - Permanent mounting height of seven (7') feet**
   All sign blanks and panels shall conform to Section 912 of the Specifications except that blanks and panels may be ferrous based or other metal alloys. Type 1 and Type 2 sign blanks shall have a minimum thickness of 0.08 inches regardless of the sign type used. Alternative sign blank materials (composites, poly carbonates, fiberglass reinforced plastics, recycled plastics, etc.) shall have a letter of approval from the Office of Materials and Research for use as interim construction signs before these materials are allowed to be incorporated into the work unless these rigid sign blanks are currently approved as a crashworthy sign blank material under QPL 34. The back side of sign panels shall be painted orange to prevent rust if other metals are used in lieu of aluminum. Plywood blanks or panels will not be permitted. The use of flexible signs will not be permitted for permanent mount height signs.

   Interim blanks and panels may be either metric or English in dimensions.

3. **Portable Sign Mounting Devices, Portable Sign Blanks**
   All portable sign mounting devices and sign blanks utilized in the work shall be NCHRP 350 Test Level III compliant. All portable sign mounting devices and sign blanks shall be from the Qualified Products List. Any sign or sign mounting device shall have an identifying decal, logo, or manufacturer's stamping that clearly identifies the device as NCHRP 350 compliant. The required decal, logo or manufacturer's stamping shall not be displayed on the message face of the sign. The Contractor may be required to provide certification from the Manufacturer as proof of NCHRP 350 compliance. All portable signs shall be mounted according to height requirements of Subsection 150.03.D.

**G. SIGN VISIBILITY AND OFFSETS**

All existing, interim and new permanent signs shall be installed so as to be completely visible for an advance distance in compliance with the MUTCD. Any clearing required for maintaining the line of sight to existing, interim or permanent signs shall be done as part of the requirements of the TTC plan. The clearing shall include any advance warning signs, both interim and permanent, that are installed as a part of the work including advance warning signs that are installed outside the limits of the project. Any sign installed behind W-beam or T-beam guardrail with non-breakaway posts shall be installed with the leading edge of the sign a minimum of four feet and three inches (4'3") behind the face of the guardrail with five feet (5') of clearance being desirable. Limbs, brush, construction equipment and materials shall be kept clear of the driver's line of sight to all signs that are part of the TTC plan.

**H. ADVANCE WARNING SIGNS:**

1. **All Type Of Highways**
   Advance warning signs shall be placed ahead of the work area in accordance with Part VI of the MUTCD and shall include a series of at least three advance road work (W20-1) signs placed at the termini of the project. The series shall have the legend ROAD WORK (1500 FEET, 1000 FEET, AND 500 FEET).
At grade intersecting roadways and on-ramps shall be signed with a minimum of one ROAD WORK AHEAD sign.

When work terminates at a "T" intersection, a minimum of one "ROAD WORK AHEAD" sign shall be placed in advance of the intersection and one "END ROAD WORK" sign shall be placed at the termination end of the intersection. Field conditions may require the use of additional warning signage.

Advanced Warning Signs on State Routes shall be a minimum dimension of 48 inches x 48 inches. When a State Route intersects a project which consists of adding travel lanes, reconstructing an existing roadway or new location work, the State Route approaches shall have a minimum of three (W20-1) advanced warning signs (1500 ft., 1000 ft., 500 ft.). The termination end of an intersecting State Route shall have END ROAD WORK signage.

The W20-1 signs shall be placed at the termini of the project or sufficiently in advance of the termini to allow for lane shifts, lane closures and other activities which may also require advanced warning signs. The advanced warning signs for the project should not overlap with the advanced warning signs for lane shifts, lane closures, etc.

The length of a workzone should be held to the minimum length required to accomplish the work. If a project has multiple individual worksites within the overall limits of the project, each site should be signed individually if the advance warning signs for each site can be installed without overlapping an adjacent worksite. As soon as the work is completed at any individual site the warning signs shall be removed from that site. Cleanup work and punchlist work shall be performed with portable signage.

Project mileage indicated on the G20-1 sign shall be the actual project mileage rounded up to the nearest whole mile. Projects less than two (2) miles in length or individual worksites that are part of a multiple worksite project may delete this sign. The G20-1 sign shall be 60" X 36" and the G20-2 sign shall be 48" X 24".

2. Interstate, Limited Access And Multilane Divided Highways

In addition to the W20-1 signs required at 500 ft., 1000 ft. and 1500 ft., multi-lane divided highways shall also have additional advanced warning signs installed with the legend "ROAD WORK (2 MILES, 1 MILE and 1/2 MILE). All construction warning signs on divided highways shall be double indicated (i.e., on the left and right sides of the roadway.) If the use of the ½ mile, 1 mile and 2 mile advanced warning signs cause an overlap with other work or do not benefit field conditions then the Engineer may review the use of these signs and eliminate their installation. When the posted speed limit is 50 MPH or less, the ½ mile, 1 mile and 2 mile signs should be eliminated especially in urban areas.

The W20-1 advance warning signs for ROAD WORK 500 FEET; 1000 FEET; and 1500 FEET shall be temporarily covered when work involving the advanced warning signs for lane shifts and lane closures overlap these signs. The ROAD WORK ½ MILE, ROAD WORK 1 MILE, and ROAD WORK 2 MILES shall be in place when the 500, 1000 and 1500 feet signs are temporarily covered.
When the temporary traffic control zone already has advanced warning (W20-1) signs installed the W20-1 signs required for lane closures under Standard 9106 should be eliminated.

RAMP WORK ON LIMITED ACCESS HIGHWAYS: The workzone shall not be signed for the entire length of the mainline of a limited access highway when only short individual worksites, interchange or ramp work is being performed.

When work is restricted to ramp reconstruction or widening activities, the advance warning signs on the mainline section of the limited access highway shall be limited to the use of portable advance warning signs. These portable advance warning signs shall only be utilized when work activity is within the gore point of the ramp and the mainline traveled way or work is active in the accel/decel lane adjacent to the mainline traveled way. Portable advance warning signs (W20-1; 1500ft. /1000 ft. /500ft.) shall be installed on the traveled way of the limited access highway when the above conditions are present. The advance warning signs shall be installed only in one direction where work is active. All portable signs shall be double indicated. When work is not active, the ramp work shall be advanced warned by the use of a single 48 inch X 48 inch "RAMP WORK AHEAD" sign along the right shoulder of the mainline traveled way prior to the beginning of the taper for the decel lane. The "RAMP WORK AHEAD" sign shall be mounted at seven (7) feet in height. Differences in elevation shall be in compliance with the requirements of Subsection 150.06 prior to the removal of the portable (W20-1) advanced warning signs from the mainline.

The G20-1 sign shall be eliminated on limited access highways when the work involves only ramp work, bridge reconstruction, bridge painting, bridge joint repairs, guardrail and anchor replacement or other site specific work which is confined to a short section of limited access highway.

I. PORTABLE CHANGEABLE MESSAGE SIGN

Unless specified as a paid item in the contract the use of a portable changeable message sign will not be required. When specified, a portable changeable message sign (PCMS) shall meet the minimum requirements of Section 632 and the MUTCD. The maximum amount of messages allowed to be flashed on one PCMS is two phases (flashes). The language and the timing of the messages shall comply with the MUTCD and Section 632.

When used as an advanced device the PCMS should typically be placed ahead of the construction activities. If the PCMS is used as a substitute for another device then the requirements for the other device apply.

J. FLASHING BEACON

The flashing beacon assembly, when specified, shall be used in conjunction with construction warning signs, regulatory, or guide signs to inform traffic of special road conditions which require additional driver attention. The flashing beacon assembly shall be installed in accordance with the requirements of Section 647.
K. RUMBLE STRIP SIGNAGE

Signage for rumble strips located in the travelway shall be as required in Subsection 150.01.C and Subsection 150.02.A.9.

L. LOW/SOFT SHOULDER SIGNAGE

Low or soft shoulder signs shall be utilized in accordance with the following conditions:

CONSTRUCTION/RECONSTRUCTION PROJECTS:

"LOW/SOFT SHOULDER" signs shall be erected when a difference in elevation exceeds one (1") inch but does not exceed three (3") inches between the travelway and any type of shoulder unless the difference in elevation is four (4') feet or greater from the edge of the traveled way.

The spacing of the signs shall not exceed one (1) mile and the signs shall be placed immediately past each crossroad intersection. The “Low/Soft” signs shall remain in place until the difference in elevation is eliminated and the shoulder has been dressed and permanently grassed for a minimum of thirty (30) calendar days. These signs shall be furnished, installed, maintained and removed by the Contractor as part of Traffic Control-Lump Sum. These signs shall be orange with black borders and meet the reflectorization requirements of Subsection 150.01.D.

"SHOULDER DROP-OFF” (W8-9a) signs shall be used when a difference in elevation, less than four (4') feet from the traveled way, exceeds three (3") inches and is not protected by positive barrier protection. These warning signs shall be placed in advance of the drop-off.

For a continuous drop-off condition, the W8-9a) signs shall, as a minimum, be spaced in accordance with the above requirements for "Low/soft shoulder" signs.

PROJECTS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF ASPHALTIC CONCRETE RESURFACING ITEMS:

"LOW/SOFT SHOULDER” signs shall be erected when a difference in elevation exceeds one (1") inch but does not exceed three (3") inches between the travelway and any type of shoulder unless the difference in elevation is four (4') feet or greater from the edge of the traveled way.

SHOULDER BUILDING INCLUDED IN THE CONTRACT: "Low/Soft Shoulder” signs shall be erected as per the requirement of Standards 9102, 9106, and 9107. "Shoulder Drop-off” signs (W8-9a) shall be erected as per the requirements of the MUTCD. These signs shall be maintained until the conditions requiring their installation have been eliminated. The Contractor shall remove all interim warning signs before final acceptance.

SHOULDER BUILDING NOT INCLUDED IN THE CONTRACT: The Department will furnish the "Low/Soft Shoulder” signs, “Shoulder Drop-off” signs and the posts. The signs shall be erected to meet the minimum requirements of Subsection 150.03. The Contractor shall include the cost of furnishing installation hardware (bolts, nuts, and...
washers), erection and maintenance of the signs in the bid price for Traffic Control-Lump Sum. The Contractor shall maintain the signs until final acceptance. The Department will remove the signs.

LAU/LAR PROJECTS SHOULDER BUILDING NOT INCLUDED IN THE CONTRACT: The Contractor will furnish, install and maintain LOW/SOFT SHOULDER signs (yellow with black borders, ASTM Type III or IV) at the appropriate spacing, until Final Acceptance of the project by the Department. After Final Acceptance by the Department the signs will become the property and responsibility of the local government.

M. BUMP SIGNAGE:

MULT.-LANE DIVIDED HIGHWAYS: A bump sign (W8-1) shall be utilized when a transverse joint in the pavement structure has a vertical difference in elevation of three quarters (3/4") of an inch or greater in depth with no horizontal taper to ramp the traffic from one elevation to the other. This condition typically occurs at approach slabs during pavement milling operations and at transverse joints in asphaltic pavement lifts.

TWO.-ANE TWO-WAY HIGHWAYS: A bump sign (W8-1) shall be utilized when a transverse joint in the pavement structure has a vertical difference in elevation that exceeds one and three quarters (1-3/4") inches in depth with no horizontal taper to ramp the traffic from one elevation to the other. This includes utility and storm drainage repairs that require concrete placement for patching and/or steel plating.

The (W8-1) sign shall be placed sufficiently in advance to warn the motorist of the condition.

N. PEDESTRIAN SIGNAGE:

Appropriate signs as described in the MUTCD shall be maintained to allow safe passage of pedestrian traffic or to advise pedestrians of walkway closures (Refer to MUTCD Figures TA-28 and TA-29 for guidance). Advance closure signing should be placed at intersections rather than midblock locations so that pedestrians are not confronted with midblock work sites that will induce them to attempt skirting the work site or making a midblock crossing. Signs and other devices mounted lower than seven (7) feet above the temporary pedestrian walkway shall not project more than four (4) inches into the accessible pedestrian facilities. Signs and other devices shall be placed such that they do not narrow any pedestrian passage to less than 48 inches.
PAVEMENT MARKINGS

A. GENERAL

Full pattern pavement markings in accordance with Section 652 and in conformance with Section 3A and 3B, except 3B.02, of the MUTCD are required on all courses before the roadway is opened to traffic. No passing zones shall be marked to conform to Subsection 150.04E. During construction and maintenance activities on all highways open to traffic, both existing markings and markings applied under this Section shall be fully maintained until Final Acceptance. If the pavement markings are, or become, unsatisfactory in the judgement of the Engineer due to wear, weathering, or construction activities, they shall be restored immediately.

1. Resurfacing Projects

Pavement markings shall be provided on all surfaces that are placed over existing markings. Interim and final markings shall conform in type and location to the markings that existed prior to resurfacing unless changes or additions are noted in the Contract. The replacement of parking spaces will not be required unless a specific item or note has been included in the Contract. Any work to make additions to the markings that existed prior to resurfacing is to be considered as extra work.

2. Widening And Reconstruction Projects

If the lane configuration is altered from the preconstruction layout then pavement markings will be as required by the plans or the Engineer.

3. New Location Construction Projects

Pavement marking plans will be provided.

B. MATERIALS

All traffic striping applied under this Section shall be a minimum four inches in width or as shown in plans and shall conform to the requirements of Section 652, except as modified herein. Raised pavement markers (RPMs) shall meet the requirements of Section 654. Markings on the final surface course, which must be removed, shall be a removable type. The Contractor will be permitted to use paint, thermoplastic, or tape on pavement which is to be overlaid as part of the project, unless otherwise directed by the Engineer. Partial (skip) reflectorization (i.e. reflectorizing only a portion of a stripe) will not be allowed.

C. INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL OF PAVEMENT MARKINGS:

INSTALLATION: All pavement markings, both interim and permanent, shall be applied to a clean surface. The Contractor shall furnish the layout and preline the roadway surface for the placement of pavement markings applied as part of the temporary traffic control plan. All interim marking tape and RPM's on the final surface shall be removed prior to the placement of the final markings.

The Contractor shall sequence the work in such a manner as to allow the installation of markings in the final lane configuration at the earliest possible stage of the work.
REMOVAL: Markings no longer applicable shall be removed in accordance with Subsection 656.3.05.

THE ELIMINATION OF CONFLICTING PAVEMENT MARKINGS BY OVERPAINTING WITH UNAPPROVED PAINT OR ANY TYPE OF LIQUID ASPHALT IS NOT ACCEPTABLE.

INTERMEDIATE SURFACE: Interim markings shall be removed by methods that will cause minimal damage to the pavement surface while also ensuring that traveling public will not be confused or misdirected by any residual markings remaining on the intermediate surface. The use of approved black-out tape and black-out paint (manufactured for the sole purpose of covering existing pavement markings) may be permitted on some interim surfaces, provided the results are satisfactory to the Engineer.

FINAL SURFACE: No interim paint or thermoplastic markings will be permitted on any final surface unless the interim markings are in alignment with the location of the permanent markings and the interim marking will not interfere or adversely affect placement of the permanent markings. The proposed method of removal for layout errors that require markings to be removed from the final surface shall have the prior approval of the Engineer. Any damage to the final pavement surface caused by the pavement marking removal process shall be repaired at the Contractor’s expense by methods acceptable and approved by the Engineer. Subsection 400.3.06.C shall apply when corrective measures are required. The use of black-out tape or black-out paint will not be permitted under any circumstance to correct layout errors on any final surface.

Traffic shifts that are done on the final surface shall be accomplished using interim traffic marking tape that can be removed without any blemishing of the final surface. Interim traffic marking tape shall be used on any of the following final surfaces; asphaltic concrete, Portland cement concrete, and bridge deck surfaces. The contractor may propose alternate traffic markings and removal methods on the final surface. Submitted proposals shall include the type of material, method of removal and a cost comparison to the traffic marking tape method. Prior to any approval, the contractor shall field demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Engineer that the proposed traffic markings can be removed without any blemishing of the final surface. If the proposal is determined to be acceptable, a supplemental agreement will be executed prior to the installation of the proposed alternate traffic markings. The supplemental agreement shall denote the type of traffic marking materials, method of removal and any cost and/or time savings to the Department. The Department will not consider or participate in any cost increase that may result from implementing the proposed alternate method.

PAY FACTOR REDUCTION FOR ASPHALTIC CONCRETE FINAL SURFACES: When the correction of an error in the layout of the final pavement markings requires the final surface to be ground, blemished, scarred, or polished the pay factor shall be reduced to 0.95 for the entire surface area of the final topping that has a blemish, polished or a scarred surface. The reduced pay factor shall not be confined to only the width and length of the stripe or the dimensions of the blemished areas, the whole roadway surface shall have the reduced pay factor applied. The area of the
reduced pay factor shall be determined by the total length and the total width of the roadway affected. If the affected area is not corrected, the reduction in pay shall be deducted from the final payment for the topping layer of asphaltic concrete. The Engineer shall make the final determination whether correction or a reduced pay factor is acceptable.

The eradiation of pavement markings on intermediate and final concrete surfaces shall be accomplished by a method that does not grind, polish, or blemish the surface of the concrete. The method used for the removal of the interim markings shall not spall chip the joints in the concrete and shall not damage the sealant in the joints. Any joint or sealant repairs shall be included in the bid price for Traffic Control-Lump Sum. The proposed method of removal shall have the prior approval of the Engineer.

Failure to promptly remove conflicting or non-applicable pavement markings shall be considered as non-performance under Subsection 150.08.

PREPARATION AND PLANNING FOR TRAFFIC SHIFTS: When shifting of traffic necessitates removal of centerline, lane lines, or edge lines, all such lines shall be removed prior to, during, or immediately after any change so as to present the least interference with traffic. Interim traffic marking tape shall be used as a temporary substitute for the traffic markings being removed.

Before any change in traffic lane(s) alignment, marking removal equipment shall be present on the project for immediate use. If marking removal equipment failures occur, the equipment shall be repaired or replaced (including leasing equipment if necessary), so that the removal can be accomplished without delay.

Except for the final surface, markings on asphaltic concrete may be obliterated by an overlay course, when approved by the Engineer. When an asphaltic concrete overlay is placed for the sole purpose of eliminating conflicting markings and the in place asphaltic concrete section will allow, said overlay will be eligible for payment only if designated in the Plans. Overlays to obliterate lines will be paid for only once and further traffic shifts in the same area shall be accomplished with removable markings. Only the minimum asphaltic concrete thickness required to cover lines will be allowed. Excessive build-up will not be permitted. When an overlay for the sole purpose of eliminating conflicting markings is not allowed, the markings no longer applicable shall be removed in accordance with Subsection 656.3.05.

D. RAISED PAVEMENT MARKERS

Raised pavement markers (RPMs) are required as listed below for all asphaltic concrete pavements before the roadway is open to traffic. On the final surface, RPM's shall be placed according to the timeframes specified in 150.04 E. for full pattern pavement markings except Interstate Highways where RPM's shall be placed and/or maintained when the roadway is open to traffic. When Portland Cement Concrete is an intermediate or final surface and is open to traffic, one calendar day is allowed for cleaning and drying before the installation of RPMs is required.

Raised pavement markers are not allowed on the right edge lines under any situation.
1. **Interstate Highways**

Retro-reflective raised pavement markers (RPM's) shall be placed and/or maintained on intermediate pavements surfaces on all interstate highways that are open to traffic. This includes all resurfacing projects along with widening and reconstruction projects. The spacing and placement shall be as required for MULTIPLE-LANE DIVIDED HIGHWAYS.

2. **Multi-Lane Divided Highways**

Retro-reflective raised pavement markers (RPMs) shall be placed and/or maintained on intermediate pavement surfaces on all multi-lane divided highways that are opened to traffic when these roadways are being widened or reconstructed. Two lane-two way roadways that are being widened to a multi-lane facility, whether divided or undivided, are included in this provision. Projects consisting primarily of asphalt resurfacing items or shoulder widening items are excluded from this requirement. The RPMs shall be placed as follows:

   a. **SUPPLEMENTING LANE LINES**

      80 foot center on skip lines with curvature less than three degrees. (Includes tangents)

      40 foot centers on solid lines and all lines with curvature between three degrees and six degrees.

      20 foot centers on curves over six degrees.

      20 foot centers on lane transitions or shifts.

   b. **SUPPLEMENTING RAMP CORE LINES**

      20 foot centers, two each, placed side by side.

   c. **OTHER LINES**

      As shown on the plans or directed by the Engineer.

3. **Other Highways**

On other highways under construction RPMs shall be used and/or maintained on intermediate pavement surfaces as follows:

   a. **SUPPLEMENTING LANE LINES AND SOLID LINES**

      40 foot centers except on lane shifts. (When required in the Plans or Contract.)

      20 foot centers on lane shifts. (Required in all cases.)
b. SUPPLEMENTING DOUBLE SOLID LINES

40 foot centers (one each beside each line) except on lane shifts. (When required in the Plans or Contract.)

20 foot centers on lane shifts. (Required in all cases.)

E. EXCEPTIONS FOR INTERIM MARKINGS

Some exceptions to the time of placement and pattern of markings are permitted as noted below; however, full pattern pavement markings are required for the completed project.

1. Two-Lane, Two-Way Roadways

a. SKIP LINES

All interim skip (broken) stripe shall conform to Section 652 except that stripes shall be at least two feet long with a maximum gap of 38 feet. On curves greater than six degrees, a one-foot stripe with a maximum gap of 19 feet shall be used. In lane shift areas solid lines will be required. Interim skip lines shall be replaced with markings in full compliance with Section 652 prior to expiration of the 14 calendar day period.

Interim raised pavement markers may be substituted for the interim skip (broken) stripes. If raised pavement markers are substituted for the two foot interim skip stripe, three markers spaced at equal intervals over a two feet distance will be required. No separate payment will be made if the interim raised pavement markers are substituted for interim skip lines.

Interim raised pavement markers shall be retro-reflective, shall be the same color as the pavement markers for which they are substituted, and shall be visible during daytime.

The type of interim marker and method of attachment to the pavement shall be approved by the Office of Materials and Research but in no case will the markers be attached by the use of nails. Flexible reflective markers, Type 14 or Type 15, may be used for a maximum of fourteen (14) calendar days as an interim marker. Any flexible reflective markers in use shall be from the qualified products list (QPL).

The interim raised pavement markers shall be maintained until the full pattern pavement markings are applied. At the time full pattern markings are applied the interim raised markers shall be removed in a manner that will not interfere with application of the full pattern pavement markings.

b. NO PASSING ZONES-TWO-LANE, TWO-WAY ROADWAYS

Passing zones shall be re-established in the locations existing prior to resurfacing. No changes to the location of passing zones shall be done without the written approval of the Engineer. For periods not to exceed three calendar days where interim skip centerlines are in place, no-passing
zones shall be identified by using post or portable mounted DO NOT PASS regulatory signs (R4-1 24" x 30") at the beginning and at intervals not to exceed ½ mile within each no-passing zone. A post or portable mounted PASS WITH CARE regulatory sign (R4-1 24" x 30") shall be placed at the end of each no-passing zone. Post mounted signs shall be placed in accordance with the MUTCD. Portable signs shall conform to the requirements of the MUTCD and shall be NCHRP 350 compliant. Portable signs shall be secured in such a manner to prevent misalignment and minimize the possibility of being blown over by weather conditions or traffic.

On new location projects and on projects where either horizontal or vertical alignments has been modified, the location of No-Passing Zones will be identified by the Engineer.

c. EDGELINES

1) Bituminous Surface Treatment Paving
   Edgelines will not be required on intermediate surfaces (including asphaltic concrete leveling for bituminous surface treatment paving) that are in use for a period of less than 60 calendar days except at bridge approaches, on lane transitions, lane shifts, and in such other areas as determined by the Engineer. On the final surface, edgelines shall be placed within 30 calendar days of the time that the final surface was placed.

2) All Other Types of Pavement
   Edgelines will not be required on intermediate surfaces that are in use for a period of less than 30 calendar days except at bridge approaches, on lane transitions, lane shifts, and in such other areas as determined by the Engineer. On the final surface, edgelines shall be placed within 14 calendar days of the time that the surface was placed.

2. Multi-Lane Highways – With No Paved Shoulder(S) Or Paved Shoulder(S) Four Feet Or Less

a. UNDIVIDED HIGHWAYS (INCLUDES PAVED CENTER TURN LANE)

1) Centerlines and No-Passing Barrier-Full Pattern centerlines and no-passing barriers shall be restored before opening to traffic.

2) Lanelines- Interim skip (broken) stripe as described in Subsection 150.04E.1.a. may be used for periods not to exceed three calendar days. Skiplines are not permitted in lane shift areas. Solid lines shall be used.

3) Edgelines- Edgelines shall be placed on intermediate and final surfaces within three calendar days of obliteration.
b. DIVIDED HIGHWAYS (GRASS OR RAISED MEDIAN)

1) Lanelines- Full pattern skip stripe shall be restored before opening to traffic. Skip lines are not permitted in lane shift areas. Solid lines shall be required.

2) Centerline/Edgeline- Solid lines shall be placed on intermediate and final surfaces within three calendar days of obliteration.

3. Limited Access Roadways And Roadways With Paved Shoulders Greater Than Four Feet

a. Same as Subsection 150.04.E.2 except as noted in (b) below.

b. EDGELINES-
   1) Asphaltic Concrete Pavement- Edgelines shall be placed on intermediate and final surfaces prior to opening to traffic.

   2) Portland Cement Concrete Pavement- Edgelines shall be placed on any surface open to traffic no later than one calendar day after work is completed on a section of roadway. All water and residue shall be removed prior to daily stripping.

4. Ramps For Multi-Lane Divided Highways

A minimum of one solid line edge stripe shall be placed on any intermediate surface of a ramp prior to opening the ramp to traffic. The other edge stripe may be omitted for a maximum period of three (3) calendar days on an intermediate surface. Appropriate channelization devices shall be spaced at a maximum of twenty-five (25') feet intervals until the other stripe has been installed.

The final surface shall have both stripes placed prior to opening the ramp to traffic.

5. MISCELLANEOUS PAVEMENT MARKINGS:

FINAL SURFACE: School zones, railroads, stop bars, symbols, words and other similar markings shall be placed on final surfaces conforming to Section 652 within fourteen (14) calendar days of completion of the final surface. Final markings shall conform to the type of pay item in the plans. When no pay item exists in the plans the final markings shall conform to Section 652 for painted markings.

INTERMEDIATE SURFACE: Intermediate surfaces that will be in use for more than forty-five (45) calendar days shall have the miscellaneous pavement markings installed to conform to the requirement of Section 652. Under Subsection 150.11, Special Conditions, or as directed by the Engineer these markings may be eliminated.
F. MOBILE OPERATIONS

When pavement markings (centerlines, lane lines, and edgelines) are applied in a continuous operation by moving vehicles and equipment, the following minimum equipment and warning devices shall be required. These devices and equipment are in addition to the minimum requirements of the MUTCD.

1. All Roadways
   All vehicles shall be equipped with the official slow moving vehicle symbol sign. All vehicles shall have a minimum of two flashing or rotating beacons visible in all directions. All protection vehicles shall have an arrow panel mounted on the rear. All vehicles requiring an arrow panel shall have, as a minimum, a Type B panel. All vehicle mounted signs shall be mounted with the bottom of the sign a minimum height of forty-eight inches (48") above the pavement. All sign legends shall be covered or removed from view when work is not in progress.

2. Two-Lane Two-Way Roadways
   a. Lead Vehicles
      The lead vehicle may be a separate vehicle or the work vehicle applying the pavement markings may be used as the lead vehicle. The lead vehicle shall have an arrow panel mounted so that the panel is easily visible to oncoming (approaching) traffic. The arrow panel should typically operate in the caution mode.

   b. Work Vehicles
      The work vehicle(s) applying markings shall have an arrow panel mounted on the rear. The arrow panel should typically operate in the caution mode. The work vehicle placing cones shall follow directly behind the work vehicle applying the markings.

   c. Protection Vehicles
      A protection vehicle may follow the cone work vehicle when the cones are being placed and may follow when the cones are being removed.

3. MULTI-LANE ROADWAYS
   A lead vehicle may be used but is not required. The work vehicle placing cones shall follow directly behind the work vehicle applying the markings. A protection vehicle that does not function as a work vehicle should follow the cone work vehicle when traffic cones are being placed. A protection vehicle should follow the cone work vehicle when the cones are being removed from the roadway. Protection vehicles shall display a sign on the rear of the vehicle with the legend PASS ON LEFT (RIGHT).

   INTERSTATES AND LIMITED ACCESS ROADWAYS: A protection vehicle shall follow the last work vehicle at all times and shall be equipped with a truck mounted attenuator that is certified for impacts not less than 62 mph in accordance with NCHRP350 Test Level Three (3).
150.05 CHANNELIZATION

A. GENERAL

Channelization shall clearly delineate the travelway through the work zone and alert drivers and pedestrians to conditions created by work activities in or near the travelway. Channelization shall be done in accordance with the plans and specifications, the MUTCD, and the following requirements.

All Channelization Devices utilized on any project shall be NCHRP 350 compliant. Any device used on the Work shall be from the Qualified Products List. All devices utilized on the work shall have a decal, logo, or manufacturer's stamping that clearly identifies the device as NCHRP 350 compliant. The Contractor may be required to furnish certification from the Manufacturer for any device to prove NCHRP 350 compliance.

1. Types of Devices Permitted for Channelization in Construction Work Zones:

   a. DRUMS:

      1) DESIGN: Drums shall meet the minimum requirement of the MUTCD and shall be reflectorized as required in Subsection 150.01.D. The upper edge of the top reflectorized stripe on the drum shall be located a minimum of 33 inches above the surface of the roadway. A minimum drum diameter of 18 inches shall be maintained for a minimum of 34 inches above the roadway.

      2) APPLICATION: Drums shall be used as the required channelizing device to delineate the full length of a lane closure, shift, or encroachment, except as modified by this Subsection.

      3) TRANSITION TAPERS FOR LANE CLOSURES: Drums shall be used on all transition tapers. The minimum length for a merging taper for a lane closure on the travelway shall be as shown in Table 150-1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Posted Speed Limit, MPH</th>
<th>Lane Width 9 Feet</th>
<th>Lane Width 10 Feet</th>
<th>Lane Width 11 Feet</th>
<th>Lane Width 12 Feet</th>
<th>Maximum Drum Spacing in Tapers, (Feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum Taper Length (L) in Feet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>605</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If site conditions require a longer taper then the taper shall be lengthened to fit particular individual situations.

The length of shifting tapers should be at least $\frac{1}{2} L$.

The length of a closed lane or lanes, excluding the transition taper(s), shall be limited to a total of two (2) miles. Prior approval must be obtained from the Engineer before this length can be increased.

Night time conditions: When a merge taper exists into the night all drums located in the taper shall have, for the length of the taper only, a six (6") inch fluorescent orange (ASTM Type VI, VII, VIII, IX or X) reflectorized top stripe on each drum. The top six-inch stripe may be temporarily attached to the drum while in use in a taper. The Engineer may allow the fluorescent orange reflectorized six (6") inch top stripe on each drum in a merging taper to remain in place during daylight hours provided there is a lane closure(s) with a continuous operation that begins during one nighttime period and ends during another nighttime period. All drums that have the six-inch top stripe permanently attached shall not be used for any other conditions.

Multiple Lane Closures:

(a) A maximum of one lane at a time shall be closed with each merge taper.

(b) A minimum tangent length of 2 L shall be installed between each individual lane closure taper.

4) **LONGITUDINAL CHANNELIZATION**: Drums shall be spaced as listed below for various roadside work conditions except as modified by
Subsection 150.06. Spacing shall be used for situations meeting any of the conditions listed as follows:

(a) 40 FOOT SPACING MAXIMUM

1) For difference in elevation exceeding two inches.

2) For healed sections no steeper than 4:1 as shown in Subsection 150.06, Detail 150-E.

(b) 80 FOOT SPACING MAXIMUM

1) For difference in elevation of two inches or less.

2) Flush areas where equipment or workers are within ten feet of the travel lane.

(c) 200 FOOT SPACING MAXIMUM: Where equipment or workers are more than ten feet from travel lane. Lateral offset clearance to be four feet from the travel lane.

1) For paved areas eight feet or greater in width that are paved flush with a standard width travel lane.

2) For disturbed shoulder areas not completed to typical section that are flush to the travel lane and considered a usable shoulder.

REMOVAL OF DRUMS: Drums may be removed after shoulders are completed to typical section and grassed. Guardrail and other safety devices shall be installed and appropriate signs advising of conditions such as soft or low shoulder shall be posted before the drums are removed.

b. VERTICAL PANELS

1) DESIGN: All vertical panels shall meet the minimum requirements of the MUTCD. All vertical panels shall have a minimum of 270 square inches of retro-reflective area facing the traffic and shall be mounted with the top of the reflective panel a minimum of 36” above the roadway.

2) APPLICATION: Lane encroachment by the drum on the travelway should permit a remaining lane width of ten feet. When encroachment reduces the travelway to less than ten feet, vertical panels shall be used to restore the travelway to ten feet or greater. No other application of vertical panels will be permitted.

c. CONES

1) DESIGN: All cones shall be a minimum of 28 inches in height regardless of application and shall meet the requirement of the MUTCD. Reflectorization may be deleted from all cones.
2) APPLICATION: For longitudinal channelizing only, cones will be permitted for daylight closures or minor shifts. (Drums are required for all tapers.) The use of cones for nighttime work will not be permitted. Cones shall not be stored or allowed to be visible on the worksite during nighttime hours.

d. BARRICADES

DESIGN: Type III barricades shall meet the minimum requirements of the MUTCD and shall be reflectorized as required in Subsection 150.01.D. The Contractor has the option of choosing Type III barricades from the Qualified Products List or the Contractor may utilize generic barricades that are approved by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). When barricades have been specifically crash tested with signs attached, the contractor has the responsibility to attach the signs as per the manufacturer’s recommendations to ensure crashworthiness. If signs are attached to generic barricades or to barricades from the Qualified Products List (QPL) that have not been crash tested with signs attached then the responsibility for crashworthiness and the liability for mounting these signs to the barricades are assumed by the Contractor and the Contractor shall certify that the barricades are crashworthy under FHWA workzone guidelines for NCHRP 350 crashworthy compliance. Any generic barricades used in the work shall be stamped or stenciled to show compliance with NCHRP 350. The use of Type I and Type II barricades will not be permitted.

1) APPLICATION: Type III barricades shall be placed as required by the plans, the Standards, and as directed by the Engineer. All signs mounted on barricades shall be mounted to comply with the requirements of the MUTCD and NCHRP 350 Test Level III. NCHRP 350 crashworthy compliance may require that rigid signs be mounted separate from the Type III barricade.

When a barricade is placed so that it is subject to side impact from a vehicle, a drum shall be placed at the side of the barricade to add target value to the barricade.

e. WARNING LIGHTS:

1) DESIGN: All warning lights shall meet the requirements of the MUTCD.

2) APPLICATION

(a) Type A low-intensity flashing lights shall be used as shown in the Plans, the Standards, and as directed by the Engineer. Flashing lights are not required for advance warning signs in Subsection 150.03.H.

(b) Type C Steady-Burn lights shall be used as shown in the Plans, the Standards, and as directed by the Engineer. Steady-burn lights are not required on drums for merging tapers that exist into the night.
f. TEMPORARY BARRIERS

1) DESIGN: Temporary barriers shall meet the requirements of Sections 620.

2) APPLICATION: Temporary barriers shall be placed as required by the plans, standards, and as directed by the Engineer. When Temporary barrier is located 20 feet or less from a travel lane, yellow reflectors shall be fixed to the top of the barrier at intervals not greater than 40 feet in the longitudinal section and 20 feet in the taper section and shall be mounted approximately two inches above the barrier. If both lanes of a two-lane two-way roadway are within 20 feet or less of the barrier then the reflectors shall be installed for both directions of traffic.

The reflectors shall be 100 square inches (ASTM Type VII or VIII) reflective sheeting mounted on flat-sheet blanks. The reflectors shall be mounted approximately two inches above the top of the barrier. The reflectors shall be attached to the barrier with adhesive or by a drilled-in anchor type device. The reflectors shall not be attached to a post or board that is placed between the gap in the barrier sections.

Approach end of Temporary barrier shall be flared or protected by an impact attenuator (crash cushion) or other approved treatment in accordance with Construction Details/Standards and Standard Specifications.

On interstate or other controlled access highways where lane shifts or crossovers cause opposing traffic to be separated by less than 40 ft., portable barrier shall be used as a separator.

B. PORTABLE IMPACT ATTENUATORS:

1. DESCRIPTION
This work consists of the furnishing (including spare parts), installation, maintenance, relocation, reuse as required, and removal of Portable Impact Attenuator Units/Arrays.

2. MATERIALS
Materials used in the Attenuator shall meet the requirements of Section 648 for Portable Impact Attenuators.

3. CONSTRUCTION
Portable Impact Attenuator Unit/Arrays installation shall conform to the requirements of Section 648, Manufacturer’s recommendations and Georgia Standard 4960 and shall be installed at locations designated by the Engineer, and/or as shown on the plans.
C. TEMPORARY GUARDRAIL ANCHORAGE- Type 12:

1. DESCRIPTION
   This work consists of the furnishing, installation, maintenance and removal or Temporary Guardrail Anchorage- Type 12 used for Portable Barrier or temporary guardrail end treatment.

2. MATERIALS
   Materials used in the Temporary Guardrail Anchorage- Type 12 shall meet the requirements of Subsection 641.2 of the Specifications and current Georgia Standards and may be new or used. Materials salvaged from the Project which meet the requirements of Standards may be utilized if available. The use of any salvaged materials will require prior approval of the Engineer.

3. CONSTRUCTION
   Installation of the Temporary Guardrail Anchorage- Type 12 shall conform to the requirements of the Plans, current Georgia Standards and Subsection 641.3 of the Specifications. Installation shall also include sufficient additional guardrail and appurtenances to effect the transition and connection to Temporary Concrete Barrier as required by the details in Georgia Standard 4960.

150.06 DIFFERENCES IN ELEVATION BETWEEN TRAVEL LANES AND SHOULDERS (SEE SUBSECTION 150.06.G FOR PROJECTS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF ASPHALTIC CONCRETE RESURFACING ITEMS)

Any type of work such as paving, grinding, trenching, or excavation that creates a difference in elevation between travel lanes or between the travelway and the shoulder shall not begin until the Contractor is prepared and able to continuously place the required typical section to within two inches (2") of the existing pavement elevation. For any areas that the two inches minimum difference in elevation cannot be accomplished the section shall be healed as shown in Detail 150-E. If crushed stone materials are used to provide a healed section no separate payment will be made for the material used to heal any section. The Contractor may submit a plan to utilize existing pay items for crushed stone provided the plan clearly demonstrates that the materials used to heal an area will be incorporated into the work with minimal waste. Handling and hauling of any crushed stone used to heal shall be kept to a minimum. The Engineer shall determine if the crushed stone used to heal meets the specifications for gradation and quality when the material is placed in the final location.

A maximum of sixty (60) calendar days shall be allowed for conditions to exist that require any section or segment of the roadway or ramp to continue to require a healed section as described by Detail 150-E. Failure to meet this requirement shall be considered as non-performance of Work under Subsection 150.08.
When trenching or excavation for minor roadway or shoulder widening is required, all operations at one site shall be completed to the level of the existing pavement in the same work day.

Any channelization devices utilized in the work shall conform to the requirements of Subsection 150.05 and to the placement and spacing requirements in Details 150-B, 150-C, 150-D, and 150-E shown in this section.

Any construction activity that reduces the width of a travel lane shall require the use of a W-20 sign with the legend "LEFT/RIGHT LANE NARROWS". Two 24" x 24" red or red/orange flags may be mounted above the W-20 sign. The W-20 sign shall be located on the side of the travelway that has been reduced in width just off the travelway edge of pavement. The W-20 sign shall be a minimum of 500 feet in advance of any channelization devices that encroach on the surface of travelway. A portable changeable message sign may be used in lieu of the W-20 sign.

GENERAL/TIME RESTRICTIONS:

A. STONE BASES, SOIL AGGREGATE BASE AND SOIL BASES

1. All Highways

Differences in elevation of more than two inches between surfaces carrying or adjacent to traffic will not be allowed for more than a 24-hour period. A single length of excavated area that does not exceed 1000 feet in total length may be left open as a start up area for periods not to exceed 48 hours provided the Contractor can demonstrate the ability to continuously excavate and backfill in a proficient manner. Prior approval of the Engineer shall be obtained before any startup area may be allowed.

2. LIMITED ACCESS HIGHWAY RAMPS (INTERSTATES):

On projects that include ramp rehabilitation work, one ramp at a time may be excavated for the entire length of the ramp from the gore point of the ramp with the interstate mainline to the intersection with the crossing highway. This single ramp may remain excavated with a vertical difference in elevation greater than two (2") inches for a maximum of fourteen (14) calendar days with drums spaced at twenty (20') feet intervals as shown in Detail 150-B and a buffer space accepted under Section 150.06.F. After fourteen (14) calendar days the section shall be heaved as required for all other highways. This area will be allowed in addition to the 1000 feet allowed for all other highways.

B. ASPHALT BASES, BINDERS AND TOPPINGS

1. DIFFERENCES IN ELEVATION BETWEEN THE SURFACES OF ADJACENT TRAVELWAYS

Travel lanes shall be paved with a plan that minimizes any difference in elevation between adjacent travel lanes. The following limitations will be required on all work:

a. Differences of two inches (2") or less may remain for a maximum period of fourteen (14) calendar days.

b. Differences of greater than two inches (2") shall be permitted for continuous operations only.
EMERGENCY SITUATIONS: Inclement weather, traffic accidents, and other events beyond the control of the Contractor may prevent the work from being completed as required above. The Contractor shall notify the Engineer in writing stating the conditions and reasons that have prevented the Contractor from complying with the time limitations. The Contractor shall also outline a plan detailing immediate steps to complete the work. Failure to correct these conditions on the first calendar day that conditions will allow corrective work shall be considered as non-performance of Work under Subsection 150.08.

2. Differences in Elevation Between Asphalt Travelway and Paved Shoulders
Differences in elevation between the asphalt travelway and asphalt paved shoulders shall not be allowed to exist beyond the maximum durations outlined below for the conditions shown in Details 150-B, 150-C, 150-D, and 150-E:

Detail 150-B conditions shall not be allowed for more than 24 hours. A single length that does not exceed 1000 feet in total length may be left open for periods not to exceed 48 hours provided the Contractor can demonstrate the ability to continuously pave in a proficient manner. Prior approval of the Engineer shall be obtained before any section is allowed to exceed 24 hours. Any other disturbed shoulder areas shall be healed as in Detail 150-E.

Detail 150-C conditions will not be allowed for more than 48 hours.

Detail 150-D conditions will not be allowed for more than 30 calendar days.

Detail 150-E conditions will not be allowed for more than 60 calendar days.

Failure to meet these requirements shall be considered as non-performance of Work under Subsection 150.08.

C. PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE

Work adjacent to a Portland Cement Concrete traveled way which involves the following types of base and shoulders shall be accomplished according to the time restrictions outlined for each type of base or shoulder. Traffic control devices shall be in accordance with Subsection 150.05.

1. Cement Stabilized Base
Work adjacent to the traveled way shall be healed as per Detail 150-E within forty-eight (48) hours after the seven (7) calendar day curing period is complete for each section placed. During the placement and curing period, traffic control shall be in accordance Detail 150-B.
2. **Asphaltic Concrete Base**
When an asphaltic concrete base is utilized in lieu of a cement stabilized base the asphaltic concrete base shall be healed as per Detail 150-E within forty-eight (48) hours after the placement of each section of asphaltic concrete base. For the first forty-eight hours traffic control shall be in compliance with Detail 150-B.

3. **Concrete Paved Shoulders**
Concrete paved shoulders shall be placed within sixty (60) calendar days after the removal of each section of existing shoulder regardless of the type of base materials being placed on the shoulders. During the placement period, traffic control devices shall be in accordance with the appropriate detail based on the depth of the change in elevation. Differences in elevation of more than two inches between the travel way and the shoulder will not be allowed for more than a 24-hour period. A single length of excavated area that does not exceed 1000 feet in total length may be left open as a start up area for periods not to exceed 48 hours provided the Contractor can demonstrate the ability to continuously excavate and backfill in a proficient manner. Prior approval of the Engineer shall be obtained before any startup area may be allowed. Any other disturbed shoulder areas shall be healed as in Detail 150-E.

4. **Asphaltic Concrete Shoulders**
A difference in elevation that meets the requirements of Detail 150-B shall not be allowed to exist for a period greater than forty-eight (48) hours. After the removal of the existing shoulder the section or segment of travelway may be healed with stone as per Detail 150-E for a maximum of fourteen (14) calendar days. Asphaltic concrete shoulders shall be placed within two (2") inches or less of the traveled way surface within fourteen (14) calendar days after the removal of the stone healed section or the removal of each section of the existing shoulder. The two (2") inches or less difference in elevation shall not remain in existence for a period that exceeds thirty (30) calendar days unless the paved shoulder is utilized as a detour for the traveled way. During the placement period, traffic control shall be in accordance with the appropriate detail based on the depth of the change in elevation.

The Contractor may propose an alternate plan based on Subsection 150.06.F. Failure to meet the above requirements and time restrictions shall be considered as non-performance of Work under Subsection 150.08.

D. **MISCELLANEOUS ELEVATION DIFFERENTIALS FOR EXCAVATIONS ADJACENT TO THE TRAVELWAY**

Drainage structures, utility facilities, or any other work which results in a difference in elevation adjacent to the travelway shall be planned and coordinated to be performed in such a manner to minimize the time traffic is exposed to this condition. The excavation should be back filled to the minimum requirements of Detail 150-E as soon as practical. Stage construction such as plating or backfilling the incomplete work may be required. The difference in elevation shall not be allowed to exist for more than five (5) calendar days under
any circumstances. Failure to correct this condition shall be considered as non-performance of Work under Subsection 150.08.

E. CONDUIT INSTALLATION IN PAVED AND DIRT SHOULDERS

The installation of conduit and conduit systems along the shoulders of a traveled way shall be planned and installed in a manner to minimize the length of time that traffic is exposed to a difference in elevation condition. The following restrictions and limitations shall apply:

1. Differences in Elevation of Two (2") Inches or Less
   The shoulder may remain open when workers are not present. When workers are present the shoulder shall be closed and the channelization devices shall meet the requirements of Subsection 150.05. The difference in elevation on the shoulder shall remain for a maximum period of fourteen (14) calendar days.

2. Differences in Elevation Greater Than Two (2") Inches
   The shoulder shall be closed. The shoulder closure shall not exceed twenty-four (24) hours in duration unless the Special Conditions in Subsection 150.11 modifies this restriction or the Engineer allows the work to be considered as a continuous operation.

Failure to meet these requirements shall be considered as non-performance of Work under Subsection 150.08.

F. MODIFICATIONS TO TIME RESTRICTIONS

The Contractor may propose any alternate temporary traffic control plan that utilizes a portion of the travel lane as a “buffer space”. This buffer space may allow for an enhanced work area that will allow for the placement of materials to proceed at a pace that could not be achieved with the time restriction requirements outlined in Subsections 150.06:A, 150.06:B, and 150.06:C. The Contractor may propose modified time restrictions based on the use of the buffer space. Any proposed modifications in the time duration allowed for the differences in elevations to exist shall be reviewed by the Engineer as a component of the overall TTC plan. No modifications shall be made until the proposed plan is accepted by the Engineer. The Engineer shall have no obligation to consider any proposal which results in an increase in cost to the Department.

For the travel lane described in each of the Details 150-B, 150-C, 150-D and 150-E it is presumed that the pavement marking edgeline (yellow or white solid stripe) is located at the very edge of the travel lane surface. A buffer space (temporary paved shoulder) that utilizes a portion of the travel lane should be six (6') feet in width desirable but shall not be less than four (4') feet in width. Any remaining travel lane(s) shall not be less than ten (10') feet in width. Modifications to drum spacing shown in the details above will not be allowed.
If the proposed shifting of the traffic to obtain a buffer space and maintain a minimum travel lane(s) of ten (10') feet requires the use of any existing paved shoulders then the cost of maintenance and repair of the existing paved shoulder(s) shall be the responsibility of the Contractor. The Contractor is responsible for the costs of maintenance and repairs even if the existing paved shoulder(s) is to be removed in a later stage of the work. Existing shoulders that have rumble strips shall have the rumble strips removed before the shoulder can be utilized as part of the travel lane. The cost of the removal of the rumble strips shall be done at no cost to the Department even if the shoulder is to be removed in a later stage of the work.

Any modifications to the staging and time restrictions that are approved as part of the TTC plan shall be agreed to in writing. Failure to meet these modifications shall be considered as non-performance of the Work under Subsection 150.08.

G. ASPHALTIC CONCRETE RESURFACING PROJECTS

SHOULDER CONSTRUCTION INCLUDED AS A PART OF THE CONTRACT: When the placement of asphaltic concrete materials creates a difference in elevation greater than two (2") inches between the earth shoulder (grassed or un-grassed) and the edge of travelway or between the earth shoulder and a paved shoulder that is less than four (4') feet in width, the Contractor shall place and maintain drums in accordance with the requirements of Subsection 150.05A.1.a.4). When the edge of the paved surface is tapered with a 30-45 degree wedge, drums may be spaced at 2.0 times the speed limit in MPH. Drums shall remain in place and be maintained until the difference in elevation has been eliminated by the placement of the appropriate shoulder materials.

SHOULDER CONSTRUCTION NOT INCLUDED AS A PART OF THE CONTRACT: When the placement of asphaltic concrete materials creates a difference in elevation greater than two (2") inches between the earth shoulder (grassed or un-grassed) and the edge of travelway or between the earth shoulder and a paved shoulder that is less than four (4') feet in width, the Contractor shall notify the Engineer, in writing, when the resurfacing work including all punchlist items has been completed.

See Subsection 150.03.I, for the requirements for “LOW/SOFT SHOULDERS” and “SHOULDER DROP-OFF” signage.
Location of drums when Elevation Difference exceeds 4 inches. Drums spaced at 20 foot intervals.  
**Note:** If the travel way width is reduced to less than 10 feet by the use of drums, vertical panels shall be used in lieu of drums.

**ELEVATION DIFFERENCE GREATER THAN 4 INCHES**

**DETAIL 150-B**

| Drums spaced at 40 foot intervals. | Location of drums when Elevation Difference is 2+ inches to 4 inches. |

**ELEVATION DIFFERENCE 2+ to 4 inches**

**DETAIL 150-C**
Drums spaced at 80 foot intervals. Location of drums when Elevation Difference is 2 inches or less.

---

**ELEVATION DIFFERENCE OF 2 INCHES OR LESS**

**DETAIL 150-D**

---

Compacted graded aggregate, subbase material or dirt.

**NO STEEPER THAN 4:1**

Location of drums immediately after completion of healed sections spaced at 40 foot intervals.

---

**TOP OF DRUM TO BE LEVEL**

**HEALED SECTION**

**DETAIL 150-E**
150.07  FLAGGING AND PILOT CARS:

A. FLAGGERS

Flaggers shall be provided as required to handle traffic, as specified in the Plans or Special Provisions, and as required by the Engineer.

B. FLAGGER CERTIFICATION

All flaggers shall meet the requirements of the MUTCD and shall have received training and a certificate upon completion of the training from one of the following organizations:

National Safety Council
Southern Safety Services
Construction Safety Consultants
Ivey Consultants
American Traffic Safety Services Association (ATSSA)

Certifications from other agencies will be accepted only if their training program has been approved by any one of the organizations listed above.

Failure to provide certified flaggers as required above shall be reason for the Engineer suspending work involving the flagger(s) until the Contractor provides the certified flagger(s). Flaggers shall have proof of certification and valid identification (photo I.D.) available any time they are performing flagger duties.

C. FLAGGER APPEARANCE AND EQUIPMENT

Flaggers shall wear high-visibility clothing in compliance with Subsection 150.01.A. The apparel background (outer) material color shall be fluorescent orange-red, fluorescent yellow-green, or a combination of the two as defined in the ANSI standard. The retroreflective material shall be orange, yellow, white, silver, yellow-green, or a fluorescent version of these colors, and shall be visible at a minimum distance of one thousand (1000) feet. The retroreflective safety apparel shall be designed to clearly identify the wearer as a person. They shall use a Stop/Slow paddle meeting the requirements of the MUTCD for controlling traffic. The Stop/Slow paddles shall have a shaft length of seven (7) feet minimum. The Stop/Slow paddle shall be retro-reflectorized for both day and night usage. In addition to the Stop/Slow paddle, a flagger may use a flag as an additional device to attract attention. This flag shall meet the minimum requirements of the MUTCD. The flag shall, as a minimum, be 24” inches square and red or red/orange in color. For night work, the vest shall have reflectorized stripes which meet the requirements of the MUTCD.

D. FLAGGER WARNING SIGNS

Signs for flagger traffic control shall be placed in advance of the flagging operation in accordance with the MUTCD. In addition to the signs required by the MUTCD, signs at regular intervals, warning of the presence of the flagger shall be placed beyond
the point where traffic can reasonably be expected to stop under the most severe conditions for that day's work.

E. PILOT VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS

Pilot vehicles will be required during placement of bituminous surface treatment or asphaltic concrete on two-lane roadways unless otherwise specified. Pilot vehicles shall meet the requirements of the MUTCD.

F. PORTABLE TEMPORARY TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNALS

The Contractor may request, in writing, the substitution of portable temporary traffic control signals for flaggers on two-lane two-way roadways provided the temporary signals meet the requirements of the MUTCD, Section 647, and Subsection 150.02.A.6. As a part of this request, the Contractor shall also submit an alternate temporary traffic control plan in the event of a failure of the signals. Any alternate plan that requires the use of flaggers shall include the use of certified flaggers. The Contractor shall obtain the approval of the Engineer before the use of any portable temporary traffic control signals will be permitted.

150.08 ENFORCEMENT
The safe passage of pedestrians and traffic through and around the temporary traffic control zone, while minimizing confusion and disruption to traffic flow, shall have priority over all other Contractor activities. Continued failure of the Contractor to comply with the requirements of Section 150 (TRAFFIC CONTROL) will result in non-refundable deductions of monies from the Contract as shown in this Subsection for non-performance of Work.

Failure of the Contractor to comply with this Specification shall be reason for the Engineer suspending all other work on the Project, except erosion control and traffic control, taking corrective action as specified in Subsection 105.15, and/or withholding payment of monies due to the Contractor for any work on the Project until traffic control deficiencies are corrected. These other actions shall be in addition to the deductions for non-performance of traffic control.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From More Than</th>
<th>To and Including</th>
<th>Daily Charge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100,000</td>
<td>$1,000,000</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,000,000</td>
<td>$5,000,000</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5,000,000</td>
<td>$20,000,000</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20,000,000</td>
<td>$40,000,000</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$40,000,000</td>
<td>$----------</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**150.09 MEASUREMENT**

**A. TRAFFIC CONTROL**

When listed as a pay item in the Proposal, payment will be made at the Lump Sum price bid, which will include all traffic control not paid for separately, and will be paid as follows:

When the first Construction Report is submitted, a payment of 25 (twenty-five) percent of the Lump Sum price will be made. For each progress payment thereafter, the total of the Project percent complete shown on the last pay statement plus 25 (twenty-five) percent will be paid (less previous payments), not to exceed one hundred (100) percent.

When no payment item for Traffic Control-Lump Sum is shown in the Proposal, all of the requirements of Section 150 and the Temporary Traffic Control Plan shall be in full force and effect. The cost of complying with these requirements will not be paid for separately, but shall be included in the overall bid submittal.

**B. SIGNS**

When shown as a pay item in the contract, interim special guide signs will be paid for as listed below. All other regulatory, warning, and guide signs, as required by the Contract, will be paid for under Traffic Control Lump Sum or included in the overall bid submitted.

1. Interim ground mounted or interim overhead special guide signs will be measured for payment by the square foot. This payment shall be full compensation for furnishing the signs, including supports as required, erecting,
illuminating overhead signs, maintaining, removing, re-erecting, and final removal from the Project. Payment will be made only one time regardless of the number of moves required.

2. Remove and reset existing special guide signs, ground mount or overhead, complete, in place, will be measured for payment per each. Payment will be made only one time regardless of the number of moves required.

3. Modify special guide signs, ground mount or overhead, will be measured for payment by the square foot. The area measured shall include only that portion of the sign modified. Payment shall include materials, removal from posts or supports when necessary, and remounting as required.

C. TEMPORARY BARRIER

Temporary Barrier shall be measured as specified in Section 622.

D. CHANGEABLE MESSAGE SIGN, PORTABLE

Changeable Message Sign, Portable will be measured as specified in Section 632.

E. TEMPORARY GUARDRAIL ANCHORAGE, Type 12

Temporary Guardrail Anchorage- Type 12 will be measured by each assembly, complete in place and accepted according to the details shown in the plans, which shall also include the additional guardrail and appurtenances necessary for transition and connection to Temporary Concrete Barrier. Payment shall include all necessary materials, equipment, labor, site preparation, maintenance and removal.

F. TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION- TEMPORARY

Traffic Signal Installation- Temporary will be measured as specified in Section 647.

G. FLASHING BEACON ASSEMBLY

Flashing Beacon Assemblies will be measured as specified in Section 647.

H. PORTABLE IMPACT ATTENUATORS

Each Portable Impact Attenuator will be measured by the unit/array which shall include all material components, hardware, Incidental, labor, site preparation, and maintenance, including spare parts recommended by the manufacturer for repairing accident damage. Each unit will be measured only once regardless of the number of locations installed, moves required, or number of repairs necessary because of traffic damage. Upon completion of the project, the units shall be removed and retained by the Contractor.

I. PAVEMENT MARKINGS

Pavement markings will be measured as specified in Section 150.
J. TEMPORARY WALKWAYS WITH DETECTABLE EDGING

Temporary walkways with detectable edging will be measured in linear feet (meters), complete in place and accepted, which shall include all necessary materials, equipment, labor, site preparation, temporary pipes, passing spaces, maintenance and removal. Excavation and backfill are not measured separately for payment. No payment will be made for temporary walkways where existing pavements or existing edging (that meets the requirements of MUTCD) are utilized for the temporary walkway. Payment for temporary detectable edging, including approved barriers and channelizing devices, installed on existing pavement shall be included in Traffic Control-Lump Sum.

K. TEMPORARY CURB CUT WHEELCHAIR RAMPS

Temporary curb cut wheelchair ramps are measured as the actual number formed and poured, complete and accepted, which shall include all necessary materials, equipment, labor, site preparation, maintenance and removal. No additional payment will be made for sawing existing sidewalk and removal and disposal of removed material for temporary wheelchair ramp construction. No additional payment will be made for constructing the detectable warning surface.

L. TEMPORARY AUDIBLE INFORMATION DEVICE

Temporary audible information devices are measured as the actual number furnished and installed in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations, which shall include all necessary materials, equipment, labor, site preparation, maintenance and removal. Each temporary audible information device will be paid for only one time regardless of the number of times it's reused during the duration of The Work. These devices shall remain the property of the Contractor.

150.10 PAYMENT:

When shown in the Schedule of Items in the Proposal, the following items will be paid for separately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit of Measurement</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150. Traffic Control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lump Sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150. Traffic Control, Solid Traffic Stripe _ Inch, (Color)...</td>
<td></td>
<td>per Linear Mile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150. Traffic Control, Skip Traffic Stripe _ Inch, (Color) ...</td>
<td></td>
<td>per Linear Mile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150. Traffic Control, Solid Traffic Stripe, Thermoplastic _____ Inch, (Color)</td>
<td></td>
<td>per Linear Mile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150. Traffic Control, Skip Traffic Stripe, Thermoplastic _____ Inch, (Color)</td>
<td></td>
<td>per Linear Mile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150. Traffic Control, Pavement Arrow with Raised Reflectors</td>
<td></td>
<td>per Each</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150. Traffic Control, Raised Pavement Markers-All Types.</td>
<td></td>
<td>per Each</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Item No. 150. Interim Ground Mounted Special Guide Signs ........ per Square Foot
Item No. 150. Interim Overhead Special Guide Signs ................. per Square Foot
Item No. 150. Remove & Reset Existing Special Guide Signs, Ground Mount, Complete in Place ....................... per Each
Item No. 150. Remove & Reset, Existing Special Guide Signs, Overhead, Complete in Place .............................. per Each
Item No. 150. Traffic Control, Portable Impact Attenuator......... per Each
Item No. 150. Traffic Control, Pavement Markers, Words and Symbols .......................................................... per Square Foot
Item No. 150. Traffic Control, Pavement Arrow (Painted) with Raised Reflectors .................................................. per Each
Item No. 150. Traffic Control, Workzone Law Enforcement....... per Hour
Item No. 150. Modify Special Guide Sign, Ground Mount........ per Square Foot
Item No. 150. Modify Special Guide Sign, Overhead............... per Square Foot
Item No. 150. Temporary Walkways With Detectable Edging...... per Linear foot
Item No. 150. Temporary Curb Cut Wheelchair Ramps.............. per Each
Item No. 150. Temporary Audible Information Device............. per Each
Item No. 620. Temporary Barrier............................................. per Linear Foot
Item No. 632. Changeable Message Sign, Portable .................... per Each
Item No. 641. Temporary Guardrail Anchorage, Type 12 ......... per Each
Item No. 647. Traffic Signal Installation, Temp ....................... Lump Sum
Item No. 647. Flashing Beacon Assembly, Structure Mounted ..... per Each
Item No. 647. Flashing Beacon Assembly, Cable Supported ...... per Each
GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
STATE OF GEORGIA
SPECIAL PROVISION
Section 400—Hot Mix Asphalitic Concrete Construction

Delete Section 400 and substitute the following:

400.1 General Description
This work includes constructing one or more courses of bituminous plant mixture on the prepared foundation or existing roadway surface. The mixture shall conform with lines, grades, thicknesses, and typical cross sections shown on the Plans or established by the Engineer.

This section includes the requirements for all bituminous plant mixtures regardless of the gradation of the aggregates, type and amount of bituminous material, or pavement use.

Work will be accepted on a lot-to-lot basis according to the requirements of this Section and Section 106.

400.1.01 Definitions
Segregated Mixture: Mixture lacking homogeneity in HMA constituents of such a magnitude that there is a reasonable expectation of accelerated pavement distress or performance problems. May be quantified by measurable changes in temperature, gradation, asphalt content, air voids, or surface texture.

New Construction: A roadway section more than 0.5 mile (800 m) long that is not longitudinally adjacent to the existing roadway. If one or more lanes are added longitudinally adjacent to the existing lane, the lane(s) shall be tested under the criteria for a resurfacing project. If work is performed on the existing roadway including leveling, grade changes, widening and/or resurfacing then that lane shall be tested under the criteria for a resurfacing project.

Trench Widening: Widening no more than 4 ft. (1.2 m) in width.

Comparison sample: Opposite quarter of material sampled by the Contractor.

Independent Sample (Quality Assurance Sample): A sample taken by the Department to verify an acceptance decision without regard to any other sample that may also have been taken to represent the material in question.

Referee sample: A sample of the material retained during the quartering process which is used for evaluation if a comparison of Contractor and Departmental test results is outside allowable tolerances.

400.1.02 Related References
A. Standard Specifications
   Section 106—Control of Materials
   Section 109—Measurement and Payment
   Section 152—Field Laboratory Building
   Section 413—Bituminous Tack Coat
   Section 424—Bituminous Surface Treatment
   Section 802—Coarse Aggregate for Asphalitic Concrete
Section 820 — Asphalt Cement

Section 828 — Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete Mixtures

B. Referenced Documents

AASHTO T 315
AASHTO T 209
AASHTO T 202
AASHTO T 49

Georgia Department of Transportation Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 27
Georgia Department of Transportation Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 15
Georgia Department of Transportation Standard Operation Procedure (SOP) 40

GDT 38
GDT 73
GDT 78
GDT 83
GDT 93
GDT 119
GDT 125
GDT 134
GSP 15
GSP 21
QPL 1
QPL 2
QPL 7
QPL 26
QPL 30
QPL 39
QPL 41
QPL 45
QPL 65
QPL 67
QPL 70
QPL 77

400.1.03 Submittals

A. Invoices

Furnish formal written invoices from a supplier for all materials used in production of HMA when requested by the Department. Show the following on the Bill of Lading:

- Date shipped
- Quantity in tons (megagrams)
- Included with or without additives (for asphalt cement)
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Purchase asphaltic cement directly from a supplier listed on Qualified Products List 7 and provide copies of Bill of Lading at the Department’s request.

B. Paving Plan

Before starting asphaltic concrete construction, submit a written paving plan to the Engineer for approval. Include the following on the paving plan:

- Proposed starting date
- Location of plant(s)
- Rate of production
- Average haul distance(s)
- Number of haul trucks
- Paver speed feet (meter)/minute for each placement operation
- Mat width for each placement operation
- Number and type of rollers for each placement operation
- Sketch of the typical section showing the paving sequence for each placement operation
- Electronic controls used for each placement operation
- Temporary pavement marking plan

If staged construction is designated in the Plans or contract, provide a paving plan for each construction stage.

If segregation is detected, submit a written plan of measures and actions to prevent segregation. Work will not continue until the plan is submitted to and approved by the Department.

C. Job Mix Formula

After the Contract has been awarded, submit to the Engineer a written job mix formula proposed for each mixture type to be used based on an approved mix design. Furnish the following information for each mix:

- Specific project for which the mixture will be used
- Source and description of the materials to be used
- Mixture I.D. Number
- Proportions of the raw materials to be combined in the paving mixture
- Single percentage of the combined mineral aggregates passing each specified sieve
- Single percentage of asphalt by weight of the total mix to be incorporated in the completed mixture
- Single temperature at which to discharge the mixture from the plant
- Theoretical specific gravity of the mixture at the designated asphalt content
- Name of the person or agency responsible for quality control of the mixture during production

Do the following to have the formulas approved in accordance with SOP 40 “Approval of Contractor Job Mix Formulas” and to ensure their quality:

1. Submit proposed job mix formulas for review at least two weeks before beginning the mixing operations.
2. Do not start hot mix asphaltic concrete work until the Engineer has approved a job mix formula for the mixture to be used. No mixture will be accepted until the Engineer has given approval.
3. Provide mix designs for all Superpave and 4.75 mm mixes to be used. The Department will provide mix design results for other mixes to be used.
4. After a job mix formula has been approved, assume responsibility for the quality control of the mixtures supplied to the Department according to Subsection 106.01, “Source of Supply and Quantity of Materials.”

D. Quality Control Program

Submit a Quality Control Plan to the Office of Materials and Research for approval. The Quality Control Program will be included as part of the certification in the annual plant inspection report.
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400.2 Materials
Ensure that materials comply with the specifications listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Subsection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt Cement, Grade Specified</td>
<td>820.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse Aggregates for Asphaltable Concrete</td>
<td>802.2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Aggregates for Asphaltable Concrete</td>
<td>802.2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral Filler</td>
<td>883.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Stable Anti-Stripping Additive</td>
<td>831.2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrated Lime</td>
<td>882.2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicone Fluid (When approved by the Office of Materials and Research)</td>
<td>831.2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bituminous Tack Coat: PG 58-22, PG 64-22, PG 67-22</td>
<td>820.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot Mix Asphaltable Concrete Mixtures</td>
<td>828</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

400.2.01 Delivery, Storage, and Handling
Storage of material is allowed in a properly sealed and insulated system for up to 24 hours except that Stone Matrix Asphalt (SMA), Open-Graded Friction Course (OGFC), or Porous European Mix (PEM) mixtures shall not be stored more than 12 hours. Mixtures other than SMA, OGFC, or PEM may be stored up to 72 hours in a sealed and insulated system, equipped with an auxiliary inert gas system, with the Engineer’s approval. Segregation, lumpiness, drain-down, or stiffness of stored mixture is cause for rejection of the mixture. The Engineer will not approve using a storage or surge bin if the mixture segregates, loses excessive heat, or oxidizes during storage.

The Engineer may obtain mixture samples or recover asphalt cement according to GDT 119. AASHTO T 315, AASHTO T 202 and T 49 will be used to perform viscosity and penetration tests to determine how much asphalt hardening has occurred.

A. Vehicles for Transporting and Delivering Mixtures
Ensure trucks used for hauling bituminous mixtures have tight, clean, smooth beds.

Follow these guidelines when preparing vehicles to transport bituminous mixtures:

1. Use an approved releasing agent from OPL 39 in the transporting vehicle beds, if necessary, to prevent the mixture from sticking to the bed. Ensure that the releasing agent is not detrimental to the mixture. When applying the agent, drain the excess agent from the bed before loading. Remove from the project any transporting vehicles determined to contain unapproved releasing agents.

2. Protect the mixture with a waterproof cover large enough to extend over the sides and ends of the bed. Securely fasten the waterproof cover before the vehicle begins moving.

3. Insulate the front end and sides of each bed with an insulating material with the following specifications:
   - Consists of builders insulating board or equivalent
   - Has a minimum “R” value of 4.0
   - Can withstand approximately 400 °F (200 °C) temperatures

Install the insulating material so it is protected from loss and contamination. A “Heat Dump Body” may be used in lieu of insulation of the bed. “Heat Dump Body” refers to any approved transport vehicle that is capable of diverting engine exhaust and transmitting heat evenly throughout the dump body to keep asphalt at required temperature. Mark the “Heat Dump Body” clearly with “OPEN” and “CLOSE” position at the exhaust diverter. Install a padlock and lock it in the “OPEN” position when the “Heat Dump Body” is used to transport bituminous mixtures.

4. Mark each transporting vehicle with a clearly visible identification number.

5. Create a hole in each side of the bed so that the temperature of the loaded mixture can be checked. The placement of these holes shall be located to assure that the thermometer is being placed in the hot mix asphaltable concrete.
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Ensure the mixture is delivered to the roadway at a temperature within ± 20 °F (± 11 °C) of the temperature on the job mix formula.

If the Engineer determines that a truck may be hazardous to the Project or adversely affect the quality of the work, remove the truck from the project.

B. Containers for Transporting, Conveying, and Storing Bituminous Material

To transport, convey, and store bituminous material, use containers free of foreign material and equipped with sample valves. Bituminous material will not be accepted from conveying vehicles if material has leaked or spilled from the containers.

400.3 Construction Requirements

400.3.01 Personnel

General Provisions 101 through 150.

400.3.02 Equipment

Hot mix asphaltic concrete plants that produce mix for Department use are governed by Quality Assurance for Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete Plants in Georgia, Laboratory Standard Operating Procedure No. 27.

The Engineer will approve the equipment used to transport and construct hot mix asphaltic concrete. Ensure that the equipment is in satisfactory mechanical condition and can function properly during production and placement operations. Place the following equipment at the plant or project site:

A. Field Laboratory

Provide a field laboratory according to Section 152.

B. Plant Equipment

1. Scales

Provide scales as follows:

a. Furnish (at the Contractor’s expense) scales to weigh bituminous plant mixtures, regardless of the measurement method for payment.

b. Ensure that the weight measuring devices that provide documentation comply with Subsection 109.01, “Measurement and Quantities.”

c. When not using platform scales, provide weight devices that record the mixture net weights delivered to the truck. A net weight system will include, but is not limited to:
   - Hopper or spreader-type weight systems that deliver asphaltic mixture directly to the truck
   - Fully automatic batching equipment with a digital recording device

d. Use a net weight printing system only with automatic batching and mixing systems approved by the Engineer.

e. Ensure that the net weight scale mechanism or device manufacturer, installation, performance, and operation meets the requirements in Subsection 109.01, “Measurement and Quantities”

f. Provide information on the Project tickets according to Department of Transportation SOP-15.

2. Time-Locking Devices

Furnish batch type asphalt plants with automatic time-locking devices that control the mixing time automatically. Construct these devices so that the operator cannot shorten or eliminate any portion of the mixing cycle.

3. Surge- and Storage-Systems

Provide surge and storage bins as follows:

a. Ensure bins for mixture storage are insulated and have a working seal, top and bottom, to prevent outside air infiltration and to maintain an inert atmosphere during storage. Bins not intended as storage bins may be used as surge bins to hold hot mixtures for part of the working day. However, empty these surge bins completely at the end of the working day.

b. Ensure surge and storage bins can retain a predetermined minimum level of mixture in the bin when the trucks are loaded.

c. Ensure surge and storage systems do not contribute to mix segregation, lumpiness, drain-down, or stiffness.
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d. Ensure the scale mechanism or device manufacture, installation, performance, and operation meets the requirements in Subsection 109.01 "Measurement and Quantities."

4. Controls for Dust Collector Fines

Control dust collection as follows:

a. When collecting airborne aggregate particles and returning them to the mixture, have the return system meter all or part of the collected dust uniformly into the aggregate mixture and waste the excess. The collected dust percentage returned to the mixture is subject to the Engineer’s approval.

b. When the collected dust is returned directly to the hot aggregate flow, interlock the dust feeder with the hot aggregate flow and meter the flow to maintain a flow that is constant, proportioned, and uniform.

5. Hydrated Lime Treatment System

When hydrated lime is required as a mixture ingredient:

a. Use a separate bin and feed system to store and proportion the required quantity into the mixture.

b. Ensure that the aggregate is uniformly coated with hydrated lime aggregate before adding the bituminous material to the mixture. Add the hydrated lime so that it will not become entrained in the exhaust system of the dryer or plant.

c. Control the feeder system with a proportioning device that meets these specifications:

- Is accurate to within ± 10 percent of the amount required
- Has a convenient and accurate means of calibration
- Interlocks with the aggregate feed or weigh system to maintain the correct proportions for all rates of production and batch sizes and to ensure that mixture produced is properly treated with lime

Provide flow indicators or sensing devices for the hydrated lime system and interlock them with the plant controls to interrupt mixture production if hydrated lime introduction fails to meet the required target value after no longer than 60 seconds.

6. Net Weight Weighing Mechanisms

Certify the accuracy of the net weight weighing mechanisms by an approved registered scale serviceperson at least once every 6 months. Check the accuracy of net weight weighing mechanisms at the beginning of Project production and thereafter as directed by the Engineer. Check mechanism accuracy as follows:

a. Weigh a load on a set of certified commercial truck scales. Ensure that the difference between the printed total net weight and that obtained from the commercial scales is no greater than 4 lbs/1,000 lbs (4 kg/Mg) for load.

Check the accuracy of the bitumen scales as follows:

- Use standard test weights.
- If the checks indicate printed weights are out of tolerance, have a registered scale serviceperson check the batch scales and certify the accuracy of the printer.
- While the printer system is out of tolerance and before its adjustment, continue production only if using a set of certified truck scales to determine the truck weights.

b. Ensure plants using batch scales maintain ten 50 lb (25 kg) standard test weights at the plant site to check batching scale accuracy.

c. Ensure plant scales that are used only to proportion mixture ingredients, and not to determine pay quantities, are within two percent throughout the range.

C. Equipment at Project Site

1. Cleaning Equipment

Provide sufficient hand tools and power equipment to clean the roadway surface before placing the bituminous tack coat. Use power equipment that complies with Subsection 424.3.02.E, “Power Broom and Power Blower.”

2. Pressure Distributor

To apply the bituminous tack coat, use a pressure distributor complying with Subsection 424.3.02.B, “Pressure Distributor.”

3. Bituminous Pavers
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To place hot mix asphaltic concrete, use bituminous pavers that can spread and finish courses that are:

- As wide and deep as indicated on the Plans
- True to line, grade, and cross section
- Smooth
- Uniform in density and texture

a. Continuous Line and Grade Reference Control. Furnish, place, and maintain the supports, wires, devices, and materials required to provide continuous line and grade reference control to the automatic paver control system.

b. Automatic Screed Control System. Equip the bituminous pavers with an automatic screed control system actuated from sensor-directed mechanisms or devices that will maintain the paver screed at a pre-determined transverse slope and elevation to obtain the required surface.

c. Transverse Slope Controller. Use a transverse slope controller capable of maintaining the screed at the desired slope within ± .1 percent. Do not use continuous paving set-ups resulting in unbalanced screed widths or off-center breaks in the main screed cross section unless approved by the Engineer.

d. Screed Control. Equip the paver to permit the following four modes of screed control. The method used shall be approved by the Engineer.

- Automatic grade sensing and slope control
- Automatic dual grade sensing
- Combination automatic and manual control
- Total manual control

Ensure the controls are referenced with a taut string or wire set to grade, or with a ski-type device or mobile reference at least 30 ft (9 m) long when using a conventional ski. Approved non-contacting laser or sonar-type skis listed on QPL 91 “Georgia’s List of Approved Non-contacting Laser and Sonar-type Electronic Grade and Slope Controls’ may be used in lieu of conventional 30 ft (9m) skis. Under limited conditions, a short ski or shoe may be substituted for a long ski on the second paver operating in tandem, or when the reference plane is a newly placed adjacent lane.

Automatic screed control is required on all Projects; however, when the Engineer determines that Project conditions prohibit the use of such controls, the Engineer may waive the grade control, or slope control requirements, or both.

e. Paver Screed Extension. When the laydown width requires a paver screed extension, use bolt-on screed extensions to extend the screeds, or use an approved mechanical screed extension device. When the screed is extended, add auger extensions to assure a length of no more than 18 inches (0.5 m) from the auger to the end gate of the paver. Auger extensions may be omitted when paving variable widths. Ensure the paver is equipped with tunnel extensions when the screed and augers are extended.

NOTE: Do not use extendible strike-off devices instead of approved screed extensions. Only use a strike-off device in areas that would normally be luted in by hand labor.

4. Compaction Equipment:

Ensure that the compaction equipment is in good mechanical condition and can compact the mixture to the required density. The compaction equipment number, type, size, operation, and condition is subject to the Engineer’s approval.

400.3.03 Preparation

A. Prepare Existing Surface

Prepare the existing surface as follows:

1. Clean the Existing Surface. Before applying hot mix asphaltic concrete pavement, clean the existing surface to the Engineer’s satisfaction.
2. Patch and Repair Minor Defects

Before placing leveling course:
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a. Correct potholes and broken areas requiring patching in the existing surface and base as directed by the Engineer.

b. Cut out, trim to vertical sides, and remove loose material from the areas to be patched.

c. Prime or tack coat the area after being cleaned. Compact patches to the Engineer’s satisfaction. Material for patches does not require a job mix formula, but shall meet the gradation range shown in Section 828. The Engineer must approve the asphalt content to be used.

3. Apply Bituminous Tack Coat

Apply the tack coat according to Section 413. The Engineer will determine the application rate, which must be within the limitations Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Mixes *</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.04 (0.180)</td>
<td>0.06(0.270)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*On thin leveling courses and freshly placed asphaltic concrete mixes, reduce the application rate to 0.02 to 0.04 gal/yd² (0.09 to 0.18 L/m²).

B. Place Patching and Leveling Course

1. When the existing surface is irregular, bring the surface area to the proper cross section and grade with a leveling course of hot mix asphaltic concrete materials.

2. Place leveling at the locations and in the amounts directed by the Engineer.

3. Use leveling course mixtures meeting the requirements of the job mix formulas defined in:
   - Subsection 400.3.05.A, “Observe Composition of Mixtures”
   - Section 828
   - Leveling acceptance schedules in Subsection 400.3.06.A, “Acceptance Plans for Gradation and Asphalts Cement Content”

4. If the leveling and patching mix type is undesignated, determine the mix type by the thickness or spread rate according to Table 3, but do not use 4.75 mm mix on interstate projects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Rate of Spread</th>
<th>Type of Mix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up to 0.75 in (19 mm)</td>
<td>Up to 85 lbs/yd² (45 kg/m²)</td>
<td>4.75 mm Mix or 9.5 mm Superpave Type 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75 to 1.5 in (19 to 38 mm)</td>
<td>85 to 165 lbs/yd² (45 to 90 kg/m²)</td>
<td>9.5 mm Superpave Type 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 to 2 in (38 to 50 mm)</td>
<td>165 to 220 lbs/yd² (90 to 120 kg/m²)</td>
<td>12.5 mm Superpave *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 to 2.5 in (50 to 64 mm)</td>
<td>220 to 275 lbs/yd² (120 to 150 kg/m²)</td>
<td>19 mm Superpave *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 2.5 in (64 mm)</td>
<td>Over 275 lbs/yd² (150 kg/m²)</td>
<td>25 mm Superpave</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These mixtures may be used for isolated patches no more than 6 in. (150 mm) deep and no more than 4 ft. (1.2 m) in diameter or length.

400.3.04 Fabrication

General Provisions 101 through 150.

400.3.05 Construction

Provide the Engineer at least one day’s notice prior to beginning construction, or prior to resuming production if operations have been temporarily suspended.
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A. Observe Composition of Mixtures

1. Calibration of plant equipment

   If the material changes, or if a component affecting the ingredient proportions has been repaired, replaced, or adjusted, check and recalibrate the proportions.

   Calibrate as follows:

   a. Before producing mixture for the Project, calibrate by scale weight the electronic sensors or settings for proportioning mixture ingredients.

   b. Calibrate ingredient proportioning for all rates of production.

2. Mixture control

   Compose hot mix asphaltic concrete from a uniform mixture of aggregates, bituminous material, and if required, hydrated lime, mineral filler, or other approved additive.

   Ensure the constituents are proportional to produce mixtures that meet the requirements in Section 828. The general composition limits prescribed are extreme ranges within which the job mix formula must be established. Base mixtures on a design analysis that meets the requirements of Section 828.

   Ensure that the field performance of the in-place mixtures meet the requirements of Subsection 828.2.B for Permeability, Moisture Susceptibility, Rutting Susceptibility and Fatigue. In-place mix may be evaluated for compliance with requirements of Subsection 828.2.B at the discretion of the State Bituminous Construction Engineer under the following conditions:

   - Deviates greater than 10 percent on gradation for mixture control sieves from the approved Job Mix Formula based on Acceptance or Independent Samples.

   - Deviates greater than 0.7 percent in asphalt cement content from the approved Job Mix Formula based on Acceptance or Independent Samples.

   - The calculated mean pavement air voids result in an adjusted pay factor less than 0.80 or any single sub lot result in mean pavement air voids exceeding 10.5 percent.

   - Mix produced not using an approved mix design and/or job mix formula.

   Remove and replace (at the Contractor's expense) any areas determined to not meet the requirements of Subsection 828.2.B.

   If control test results show that the characteristic tested does not conform to the job mix formula control tolerances given in Section 828, take immediate action to ensure that the quality control methods are effective.

   Control the materials to ensure that extreme variations do not occur. Maintain the gradation within the composition limits in Section 828.

B. Prepare Bituminous Material

   Uniformly heat the bituminous material to the temperature specified in the job mix formula with a tolerance of ±20 °F (±11 °C).

C. Prepare the Aggregate

   Prepare the aggregate as follows:

   1. Heat the aggregate for the mixture, and ensure a mix temperature within the limits of the job mix formula.

   2. Do not contaminate the aggregate with fuel during heating.

   3. Reduce the absorbed moisture in the aggregate until the asphalt does not separate from the aggregate in the prepared mixture. If this problem occurs, the Engineer will establish a maximum limit for moisture content in the aggregates. When this limit is established, maintain the moisture content below this limit.

D. Prepare the Mixture

   Proportion the mixture ingredients as necessary to meet the required job mix formula. Mix until a homogenous mixture is produced.

   1. Add Hydrated Lime
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When hydrated lime is included in the mixture, add it at a rate specified in Section 828 and the job mix formula. Use methods and equipment for adding hydrated lime according to Subsection 400.3.02.B.6, "Hydrated Lime Treatment System."

Add hydrated lime to the aggregate by using Method A or B as follows:

Method A—Dry Form—Add hydrated lime in its dry form to the mixture as follows, according to the type of plant:
   a. Batch Type Asphalt Plant: Add hydrated lime to the mixture in the weigh hopper or as approved and directed by the Engineer.
   b. Continuous Plant Using Pugmill Mixer: Feed hydrated lime into the hot aggregate before it is introduced into the mixer so that dry mixing is complete before the bituminous material is added.
   c. Continuous Plant Using Drier-Drum Mixer: Add hydrated lime so that the lime will not become entrained into the air stream of the drier and so that thorough dry mixing will be complete before the bituminous material is added.

Method B—Lime/Water Slurry—Add the required quantity of hydrated lime (based on dry weight) in lime/water slurry form to the aggregate. This solution consists of lime and water in concentrations as directed by the Engineer. Equip the plant to blend and maintain the hydrated lime in suspension and to mix it with the aggregates uniformly in the proportions specified.

2. Add Gilsonite Modifier

When approved by the Office of Materials and Research and required by the Contract, add the Gilsonite modifier to the mixture at a rate to ensure eight percent by weight of the asphalt cement is replaced by Gilsonite. Use either PG 64-22 or PG 67-22 asphalt cement as specified in Subsection 820.2.01. Provide suitable means to calibrate and check the rate of Gilsonite being added. Introduce Gilsonite modifier by either of the following methods.
   a. For batch type plants, incorporate Gilsonite into the pugmill at the beginning of the dry mixing cycle. Increase the dry mixing cycle by a minimum of 10 seconds after the Gilsonite is added and prior to introduction of the asphalt cement. For this method, supply Gilsonite in plastic bags to protect the material during shipment and handling and store the modifier in a waterproof environment. The bags shall be capable of being completely melted and uniformly blended into the combined mixture.

Gilsonite may also be added through a mineral filler supply system as described in Subsection 400.3.02.B.5, "Mineral Filler Supply System." The system shall be capable of injecting the modifier into the weigh hopper near the center of the aggregate batching cycle so the material can be accurately weighed.
   b. For drum drier plants, add Gilsonite through the recycle ring or through an acceptable means which will introduce the Gilsonite prior to the asphalt cement injection point. The modifier shall be proportionately fed into the drum mixer at the required rate by a proportioning device which shall be accurate within ± 10 percent of the amount required. The entry point shall be away from flames and ensure the Gilsonite will not be caught up in the air stream and exhaust system.

3. Materials from Different Sources

Do not use mixtures prepared from aggregates from different sources intermittently. This will cause the color of the finished pavement to vary.

E. Observe Weather Limitations

Do not mix and place asphaltic concrete if the existing surface is wet or frozen. Follow the temperature guidelines in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lift Thickness</th>
<th>Minimum Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 in (25 mm) or less</td>
<td>55 °F (13 °C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 to 2 in (26 mm to 50 mm)</td>
<td>45 °F (8 °C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1 to 3 in (51 mm to 75 mm)</td>
<td>40 °F (4 °C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1 to 4 in (76 mm to 100 mm)</td>
<td>35 °F (2 °C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1 to 8 in (101 mm to 200 mm)</td>
<td>32 °F (0 °C) and rising. Base Material must not be frozen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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F. Perform Spreading and Finishing

Spread and finish the course as follows:

1. Determine the course’s maximum compacted layer thickness by the type mix being used according to Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mix Type</th>
<th>Minimum Layer Thickness</th>
<th>Maximum Layer Thickness</th>
<th>Maximum Total Thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 mm Superpave</td>
<td>2 1/2 in (64 mm)</td>
<td>4 in (100 mm) *</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 mm Superpave</td>
<td>1 3/4 in (44 mm)</td>
<td>3 in (75 mm) *</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5 mm Superpave</td>
<td>1 3/8 in (35 mm)</td>
<td>2 1/2 in (64 mm) **</td>
<td>8 in (200 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5 mm Superpave Type II</td>
<td>1 1/8 in (28 mm)</td>
<td>1 1/2 in (38 mm) **</td>
<td>4 in (100 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5 mm Superpave Type I</td>
<td>7/8 in (22 mm)</td>
<td>1 1/4 in (32 mm)</td>
<td>4 in (100 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.75 mm Mix</td>
<td>3/4 in (19 mm)</td>
<td>1 1/8 in (28 mm)</td>
<td>2 in (50 mm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Allow up to 6 in (150 mm) per lift on trench widening. **Place 9.5 mm Superpave and 12.5 mm Superpave up to 4 in (100 mm) thick for driveway and side road transition.

2. Unload the mixture into the paver hopper or into a device designed to receive the mixture from delivery vehicles.
3. Except for leveling courses, spread the mixture to the loose depth for the compacted thickness or the spread rate. Use a mechanical spreader true to the line, grade, and cross section specified.
4. For leveling courses, use a motor grader equipped with a spreader box and smooth tires to spread the material or use a mechanical spreader meeting the requirements in Subsection 400.3.02.C, “Equipment at Project Site.”
5. Obtain the Engineer’s approval for the sequence of paving operations, including paving the adjoining lanes. Minimize tracking tack onto surrounding surfaces.
6. Ensure the outside edges of the pavement being laid are aligned and parallel to the roadway center line.
7. For New Construction or Resurfacing Contracts containing multiple lifts or courses, arrange the width of the individual lifts so the longitudinal joints of each successive lift are offset from the previous lift at least 1 ft (300 mm). This requirement does not apply to the lift immediately over thin lift leveling courses.

Ensure the longitudinal joint(s) in the surface course and the mix immediately underneath asphaltic concrete OGFC or PEM are at the lane line(s).

**NOTE:** Perform night work with artificial light provided by the Contractor and approved by the Engineer.

8. Where mechanical equipment cannot be used, spread and rake the mixture by hand. Obtain the Engineer’s approval of the operation sequence, including compactive methods, in these areas.
9. Keep small hand raking tools clean and free from asphalt build up. Do not use fuel oil or other harmful solvents to clean tools during the work.
10. Do not use mixture with any of these characteristics:
    - Segregated
    - Nonconforming temperature
    - Deficient or excessive asphalt cement content
    - Otherwise unsuitable to place on the roadway in the work
11. Remove and replace mixture placed on the roadway that the Engineer determines has unacceptable blemish levels from segregation, raveling, streaking, pulling and tearing, or other deficient characteristics. Replace with acceptable mixture at the Contractor’s expense. Do not continually place mixtures with deficiencies.

Do not place subsequent course lifts over another lift or courses placed on the same day while the temperature of the previously placed mix is 140 °F (60 °C) or greater.
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12. Obtain the Engineer’s approval of the material compaction equipment. Perform the rolling as follows:
   a. Begin the rolling as close behind the spreader as possible without causing excessive distortion of the asphaltic concrete surface.
   b. Continue rolling until roller marks are no longer visible.
   c. Use pneumatic-tired rollers with breakdown rollers on all courses except asphaltic concrete OGFC, PEM and SMA or other mixes designated by the Engineer.

13. If applicable, taper or “feather” asphaltic concrete from full depth to a depth no greater than 0.5 in (13 mm) along curbs, gutters, raised pavement edges, and areas where drainage characteristics of the road must be retained. The Engineer will determine the location and extent of tapering.

G. Maintain Continuity of Operations

Coordinate plant production, transportation, and paving operations to maintain a continuous operation. If the spreading operations are interrupted, construct a transverse joint if the mixture immediately behind the paver screed cools to less than 250 °F (120 °C).

H. Construct the Joints

1. Construct Transverse Joints
   a. Construct transverse joints to facilitate full depth exposure of the course before resuming placement of the affected course.
   b. Properly clean and tack the vertical face of the transverse joint before placing additional material.
   c. Straightedge transverse joints immediately after forming the joint.
   d. Immediately correct any irregularity that exceeds 3/16 in. in 10 ft (5 mm in 3 m).

2. Construct Longitudinal Joints
   Clean and tack the vertical face of the longitudinal joint before placing adjoining material. Construct longitudinal joints so that the joint is smooth, well sealed, and bonded.

I. Protect the Pavement

Protect sections of the newly finished pavement from traffic until the traffic will not mar the surface or alter the surface texture. If directed by the Engineer, use artificial methods to cool the newly finished pavement to open the pavement to traffic more quickly.

J. Modify the Job Mix Formula

If the Engineer determines that undesirable mixture or mat characteristics are being obtained, the job mix formula may require immediate adjustment.

400.3.06 Quality Acceptance

A. Acceptance Plans for Gradation and Asphalt Cement Content

The Contractor will randomly sample and test mixtures on a lot basis. The Department will monitor the Contractor testing program and perform comparison and quality assurance testing. The Contractor’s Quality Control Technicians shall participate in the Department’s Independent Assurance Systems Basis Program.

1. Determine Lot Amount
   A lot consists of the tons (megagrams) of asphaltic concrete produced and placed each production day. If this production is less than 500 tons (500 Mg), or its square yard (meter) equivalent, production may be incorporated into the next working day. The Engineer may terminate a lot when a pay adjustment is imminent if a plant or materials adjustment resulting in a probable correction has been made. Terminate all open lots at the end of the month, except for materials produced and placed during the adjustment period. If the final day’s production does not constitute a lot, the production may be included in the lot for the previous day’s run; or, the Engineer may treat the production as a separate lot with a corresponding lower number of tests.

2. Determine Lot Acceptance
   If the Engineer determines that the material is not acceptable to leave in place, the materials shall be removed and replaced at the Contractor’s expense.
3. Provide Quality Control Program

Provide a Quality Control Program as established in SOP 27 which includes:

- Assignment of quality control responsibilities to specifically named individuals who have been certified by the Office of Materials and Research
- Provisions for prompt implementation of control and corrective measures
- Provisions for communication with Project Manager, Bituminous Technical Services Engineer, and Testing Management Operations Supervisor at all times
- Provisions for reporting all test results daily through the Office of Materials and Research computerized Field Data Collection System; other checks, calibrations and records will be reported on a form developed by the Contractor and will be included as part of the project records
- Notification in writing of any change in quality control personnel

a. Certification Requirements:

- Use laboratory and testing equipment certified by the Department. (Laboratories which participate in and maintain AASHTO accreditation for testing asphalt concrete mixtures will be acceptable in lieu of Departmental certification.)

- Provide certified quality control personnel to perform the sampling and testing. A Quality Control Technician (QCT) may be certified at three levels:
  
  1) Temporary Certification – must be a technician trainee who shall be given direct oversight by a certified Level 1 or Level 2 QCT while performing acceptance testing duties during the first 5 days of training. The trainee must complete qualification requirements within 30 GDOT production days after being granted temporary certification. A trainee who does not become qualified within 30 GDOT production days will not be re-eligible for temporary certification. A certified Level 1 or Level 2 QCT shall be at the plant at all times during production and shipment of mixture to monitor work of the temporarily certified technician.

  2) Level 1 – must demonstrate they are competent in performing the process control and acceptance tests and procedures related to hot mix asphalt production and successfully pass a written exam.

  3) Level 2 – must meet Level 1 requirements and must be capable of and responsible for making process control adjustments, and successfully pass a written exam.

- Technician certification is valid for 3 years from the date on the technician’s certificate unless revoked or suspended. Eligible technicians may become certified through special training and testing approved by the Office of Materials and Research. Technicians who lose their certification due to falsification of test data will not be eligible for recertification in the future unless approved by the State Materials and Research Engineer.

b. Quality Control Management

1) Designate at least one Level 2 QCT as manager of the quality control operation. The Quality Control Manager shall meet the following requirements:

- Be accountable for actions of other QCT personnel
- Ensure that all applicable sampling requirements and frequencies, test procedures, and Standard Operating Procedures are adhered to
- Ensure that all reports, charts, and other documentation is completed as required

2) Provide QCT personnel at the plant as follows:

- If daily production for all mix types is to be greater than 250 tons (megagrams), have a QCT person at the plant at all times during production and shipment of mixture until all required acceptance tests have been completed
- If daily production for all mix types will not be greater than 250 tons (megagrams) a QCT may be responsible for conducting tests at up to two plants, subject to random number sample selection
- Have available at the plant or within immediate contact by phone or radio a Level 2 QCT responsible for making prompt process control adjustments as necessary to correct the mix

3) Sampling, Testing, and Inspection Requirements.
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Provide all sample containers, extractants, forms, diaries, and other supplies subject to approval of the Engineer.

Perform daily sampling, testing, and inspection of mixture production that meets the following requirements:

(a) Randomly sample mixtures according to GSP 15, and GDT 73 (Method C) and test on a lot basis. If the event less than the specified number of samples are taken, obtain representative 6 in (150 mm) cores from the roadway at a location where the load not sampled was placed. Take enough cores to ensure minimum sample size requirements are met for each sample needed.

(b) Maintain a printed copy of the computer generated random sampling data as a part of the project records.

(c) Perform sampling, testing, and inspection duties of GSP 21.

(d) Perform extraction or ignition test (GDT 83 or GDT 125) and extraction analysis (GDT 38). If the ignition oven is used, a printout of sample data including weights shall become a part of the project records. For asphalt cement content only, digital printouts of liquid asphalt cement weights may be substituted in lieu of an extraction test for plants with digital recorders. Calculate the asphalt content from the ticket representing the mixture tested for gradation.

(e) Save extracted aggregate, opposite quarters, and remaining material (for possible referee testing) of each sample as follows:
   - Store in properly labeled, suitable containers
   - Secure in a protected environment
   - Store for three working days. If not obtained by the Department, within three days they may be discarded in accordance with GSP 21.

(f) Add the following information on load tickets from which a sample or temperature check is taken:
   - Mixture temperature
   - Signature of the QCT person performing the testing

(g) Calibrate the lime system when hydrated lime is included in the mixture:
   - Perform a minimum of twice weekly during production
   - Post results at the plant for review
   - Provide records of materials invoices upon request (including asphalt cement, aggregate, hydrated lime, etc.)

(h) Take action if acceptance test results are outside Mixture Control Tolerances of Section 828.
   - One sample out of tolerance
     (1) Contact Level 2 - QCT to determine if a plant adjustment is needed
     (2) Immediately run a process control sample. Make immediate plant adjustments if this sample is also out of tolerance
     (3) Test additional process control samples as needed to ensure corrective action taken appropriately controls the mixture
   - Two consecutive acceptance samples of the same mix type out of tolerance regardless of Lot or mix design level, or three consecutive acceptance samples out of tolerance regardless of mix type
     (1) Stop plant production immediately
     (2) Reject any mixture already in storage that:
       - Deviates more than 10 percent in gradation from the job mix formula based on the acceptance sample
       - Deviates more than 0.7 percent in asphalt content from the job mix formula based on the acceptance sample
     (3) Make a plant correction to any mix type out of tolerance prior to resuming production
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- Do not send any mixture to the project before test results of a process control sample meets Mixture Control Tolerances
- Reject any mixture produced at initial restarting that does not meet Mixture Control Tolerances

4) Comparator Testing and Quality Assurance Program

Periodic comparison testing by the Department will be required of each QCT to monitor consistency of equipment and test procedures. The Department will take independent samples to monitor the Contractor's quality control program.

a) Comparison Sampling and Testing

Retain samples for comparison testing and referee testing if needed as described in Subsection 400.3.10. Discard these samples only if the Contractor's acceptance test results meet a 1.00 pay factor and the Department does not procure the samples within three working days.

The Department will test comparison samples on a random basis. Results will be compared to the respective contractor acceptance tests and the maximum difference shall be as follows:

Table 6—Allowable Percent Difference Between Department and Contractor Acceptance Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIEVE SIZE</th>
<th>SURFACE</th>
<th>SUB-SURFACE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/2 in. (12.5 mm)</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/8 in. (9.5 mm)</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 4 (4.75 mm)</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 8 (2.36 mm)</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 200 (75 μm)</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) If test comparisons are within these tolerances:
- Continue production
- Use the Contractor's tests for acceptance of the lot

(2) If test comparisons are not within these tolerances:
- Another Departmental technician will test the corresponding referee sample
- Results of the referee sample will be compared to the respective contractor and Departmental tests using the tolerance for comparison samples given above.
  (a) If referee test results are within the above tolerances when compared to the Contractor acceptance test, use the Contractor's test for acceptance of the effected lot.
  (b) If referee test results are not within the above tolerances when compared to the Contractor acceptance test, the Department will review the Contractor's quality control methods and determine if a thorough investigation is needed.

b) Independent Verification Sampling and Testing

(1) Randomly take a minimum of two independent samples from the lesser of five days or five lots of production regardless of mix type or number of projects.

(2) Compare test deviation from job mix formula to Mixture Control Tolerances in Section 828. If results are outside these tolerances, another sample from the respective mix may be taken.

NOTE: For leveling courses less than 110 lb/yd² (60 kg/m²) having quality assurance test results outside the Mixture Control Tolerances of Section 828, use the Department's test results only.
If test results of the additional sample are not within Mixture Control Tolerances, the Department will take the following action:

- Take random samples from throughout the subject lot(s) as established in Subsection 400.3.06.A.3.b.3 and use these test results for acceptance and in calculations for the monthly plant rating. Determine if the Contractor's quality control program is satisfactory and require prompt corrective action by the Contractor if specification requirements are not being met.
- Determine if the QCT has not followed Departmental procedures or has provided erroneous information.
- Take samples of any in-place mixture represented by unacceptable QCT tests and use the additional sample results for acceptance and in calculations for the monthly plant rating. The Contractor QCT tests will not be included in the monthly plant rating.

B. Compaction

Determine the mixture compaction using either GDT 39, GDT 59 or AASHTO T-331. The method of GDT-39 for "Uncoated Specimens, Dense Graded Mixtures Only" shall not apply when the water absorption of a sample exceeds 2.0 percent, as measured according to AASHTO T-166. In this case, either AASHTO T-331 or the paraffin method of GDT-39 shall apply. The compaction is accepted in lots defined in Subsection 400.3.06. A “Acceptance Plans for Gradation and Asphalt Cement Content” and is within the same lot boundaries as the mixture acceptance.

1. Calculate Pavement Mean Air Voids

   The Department will calculate the pavement air voids placed within each lot as follows:

   a. One test per sub-lot.
      - Lots ≥ 500 tons of mix should be divided into 5 sub-lots of equal distance.
      - Lots < 500 tons of mix should be comprised of a sub-lot or sub-lots consisting of up to 100 tons of mix each. There may be less than 5 sub-lots.

   b. Average the results of all tests run on randomly selected sites in that lot.

   c. Select the random sites using GDT 73.

Density tests are not required for asphaltic concrete placed at 125 lbs/yd\(^2\) (68 kg/m\(^2\)) or less, 4.75 mm mix and mixes placed as variable depth or width leveling. Compact these courses to the Engineer’s satisfaction. Density tests will not be performed on turn-outs and driveways.

The targeted maximum Pavement Mean Air Void content for all Superpave mixtures is 5.0 percent. Ensure that the maximum Pavement Mean Air Voids for all Superpave mixtures does not exceed 7.8 percent. The maximum Pavement Mean Air Voids for 2 foot shoulder widening is 9.0 percent. The adjustment period for density shall be three lots or three production days, whichever is less, in order for the contractor to ensure maximum compactive effort has been achieved which will yield no more than the specified maximum allowed Mean Air Voids. If the contractor needs to adjust the mixture to improve density results, a change in the job mix formula may be requested for approval during the adjustment period so long as the following values are not exceeded:

- Coarse pay sieve ± 4%
- No. 8 (2.36 mm) sieve ± 2%
- No. 200 (75 μm) sieve ± 1%
- Asphalt Content ± 0.2%
- All value changes must still be within specification limits.

If the Office of Materials and Research is satisfied that the contractor has exerted the maximum compactive effort and is not able to maintain Pavement Mean Air Voids at no more than 7.8%, the Engineer may establish a maximum target for Pavement Mean Air Voids.

If the Pavement Mean Air Voids within a Lot exceeds 7.8 (or 100% of the maximum target air voids, if established is not maintained); the Engineer may stop the paving operation until appropriate steps are taken by the Contractor to correct the deficiency. Upon approval of the Engineer, the paving operation may be restarted but will be limited to a
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1000 ft (300 m) test section to verify that the corrective action taken will result in satisfactory density. Continued operation may not be permitted if the Pavement Mean Air Voids fail to meet the specified density requirements.

2. Parking Facilities Pavement Mean Air Voids
   - 7.8 percent or less for state funded Park and Ride Parking Lots
   - 8.3 percent or less for all other parking facilities on Contracts with $\geq$ 1000 tons combined of all asphalptic concrete mix types.
   - 9.0 percent or less for all other parking facilities on Contracts with $< 1000$ tons combined of all asphalptic concrete mix types.
   - If the Office of Materials and Research is satisfied that the contractor has exerted the maximum compactive effort and is not able to maintain the specified Pavement Mean Air Voids, the Engineer may establish a maximum allowable percent Pavement Mean Air Voids. To determine a maximum allowable percent Pavement Mean Air Voids, a Control Strip (100 feet minimum) shall be placed to the same width and thickness to be utilized during construction of that mix type. The materials used in the construction of the Control Strip shall conform to the requirements of the approved Job Mix Formula as defined in Sub-Section 400.1.03. The materials shall be furnished from the same source and shall be of the same type used in the remainder of the pavement course and mix type represented by the Control Strip. The in-place air voids of the Control Strip, if accepted, shall be the maximum allowable percent Pavement Mean Air Voids for the remainder of the pavement course which it represents. The in-place air voids of the Control Strip will be determined by averaging the results of five density tests taken at randomly selected sites within the Control Strip. The density tests shall be tested in accordance with GDT 73, Procedure 2.a (Cores) or Procedure 2.b (Nuclear Gauge). Compaction of the Control Strip shall be continued until no appreciable increase in density can be obtained by additional roller coverages.

3. Obtain Uniform Compaction
   For a lot to be accepted for compaction, the air void range cannot exceed 4 percent for new construction or 5 percent for resurfacing projects. The range is the difference between the highest and lowest acceptance test results within the affected lot.

C. Surface Tolerance
   In this Specification, pavement courses to be overlaid with an Open-Graded Friction Course or PEM are considered surface courses. Asphalt paving is subject to straightedge and visual inspection and irregularity correction as shown below:

1. Visual and Straightedge Inspection
   Paving is subject to visual and straightedge inspection during and after construction operations until Final Acceptance. Locate surface irregularities as follows:
   a. Keep a 10 ft (3 m) straightedge near the paving operation to measure surface irregularities on courses. Provide the straightedge and the labor for its use.
   b. Inspect the base, intermediate, and surface course surfaces with the straightedge to detect irregularities.
   c. Correct irregularities that exceed 3/16 in. in 10 ft (5 mm in 3 m) for base and intermediate courses, and 1/8 in. in 10 ft (3 mm in 3 m) for surface courses.

Mixture or operating techniques will be stopped if irregularities such as rippling, tearing, or pulling occur and the Engineer suspects a continuing equipment problem. Stop the paving operation and correct the problem.

D. Reevaluation of Lots
   Reevaluation of Lots and acceptance will be based on Department evaluations. The Department will be reimbursed by the Contractor for all costs of these evaluations. Request for reevaluation shall be made within 5 working days of notification of the lot results.

E. Segregated Mixture
   Prevent mixture placement yielding a segregated mat by following production, storage, loading, placing, and handling procedures. Ensure needed plant modifications and provide necessary auxiliary equipment. (See Subsection 400.1.01, "Definitions.")

If the mixture is segregated in the finished mat, the Department will take actions based on the degree of segregation. The actions are described below.
4. Unquestionably Unacceptable Segregation

When the Engineer determines the segregation in the finished mat is unquestionably unacceptable, follow these measures:

d. Suspend Work and require the Contractor to take positive corrective action. The Department will evaluate the segregated areas to determine the extent of the corrective work to the in-place mat as follows:
   • Perform extraction and gradation analysis by taking 6 in (150 mm) cores from typical, visually unacceptable segregated areas.
   • Determine the corrective work according to Subsection 400.3.06.E.3.

e. Require the Contractor to submit a written plan of measures and actions to prevent further segregation. Work will not continue until the plan is submitted to and approved by the Department.

f. When work resumes, place a test section not to exceed 500 tons (500 Mg) of the affected mixture for the Department to evaluate. If a few loads show that corrective actions were not adequate, follow the measures above beginning with step 1.a. above. If the problem is solved, Work may continue.

2. Unacceptable Segregation Suspected

When the Engineer observes segregation in the finished mat and and the work may be unacceptable, follow these measures:

g. Allow work to continue at Contractor’s risk.

h. Require Contractor to immediately and continually adjust operation until the visually apparent segregated areas are eliminated from the finished mat. The Department will immediately investigate to determine the severity of the apparent segregation as follows:
   • Take 6 in (150 mm) cores from typical areas of suspect segregation.
   • Test the cores for compliance with the mixture control tolerances in Section 828.

When these tolerances are exceeded, suspend work for corrective action as outlined in Subsection 400.3.06.E.3.

3. Corrective Work

a. Remove and replace (at the Contractor’s expense) any segregated area where the gradation on the control sieves is found to vary 10 percent or more from the approved job mix formula, the asphalt cement varies 1.0% or more from the approved job mix formula, or if in-place air voids exceed 13.5% based on GDT 39. The control sieves for each mix type are shown in Subsection 400.5.01.B “Determine Lot Acceptance.”

b. Subsurface mixes. For subsurface mixes, limit removal and replacement to the full lane width and no less than 10 ft. (3 m) long and as approved by the Engineer.

i. Surface Mixes. For surface mixes, ensure that removal and replacement is not less than the full width of the affected lane and no less than the length of the affected areas as determined by the Engineer.

Surface tolerance requirements apply to the corrected areas for both subsurface and surface mixes.

400.3.07 Contractor Warranty and Maintenance

A. Contractor’s Record

Maintain a dated, written record of the most recent plant calibration. Keep this record available for the Engineer’s inspection at all times. Maintain records in the form of:

- Graphs
- Tables
- Charts
- Mechanically prepared data

400.4 Measurement

Thickness and spread rate tolerances for the various mixtures are specified in Subsection 400.4.A.2.b, Table 11, Thickness and Spread Rate Tolerance at Any Given Location. These tolerances are applied as outlined below:

A. Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete Paid for by Weight

1. Plans Designate a Spread Rate
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a. Thickness Determinations. Thickness determinations are not required when the Plans designate a spread rate per square yard (meter).

   If the spread rate exceeds the upper limits outlined in the Subsection 400.4.A.2.b, Table 11, “Thickness and Spread Rate Tolerance at Any Given Location”, the mix in excess will not be paid for.

   If the rate of spread is less than the lower limit, correct the deficient course by overlaying the entire lot.

   The mixture used for correcting deficient areas is paid for at the Contract Unit Price of the course being corrected and is subject to the Mixture Acceptance Schedule—Table 9 or 10.

b. Recalculate the Total Spread Rate. After the deficient hot mix course has been corrected, the total spread rate for that lot is recalculated, and mix in excess of the upper tolerance limit as outlined in the Subsection 400.4.A.2.b, Table 11, “Thickness and Spread Rate Tolerance at Any Given Location” is not paid for.

   The quantity of material placed on irregular areas such as driveways, turnouts, intersections, feather edge section, etc., is deducted from the final spread determination for each lot.

2. Plans Designate Thickness

   If the average thickness exceeds the tolerances specified in the Subsection 400.4.A.2.b, Table 11, “Thickness and Spread Rate Tolerance at Any Given Location”, the Engineer shall take cores to determine the area of excess thickness. Excess quantity will not be paid for.

   If the average thickness is deficient by more than the tolerances specified in the Thickness and Spread Rate Tolerance at Any Given Location table below, the Engineer shall take additional cores to determine the area of deficient thickness. Correct areas with thickness deficiencies as follows:

   a. Overlay the deficient area with the same mixture type being corrected or with an approved surface mixture. The overlay shall extend for a minimum of 300 ft (90 m) for the full width of the course.

   b. Ensure that the corrected surface course complies with Subsection 400.3.06.C.1, “Visual and Straightedge Inspection.” The mixture required to correct a deficient area is paid for at the Contract Unit Price of the course being corrected.

   The quantity of the additional mixture shall not exceed the required calculated quantity used to increase the average thickness of the overlaid section to the maximum tolerance allowed under the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Thickness Specified</th>
<th>Spread Rate Specified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asphaltic concrete base course</td>
<td>± 0.5 in (±13 mm)</td>
<td>+40 lbs, -50 lbs (+20 kg, -30 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate and/or wearing course</td>
<td>± 0.25 in (±6 mm)</td>
<td>+20 lbs, -25 lbs (+10 kg, -15 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall of any combination of 1 and 2</td>
<td>± 0.5 in (±13 mm)</td>
<td>+40 lbs, -50 lbs (+20 kg, -30 kg)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Thickness and spread rate tolerances are provided to allow normal variations within a given lot. Do not continuously operate at a thickness of spread rate not specified.

When the Plans specify a thickness, the Engineer may take as many cores as necessary to determine the average thickness of the intermediate or surface course. The Engineer shall take a minimum of one core per 1,000 ft (300 m) per two lanes of roadway. Thickness will be determined by average measurements of each core according to GDT 42.

If the average exceeds the tolerances specified in the Subsection 400.4.A.2.b, Table 11, “Thickness and Spread Rate Tolerance at Any Given Location”, additional cores will be taken to determine the area of excess thickness and excess tonnage will not be paid for.

B. Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete Paid for by Square Yard (Meter)

1. The thickness of the base course or the intermediate or surface course will be determined by the Department by cutting cores and the thickness will be determined by averaging the measurements of each core.
2. If any measurement is deficient in thickness more than the tolerances given in the table above, additional cores will be taken by the Department to determine the area of thickness deficiency. Correct thickness deficiency areas as follows:
   a. Overlay the deficient area with the same type mixtures being corrected or with surface mixture. Extend the overlay at least 300 ft (90 m) for the full width of the course.
   b. Ensure that the corrected surface course complies with Subsection 400.3.06.C.1, Visual and Straightedge Inspection™.
   c. The mixture is subject to the Mixture Acceptance Schedule—Table 9 or 10.
3. No extra payment is made for mixtures used for correction.
4. No extra payment is made for thickness in excess of that specified.

C. Asphaltic Concrete

Hot mix asphaltic concrete, complete in place and accepted, is measured in tons (megagrams) or square yards (meters) as indicated in the Proposal. If payment is by the ton (megagram), the actual weight is determined by weighing each loaded vehicle on the required motor truck scale as the material is hauled to the roadway, or by using recorded weights if a digital recording device is used.

The weight measured includes all materials. No deductions are made for the weight of the individual ingredients. The actual weight is the pay weight except when the aggregates used have a combined bulk specific gravity greater than 2.75. In this case the pay weight is determined according to the following formula:

\[
T_1 = T \times \left( \frac{\% \text{AC} + \left( \frac{\% \text{Aggregate} \times 2.75}{\text{combined bulk Specific Gravity}} \right)}{100} \right) + \% Y
\]

Where:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T1</th>
<th>Pay weight, tonnage (Mg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Actual weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% AC</td>
<td>Percent asphalt cement by weight of total mixture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Aggregate</td>
<td>Percent aggregate by weight of total mixture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined Bulk Sp. Gr.</td>
<td>Calculated combined bulk specific gravity of various mineral aggregates used in the mixture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Y</td>
<td>Percent hydrated lime by weight of mineral aggregate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Bituminous Material

Bituminous material is not measured for separate payment.

E. Hydrated Lime

When hydrated lime is used as an anti-stripping additive, it is not measured for separate payment.

F. Field Laboratory

The field laboratory required in this Specification is not measured for separate payment.

G. Asphaltic Concrete Leveling

Payment of hot mix asphaltic concrete leveling, regardless of the type mix, is full compensation for furnishing materials, bituminous materials, and hydrated lime (when required) for patching and repair of minor defects, surface preparation, cleaning, hauling, mixing, spreading, and rolling.
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Mixture for leveling courses is subject to the acceptance schedule as stated in Subsection 400.3.06.A and Subsection 400.3.06.B.

H. Asphaltic Concrete Patching

Hot mix asphaltic concrete patching, regardless of the type mix, is paid for at the Contract Unit Price per ton (Megagram), complete in place and accepted. Payment is full compensation for:

- Furnishing materials such as bituminous material and hydrated lime (when required)
- Preparing surface to be patched
- Cutting areas to be patched, trimmed, and cleaned
- Hauling, mixing, placing, and compacting the materials

400.4.01 Limits

When the asphaltic concrete is paid for by the square yard (meter) and multiple lifts are used, the number and thickness of the lifts are subject to the Engineer’s approval and are used to prorate the pay factor for the affected roadway section.

400.5 Payment

Hot mix asphaltic concrete of the various types are paid for at the Contract Unit Price per ton (megagram) or per square yard (meter). Payment is full compensation for furnishing and placing materials including asphalt cement, hydrated lime when required, approved additives, and for cleaning and repairing, preparing surfaces, hauling, mixing, spreading, rolling, and performing other operations to complete the Contract Item.

Payment will be made under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No. 400</th>
<th>Asphaltic concrete type Superpave, group-blend, including polymer-modified bituminous materials and hydrated lime</th>
<th>Per ton (megagram)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item No. 400</td>
<td>Asphaltic concrete type Superpave, group-blend, including bituminous materials and hydrated lime</td>
<td>Per ton (megagram)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item No. 400</td>
<td>Asphaltic concrete type Superpave, group-blend, Including bituminous materials, Gilonite modifier, and hydrated lime</td>
<td>Per ton (megagram)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No. 400</th>
<th>inches asphaltic concrete, type Superpave, group-blend including bituminous materials, Gilonite modifier and hydrated lime</th>
<th>Per square yard (meter)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item No. 400</td>
<td>Asphaltic concrete type Stone Matrix Asphalt, group-blend, including polymer-modified bituminous materials and hydrated lime</td>
<td>Per ton (megagram)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item No. 400</td>
<td>Asphaltic concrete type OGFC, group 2 only, including bituminous materials and hydrated lime</td>
<td>Per ton (megagram)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item No. 400</td>
<td>Asphaltic concrete type OGFC, group 2 only, including polymer-modified bituminous materials and hydrated lime</td>
<td>Per ton (megagram)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item No. 400</td>
<td>Asphaltic concrete type Porous European Mix, group 2 only, including polymer-modified bituminous materials and hydrated lime</td>
<td>Per ton (megagram)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

400.5.01 Adjustments

A. Determine Lot Acceptance

The control sieves used in the mixture acceptance schedule for the various types of mix are indicated below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Sieves Used in the Mixture Acceptance Schedule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asphaltic concrete 25 mm Superpave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphaltic concrete 19 mm Superpave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphaltic concrete 12.5 mm Superpave</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Sieves Used in the Mixture Acceptance Schedule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asphaltic concrete 9.5 mm Superpave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphaltic concrete 4.75 mm Mix</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Department will perform the following tasks:

1. Determine the mean of the deviations from the job mix formula per test results per lot.
2. Determine this mean by averaging the actual numeric value of the individual deviations from the job mix formula; disregard whether the deviations are positive or negative amounts.

C. Calculate Pavement Mean Air Voids

The Department will determine the percent of maximum air voids for each lot by dividing the pavement mean air voids by the maximum pavement mean air voids acceptable.

D. Asphaltic Concrete For Temporary Detours

Hot mix asphaltic concrete placed on temporary detours not to remain in place as part of the permanent pavement does not require hydrated lime. Hot mix used for this purpose is paid for at an adjusted Contract Price. The payment for this item shall cover all cost of construction, maintenance and removal of all temporary mix. Hot mix asphaltic concrete placed as temporary mix shall meet requirements established in Subsection 400.3.05.F.

Where the Contract Price of the asphaltic concrete for permanent pavement is let by the ton (megagram), the Contract Price for the asphaltic concrete placed on temporary detours is adjusted by subtracting $0.75/ton ($0.85/mg) of mix used.

Where the Contract price of the mix in the permanent pavement is based on the square yard (meter), obtain the adjusted price for the same mix used on the temporary detour by subtracting $0.04/yd² ($0.05/m²) per 1-in (25-mm) plan depth.

Further price adjustments required in Subsection 400.3.06, “Quality Acceptance,” are based on the appropriate adjusted Contract Price for mix used in the temporary detour work.

E. Determine Lot Payment

If the Engineer determines that the material is not acceptable to leave in place, remove and replace the materials at the Contractor’s expense.
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
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SPECIAL PROVISION

Section 828—Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete Mixtures

Delete Section 828 and substitute the following:

828.1 General Description
This specification includes the requirements for hot mix asphaltic concrete mixtures, including:

- Open-graded surface mixtures (OGFC and PEM)
- Stone Matrix Asphalt mixtures (SMA)
- Superpave mixtures
- Fine-graded (4.75 mm) mixtures

828.1.01 Definitions
The Nominal Maximum Sieve Size is one standard sieve size larger than the first sieve to retain more than ten percent of the aggregate, per AASHTC R35. Mixture types in this section are identified according to Nominal Maximum Sieve Size.

828.1.02 Related References
A. Standard Specifications
   Section 400—Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete Construction
   Section 800—Coarse Aggregate
   Section 802—Aggregates for Asphaltic Concrete
   Section 819—Fiber Stabilizing Additives
   Section 820—Asphalt Cement
   Section 831—Admixtures
   Section 882—Lime
   Section 883—Mineral Filler

B. Referenced Documents
   AASHTO R30
   AASHTO R35
   AASHTO T-321
   AASHTO T 112
   AASHTO T 209
   AASHTO T 305
   AASHTO T 312
   AASHTO T-245
   AASHTO TP63
828.2 Materials

A. Requirements

Use approved hot mix asphalt concrete mixtures that meet the following requirements:

1. Produce each asphalt mixture according to a Department approved Job Mix Formula and Asphalt Mix Design, see Subsection 400.1 for submittal and approval of Job Mix Formulas.

2. Ensure individual acceptance test results meet the Mixture Control Tolerances specified in the appropriate table below, subsections 828.2.01 through 828.2.04.

3. Ensure the Engineer approves all materials used to prepare and place the mixtures before incorporating them into the Work. Use only the ingredients listed in the approved Asphalt Mix Design and Job Mix Formula. For virgin aggregates use sources meeting the requirements of Section 802 and are listed in OPL 1 or OPL 2; for mixes in which local sand is permitted, use the approved sand source identified in the mix design. For mixtures containing Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement (RAP), use only RAP from the approved stockpile identified in the mix design. Use asphalt cement meeting the requirements of Section 820, from a source listed in OPL 7.

4. Obtain approved SMA mix designs, Superpave mix designs and 4.75 mm mix designs from a mix design laboratory certified by the Department. Obtain approved mix designs for types PEM and OGFC mixtures from the Department’s Office of Materials and Research, which produces and furnishes these mix designs.

5. Ensure all SMA mix designs are designed in accordance with GDT-123 (“Determining the Design Proportions of Stone Matrix Asphalt Mixtures”). SMA mix designs shall be verified and approved by the Department prior to use. Ensure that Superpave and 4.75 mm mix designs are designed in accordance with SOP-2 (“Control of Superpave Bituminous Mixture Designs”) and are approved by the Department as provided therein. Ensure these mixes are designed by a laboratory and technician certified in accordance with SOP-36 (“Certification of Laboratories and Personnel for Design of SMA and Superpave Asphalt Mixtures”).

6. Use only mixtures composed of the aggregate groups and blends indicated in the Proposal and Plans by their pay item designations, defined as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Item Designation</th>
<th>Allowable Aggregate Groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group I or II</td>
<td>Group I, Group II, or Blend I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group II only</td>
<td>Group II only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blend I</td>
<td>Either 100% Group II material or a blend of Group I and Group II. Do not use Group I material for more than 80%, by weight, of the total aggregate nor more than 50%, by weight, of the coarse aggregate fraction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. For patching or leveling use Group I, Group II, or Blend I. Mix types for patching and leveling are specified in Subsection 400.3.01.B.

8. Include lime (hydrated lime) from an approved source and meeting the requirements of Section 882 in all paving courses except as otherwise provided in the Contract. For a list of approved sources of lime, see OPL 41.
   a. Add lime to each mixture at the rate prescribed in the approved mix design.
   b. Ensure mix designs using only virgin aggregate include lime at a minimum rate of 1.00% of the total dry aggregate weight. Ensure mix designs using RAP include lime at a minimum rate equal to 1.00% of the virgin aggregate fraction plus 0.50% of the aggregate in the RAP fraction.
   c. Add more lime or add lime plus an approved Heat-Stable Anti-Stripping Additive that meets the requirements of Section 831, if necessary to meet requirements for mixture properties, and pursuant to an approved mix design. However, the Department will not make additional payment for these materials. For a list of sources of Heat-Stable Anti-Stripping Additives, see OPL 26.
   d. Where specifically allowed in the contract on LARP, airport, and parking lot projects, an approved Heat-Stable Anti-Stripping Additive that meets the requirements of Section 831 may be substituted for hydrated lime. Ensure the mix gradation is adjusted to replace the lime with an equivalent volume of fines passing the 0.075 mm sieve. Add Heat-Stable Anti-stripping Additive at a minimum rate of 0.5 percent of the asphalt cement portion.

9. Use performance grade PG 64-22 or PG 67-22 asphalt cement in all mix designs and mixtures except as follows:
   a. The State Bituminous Construction Engineer will determine the performance grade to be used, based on Table 2 – Binder Specification Guideline for Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement (RAP) Mixtures, AASHTO M323 and laboratory testing results as required in Section 828.2.B. for mixtures containing ≥ 25% equivalent binder replacement for RAP/RAS mixtures.
   b. Use only grade PG 76-22, excluding shoulder construction in the following mixes: all SMA, 12.5 mm PEM, 9.5 mm and 12.5 mm OGFC, 12.5 mm Superpave, on projects with ADT greater than 25,000; and in all mixtures for which polymer-modified asphalt is specified in the pay item.

10. Use of local sand is restricted as follows:
   a. Do not place mixtures containing local sand on the traveled way of the mainline or ramps of the Interstate System. Mixtures with local sand may be used for shoulder construction on these facilities.
   b. Ensure local sand will not constitute more than 20% of the total aggregate weight of any mix design or production mix.
   c. Subject to the above limits, 19 mm, 12.5 mm, and 9.5 mm Superpave mix designs and 4.75 mm mix designs containing local sand may be used on projects with a current ADT not exceeding 2,000.
   d. 25 mm Superpave mix designs containing not more than 20% local sand may be used on all facilities except the main line and ramps of the Interstate System.
   e. Obtain local sand for use in asphalt mixtures from a source approved by the Department.
   f. Approval of local sand sources: The Department will sample, test, and approve sources of local sand. Local sand shall not contain more than 7.0% clay by weight and shall be free of foreign substances, roots, twigs, and other organic matter. Ensure sand is free of clay lumps, as determined by AASHTO T 112, and shall have a sand equivalent value exceeding 25%, as determined by GDT 63.

B. Fabrication

1. Design procedures: For all Superpave and 4.75 mm mixes, ensure conformance with the Superpave System for Volumetric Design (AASHTO T 312 and AASHTO R30), as adapted in SOP-2. Ensure Superpave mixes are designed at a design gyration number (N_d) of 65 gyrations and initial gyration number (N_i) of 6 gyrations. For 4.75 mm mixes, (N_d) shall be 50 gyrations, and (N_i) shall be 6 gyrations. Open-graded mix designs will be designed in accordance with GDT 114 by the Department. In all cases, the procedure for measuring Maximum Specific Gravity (G_M) shall be AASHTO T 209. In addition to gradation and volumetric analysis, mix designs shall include the following performance tests, as applicable.

2. Performance Test:
   a. Permeability test: Superpave and Stone Matrix mix designs shall include testing according to GDT-1 Measurement of Water Permeability of Compacted Asphalt Paving Mixtures. Specimen air voids for this test shall be 6.0 ± 1.0%. The average permeability of three specimens may not exceed 3.60 ft per day (125 ×10^{-3} cm per sec).
   b. Moisture susceptibility test: Mix designs of all types except open-graded surface mixes shall include testing for moisture susceptibility according to GDT 66. Specimen air voids for this test shall be 7.0 ± 1.0% for all mixes excluding Stone Matrix mixes. Specimen air voids for this test shall be 6.0 ± 1.0% for Stone Matrix...
mixes. The minimum tensile splitting ratio is 0.80, except that a tensile splitting ratio of no less than 0.70 may be acceptable if all individual strength values exceed 100 psi (690 kPa). Average splitting strength of the three conditioned and three controlled samples shall be not less than 60 psi (415 kPa) for either group. Retention of coating as determined by GDT 56 shall be not less than 95%.

c. Rutting susceptibility test: Mix designs of all types except Open-graded Surface Mixes (OGFC and PEM), and mixtures designed exclusively for trench widening shall include testing according to GDT 115 or AASHTO TP63. Design limits for this test are as follows: Specimen air voids for this test shall be 6.0 ± 1.0% for all mix types. Testing temperature shall be 64°C (147°F) for all mix types except 19 mm and 25 mm Superpave mixes, which shall be tested at 49°C (120°F). Maximum deformation shall be 5.0 mm for all mixes except 4.75 mm mix, 9.5 mm Type I and 9.5 mm Type II Superpave mixes. Maximum deformation for the 9.5 mm Type II Superpave mix shall be 6.0 mm at 64°C (147°F) and 8.0 mm at 64°C (147°F) for the 4.75 mm and 9.5 mm Type I Superpave mix.

d. Fatigue testing: The Department may verify dense-graded mix designs by fatigue testing according to AASHTO T 321 or other procedure approved by the Department.

e. Hamburg Wheel-Tracking Test: The Department may verify Warm Mix Asphalt dense-graded mix designs or mix designs incorporating Polyphosphoric Acid (PPA) modified binders by Hamburg Wheel-tracking testing according to AASHTO T 324.

C. Acceptance

See Subsection 106.03 and Section 400. Ensure individual test results meet the Mixture Control Tolerances listed in Subsections 828.2.01, 828.2.02, 828.2.03, or 828.2.04, whichever applies with the following exception. Field verification results for rutting susceptibility tests performed on laboratory fabricated and/or roadway cores obtained from asphalt plant produced mixtures shall meet specified requirements with a tolerance of ±2.0 mm.

D. Materials Warranty

See General Provisions 101 through 150.

828.2.01 Open-graded Surface Mixtures

A. Requirements

Produce the mixture according to an approved mix design and Job Mix Formula. Ensure Open-graded Surface Mixtures meet the following mixture control tolerances and mix design criteria:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sieve Size</th>
<th>Mixture Control Tolerance, %</th>
<th>Design Gradation Limits, % Passing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.5 mm OGFC</td>
<td>12.5 mm OGFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/4 in (19 mm)</td>
<td>±0.0</td>
<td>100*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 in (12.5 mm)</td>
<td>±6.1</td>
<td>100*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/8 in (9.5 mm)</td>
<td>±5.6</td>
<td>85-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 4 (4.75 mm)</td>
<td>±5.7</td>
<td>20-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 8 (2.36 mm)</td>
<td>±4.6</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 200 (75 μm)</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>2-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range for % AC</td>
<td>±0.4</td>
<td>6.0-7.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of stone</td>
<td>'A' only</td>
<td>'A' only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drain-down</td>
<td>&lt;0.3</td>
<td>&lt;0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Mixture control tolerance is not applicable to this sieve for this mix.

1. In 12.5 mm and 9.5 mm OGFC and 12.5 mm PEM mixes, use only PG 76-22 asphalt cement (specified in Section 820).

2. All OGFC and PEM mixes shall include a stabilizing fiber of the type (cellulose or mineral) specified in the mix design and meeting the requirements of Section 819. The dosage rate shall be as specified in the mix design and shall be sufficient to prevent drain-down exceeding the above tolerance.

B. Fabrication

See Section 400.
828.2.02 Stone Matrix Asphalt Mixtures

A. Requirements

Produce the mixture according to an approved mix design and Job Mix Formula. Ensure that Stone Matrix Asphalt mixtures meet the following mixture control tolerances and mix design criteria:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sieve Size</th>
<th>Mixture Control Tolerance</th>
<th>Design Gradation Limits, Percent Passing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.5 mm SMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1- in (25 mm) sieve</td>
<td>±0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/4 in (19 mm) sieve</td>
<td>±7.0</td>
<td>100*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 in (12.5 mm) sieve</td>
<td>±6.1</td>
<td>99-100**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/8 in (9.5 mm) sieve</td>
<td>±5.6</td>
<td>70-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 4 (4.75 mm) sieve</td>
<td>±5.7</td>
<td>28-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 8 (2.36 mm) sieve</td>
<td>±4.6</td>
<td>15-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 50 (300 μm) sieve</td>
<td>±3.8</td>
<td>10-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 200 (75 μm) sieve</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>8-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range for % AC</td>
<td>±0.4</td>
<td>6.0-7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Note 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design optimum air voids (%)</td>
<td>3.5 ±0.5</td>
<td>3.5 ±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% aggregate voids filled with AC (VFA)</td>
<td>70-90</td>
<td>70-90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile splitting ratio after freeze-thaw cycle GDT-66</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drain-down (AASHTO T335), %</td>
<td>&lt;0.3</td>
<td>&lt;0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Mixture control tolerance is not applicable to this sieve for this mix.

** Mixture control tolerance shall be ± 2.0% for this sieve for 9.5 mm SMA mixes placed at spread rates greater than 135 lb/yd². For 9.5 mm SMA mixes placed at spread rates of 135 lb/yd² or less, 100% passing is required on this sieve.

Note 1: Range for % AC is Original Optimum AC (OOAC) at 35 gyrations (Gyratory compactor) or 50 blows (Marshall compactor) prior to Corrected Optimum AC (COAC) calculation detailed in GDT 123 (Appendix A).

Note 2: Quality Acceptance Test Results for AC content that deviate > ± 0.3% from the approved Job Mix Formula (JMF) consistently over three lots may subject the mix to a revised AC content on project JMF at the discretion of the Office of Materials and Research based on deviation trend.

1. Ensure SMA mixtures are compacted at 35 gyrations with the Superpave Gyratory compactor or 50 blows with the Marshall compactor.

2. Ensure SMA mixtures contain mineral filler and fiber stabilizing additives and meet the following requirements:
   a. Asphalt cement grade PG-76-22 (specified in Section 820) is required in all SMA mixtures.
   b. Aggregates for SMA meet the requirements of Subsection 802.2.02.A.3.
   c. Use the approved mineral filler specified in the mix design and meeting the requirements of Section 883. Approved sources of mineral filler are listed in OPL 81.

   Use the approved Fiber Stabilizing Additive of the type (cellulose or mineral) specified in the mix design and meeting the requirements of Section 819. Approved sources of Fiber Stabilizing Additive are listed in OPL 77.

   The dosage rate will be as specified in the mix design and sufficient to prevent drain-down exceeding the above tolerance.

B. Fabrication
See Section 400.

**828.2.03 Superpave Asphalt Concrete Mixtures**

A. Requirements for Superpave Mixtures (except Parking Lot Mixtures)

Produce the mixture according to an approved mix design and Job Mix Formula. Ensure Superpave Asphalt Concrete mixtures meet the following mixture control tolerances and mix design limits:

1. Gradation limits for Superpave mixtures are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sieve Size</th>
<th>Mixture Control Tolerance</th>
<th>9.5 mm Superpave Type I</th>
<th>9.5 mm Superpave Type II</th>
<th>12.5 mm Superpave (Note 1)</th>
<th>19 mm Superpave</th>
<th>25 mm Superpave</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1½ in (37.5 mm)</td>
<td>± 8.0</td>
<td>100*</td>
<td>100*</td>
<td>100*</td>
<td>90-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 in (25.0 mm)</td>
<td>± 8.0**</td>
<td>100*</td>
<td>100*</td>
<td>98-100****</td>
<td>90-100</td>
<td>55-89**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/4 in (19.0 mm)</td>
<td>± 6.0***</td>
<td>98-100****</td>
<td>98-100****</td>
<td>90-100</td>
<td>60-89***</td>
<td>50-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 in (12.5 mm)</td>
<td>±5.6</td>
<td>90-100</td>
<td>90-100</td>
<td>70-89</td>
<td>55-75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/8 in (9.5 mm)</td>
<td>±5.6</td>
<td>65-85</td>
<td>55-75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 4 (4.75 mm)</td>
<td>±5.6</td>
<td>48-55</td>
<td>42-47</td>
<td>38-46</td>
<td>32-36</td>
<td>30-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 8 (2.36 mm)</td>
<td>±4.6</td>
<td>5.0-7.0</td>
<td>5.0-7.0</td>
<td>4.5-7.0</td>
<td>4.0-6.0</td>
<td>3.5-6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 200 (75 μm)</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range for % AC</td>
<td>± 0.4</td>
<td>5.50-7.25</td>
<td>5.25-7.00</td>
<td>5.00-6.25</td>
<td>4.25-5.50</td>
<td>4.00-5.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Mixture control tolerance is not applicable to this sieve for this mix.

** Mixture control tolerance shall be ± 10.0% for this sieve for 25 mm Superpave.

*** Mixture control tolerance shall be ± 8.0% for this sieve for 19 mm Superpave.

**** Mixture control tolerance shall be ± 2.0% for this sieve for 12.5 mm and 9.5 mm mixes.

Note 1: Use PG 76-22 in 12.5 mm Superpave, excluding shoulder construction, on all projects with ADT greater than 25,000 as detailed in the Contract Pay Item.

Note 2: Quality Acceptance Test Results for AC content that deviating > ± 0.3 % from the approved Job Mix Formula (JMF) consistently over three Lots may subject the mix to a revised AC content on the project JMF at the discretion of the Office of Materials and Research based on statistical trend.

Note 3: Range for % AC is Original Optimum AC (OOAC) at 65 gyrations prior to the Corrected Optimum AC (COAC) calculation detailed in SOP 2 (Appendix D).

2. Volumetric limits are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Parameter</th>
<th>Mix Type</th>
<th>Limits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% of Max. Specific Gravity (Gmm) at design gyrations, (Nd)es)</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Gmm at the initial number of gyrations, Ni</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>91.5% maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5 mm Type I</td>
<td>Min. 72; Max. 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
% voids filled with asphalt (VFA) at Ndes  |  9.5 Type II and 12.5 mm | Min. 72; Max. 76  
---|---|---
| 19 mm  | Min. 71; Max 76  
| 25 mm  | Min. 69; Max 76  
Fines to effective asphalt binder ratio (F/Pbe)  | 9.5 mm Type I | 0.8 to 1.4  
---|---|---
| All other types | 0.8 to 1.6  
Minimum Film Thickness (microns)*  | All | > 7.00  
---|---|---
Minimum % Voids in Mineral Aggregate (VMA)  | 25 mm | 13.0  
---|---|---
| 19 mm | 14.0  
| 12.5 mm | 15.0  
| 9.5 Type I | 16.0  
| 9.5 Type II | 16.0  
Note: VMA shall be calculated using the effective specific gravity of the aggregate (Gae). See SOP-2SP.

*Superpave Mixtures approved prior to January 31, 2012, may be grandfathered in adjusted to meet Minimum Film Thickness requirement by mixture adjustments made by the State Bituminous Construction Engineer.

B. Requirements for Superpave Parking Lot Mixes (NOT FOR STANDARD HIGHWAY/STREET PAVING)

1. Surface Layers for parking facilities:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sieve Size</th>
<th>Mixture Control Tolerance</th>
<th>Design Gradation Limits, Percent Passing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.75 mm Mix</td>
<td>9.5 mm Superpave Type I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1- in (25.0 mm) sieve</td>
<td>± 8.0</td>
<td>100*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/4 in (19.0 mm) sieve</td>
<td>±8.0**</td>
<td>100*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 in (12.5 mm) sieve</td>
<td>±6.0</td>
<td>98-100****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/8 in (9.5 mm) sieve</td>
<td>±5.6</td>
<td>90-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 4 (4.75 mm) sieve</td>
<td>±5.6</td>
<td>75-95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 8 (2.36 mm) sieve</td>
<td>±4.6</td>
<td>60-65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 50 (300 µm) sieve</td>
<td>±3.8</td>
<td>20-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 200 (75 µm) sieve</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>4-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range for Total AC</td>
<td>± 0.4</td>
<td>6.00 - 7.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Mixture control tolerance is not applicable to this sieve for this mix.

****Mixture control tolerance shall be ± 2.0% for this sieve for 12.5 mm and 9.5 mm mixes.

2. Subsurface Layers for parking facilities:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sieve Size</th>
<th>Mixture Control Tolerance</th>
<th>Design Gradation Limits, Percent Passing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.5 mm Superpave</td>
<td>19 mm Superpave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1- in (25.0 mm) sieve</td>
<td>± 8.0</td>
<td>100*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

100*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sieve Size</th>
<th>Mixture Control Tolerance</th>
<th>Design Gradation Limits, % passing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/4 in (19.0 mm)</td>
<td>±8.0**</td>
<td>98-100****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 in (12.5 mm)</td>
<td>±6.0***</td>
<td>90-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/8 in (9.5 mm)</td>
<td>±5.6</td>
<td>70-89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 8 (2.36 mm)</td>
<td>±4.6</td>
<td>38-46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 200 (75 μm)</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>4.5-7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range for Total AC</td>
<td>+ 0.4</td>
<td>5.00 - 6.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mixture control tolerance is not applicable to this sieve for this mix.

**Mixture control tolerance shall be ±10.0% for this sieve for 25 mm Superpave mixes.

***Mixture control tolerance shall be ±8.0% for this sieve for 19 mm Superpave mixes.

****Mixture control tolerance shall be ±2.0% for this sieve for 12.5 mm and 9.5 mm Superpave mixes.

3. Volumetric limits for parking facilities are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Parameter</th>
<th>Mix Type</th>
<th>Limits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% of Max. Specific Gravity (Gmm) at design gyrations, Ndes</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Gmm at the initial number of gyrations, Ni</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>91.5 % maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% voids filled with asphalt (VFA) at Ndes</td>
<td>9.5 mm Type I</td>
<td>Min. 72; Max. 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.5 Type II and 12.5 mm</td>
<td>Min. 72; Max. 78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19 and 25 mm</td>
<td>Min. 71; Max 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fines to effective asphalt binder ration (F/Pbe)</td>
<td>9.5 mm Type I</td>
<td>0.6 to 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All other types</td>
<td>0.8 to 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Film Thickness (microns)*</td>
<td>4.75 mm</td>
<td>&gt; 6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All other types</td>
<td>&gt; 7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum % Voids in Mineral Aggregate (VMA)</td>
<td>25 mm</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19 mm</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: VMA shall be calculated using the effective specific gravity of the aggregate (Gse). See SOP-2</td>
<td>12.5 mm</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.5 mm Types I, II</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mixtures approved prior January 31, 2012, may be grandfathered in adjusted to meet Minimum Film Thickness requirement by mixture adjustments made by the State Bituminous Construction Engineer.

C. Fabrication

See Section 400.

828.2.04 Fine-Graded Mixtures

A. Requirements

Produce the mixture according to an approved mix design and Job Mix Formula. Ensure that fine-graded mixtures meet the following mixture control tolerances and design limits:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sieve Size</th>
<th>Mixture Control Tolerance</th>
<th>Design Gradation Limits, % passing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/2 in (12.5 mm)</td>
<td>±0.0</td>
<td>100*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/8 in (9.5 mm)</td>
<td>±5.6</td>
<td>90-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 4 (4.75 mm)</td>
<td>±5.7</td>
<td>75-95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±4.6</td>
<td>60-65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 8 (2.36 mm) sieve</td>
<td>±3.8</td>
<td>20-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 50 (300 μm) sieve</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>4-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 200 (75 μm) sieve</td>
<td>±0.4</td>
<td>6.00 – 7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range for % AC</td>
<td>4.0 – 7.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design optimum air voids (%)</td>
<td>60 - 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Film Thickness (microns)**</td>
<td>&gt; 6.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Mixture control tolerance is not applicable to this sieve for this mix.
** 4.75 mm Mixtures approved prior January 31, 2012, may be grandfathered in adjusted to meet Minimum Film Thickness requirement by mixture adjustments made by the State Bituminous Construction Engineer.

B. Fabrication

See Section 400.

C. Acceptance

See Subsection 106.3 and Section 400. Ensure individual test results meet the Mixture Control Tolerances listed in Subsections 828.2, 828.2.01, 828.2.02, 828.2.03, 828.2.04, whichever applies.

D. Materials Warranty

See General Provisions 101 through 150.

Office of Materials and Research
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SPECIAL PROVISION

Section 882—Lime

Delete Section 882 and substitute the following:

882.1 General Description
This Section includes the requirements for agricultural lime; lime for subbase and subgrade stabilization; and lime for asphaltic concrete.

882.1.01 Related References
A. Specifications
   General Provisions 101 through 150.
   Section 163 – Miscellaneous Erosion Control Items
   Section 700 – Grassing
   GSP 18

B. Referenced Documents
   AASHTO M 303
   ASTM C 25
   ASTM C 110
   ASTM C 977
   Liming Materials Act of 1996

882.2 Materials

882.2.01 Agricultural Lime
A. Requirements
   Apply agricultural lime use rates made of ground or pelletized dolomitic limestone based on recommendations from a public or private Soil Laboratory that participates in a national proficiency testing program. Proof of testing is the responsibility of the Contractor. Provide a soil test report to the Engineer prior to application. Take soil test samples in accordance with GSP 18 Sampling, Testing and Inspection Specifications. Agricultural lime will meet the following requirements:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Percent by Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calcium Carbonates Equivalent, min.</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elemental magnesium derived from magnesium carbonate, min.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passing No. 10 (2.00 mm) sieve, min</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passing No. 100 (150 μm) sieve, min</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Fabrication
   General Provisions 101 through 150.

C. Acceptance
   The Department will accept agricultural lime that meets the above requirements.

D. Materials Warranty
   General Provisions 101 through 150.

882.2.02 Lime for Subbase and Sub-Grade Stabilization

A. Requirements
   Use either a commercial dry hydrated lime or a commercial granular quicklime for soil stabilization.
   1. Hydrated Lime: Use hydrated lime that meets the requirements of ASTM C 977, except use lime that has at least 85 percent by weight passing the No. 200 (75 μm) sieve.
   2. Quicklime: Use quicklime that meets the requirements of ASTM C 977, except use lime that has 100 percent by weight passing the 3/8-inch (9.5 mm) sieve. If slurry is to be made from slaking quicklime, use quicklime containing at least 94 percent total calcium oxide and magnesium oxide (CaO + MgO), and at least 90 percent total available calcium oxide (CaO).
      a. Furnish certified test reports with each shipment of lime attesting that the lime meets the requirements of the Specification. However, the Engineer may inspect, test, and reject the material at any time.
      b. Lime from more than one source or more than one type on the same Project may be used, but do not mix lime of different types or from different sources.
      c. Protect the lime from exposure until used. Ensure that the lime is dry enough to flow freely when handled.

B. Fabrication
   General Provisions 101 through 150.

C. Acceptance
   Test the hydrated and quicklime used for soil stabilization according to ASTM C 977.

D. Materials Warranty
   General Provisions 101 through 150.

882.2.03 Lime for Asphalitic Concrete

A. Requirements
   Use hydrated lime that meets the chemical and physical properties of AASHTO M 303, Type I.

B. Fabrication
   General Provisions 101 through 150.

C. Acceptance
   1. Run the chemical analysis of hydrated lime used in asphalitic concrete according to ASTM C 25.
   2. Test the physical properties of the hydrated lime according to the residue test in ASTM C 110.

   **NOTE:** OPL.41 for lime is used in asphalitic concrete only.

   3. See OPL.41 for acceptable hydrated lime that meets the requirements of this Specification.

D. Materials Warranty
   General Provisions 101 through 150.

Office of Materials and Research
Delete Section 402 and substitute the following:

402.1 General Description
This work includes producing and placing hot mix recycled asphaltic concrete that incorporates reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP), reclaimed asphalt shingles (RAS), virgin aggregate, hydrated lime, and neat asphalt cement.

402.1.01 Definitions
General Provisions 101 through 150.

402.1.02 Related References
A. Standard Specifications
   Section 400—Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete Construction
   Section 800—Coarse Aggregate
   Section 828—Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete Mixtures

B. Referenced Documents
   SOP 41 “Guidelines for RAP Stockpile Approval”

402.1.03 Submittals
A. Certified Weight Tickets
   Notify the Engineer before removing RAP from a stockpile that belongs to the Department. Submit to the Engineer the certified weight tickets of materials removed from the stockpile.

B. Affidavit
   Submit to the laboratory an affidavit stating the sources of stockpiled materials to be used on a State project. Include the following information in the letter:
   - State project number
   - Location from which the material was removed
   - Approximate removal dates
   - Mix types removed and the estimated quantity of each type in the stockpiles
   - Other available information about the stockpiled material such as percentage of local sand in the RAP

Obtain specific approval from the laboratory to use RAP or RAS stockpiles.
Adhere to Guidelines for RAP Stockpile Approval.
402.2 Materials

A. RAP Material Composition

Use RAP materials from any of the following:

- Existing roadway
- Contractor's RAP stockpile that has been approved by the Department
- Department stockpile

| NOTE: The location of Department RAP material stockpiles will be given on the Plans. |

Do not use RAP materials that contain alluvial gravel or local sand in any mixture placed on interstate projects except for mixtures used in shoulder construction. When used in shoulder construction, limit RAP containing local sand or alluvial gravel so that the sand or gravel contributes no more than 20% of the total aggregate portion of the mix.

1. RAP Percentage

For non-interstate projects, limit the percentage of RAP allowed in recycled mixes so that the overall amount of alluvial gravel does not exceed 5 percent of the total mix. The percentage of alluvial gravel, local sand, and Group I material in the RAP will be determined through petrographic analysis or available records.

RAP furnished to the Contractor but not used in the work remains the Contractor's property.

RAP used in the recycled mixes for mainline or ramps (if applicable) may make up from 0 to 40 percent of the mixture depending on the amount of RAP available, the production facilities, and whether the mixture meets the requirements in Section 828.

The maximum ratio of RAP material to the recycled mixture is 40 percent for continuous mix type plants and 25 percent for batch type plants.

2. Process RAP Material

Process RAP material to be used in the recycled mixture so that 100 percent will pass the 2 in (50 mm) sieve.

Additional crushing and sizing may be required if the RAP aggregate exceeds the maximum sieve size for the mix type as shown in Section 828. Obtain representative materials from the RAP stockpile for the mix design.

B. RAS Material

RAS materials are produced as a by-product of manufacturing roofing shingles and/or discarded shingle scrap from the reroofing of buildings.

1. Limit the amount of RAS material used in the recycled mixture to no greater than 5 percent of the total mixture weight.

2. Shred the RAS material before incorporating it into the mix to ensure that 100 percent of the shredded pieces are less than 1/2 in (12.5 mm) in any dimension.

3. Remove all foreign materials such as paper, roofing nails, wood, or metal flashing.

4. Provide test results for Bulk Sample Analysis, known as Polarized Light Microscopy, if post-consumer shingles are used to certify the RAS material is free of asbestos. Test stockpiles at the rate of one test per 1000 tons (megagrams) prior to processing.

Other than as specifically stated in this Subsection, ensure that RAS material is used according to the same requirements as described for RAP material.

C. Asphaltic Concrete Removed from an Existing Roadway

Asphaltic concrete removed from an existing roadway becomes the Contractor's property unless specified otherwise on the Plans. RAP material retained by the Department is designated on the Plans, and the RAP shall be stockpiled at the location specified on the Plans.
D. Local Sand and Group I Material in RAP

Use of local sand in recycled mixes is restricted as stipulated in Section 828 for the Project. However, RAP which contains local sand may be used in surface and intermediate layers of non-interstate projects so long as the RAP percentage used does not contribute more than 5% local sand to the total aggregate portion of the mix. The amount of local sand in the RAP material shall be considered when determining the percentage of local sand in the total mix.

Where Pay Items specify that Group II only aggregate is to be used, RAP which consists primarily of Group II aggregate, but contains some Group I aggregate, shall be limited such that the Group I aggregate makes up no more than 5% of the total aggregate portion of the mix. When a Blend I mix is specified, any Group I material in the RAP will be considered when determining the Group I portion allowed in the total mix as specified in Subsection 828.2.A.2.

E. Asphalt Cement

Using laboratory evaluations, the Department will determine the asphalt cement grade to be used in the recycled mixture. The asphalt cement shall meet the requirements of Section 820.

When the asphalt cement is blended with asphalt cement recovered from the RAP material and after tests on residue from thin film oven tests, the asphalt cement shall have a viscosity of 6,000 to 16,000 poises (600 to 1600 Pa) or as approved by the Engineer. Recover asphalt cement from the recycled mixture to verify that the specified viscosity is being met.

If the Engineer determines during construction that the selected asphalt cement grade is not performing satisfactorily, the Department may change the asphalt cement grade in the mixture, with no change in the Contract Unit Price.

F. Recycled Mixture

The recycled mixture shall be a homogenous mixture of RAP or RAS material, virgin aggregate, hydrated lime, and neat asphalt cement. Ensure that the mixture conforms to an approved mixture design outlined in Section 828.

402.2.01 Delivery, Storage, and Handling

Separate the stockpiles by Project sources and by Group I and Group II aggregate types. Erect a sign on each stockpile to identify the source(s).

If RAP material from different project sources becomes intermixed in a stockpile, only use those materials when approved by the laboratory.

The Department may reject by visual inspection stockpiles that are not clean and free of foreign materials.

402.3 Construction Requirements

402.3.01 Personnel

General Provisions 101 through 150.

402.3.02 Equipment

A. Hot Mix Plant

Use a hot mix plant for the recycling process with necessary modifications approved by the Engineer to process recycled material. Design, equip, and operate the plant so that the proportioning, heating, and mixing yields a uniform final mixture within the job mix formula tolerances.

B. Cold Feed Bin

Proportion the RAP or RAS material using a separate cold feed bin. Ensure that the material meets the size requirements in Subsection 402.2, “Materials.” The ratio of the RAP or RAS to virgin aggregate shall be controlled gravimetrically.

C. Electronic Belt Weighing Devices

Use electronic belt weighing devices to monitor the flow of RAP or RAS and the flow of virgin aggregate. For batch-type plants, the RAP or RAS portion of the mix may be weighed in a weigh hopper before incorporating it into the pugmill. The RAP shall be screened through a 2-inch maximum sized screen prior to crossing the cold feed weigh.
Ensure the amount of RAP material incorporated into the asphalt plant does not change after this final measurement is processed by the asphalt plant computer.

D. Feeders and Conveyors

Equip plants with an interlocking system of feeders and conveyors that synchronize the RAP or RAS material flow with the virgin aggregate flow. Ensure that the electronic controls track the flow rates indicated by the belt weighing devices and develop the signal to automatically maintain the desired ratio at varying production rates. Design the RAP or RAS feeder bins, conveyor system, and auxiliary bins (if used) to prevent RAP material from segregating and sticking.

402.3.03 Preparation
General Provisions 101 through 150.

402.3.04 Fabrication
General Provisions 101 through 150.

402.3.05 Construction
Follow the requirements in Section 400 for hot mix recycled asphaltic concrete production and placement, materials, equipment, and acceptance plans except as noted or modified in this Specification.

402.3.06 Quality Acceptance
The Department may require additional quality control tests to determine the RAP stockpile consistency and the RAP aggregate quality. In this case, conduct at least three extraction/gradation tests from each individual source. Ensure that aggregate meets the quality standards in Section 800.

402.3.07 Contractor Warranty and Maintenance
General Provisions 101 through 150.

402.4 Measurement
Recycled asphaltic concrete mixture, complete in place and accepted, is measured in tons (megagrams). The weight is determined by recorded weights if an approved recording device is used. Or, the weight is determined by weighing each loaded vehicle on an approved motor truck scale as the material is hauled to the roadway.

402.4.01 Limits
General Provisions 101 through 150.

402.5 Payment
The work performed and the materials furnished as described in this Specification will be paid for at the Contract Unit Price per ton (megagram). Payment is full compensation for providing materials, hauling and necessary crushing, processing, placing, rolling and finishing the recycled mixture, and providing labor, tools, equipment, and incidentals necessary to complete the work, including hauling and stockpiling RAP or RAS material.

Payment will be made under:

| Item No. 402 | Recycled asphaltic concrete ______ mm Superpave, group-blend, including bituminous materials and hydrated lime | Per ton (megagram) |
| Item No. 402 | Recycled asphaltic concrete ______ mm Superpave, group-blend, including bituminous materials and hydrated lime | Per ton (megagram) |
| Item No. 402 | Recycled asphaltic concrete ______ mm Superpave, group-blend, including polymer-modified bituminous materials and hydrated lime | Per ton (megagram) |
| Item No. 402 | Recycled asphaltic concrete ______ mm Superpave, Type____, group-blend, including bituminous materials and hydrated lime | Per ton (megagram) |
| Item No. 402 | Recycled asphaltic concrete ______ mm mix, group-blend, including bituminous materials and hydrated lime | Per ton (megagram) |
| Item No. 402 | Recycled asphaltic concrete patching including bituminous materials | Per ton (megagram) |
| Item No. 402 | Recycled asphaltic concrete patching including bituminous materials and hydrated lime | Per ton (megagram) |
| Item No. 402 | Recycled asphaltic concrete leveling including bituminous materials and hydrated lime | Per ton (megagram) |

### 402.5.01 Adjustments

**A. Determine Lot Acceptance**

The control sieves used in the mixture acceptance schedule for the various types of mix are indicated below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Sieves Used in the Mixture Acceptance Schedule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asphaltic concrete 25 mm Superpave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphaltic concrete 19 mm Superpave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphaltic concrete 12.5 mm Superpave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphaltic concrete 9.5 mm Superpave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphaltic concrete 4.75 mm Mix</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Department will perform the following tasks:

5. Determine the mean of the deviations from the job mix formula per test results per lot.
6. Determine this mean by averaging the actual numeric value of the individual deviations from the job mix formula; disregard whether the deviations are positive or negative amounts.

**B. Calculate Pavement Mean Air Voids**

The Department will determine the percent of maximum air voids for each lot by dividing the pavement mean air voids by the maximum pavement mean air voids acceptable.

**C. Asphaltic Concrete for Temporary Detours**

Hot mix asphaltic concrete placed on temporary detours that will not remain in place as part of the permanent pavement does not require hydrated lime. Hot mix used for this purpose is paid for at an adjusted Contract Price. The payment for this item shall cover all cost of construction, maintenance and removal of all temporary mix. Hot mix asphaltic concrete placed as temporary mix shall meet requirements established in Subsection 400.3.05.F.

Where the Contract Price of the asphaltic concrete for permanent pavement is let by the ton (megagram), the Contract Price for the asphaltic concrete placed on temporary detours is adjusted by subtracting $0.75/ton ($0.85/mg) of mix used.

Where the Contract price of the mix in the permanent pavement is based on the square yard (meter), obtain the adjusted price for the same mix used on the temporary detour by subtracting $0.04/yd² ($0.05/m²) per 1-in (25-mm) plan depth.

Further price adjustments required in Subsection 400.3.06, "Quality Acceptance," are based on the appropriate adjusted Contract Price for mix used in the temporary detour work. Hot mix asphalt produced as temporary mix containing no
hydrated lime, when required in the permanent mix, shall be removed and replaced with permanent mix containing hydrated lime.

D. Determine Lot Payment

If the Engineer determines that the material is not acceptable to leave in place, remove and replace the materials at the Contractor's expense.
Delete Section 802 and substitute the following:

802.1 General Description
This section includes the requirements for fine and coarse aggregates used in asphaltic concrete.

802.1.01 Definitions
Fine Aggregate: All aggregate passing a No. 8 (2.36 mm) sieve
Coarse Aggregate: All aggregate retained on a No. 8 (2.36 mm) sieve

802.1.02 Related References
A. Standard Specifications
   Section 800—Coarse Aggregate
   Section 828—Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete Mixtures

B. Referenced Documents
   AASHTO T 27
   AASHTO T 96
   ASTM C 295
   GDT 63
   GDT 76
   SOP 1

802.2 Materials

802.2.01 Fine Aggregate for Asphaltic Concrete
A. Requirements
   Use the appropriate type, group, class, and grade of fine aggregate.
   1. Types
      Use fine aggregate made of sharp, strong, angular material meeting the required performance characteristics when combined into a mixture.
      a. Ensure that the aggregate meets the following requirements:
         - Does not contain any deleterious substances.
         - Natural sand is free of organic matter, roots, or twigs.
         - Aggregate is manufactured from Class A or B crushed stone, gravel, slag, or synthetic aggregate that meets the requirements of Section 800.
         - A combination of natural and manufactured sands meets the requirements in Subsection 802.2.01.A.3 and Subsection 832.2.01.A.4 after being combined.
b. Do not use crushed alluvial gravel as virgin aggregate in any mixture.

2. Groups
   Fine aggregate groups include:
   a. Group I—Limestone, dolomite, marble, or combination thereof
   b. Group II—Gravel, slag, granitic and gneissic rocks, quartzite, natural sand, or a combination thereof

3. Sand Equivalent
   Use these sand equivalent values:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Sand Equivalent Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group I</td>
<td>At least 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group II</td>
<td>At least 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural sand</td>
<td>At least 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blended sand*</td>
<td>Natural sand at least 20; combined blend at least 25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   *Blended natural sands or natural sand blended with stone screenings that meet the Group I or Group II sand equivalent limits.

4. Mica
   a. Use fine aggregate with no more than 35 percent free mica in asphaltic concrete surface mixes.
   b. When approved by the Engineer, use fine aggregate with more than 35 percent mica if blended with natural sand or sand manufactured from Group II aggregates. Ensure the blend has no more than 35 percent free mica and meets all other requirements of this Section, Section 800 and Section 828.

5. Aggregate for Stone Matrix Asphalt
   Manufactured screenings will be considered as fine aggregate and shall contain no more than 20 percent by weight coarser than a No. 4 (4.75 mm) sieve.

B. Fabrication
   General Provisions 101 through 150.

C. Acceptance
   Test the fine aggregate as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate gradation</td>
<td>AASHTO T 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand equivalent</td>
<td>GDT 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica content</td>
<td>GDT 76 or ASTM C 295</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Materials Warranty
   General Provisions 101 through 150.

802.2.02 Coarse Aggregate for Asphaltic Concrete
   A. Requirements
      1. Types
         Ensure coarse aggregate meets the following requirements:
         - Class A or B crushed stone, gravel, slag, or synthetic aggregate as in Subsection 800.2.
         - Have uniform quality throughout without any deleterious substances.
         - Meet the required performance characteristics when combined into a mixture.

         NOTE: Do not use alluvial gravel as virgin aggregate.

      2. Groups
Coarse aggregate shall be one of either group below as specified in the composition Table in Subsection 828.2.A.2:
- Group I—Limestone, dolomite, marble, or combination thereof
- Group II—Gravel, slag, granite and gneissic rocks, quartzite, or combination thereof

3. Aggregate for Stone Matrix Asphalt
   Use coarse aggregate that meets requirements of this Section and Section 800 except as follows:
   - Use Class A aggregate only with percent wear of each individual size not to exceed 45 percent based on the B grading of AASHTO T 96
   - Use aggregate which contains no more than 20 percent flat and elongated pieces (length greater than three times the average thickness) for that portion of the blend of all aggregate retained on the No. 4 (4.75 mm) sieve.

B. Fabrication
   General Provisions 101 through 150.

C. Acceptance
   Test as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coarse Aggregate</td>
<td>Subsection 800.2.01.C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Materials Warranty
   General Provisions 101 through 150.
819.1 General Description
This Section covers the general requirements for fiber stabilizing additives incorporated into asphaltic concrete mixtures. These fibers are used to stabilize the asphalt film surrounding aggregate particles to reduce drain-down of the asphalt cement. Use cellulose or mineral fiber stabilizer listed on OPL 77, Fiber Stabilizing Additives.

819.1.01 Related References
A. Standard Specifications
   General Provisions 101 through 150.

B. Referenced Documents
   AASHTO T 245
   AASHTO T 305
   ASTM D 128
   GDT 130
   OPL 77

819.2 Materials
Use an approved mineral or cellulose fiber stabilizing additive currently listed in OPL 77. Approved additives shall meet the requirements below. Dosage rates below are typical ranges. Use the dosage rate prescribed in the Job Mix Formula, as approved by the Office of Materials and Research.

A. Requirements for all fiber types
   1. Use a fiber stabilizer of the type and properties appropriate to the plant’s metering and delivery system. When tested in a standard mixture according to AASHTO T 305, the fiber stabilizing additive shall limit drain-down to not more than 0.2% of the weight of the mixture. For the purpose of evaluating these additives, the following test conditions apply.
      • The mixture tested shall consist of a standard No. 7 stone and 6.4% asphalt cement.
• Mixing and compaction temperatures for the test shall be as prescribed in AASHTO T 245, Section 3.3.1.
• Wet mixing time shall be 60 ± 2 seconds.
• Unseparated fibers, determined by visual inspection of the mixture after the drain-down test, shall not exceed 5% of total fiber content.

B. Cellulose Fibers

Add cellulose fibers at a dosage rate between 0.2% and 0.4% by weight of the total mix, according to the approved Job Mix Formula. Fiber properties shall be as follows:

• Ash Content by ASTM D 128: 23% maximum non-volatile content
• pH: 7.0 to 12.0
• Moisture Content: 5.0% maximum

C. Cellulose Pellets

Use cellulose fiber stabilizing additive in pellet form that meets the requirements of Subsection 819.2.A and Subsection 819.2.B. Use pellets that disperse sufficiently at mixing temperature to blend uniformly into the asphalt mixture. Use pellets that do not exceed 0.24 in (6.0 mm) average pellet diameter. Pellets may contain binder ingredients such as asphalt cement, wax, or polymer. Do not use pellets if the binder ingredient exceeds 20.0% of the total weight of the pellets. Use binder that produces no measurable effect on the properties of the asphalt cement. Do not use fiber pellets which soften or clump together when stored at temperatures up to 122 °F (50 °C).

Add approved palletized fiber stabilizing additive at a dosage rate between 0.2% and 0.4% by weight of the total mix, according to the approved Job Mix Formula established by the Office of Materials and Research.

NOTE: If the binder material constitutes more than 3% of the pellet weight, the dosage rate shall be based upon the net fiber content.

D. Mineral Fibers

Use mineral fibers made from virgin basalt, diabase, slag or other silicate rock. Add the fiber at a dosage rate prescribed in the approved Job Mix Formula, between 0.3% and 0.6% by weight of the total mix. Use approved mineral fiber from QPL 77, meeting the following requirements for Shot content, as tested according to GDT 130:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sieve</th>
<th>Minimum Percent Passing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No 60</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 230</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Materials Warranty

General Provisions 101 through 150.
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
STATE OF GEORGIA
SUPPLEMENTAL SPECIFICATION

Section 830—Portland Cement

Delete Section 830 and substitute the following:

830.1 General Description
This section includes the requirements for Portland cement, including Portland blast-furnace slag cement and Portland-Pozzolan cement.

830.1.01 Related References
A. Standard Specifications
   Section 831–Admixtures
B. Referenced Documents
   AASHTO M 85
   AASHTO M 240
   OPL 3

830.2 Materials
830.2.01 Portland Cement
A. Requirements
   Use only Portland cements that are listed in OPL 3.
   1. Types
      Use Portland cement that meets the requirements in AASHTO M 85. Portland cement types include:

      | Use          | High Early Strength Concrete | Remaining Portland Cement Concrete |
      |--------------|------------------------------|----------------------------------|
      | *Portland cement | Types I or III              | Types I or II                   |

*Portland cement – a hydraulic cement produced by pulverizing clinker consisting essentially of hydraulic crystalline calcium silicates, and usually containing one or more of the following: water, calcium sulfate, up to 5% limestone, and processing additions.

2. Ensure that the Portland cement concrete meets the low alkali and the false set requirements of AASHTO M 85.
3. Do not use cement that is damaged, partially set, lumpy, or caked.
4. Mixing and Storing
Do not mix or store different brands or types of cement in the same bin. Do not mix or store the same brand of cement from different mills in the same bin.

B. Fabrication
   General Provisions 101 through 150.

C. Acceptance
   See the requirements in AASHTO M 85.

D. Materials Warranty
   General Provisions 101 through 150.

830.2.02 Portland Blast-Furnace Slag Cement

A. Requirements
   Use Portland blast-furnace slag cement in cement stabilization that meets the requirements of AASHTO M 240, Type IS.

B. Fabrication
   General Provisions 101 through 150.

C. Acceptance
   See requirements of AASHTO M 240, Type IS.

D. Materials Warranty
   General Provisions 101 through 150.

830.2.03 Portland-Pozzolan Cement

A. Requirements
   Use Portland-Pozzolan cement that meets the requirements of AASHTO M 240, Type IP, with the following modifications:
   1. Limit the fly ash content to a maximum of 25 percent by weight.
   2. Limit the Pozzolan to fly ash that meets the requirements of Subsection 831.2.03.
   3. If grinding fly ash with Portland cement clinker to produce Portland-Pozzolan cement, do the following:
      Exclude the fineness and the loss-on-ignition requirements of Subsection 831.2.03.
      Ensure that the final blend of Portland-Pozzolan cement meets AASHTO M 240, Type IP requirements.
   4. Wherever the Standard Specifications allow or specify Portland cement that meets the requirements of Subsection 830.2.03, you may substitute Portland-Pozzolan cement that meets the requirements of this Subsection.
   5. If the substitute cement results in a higher cement factor than required for Type I cement, the cost of the additional cement will be borne by the Contractor.

B. Fabrication
   General Provisions 101 through 150.

C. Acceptance
   See the requirements of AASHTO M 240, Type IP.

D. Materials Warranty
   General Provisions 101 through 150.

Office of Materials & Research
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
STATE OF GEORGIA
SUPPLEMENTAL SPECIFICATION

Section 883—Mineral Filler

Delete Section 883 and substitute the following:

883.1 General Description

This section covers mineral filler used as an ingredient in bituminous paving mixtures. Use mineral filler listed in the approved Asphalt Mix Design and Job Mix Formula and in Qualified Products List (QPL) 81. Use an approved mineral filler that meets the requirements below and consist of finely divided rock dust, slag dust, hydrated lime, hydraulic cement, or fly ash. Other fine, inert, non-toxic materials produced as by-products of industrial processes and meeting the requirements below may be approved as mineral filler based on satisfactory performance in the asphalt mix design procedure. Ensure mineral filler is sufficiently dry, flows freely, and is free from lumps.

883.1.01 Related References
A. Standard Specifications
   General Provisions 101 through 150.

B. Referenced Documents
   QPL81
   AASHTO R 28
   AASHTO T 240
   AASHTO T 313
   AASHTO T 315
   GDT-22
   GDT 123

883.2 Materials

883.2.01 Mineral Filler
A. Requirements

Use mineral filler meeting the following gradation limits:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sieve Size</th>
<th>Percent Passing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 30 (600 μm)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 50 (300 μm)</td>
<td>95-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 200 (75 μm)</td>
<td>55-100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ensure that the mineral filler is free from impurities.

Subject mineral filler for use in Stone Matrix Asphalt (SMA) to mortar property testing according to AASHTO T-240, AASHTO R-28, AASHTO T-313, and AASHTO T-315. Mineral filler may be rejected and removed from QPL-81 for unsatisfactory performance as an ingredient in an asphalt mixture, as determined in these procedures or in the SMA Mix design procedure, GDT-123. Ensure the total fine mortar meets the following requirements:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unaged DSR, G'/(sinθ)kPa</td>
<td>5 minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTFO Aged DSR, G'/(sinθ)kPa</td>
<td>11 minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAV Aged BBR, Stiffness (MPa)</td>
<td>1500 maximum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. **Fabrication**

General Provisions 101 through 150.

C. **Acceptance**

Test gradation according to GDT-22.

D. **Materials Warranty**

General Provisions 101 through 150.

---

Office of Materials and Research
PROJECT#FG066 -- RFB2015-16 NEW ACCESS ROAD TO PARK 53
BUSINESS PARK – PHASE I (PROJECT #FG066)

SUBMITTED TO: Barrow County Board of Commissioners

SUBMITTED BY: _______________________________(Hereinafter called “Bidder”)

NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF PRIME/GENERAL CONTRACTOR:

___________________________________  
___________________________________  
___________________________________  
___________________________________

Barrow County Board of Commissioners:

Having carefully examined the Request For Bid, Scope and Procedures, Technical Specifications, GDOT Specifications, GDOT Permit and Construction Plans for RFB2015-16, as well as the premises and conditions affecting the Work, the undersigned proposes to furnish all services, labor and materials as called for by RFB2015-16, and complete all Work within twenty-six (26) weeks of generation of a Notice To Proceed, in accordance with said documents, for a total bid amount of (complete Pages 2 through 4 and furnish with Page 1):

_______________________________________________________ ($________________)

It is understood that Barrow County is only obligated for actual quantities installed and that payment(s) will be made based upon material tickets and satisfactory inspections. Included and attached is a Bid Bond in the amount of five percent (5%) of this Bid.

Signed, sealed, and dated this _____ Day of _____________, 2015.

Bidder: ________________________(Seal)
(Company Name)

By: ______________________________
Title: ____________________________

By: ______________________________
Title: ____________________________
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>PAY ITEM</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>ESTIMATED QUANTITY</th>
<th>UNIT PRICE</th>
<th>BID AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td>150-1000</td>
<td>TRAFFIC CONTROL</td>
<td>LUMP SUM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>163-0232</td>
<td>TEMPORARY GRASSING</td>
<td>ACRE</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td>163-0240</td>
<td>MULCH</td>
<td>TON</td>
<td>250</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td>163-0300</td>
<td>CONSTRUCTION EXIT</td>
<td>EACH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5)</td>
<td>167-1000</td>
<td>WATER QUALITY MONITORING &amp; SAMPLING</td>
<td>EACH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6)</td>
<td>167-1500</td>
<td>WATER QUALITY INSPECTION</td>
<td>EACH</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7)</td>
<td>171-0010</td>
<td>TEMPORARY SILT FENCE, TP A</td>
<td>LINEAR FOOT</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8)</td>
<td>171-0030</td>
<td>TEMPORARY SILT FENCE, TP C</td>
<td>LINEAR FOOT</td>
<td>2,800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9)</td>
<td>210-0100</td>
<td>GRADING COMPLETE</td>
<td>LUMP SUM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10)</td>
<td>310-1101</td>
<td>GR AGGR BASE CRS, INCL MATERIAL &amp; HAUL</td>
<td>TON</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11)</td>
<td>402-3121</td>
<td>RECY ASPH CONC SUPERPAVE 25 MM, INCL BITUM MATERIAL, H. LIME &amp; HAUL</td>
<td>TON</td>
<td>1,600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12)</td>
<td>402-3190</td>
<td>RECY ASPH CONC SUPERPAVE 19MM, INCL BITUM MATERIAL, H. LIME &amp; HAUL</td>
<td>TON</td>
<td>680</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13)</td>
<td>402-3130</td>
<td>RECY ASPH CONCRETE SUPERPAVE 12.5 MM, INCL BITUM MATERIAL, H. LIME &amp; HAUL</td>
<td>TON</td>
<td>420</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14)</td>
<td>402-3103</td>
<td>RECY ASPH CONC SUPERPAVE 9.5MM, INCL BITUM MATERIAL, H.LIME &amp; HAUL</td>
<td>TON</td>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15)</td>
<td>413-1000</td>
<td>BITUM TACK COAT</td>
<td>GALLON</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16)</td>
<td>318-3000</td>
<td>AGGREGATE SURFACE CRS</td>
<td>TON</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO.</td>
<td>PAY ITEM</td>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td>UNIT</td>
<td>ESTIMATED QUANTITY</td>
<td>UNIT PRICE</td>
<td>BID AMOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17)</td>
<td>441-0018</td>
<td>DRIVEWAY CONCRETE, 8 INCH THICK</td>
<td>SQUARE YARD</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18)</td>
<td>441-0600</td>
<td>CONCRETE HEADWALL FOR 18&quot; PIPE</td>
<td>EACH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19)</td>
<td>441-0748</td>
<td>CONCRETE MEDIAN, 6 INCH</td>
<td>SQUARE YARD</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20)</td>
<td>441-6222</td>
<td>CONCRETE CURB &amp; GUTTER, 8-INCHx30-INCH, TP 2</td>
<td>LINEAR FOOT</td>
<td>3,840</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21)</td>
<td>444-9999</td>
<td>SAWCUT ASPH PAVEMENT</td>
<td>LINEAR FOOT</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22)</td>
<td>500-9999</td>
<td>CLASS B CONC, BASE OR PAVEMENT WIDENING</td>
<td>CUBIC YARD</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23)</td>
<td>550-1180</td>
<td>STORM DRAIN PIPE, 18-INCH H1-10 HDPE</td>
<td>LINEAR FOOT</td>
<td>1,550</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24)</td>
<td>603-2181</td>
<td>RIP RAP, TP 3, 18-INCH</td>
<td>SQUARE YARD</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25)</td>
<td>603-7000</td>
<td>PLASTIC FILTER FABRIC</td>
<td>SQUARE YARD</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26)</td>
<td>550-4218</td>
<td>FLARED END SECTION, 18-INCH STORM DRAIN</td>
<td>EACH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27)</td>
<td>636-1033</td>
<td>HIGHWAY SIGNS TP1 MATERIAL, REFLECTIVE SHEETING TP 9</td>
<td>SQUARE YARD</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28)</td>
<td>636-2070</td>
<td>GALVANIZED STEEL POSTS, TP 7</td>
<td>LINEAR FOOT</td>
<td>104</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29)</td>
<td>653-0120</td>
<td>THERMOPLASTIC MARKING, ARROW, TP2</td>
<td>EACH</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30)</td>
<td>653-1502</td>
<td>THERMOPLASTIC SOLID TRAFFIC STRIPE, 5-INCH, YELLOW</td>
<td>LINEAR FOOT</td>
<td>2,020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31)</td>
<td>653-1501</td>
<td>THERMOPLASTIC SOLID TRAFFIC STRIPE, 5-INCH, WHITE</td>
<td>LINEAR FOOT</td>
<td>2,490</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32)</td>
<td>653-1704</td>
<td>THERMOPLASTIC SOLID TRAFFIC STRIPE, 24-INCH WHITE</td>
<td>LINEAR FOOT</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33)</td>
<td>653-3501</td>
<td>THERMOPLASTIC SKIP TRAFFIC STRIPE, 5-INCH, WHITE</td>
<td>GROSS LINEAR FOOT</td>
<td>400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO.</td>
<td>PAY ITEM</td>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td>UNIT</td>
<td>ESTIMATED QUANTITY</td>
<td>UNIT PRICE</td>
<td>BID AMOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34)</td>
<td>653-6004</td>
<td>THERMOPLASTIC TRAFFIC STRIPING, WHITE</td>
<td>SQUARE YARD</td>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35)</td>
<td>653-6006</td>
<td>THERMOPLASTIC TRAFFIC STRIPING, YELLOW</td>
<td>SQUARE YARD</td>
<td>695</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36)</td>
<td>654-1001</td>
<td>RAISED PVMT MARKERS TP1</td>
<td>EACH</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37)</td>
<td>654-1003</td>
<td>RAISED PVMT MARKERS TP3</td>
<td>EACH</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38)</td>
<td>668-1100</td>
<td>CATCH BASIN, GP 1 INCLUDES BASIN, FORM &amp; POUR CONCRETE APRON &amp; TOP, M.H. RING &amp; COVER, GROUT</td>
<td>EACH</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39)</td>
<td>700-6910</td>
<td>PERMANENT GRASSING, INCL FERTILIZER AND LIME</td>
<td>ACRE</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40)</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>REMOVE AND RESET EXISTING LANDSCAPING @ GAS STATION ENTRANCE</td>
<td>LUMP SUM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41)</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>RELOCATE EXISTING AIR PUMP AND POWER OUTLET @ GAS STATION ENTRANCE</td>
<td>LUMP SUM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42)</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>ADJUST TO F.G. EXIST M.H. RING &amp; COVER @ RT. TURN LANE, INCL. MATERIAL WITH TRAFFIC RATED COVER</td>
<td>LUMP SUM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43)</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>ROCK EXCAVATION (STATED UNIT PRICE)</td>
<td>CUBIC YARD</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
<td>$10,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GRAND TOTAL = ____________________

Submitted By: _______________________________ Date: ________________
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES AGREEMENT
FOR THE NEW ACCESS ROAD TO PARK 53 BUSINESS PARK - PHASE I
(PROJECT #FG066)

This Construction Services Agreement (the “Agreement”) is made and entered into this ___ day of ______________, 2015, by and between BARROW COUNTY, a political subdivision of the State of Georgia, acting by and through its governing authority, the Barrow County Board of Commissioners (“County”), and _________________, a ______________ with its principal place of business located at ________________, (“Contractor”), collectively referred to as the "Parties”.

W I T N E S S E T H:

WHEREAS, the County desires to employ a contractor to perform services for the construction of a Project, as defined below; and

WHEREAS, the County solicited bids for construction of the Project pursuant to Barrow County Request for Bid 2015-16, Project Number FG066, dated August 16, 2015; (the “RFB” a copy of which is maintained in the files of the Barrow County Purchasing Department); and

WHEREAS, the Contractor submitted a complete and timely bid and met all bid requirements such that the County awarded Project Number FG066 to the Contractor; and

WHEREAS, the County finds that specialized knowledge, skills, and training are necessary to perform the Work contemplated under this Agreement; and

WHEREAS, the Contractor has represented that it is qualified by training and experience to perform the Work; and

WHEREAS, based upon Contractor’s bid to perform the construction services described herein, the County has selected Contractor as the successful bidder, and

WHEREAS, Contractor desires to perform the Work as set forth in this Agreement under the terms and conditions provided in this Agreement; and

WHEREAS, the public interest will be served by this Agreement; and

WHEREAS, Contractor has familiarized itself with the nature and extent of the Contract Documents, the Project, and the Work, with all local conditions and federal, state and local laws, ordinances, rules and regulations in any manner that may affect cost, progress or performance of Work, and Contractor is aware that he must be licensed to do business in the State of Georgia.

NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual promises contained herein and other good and adequate consideration, the sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the
Parties hereto do mutually agree as follows:

Section 1. Contract Documents

The following documents, attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference, constitute the Contract Documents:

A. This Agreement;
B. Request for Bid (maintained on file with the Purchasing Department);
C. Bid Documents from Contractor, dated ____________ ____, ______, with portions attached hereto as Exhibit “A”;
D. Performance Bond and Payment Bond (included in the RFB maintained on file with the Purchasing Department);
E. Noncollusion Affidavit of Prime Bidder, attached hereto as Exhibit “B”;
F. Final Affidavit, attached hereto as Exhibit “C”;
G. Alien Employment affidavits attached hereto as Exhibits “D” and “E”;
H. Plans and specifications, including but not limited to the Specifications, the Georgia Department of Transportation Specifications Standards, and Special Provisions, Scope and Procedure, Technical Specifications, GDOT approved permit and plan, and construction plans (included in the RFB maintained on file with the Purchasing Department), with any modifications (if issued) attached hereto as Exhibit “F”;
I. Key Personnel, attached hereto as Exhibit “G”;
J. Notice of Award, attached hereto as Exhibit “H”;
K. Barrow County Code of Ethics;
L. The following, which may be delivered or issued after the Effective Date of the Agreement and are not attached hereto: All Written Amendments and other documents amending, modifying, or supplementing the Contract Documents if properly adopted in writing and executed by the Parties.

In the event of any discrepancy among the Contract Documents, that provision that inures most to the benefit of the County, as determined by the County in its sole discretion, shall govern.

Section 2. Project Description
The Project is defined generally as follows: RFB2015-16 Project #FG066, New Access Road to Park 53 Business Park – Phase I, which is described generally as construction of new access road to Park 53, and entrance improvements to include widening and overlaying the asphalt pavement of SR53 (the “Project”).

Section 3. The Work

The Work to be completed under this Agreement (the “Work”) includes, but shall not be limited to, the Work described in the Specifications, Scope of Work, Technical Specifications, GDOT approved permit and plan, Bid Form, the Georgia Department of Transportation Specifications, Standards, and Special Provisions, Construction Plans, and elsewhere in the Contract Documents. The Work includes all material, labor, insurance, tools, equipment, and any other miscellaneous items and work reasonably inferable from the Contract Documents. The term “reasonably inferable” takes into consideration the understanding of the Parties that some details necessary for completion of the Work may not be shown on the drawings or included in the specifications, but they are a requirement of the Work if they are a usual and customary component of the Work or are otherwise necessary for complete installation and operation of the Work. Contractor shall complete the Work in strict accordance with the Contract Documents. In the event of any discrepancy among the terms of the various Contract Documents, the provision most beneficial to the County, as determined by the County in its sole discretion, shall govern.

The County will issue a Notice to Proceed, which Notice to Proceed shall state the dates for beginning Work and for achieving Final Completion of Work. Work shall commence within five (5) days of County’s issuance of the Notice to Proceed.

Unless otherwise approved, the Contractor shall perform its obligations under this Agreement as expeditiously as is consistent with reasonable skill and care and the orderly progress of the Work.

Section 4. Contract Periods; Liquidated Damages

A. Contract Periods/Contract Term. Contractor warrants and represents that it will perform its Work in a prompt and timely manner, which shall not impose delays on the progress of the Work. The Contractor shall commence Work pursuant to this Agreement on or before a date to be specified on a written “Notice to Proceed” provided by the County (the “Commencement Date”), and the Parties intend that all Work shall be completed on or before the date twenty-six (26) weeks following the of commencement specified in the Notice to Proceed. Every effort will be made by Contractor to shorten this period. If the Term of this Agreement is longer than one year, the Parties agree that this Agreement, as required by O.C.G.A. § 36-60-13, shall terminate absolutely and without further obligation on the part of the County on December 31 each calendar year of the Term, and further, that this Agreement shall automatically renew on January 1 of each subsequent calendar
year absent the County’s provision of written notice of non-renewal to Contractor at least five (5) days prior to the end of the then current calendar year. Title to any supplies, materials, equipment, or other personal property shall remain in Contractor until fully paid for by the County.

B. **Liquidated Damages.** The County and Contractor recognize that time is of the essence of this Agreement and that County will suffer financial loss if the Work is not completed in accordance with the deadlines specified in Section 4(A) above and within the Contract Documents. The County and Contractor also recognize the delays, expense, and difficulties involved in proving in a legal or arbitration proceeding the actual loss suffered by the County if the Work is not completed within the specified times. Accordingly, instead of requiring any such proof, the County and Contractor agree that, as liquidated damages for delay (but not as a penalty), the Contractor shall pay to the County **One Hundred Fifty and 00/100 Dollars ($150.00)** for each and every day that expires after the deadlines provided herein, or agreed to in writing by both Parties in a change order.

C. **Expediting Completion.** The Contractor is accountable for completing the Work within the time period provided in the Contract Documents, or as otherwise amended by a change order. If, in the judgment of the County, the Work is behind schedule and the rate of placement of work is inadequate to regain scheduled progress to insure timely completion of the entire Work or a separable portion thereof, the Contractor, when so informed by the County, shall immediately take action to increase the rate of work placement by:

(1) An increase in working forces;
(2) An increase in equipment or tools;
(3) An increase in hours of work or number of shifts;
(4) Expediting delivery of materials; and/or
(5) Other action proposed if acceptable to County.

Within five (5) calendar days after such notice from County that the Work is behind schedule, the Contractor shall notify the County in writing of the specific measures taken and/or planned to increase the rate of progress. The Contractor shall include an estimate as to the date of scheduled progress recovery. Should the County deem the plan of action inadequate, the Contractor shall take additional steps to make adjustments as necessary to its plan of action until it meets with the County’s approval.

**Section 5. Contractor’s Compensation; Time and Method of Payment**

A. The total amount paid under this Agreement as compensation for Work performed and reimbursement for costs incurred shall not, in any case, exceed $___________. except as outlined in Section 6 below (the “Contract Price”). The compensation for
Work performed shall be based upon the unit price shown on the Contractor’s Bid Form and actual quantities installed.

B. County agrees to pay the Contractor for the Work performed and costs incurred by Contractor upon certification by the County that the Work was actually performed and costs actually incurred in accordance with this Agreement. Compensation for Work performed and reimbursement for costs incurred shall be paid to the Contractor upon receipt and approval by the County of invoices setting forth in detail the Work performed, actual quantities installed and costs incurred. Invoices shall be submitted on a monthly basis, and such invoices shall reflect charges incurred versus charges budgeted. Each invoice shall be accompanied by an Interim Waiver and Release upon Payment (or a Waiver and Release upon Final Payment in the case of the invoice for final payment) procured by the Contractor from all subcontractors in accordance with O.C.G.A. § 44-14-366.

C. County and Contractor shall comply with the provisions of O.C.G.A. § 13-10-80. The Contractor through each invoice may request payment of no more than ninety percent (90%) of that portion of the Work completed during the term covered by such invoice until fifty percent (50%) of the Contract Price, as may be adjusted, is due and the manner of completion of the Work and its progress are reasonably satisfactory to the County. Payment for the remaining ten percent (10%) of Work completed and covered by such invoices shall be retained by the County until Final Completion. Once fifty percent (50%) of the Contract Price, as may be adjusted, is due and the manner of completion of the Work and its progress are reasonably satisfactory to the County, no additional retainage shall be withheld, except as provided below. At the discretion of the County and with the written approval of the Contractor, the retainage of each subcontractor may be released separately as the subcontractor completes his or her work.

If, after discontinuing the retention, the County determines that the Work is unsatisfactory or has fallen behind schedule, retention may be resumed at the previous level. If retention is resumed by the County, the Contractor and subcontractors shall be entitled to resume withholding retainage accordingly. At Final Completion of the Work and as the County determines the Work to be reasonably satisfactory, the County shall, within 30 days after the invoice and other appropriate documentation as may be required by the Contract Documents are provided to the County, pay the retainage to the Contractor. If at that time there are any remaining incomplete minor items, an amount equal to 200 percent of the value of each item as determined by the County shall be withheld until such item or items are completed. The reduced retainage shall be shared by the Contractor and subcontractors as their interests may appear.

The Contractor shall, within ten (10) days from its receipt of retainage from the County, pass through payments to subcontractors and shall reduce each
subcontractor’s retainage in the same manner as the Contractor’s retainage is reduced by the County; provided, however, that the value of each subcontractor’s work complete and in place equals fifty percent (50%) of his or her subcontract value, including approved change orders and other additions to the subcontract value, provided, further, that the work of the subcontractor is proceeding satisfactorily and the subcontractor has provided or provides such satisfactory reasonable assurances of continued performance and financial responsibility to complete his or her work including any warranty work as the Contractor in his or her reasonable discretion may require, including, but not limited to, a payment and performance bond. The subcontractor shall, within ten (10) days from the subcontractor’s receipt of retainage from the Contractor, pass through payments to lower tier subcontractors and shall reduce each lower tier subcontractor’s retainage in the same manner as the subcontractor’s retainage is reduced by the Contractor; provided, however, that the value of each lower tier subcontractor’s work complete and in place equals fifty percent (50%) of his or her subcontract value, including approved change orders and other additions to the subcontract value; provided, further, that the work of the lower tier subcontractor is proceeding satisfactorily and the lower tier subcontractor has provided or provides such satisfactory reasonable assurances of continued performance and financial responsibility to complete his or her work including any warranty work as the subcontractor in his or her reasonable discretion may require, including, but not limited to, a payment and performance bond.

Neither final payment nor any retained percentage shall become due until the Contractor submits to the County: (1) an affidavit that payrolls, bills for materials and equipment, and other indebtedness connected with the Work for which the County or County property might be responsible or encumbered (less amounts withheld by County) have been paid or otherwise satisfied; (2) a certificate evidencing that insurance, required by the Contract Documents to remain in force after final payment, is currently in effect and will not be canceled or allowed to expire until at least 30 calendar days prior written notice has been given to the County; (3) a written statement that the Contractor knows of no substantial reason that the insurance will not be renewable to cover the period required by the Contract Documents; (4) consent of surety, if any, to final payment; (5) a release or waiver of liens, claims, security interests, and encumbrances by all subcontractors and material suppliers; and (6), if required by the County, other data establishing payment or satisfaction of obligations, such as receipts, to the extent and in such form as may be designated by the County. If a subcontractor or material supplier refuses to furnish a release or waiver as required by the County, the Contractor may furnish a bond satisfactory to the County to indemnify the County against such lien. If such lien remains unsatisfied after payments are made, the Contractor shall refund to the County all money that the County may be compelled to pay in discharging such lien, including all costs and reasonable attorneys' fees.
Acceptance of final payment by the Contractor, a subcontractor or material supplier shall constitute a waiver of claims by that payee, except those claims previously made in writing and identified by that payee as unsettled at the time of final application for payment.

D. Any material deviations in tests or inspections performed, or times or locations required to complete such tests or inspections, and like deviations from the Work described in this Agreement shall be clearly communicated to the County before charges are incurred and shall be handled through change orders, as described in Section 6 below. The County shall pay the Contractor within thirty (30) days after approval of the invoice by County staff, less any retainage as described in this Section. No payments will be made for unauthorized work. Upon the County’s certification of Completion of the Project, an invoice should be submitted to the Barrow County Engineering Department, 30 North Broad Street, Winder, Georgia 30680 for approval, with a copy submitted electronically to payables@barrowga.org. Payment will be sent to the designated address by U. S. Mail only; payment will not be hand-delivered, though the Contractor may arrange to pick up payments directly from the County or may make written requests for the County to deliver payments to the Contractor by Federal Express delivery at the Contractor’s expense.

Section 6. Change Orders

A. “Change order” means a written modification of the Contract Documents, signed by the County and the Contractor.

B. The County reserves the right to order changes in the Work to be performed under this Agreement by altering, adding to, or deducting from the Work. All such changes shall be incorporated in written change orders and executed by the Contractor and the County. Such change orders shall specify the changes ordered and any necessary adjustment of compensation and completion time. If the Parties cannot reach an agreement on the terms for performing the changed work within a reasonable time to avoid delay or other unfavorable impacts as determined by the County in its sole discretion, the County shall have the right to determine reasonable terms, and the Contractor shall proceed with the changed work.

C. Any work added to the scope of this Agreement by a change order shall be executed under all the applicable conditions of this Agreement. No claim for additional compensation or extension of time shall be recognized, unless contained in a written change order duly executed on behalf of the County and the Contractor.

D. The County Manager has authority to execute without further action of the Barrow County Board of Commissioners, any number of change orders so long as their total effect does not materially alter the terms of this Agreement or materially
increase the total amount to be paid under this Agreement, as set forth in Section 5 above. Any such change orders materially altering the terms of this Agreement, or increasing the total amount to be paid under this Agreement in excess of $25,000.00, must be approved by the resolution of the Barrow County Board of Commissioners.

Section 7. **Covenants of Contractor**

A. **Ethics Code**

Contractor agrees that it shall not engage in any activity or conduct that would result in a violation of the Barrow County Code of Ethics or any other similar law or regulation.

B. **Time is of the Essence**

Contractor specifically acknowledges that TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE for completion of the Project.

C. **Expertise of Contractor**

Contractor accepts the relationship of trust and confidence established between it and the County, recognizing that the County’s intention and purpose in entering into this Agreement is to engage an entity with the requisite capacity, experience, and professional skill and judgment to provide the Work in pursuit of the timely and competent completion of the Work undertaken by Contractor under this Agreement. The Contractor agrees to use its best efforts, skill, judgment, and abilities to perform its obligations and to further the interests of County and the Project in accordance with County’s requirements and procedures.

Contractor represents that it has familiarized itself with the nature and extent of the Contract Documents, the Work, work site(s), locality, and all local conditions, laws and regulations that in any manner may affect cost, progress, performance, or furnishing of the Work. Contractor further represents and agrees that it has correlated the results of all such observations, examinations, investigations, explorations, tests, reports, and studies with the terms and conditions of the Contract Documents. Contractor represents that it has given the County written notice of all conflicts, errors, or discrepancies that the Contractor has discovered in the Contract Documents, and the written resolution thereof by the County is acceptable to the Contractor.

Contractor agrees that it will perform its services in accordance with the usual and customary standards of the Contractor’s profession or business and in compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations, codes, ordinances, or
orders applicable to the Project. Further, the Contractor agrees to bear the full cost of correcting the Contractor’s negligent or improper Work, the negligent or improper work of its contractors and subcontractors, and any harm caused by such negligent Work.

The Contractor’s duties shall not be diminished by any approval by the County of Work completed or produced; nor shall the Contractor be released from any liability by any approval by the County of Work completed or produced, it being understood that the County is ultimately relying upon the Contractor’s skill and knowledge in performing the Work required under the Contract Documents.

In the event that during the course of performing the Work, the Contractor discovers or reasonably should discover that there exists in any drawings, specifications, plans, sketches, instructions, information, requirements, procedures, and other data supplied to the Contractor (by the County or any other party) that is, in the Contractor’s opinion, unsuitable, improper, or inaccurate for the purposes for which the document or data is furnished, Contractor shall promptly inform the County of such inaccuracies, impropriety, issues or concerns.

D. Budgetary Limitations

Contractor agrees and acknowledges that budgetary limitations are not a justification for breach of sound principals of Contractor’s profession and industry. Contractor shall take no calculated risk in the performance of the Work. Specifically, Contractor agrees that, in the event it cannot perform the Work within the budgetary limitations established without disregarding sound principals of Contractor’s profession and industry, Contractor will give written notice immediately to the County.

E. County’s Reliance on the Work

The Contractor acknowledges and agrees that the County does not undertake to approve or pass upon matters of expertise of the Contractor and that therefore, the County bears no responsibility for Contractor’s Work performed under this Agreement. The Contractor acknowledges and agrees that the acceptance of Work by the County is limited to the function of determining whether there has been compliance with what is required to be produced under this Agreement. The County will not, and need not, inquire into adequacy, fitness, suitability or correctness of Contractor’s performance. Contractor further agrees that no approval of designs, plans, or specifications by any person, body, or agency shall relieve Contractor of the responsibility for adequacy, fitness, suitability, and correctness of Contractor’s Work under professional and industry standards, or for performing services under this Agreement in accordance with sound and accepted professional and industry principals.
F. Contractor’s Reliance on Submissions by the County

Contractor must have timely information and input from the County in order to perform the Work required under this Agreement. Contractor is entitled to rely upon information provided by the County, but Contractor shall be required to provide immediate written notice to the County if Contractor knows or reasonably should know that any information provided by the County is erroneous, inconsistent, or otherwise problematic.

G. Contractor’s Representative

_________________ shall be authorized to act on Contractor’s behalf with respect to the Work as Contractor’s designated representative.

H. Assignment of Agreement

The Contractor covenants and agrees not to assign or transfer any interest in, nor delegate any duties of this Agreement, without the prior express written consent of the County. As to any approved subcontractors, the Contractor shall be solely responsible for reimbursing them, and the County shall have no obligation to them.

I. Responsibility of Contractor and Indemnification of County

The Contractor covenants and agrees to take and assume all responsibility for the Work rendered in connection with this Agreement. The Contractor shall bear all losses and damages directly or indirectly resulting to it and/or the County on account of the performance or character of the Work rendered pursuant to this Agreement. Contractor shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the County, its officers, boards, commissions, elected and appointed officials, employees, servants, volunteers and agents (hereinafter referred to as “County Parties”) from and against any and all claims, injuries, suits, actions, judgments, damages, losses, costs, expenses, and liability of any kind whatsoever, including but not limited to, attorney’s fees and costs of defense (hereinafter “Liabilities”), which may be the result of willful, negligent, or tortious conduct arising out of the Work, performance of contracted services, or operations by the Contractor, any subcontractor, anyone directly or indirectly employed by the Contractor or subcontractor, or anyone for whose acts the Contractor or subcontractor may be liable, regardless of whether or not the negligent act is caused in part by a party indemnified hereunder. This indemnity obligation does not include Liabilities caused by or resulting from the sole negligence of the County or County Parties. Such obligation shall not be construed to negate, abridge, or otherwise reduce any other right or obligation of indemnity which would otherwise exist as to any party or person described in this provision.
In any and all claims against the County or County Parties, by any employee of the Contractor, any subcontractor, anyone directly or indirectly employed by the Contractor or subcontractor, or anyone for whose acts the Contractor or subcontractor may be liable, the indemnification obligation set forth in this provision shall not be limited in any way by any limitation on the amount or type of damages, compensation, or benefits payable by or for the Contractor or any subcontractor under workers’ or workmen’s compensation acts, disability benefit acts, or other employee benefit acts. This obligation to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the County and County Parties shall survive expiration or termination of this Agreement, provided that the claims are based upon or arise out of actions that occurred during the performance of this Agreement.

J. Independent Contractor

Contractor hereby covenants and declares that it is engaged in an independent business and agrees to perform the Work as an independent contractor and not as the agent or employee of the County. The Contractor agrees to be solely responsible for its own matters relating to the time and place the services are performed; the instrumentalities, tools, supplies, and/or materials necessary to complete the Work; hiring of subcontractors, agents, or employees to complete the Work; and the payment of employees, including compliance with Social Security, withholding, and all other regulations governing such matters. The Contractor agrees to be solely responsible for its own acts and those of its subordinates, employees, and subcontractors during the life of this Agreement. Any provisions of this Agreement that may appear to give the County the right to direct Contractor as to the details of the services to be performed by Contractor or to exercise a measure of control over such services will be deemed to mean that Contractor shall follow the directions of the County with regard to the results of such services only.

Inasmuch as the County and the Contractor are independent of each other, neither has the authority to bind the other to any third person or otherwise to act in any way as the representative of the other, unless otherwise expressly agreed to in writing signed by both parties hereto. The Contractor agrees not to represent itself as the County’s agent for any purpose to any party or to allow any employee of the Contractor to do so, unless specifically authorized, in advance and in writing, to do so, and then only for the limited purpose stated in such authorization. The Contractor shall assume full liability for any contracts or agreements the Contractor enters into on behalf of the County without the express knowledge and prior written consent of the County.

K. Insurance
(1) **Requirements:** The Contractor shall have and maintain in full force and effect for the duration of this Agreement, insurance insuring against claims for injuries to persons or damages to property which may arise from or in connection with the performance of the Work by the Contractor, its agents, representatives, employees or subcontractors. All policies shall be subject to approval by the County Attorney to form and content. These requirements are subject to amendment or waiver if so approved in writing by the County Manager.

(2) **Minimum Limits of Insurance:** Contractor shall maintain the following insurance policies with limits no less than:

(a) Comprehensive General Liability policy of $1,000,000 (one million dollars) combined single limit per occurrence $2,000,000 (two million dollars) aggregate for bodily and personal injury, sickness, disease or death, injury to or destruction of property, including loss of use resulting therefrom.

(b) Comprehensive Automobile Liability policy (covering owned, non-owned, and hired automobiles) of $1,000,000 (one million dollars) combined single limit per occurrence $2,000,000 (two million dollars) aggregate for bodily and personal injury, sickness, disease or death, injury to or destruction of property, including loss of use resulting therefrom.

(c) Professional Liability policy of $1,000,000 (one million dollars) for claims arising out of professional services and caused by the Contractor’s errors, omissions, or negligent acts.

(d) Workers’ Compensation policy with limits as required by the State of Georgia and Employers Liability limits of $1,000,000 (one million dollars) per accident.

(3) **Deductibles and Self-Insured Retentions:** Any deductibles or self-insured retentions must be declared to and approved by the County in writing.

(4) **Other Insurance Provisions:** The policy is to contain, or be endorsed to contain, the following provisions:

(a) **General Liability and Automobile Liability Coverage.**

   (i) The County and County Parties are to be covered as insureds as respects: liability arising out of activities performed by or on behalf of the Contractor; products and completed
operations of the Contractor; premises owned, leased, or used by the Contractor; automobiles owned, leased, hired, or borrowed by the Contractor. The coverage shall contain no special limitations on the scope of protection afforded to the County or County Parties.

(ii) The Contractor’s insurance coverage shall be primary noncontributing insurance as respects to any other insurance or self-insurance available to the County or County Parties. Any insurance or self-insurance maintained by the County or County Parties shall be in excess of the Contractor’s insurance and shall not contribute with it.

(iii) Any failure to comply with reporting provisions of the policies shall not affect coverage provided to the County and County Parties.

(iv) Coverage shall state that the Contractor’s insurance shall apply separately to each insured against whom claim is made or suit is brought.

(v) Coverage shall be provided on a “pay on behalf” basis, with defense costs payable in addition to policy limits. There shall be no cross liability exclusion.

(vi) The insurer shall agree to waive all rights of subrogation against the County and County Parties for losses arising from work performed by the Contractor for the County.

(b) Workers' Compensation Coverage: The insurer providing Workers’ Compensation Coverage will agree to waive all rights of subrogation against the County and County Parties for losses arising from work performed by the Contractor for the County.

(c) All Coverages:

(i) Each insurance policy required by this clause shall be endorsed to state that coverage shall not be suspended, voided, canceled, reduced in coverage or in limits except after thirty (30) days prior written notice by certified mail, return receipt requested, has been given to the County.

(ii) Policies shall have concurrent starting and ending dates.
(5) **Acceptability of Insurers**: Insurance is to be placed with insurers licensed to do business in Georgia and with an A.M. Best's rating of no less than A:VII.

(6) **Verification of Coverage**: Contractor shall furnish the County with certificates of insurance and endorsements to the policies evidencing coverage required by this Section prior to the start of Work. The certificate of insurance and endorsements shall be on a form utilized by Contractor’s insurer in its normal course of business and shall be received and approved by the County prior to execution of this Agreement by the County. The County reserves the right to require complete, certified copies of all required insurance policies, at any time. The Contractor shall provide proof that any expiring coverage has been renewed or replaced at least two (2) weeks prior to the expiration of the coverage.

(7) **Subcontractors**: Contractor shall include all subcontractors as insureds under its policies or shall furnish separate certificates and endorsements for each subcontractor. All coverage for subcontractors shall be subject to all of the requirements stated in this Agreement, including but not limited to naming the County and County Parties as additional insureds.

(8) **Claims-Made Policies**: Contractor shall extend any claims-made insurance policy for at least six (6) years after termination or final payment under the Agreement, whichever is later.

(9) **County as Additional Insured and Loss Payee**: The County and County Parties shall be named as additional insureds and loss payees on all policies required by this Agreement, except the County need not be named as an additional insured and loss payee on any Professional Liability policy or Workers' Compensation policy.

L. **Bonds**

The Contractor shall provide Performance and Payment bonds on the forms attached and with a surety licensed to do business in Georgia and listed on the Treasury Department’s most current list (Circular 570 as amended). Upon the request of any person or entity appearing to be a potential beneficiary of bonds covering payment of obligations arising under the Contract, the Contractor shall promptly furnish a copy of the bonds or shall permit a copy to be made.

M. **Employment of Unauthorized Aliens Prohibited**

(1) **E-Verify Affidavit**
It is the policy of the County that unauthorized aliens shall not be employed to perform work on County contracts involving the physical performance of services. Therefore, the County shall not enter into a contract for the physical performance of services within the State of Georgia unless the Contractor shall provide evidence on County-provided forms, attached hereto as Exhibits “D” and “E” (affidavits regarding compliance with the E-Verify program to be sworn under oath under criminal penalty of false swearing pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 16-10-71), that it and Contractor’s subcontractors have conducted a verification, under the federal Employment Eligibility Verification (“EEV” or “E-Verify”) program, of the social security numbers, or other identifying information now or hereafter accepted by the E-Verify program, of all employees who will perform work on the County contract to ensure that no unauthorized aliens will be employed. The Contractor hereby verifies that it has, prior to executing this Agreement, executed a notarized affidavit, the form of which is provided in Exhibit “D”, and submitted such affidavit to County. In the event the Contractor employs or contracts with any subcontractor(s) in connection with the covered contract, the Contractor agrees to secure from such subcontractor(s) attestation of the subcontractor’s compliance with O.C.G.A. § 13-10-91 and Rule 300-10-1-.02 by the subcontractor’s execution of the subcontractor affidavit, the form of which is attached hereto as Exhibit “E”, and such subcontractor affidavit shall become part of the contractor/subcontractor agreement. Further, Contractor agrees to provide completed copies of Exhibit “E” to the County within five (5) business days of receipt from any subcontractor.

The County Manager or his/her designee shall be authorized to conduct an inspection of the Contractor’s and Contractor’s subcontractors’ verification process at any time to determine that the verification was correct and complete. The Contractor and Contractor’s subcontractors shall retain all documents and records of their respective verification process for a period of three (3) years following completion of the contract.

The County Manager or his/her designee shall further be authorized to conduct periodic inspections to ensure that no County contractor or contractor’s subcontractors employ unauthorized aliens on County contracts. By entering into a contract with the County, the Contractor and Contractor’s subcontractors agree to cooperate with any such investigation by making their records and personnel available upon reasonable notice for inspection and questioning. Where a Contractor or Contractor’s subcontractors are found to have employed an unauthorized alien, the County Manager or his/her designee may report same to the Department of Homeland Security. The Contractor’s failure to cooperate with the investigation may be sanctioned by termination of the contract, and the Contractor shall be liable for all damages and delays occasioned by the County thereby.

Contractor hereby agrees to comply with the requirements of the federal Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA), P.L. 99-603, O.C.G.A. § 13-
Contractor’s compliance with the requirements of O.C.G.A. § 13-10-91 and Rule 300-10-1-.02 shall be attested by the execution of the contractor’s affidavit, attached hereto as Exhibit “D” and incorporated herein by this reference.

Contractor agrees that the employee-number category designated below is applicable to the Contractor.

___ 500 or more employees.
___ 100 or more employees.
___ Fewer than 100 employees.

Contractor hereby agrees that, in the event Contractor employs or contracts with any subcontractor(s) in connection with this Agreement, the Contractor will secure from the subcontractor(s) such subcontractor(s’) indication of the above employee-number category that is applicable to the subcontractor.

The above requirements shall be in addition to the requirements of State and federal law, and shall be construed to be in conformity with those laws.

N. Records, Reports and Audits

(1) Records:

(a) Records shall be established and maintained by the Contractor in accordance with requirements prescribed by the County with respect to all matters covered by this Agreement. Except as otherwise authorized, such records shall be maintained for a period of three years from the date that final payment is made under this Agreement. Furthermore, records that are the subject of audit findings shall be retained for three years or until such audit findings have been resolved, whichever is later.

(b) All costs shall be supported by properly executed payrolls, time records, invoices, contracts, or vouchers, or other official documentation evidencing in proper detail the nature and propriety of the charges. All checks, payrolls, invoices, contracts, vouchers, orders, or other accounting documents pertaining in whole or in part to this Agreement shall be clearly identified and readily accessible.
(2) **Reports and Information**: Upon request, the Contractor shall furnish to the County any and all statements, records, reports, data, and information related to matters covered by this Agreement in the form requested by the County.

(3) **Audits and Inspections**: At any time during normal business hours and as often as the County may deem necessary, there shall be made available to the County for examination all records with respect to all matters covered by this Agreement. The Contractor will permit the County to audit, examine, and make excerpts or transcripts from such records, and to audit all contracts, invoices, materials, payrolls, records of personnel, conditions of employment, and/or data relating to all matters covered by this Agreement.

O. **Confidentiality**

Contractor acknowledges that it may receive confidential information of the County and that it will protect the confidentiality of any such confidential information and will require any of its subcontractors, contractors, and/or staff to likewise protect such confidential information. The Contractor agrees that confidential information it receives or such reports, information, opinions, or conclusions that Contractor creates under this Agreement shall not be made available to, or discussed with, any individual or organization, including the news media, without prior written approval of the County. Contractor shall exercise reasonable precautions to prevent the unauthorized disclosure and use of County information whether specifically deemed confidential or not.

Contractor acknowledges that the County’s disclosure of documentation is governed by Georgia’s Open Record’s Act, and Contractor further acknowledges that, if Contractor submits records containing trade secret information and if Contractor wishes to keep such records confidential, Contractor must submit and attach to such records an affidavit affirmatively declaring that specific information in the records constitutes trade secrets pursuant to Article 27 of Chapter 1 of Title 10, and the Parties shall follow the requirements of O.C.G.A. § 50-18-72(a)(34) related thereto.

P. **Licenses, Certifications and Permits**

The Contractor covenants and declares that it has obtained all diplomas, certificates, licenses, permits, or the like required by any and all national, state, regional, county, local boards, agencies, commissions, committees or other regulatory bodies in order to perform the Work contracted for under this Agreement; provided that some permits or licenses related to the Project may be obtained as part of the Work and shall be obtained as required. All work performed by Contractor under this
Agreement shall be in accordance with applicable legal requirements and shall meet the standard of quality ordinarily expected of competent professionals. The Contractor shall furnish copies of all such permits, licenses, or approvals to the County within ten (10) days after issuance.

**Q. Key Personnel**

All of the individuals identified in Exhibit “G” are necessary for the successful completion of the Work due to their unique expertise and depth and breadth of experience. There shall be no change in Contractor’s Project Manager or members of the project team, as listed in Exhibit “G”, without written approval of the County. Contractor recognizes that the composition of this team was instrumental in the County’s decision to award the work to Contractor and that compelling reasons for substituting these individuals must be demonstrated for the County’s consent to be granted. Any substitutes shall be persons of comparable or superior expertise and experience. Failure to comply with the provisions of this Section shall constitute a material breach of Contractor’s obligations under this Agreement and shall be grounds for termination. Contractor shall not subcontract with any third party for the performance of any portion of the Work without the prior written consent of the County. Contractor shall be solely responsible for any such subcontractors in terms of performance and compensation.

**R. Authority to Contract**

The Contractor covenants and declares that it has obtained all necessary approvals of its board of directors, stockholders, general partners, limited partners, or similar authorities to simultaneously execute and bind Contractor to the terms of this Agreement, if applicable.

**S. Ownership of Work**

All reports, designs, drawings, plans, specifications, schedules, work product, and other materials prepared or in the process of being prepared for the Work to be performed by the Contractor (“materials”) shall be the property of the County, and the County shall be entitled to full access and copies of all such materials. Any such materials remaining in the hands of the Contractor or subcontractor upon completion or termination of the Work shall be delivered immediately to the County. The Contractor assumes all risk of loss, damage or destruction of or to such materials. If any materials are lost, damaged, or destroyed before final delivery to the County, the Contractor shall replace them at its own expense. Any and all copyrightable subject matter in all materials is hereby assigned to the County, and the Contractor agrees to execute any additional documents that may be necessary to evidence such assignment.
T. Meetings

The Contractor is required to meet with the County’s personnel, or designated representatives, to resolve technical or contractual problems that may occur during the term of the contract at no additional cost to the County. Meetings will occur as problems arise and will be coordinated by the County. The Contractor will be given a minimum of three full working days notice of meeting date, time, and location. Face-to-face meetings are desired. However, at the Contractor’s option and expense, a conference call meeting may be substituted. Consistent failure to participate in problem resolution meetings, two consecutive missed or rescheduled meetings, or to make a good faith effort to resolve problems, may result in termination of the contract.

U. Nondiscrimination

During the performance of this Agreement, the Contractor agrees as follows:

1. Compliance with Regulations
   The Contractor shall comply with the Regulations, hereinafter defined, relative to nondiscrimination in federally-assisted programs of the Department of Transportation (the “DOT”), Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, part 21, as well as Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 2000d, section 303 of the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 6102, section 202 of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12132, and all other provisions of Federal law, as they may be amended from time to time (the “Regulations”), which are herein incorporated by reference and made a part of this Agreement.

2. Nondiscrimination
   The Contractor, with regard to the Work performed by it during the contract, shall not discriminate on the grounds of race, color, sex, or national origin in the selection and retention of subcontractors, including procurement of materials and leases of equipment. The Contractor shall not participate either directly or indirectly in discrimination prohibited by Section 21.5 of the Regulations, including employment practices when the Agreement covers a program set forth in Appendix B of the Regulations.

3. Solicitations for Subcontracts, Including Procurement of Materials and Equipment
   In all solicitations either by competitive bidding or negotiations made by the Contractor for Work to be performed under a subcontract, including procurement of materials or leases of equipment, each potential subcontractor or supplier shall be notified by the Contractor of the Contractor’s obligations under this Agreement and the Regulations relative to nondiscrimination on the ground of race, color, sex, or national origin.

4. Information and Reports
The Contractor shall provide all information and reports required by the Regulations or directives issued pursuant thereto, and shall permit access to its books, records, accounts, and other sources of information and its facilities as may be determined by the County, GDOT, or the Federal Highway Administration to be pertinent to ascertain compliance with such Regulations, orders, and instructions. Where any information required of a contractor is in the exclusive possession of another who fails or refuses to furnish this information, the Contractor shall so certify to the County, or GDOT or the Federal Highway Administration, as appropriate, and shall set forth what efforts it has made to obtain such information.

5. **Sanctions for Noncompliance**
   In the event of the Contractor’s noncompliance with the nondiscriminatory provision of this Agreement, County shall impose contract sanctions as it or GDOT or the Federal Highway Administration may determine to be appropriate, including, but not limited to:
   (a) Withholding of payments to the Contractor under the Agreement until Contractor complies; and/or
   (b) Cancellation, termination, or suspension of the Agreement, in whole or in part.

6. **Incorporation of Provisions**
   The Contractor shall include the provisions of paragraphs (1) through (5) in every subcontract, procurement of materials and leases of equipment, unless exempt by the Regulations, or directives issue thereto.

   The Contractor shall take such action with respect to any subcontractor or procurement as the County or GDOT or the Federal Highway Administration may direct as a means of enforcing such provisions including sanctioning noncompliance: Provided, however, that in the event a Contractor becomes involved in, or is threatened with litigation with a subcontractor or supplier as a result of such direction, the Contractor may request the County to enter into such litigation to protect the interest of the County and, in addition, the Contractor may request the Georgia Department of Transportation to enter into such litigation to protect the interests of the State and the United States to enter into such litigation to protect the interests of the United States.

**Section 8. Covenants of the County**

A. **Right of Entry**

   The County shall provide for right of entry for Contractor to enter the respective property in order for Contractor to complete the Work.

**Section 9. Warranty**
The Contractor shall repair or replace all defects in materials, equipment, or workmanship appearing within one year from the date of Final Completion at no additional cost to the County. Further, Contractor shall provide all maintenance services, including parts and labor, for one year from the date of Final Completion at no additional cost to the County. An inspection shall be conducted by the County or its representative(s) near the completion of the one-year general warranty period to identify any issues that must be resolved by the Contractor. After the expiration of such warranty period, County shall be responsible for repairing issues resulting from normal wear and tear and shall be responsible for general maintenance of the Work; however, expiration of such warranty period shall not affect the Contractor’s continued liability under an implied warranty of merchantability and fitness. All other warranties implied by law, including fitness for a particular purpose and suitability, are hereby preserved and shall apply in full force and effect beyond the one-year period.

**Section 10. Termination**

A. The County may terminate this Agreement for convenience at any time upon providing written notice thereof to Contractor at least seven (7) calendar days in advance of the termination date. In the event of a termination for convenience, Contractor shall take immediate steps to terminate work as quickly and effectively as possible and shall terminate all commitments to third-parties, unless otherwise instructed by the County. Provided that no damages are due to the County for Contractor’s failure to perform in accordance with this Agreement, the County shall pay Contractor for work performed to date in accordance with Section 5 herein. The County shall have no further liability to Contractor for such termination. Further, at its sole discretion, the County may pay Contractor for additional value received as a result of Contractor’s efforts, but in no case shall said payment exceed any remaining unpaid portion of the Contract Price.

B. The County may terminate this Agreement for cause if Contractor breaches any material provision of this Agreement. The County shall give Contractor seven (7) days written notice of its intent to terminate the Agreement and the reasons therefore, and if Contractor, or its Surety, fails to cure the default within that period, the termination shall take place without further notice. The County shall then make alternative arrangements for completion of the Project. The County will make no payment to the Contractor or its Surety until all costs of completing the Project are paid. If the unpaid balance of the amount due the Contractor, according to this Agreement, exceeds the cost of finishing the Project, County shall provide payment to the Contractor (or its Surety) for services rendered and expenses incurred prior to the termination date, provided that such payment shall not exceed the unpaid balance of the amount otherwise payable under this Agreement minus the cost of completing the Project. If the costs of completing the Project exceed the unpaid balance, the Contractor or its Surety will pay the difference to the County.
The County reserves the right in termination for cause to take assignment of all contracts between the Contractor and its subcontractors, vendors, and suppliers. The County will promptly notify the Contractor of the contracts the County elects to assume. Upon receipt of such notice, the Contractor shall promptly take all steps necessary to effect such assignment.

C. If the County terminates this Agreement for cause, and it is later determined that the County did not have grounds to do so, the termination will be treated as a termination for convenience under the terms of Section 10(A) above.

D. Upon termination, the Contractor shall: (1) promptly discontinue all services affected, unless the notice directs otherwise; and (2) promptly deliver to the County all data, drawings, reports, summaries, and such other information and materials as may have been generated or used by the Contractor in performing this Agreement, whether completed or in process, in the form specified by the County.

E. The Contractor shall have no right to terminate this agreement prior to completion of the Work, except in the event of the County’s failure to pay the Contractor within thirty (30) days of Contractor providing the County with notice of a delinquent payment and an opportunity to cure.

F. The rights and remedies of the County and the Contractor provided in this Section are in addition to any other rights and remedies provided under this Agreement or at law or in equity.

Section 11. Miscellaneous

A. Defined Terms. Terms used in this Agreement shall have their ordinary meaning, unless otherwise defined below or elsewhere in the Contract Documents.

(i) “Final Completion” means when the Work has been completed in accordance with terms and conditions of the Contract Documents.

B. Complete Agreement. This Agreement, including the Contract Documents, constitutes the complete agreement between the Parties and supersedes any and all other agreements, either oral or in writing, between the Parties with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement. No other agreement, statement, or promise relating to the subject matter of this Agreement not contained in this Agreement or the Contract Documents shall be valid and binding. This Agreement may be modified or amended only by a written document signed by representatives of both Parties with appropriate authorization.

C. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed under the laws of the State of Georgia. Any action or suit related to this Agreement shall be
brought in the Superior Court of Barrow County, Georgia.

D. **Counterparts.** This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be deemed to be an original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument.

E. **Invalidity of Provisions; Severability.** Should any article(s) or section(s) of this Agreement, or any part thereof, later be deemed unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction, the offending portion of the Agreement should be severed, and the remainder of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect to the extent possible as if this Agreement had been executed with the invalid portion hereof eliminated, it being the intention of the parties that they would have executed the remaining portion of this Agreement without including any such part, parts, or portions which may for any reason be hereafter declared invalid.

F. **Business License.** Prior to commencement of the Work to be provided hereunder, Contractor shall apply to the County for a business license, pay the applicable business license fee, and maintain said business license during the term of this Agreement.

G. **Notices.**

(1) **Communications Relating to Day-to-Day Activities.**

All communications relating to the day-to-day activities of the Work shall be exchanged between _________________ for the County and _________________ for the Contractor.

(2) **Official Notices.**

All other notices, requests, demands, writings, or correspondence, as required by this Agreement, shall be in writing and shall be deemed received, and shall be effective, when (1) personally delivered, or (2) on the third day after the postmark date when mailed by certified mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested, or (3) upon actual delivery when sent via national overnight commercial carrier to the Parties at the addresses given below, or at a substitute address previously furnished to the other Parties by written notice in accordance herewith:

**NOTICE TO THE COUNTY** shall be sent to:

County Manager  
c/o Barrow County Board of Commissioners  
30 North Broad Street  
Winder, Georgia 30680
NOTICE TO CONTRACTOR shall be sent to:


Future changes in address shall be effective only upon written notice being given by the County to the Contractor or by the Contractor to the County Manager via one of the delivery methods described in this Section.

H. Waiver of Agreement. No failure by the County to enforce any right or power granted under this Agreement, or to insist upon strict compliance by Contractor with this Agreement, and no custom or practice of the County at variance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall constitute a general waiver of any future breach or default or affect the County’s right to demand exact and strict compliance by Contractor with the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

I. Sovereign Immunity. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed to be a waiver of the County’s sovereign immunity or any individual’s qualified good faith or official immunities.

J. No Personal Liability. Nothing herein shall be construed as creating any individual or personal liability on the part of any County Party. No County Party shall be personally liable to the Contractor or any successor in interest in the event of any default or breach by the County or for any amount which may become due to the Contractor or successor or on any obligation under the terms of this Agreement. Likewise, Contractor’s performance of services under this Agreement shall not subject Contractor’s individual employees, officers, or directors to any personal liability. The Parties agree that their sole and exclusive remedy, claim, demand, or suit shall be directed and/or asserted only against Contractor or the County, respectively, and not against any employee, officer, director, or elected or appointed official.

K. Force Majeure. Neither the County nor Contractor shall be liable for their respective non-negligent or non-willful failure to perform or shall be deemed in default with respect to the failure to perform (or cure a failure to perform) any of their respective duties or obligations under this Agreement or for any delay in such performance due to: (i) any cause beyond their respective reasonable control; (ii) any act of God; (iii) any change in applicable governmental rules or regulations rendering the performance of any portion of this Agreement legally impossible; (iv) earthquake, fire, explosion, or flood; (v) strike or labor dispute, excluding strikes or labor disputes by employees and/or agents of CONTRACTOR; (vi) delay or failure to act by any governmental or military authority; or (vii) any war, hostility,
embargo, sabotage, civil disturbance, riot, insurrection, or invasion. In such event, the time for performance shall be extended by an amount of time equal to the period of delay caused by such acts, and all other obligations shall remain intact.

L. **Headings.** All headings herein are intended for convenience and ease of reference purposes only and in no way define, limit, or describe the scope or intent thereof, or of this Agreement, nor in any way affect this Agreement.

M. **No Third Party Rights.** This Agreement shall be exclusively for the benefit of the Parties and shall not provide any third parties with any remedy, claim, liability, reimbursement, cause of action, or other right.

N. **Successors and Assigns.** Each Party binds itself, its partners, successors, assigns, and legal representatives to the other Party hereto, its partners, successors, assigns, and legal representatives with respect to all covenants, agreements, and obligations contained in the Contract Documents.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the County and the Contractor have executed this Agreement effective as of the date first above written.

[SIGNATURES ON FOLLOWING PAGE]
CONTRACTOR: ____________________

By: ______________________________

_______________, ______________

[NAME AND TITLE]

[CORPORATE SEAL]

SIGNED, SEALED, AND DELIVERED
in the presence of:

_____________________________

Witness

_____________________________

Notary Public

[NOTARY SEAL]

My Commission Expires:

_____________________________

BARROW COUNTY, GEORGIA

________________________________

[NAME AND TITLE]

[COUNTY SEAL]

SIGNED, SEALED, AND DELIVERED
in the presence of:

_____________________________

Witness

_____________________________

Notary Public

[NOTARY SEAL]

My Commission Expires:
EXHIBIT “A”

[BID DOCUMENTS]
EXHIBIT “B”

NONCOLLUSION AFFIDAVIT OF PRIME BIDDER

STATE OF GEORGIA
COUNTY OF BARROW

________________________________________, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that:

(1) He is ___________________________(Owner, Partner, Officer, Representative, or Agent) of ___________________________ (the “Bidder”) that has submitted the attached Bid;

(2) He is fully informed respecting the preparation and contents of the attached Bid and of all pertinent circumstances respecting such Bid;

(3) Such Bid is genuine and is not a collusive of sham Bid;

(4) Neither the said Bidder nor any of its officers, partners, owners, agents, representatives, employees, or parties in interest, included in this affidavit, has in any way colluded, conspired, connived, or agreed, directly or indirectly, with any other Bidder, firm or person to submit a collusive or sham Bid in connection with the Contract for which the attached Bid has been submitted to or refrain from bidding in connection with such Contract, or has in any collusion or communication or conference with any other Bidder, firm or person to fix the price or prices in the attached Bid or of any other Bidder, or to secure through any collusion, conspiracy, connivance, or unlawful agreement any advantage against Barrow County or any person interested in the proposed Contract; and,

(5) The price or prices quoted in the attached Bid are fair and proper and are not tainted by any collusion, conspiracy, connivance, or unlawful agreement on the part of the Bidder or any of its agents, representatives, owners, employees, or parties in interest, included in this affidavit.

(6) Bidder has not directly or indirectly violated any law, ordinance or regulation related to the Bid.

Signature of Authorized Officer or Agent

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN BEFORE ME ON THIS THE _______ DAY OF ________, 20___.

Notary Public

[NOTARY SEAL]

My Commission Expires:
EXHIBIT “C”

FINAL AFFIDAVIT

TO BARROW COUNTY, GEORGIA

I, ______________________________, hereby certify that all suppliers of materials, equipment and service, subcontractors, mechanics, and laborers employed by ______________________ or any of its subcontractors in connection with the construction of Project #FG066 New Access Road to Park 53 Business Park – Phase I for Barrow County have been paid and satisfied in full as of _____________, 20____, and that there are no outstanding obligations or claims of any kind for the payment of which Barrow County on the above named project might be liable, or subject to, in any lawful proceeding at law or in equity.

______________________________
Signature

______________________________
Title

Personally appeared before me this ____ day of ________, 20____._______________________, who under oath deposes and says that he is ______________________________ of the firm of __________________________________, that he has read the above statement, and that to the best of his knowledge and belief same is an exact true statement.

______________________________
Notary Public

[NOTARY SEAL]

My Commission Expires

______________________________
EXHIBIT “D”

STATE OF GEORGIA
COUNTY OF BARROW

CONTRACTOR AFFIDAVIT AND AGREEMENT

By executing this affidavit, the undersigned contractor verifies its compliance with O.C.G.A. § 13-10-91, stating affirmatively that the individual, firm, or corporation which is engaged in the physical performance of services on behalf of Barrow County has registered with, is authorized to use, and uses the federal work authorization program commonly known as E-Verify, or any subsequent replacement program, in accordance with the applicable provisions and deadlines established in O.C.G.A. § 13-10-91.

Furthermore, the undersigned contractor will continue to use the federal work authorization program throughout the contract period, and the undersigned contractor will contract for the physical performance of services in satisfaction of such contract only with subcontractors who present an affidavit to the contractor with the information required by O.C.G.A. § 13-10-91(b).

Contractor hereby attests that its federal work authorization user identification number and date of authorization are as follows:

_______________________________________
Federal Work Authorization User Identification Number

_______________________________________
Date of Authorization

_______________________________________
Name of Contractor

_______________________________________
Name of Project

_______________________________________
Name of Public Employer

I hereby declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed on ______, ___, 20___ in __________ (city), __________ (state).

_______________________________________
Signature of Authorized Officer or Agent

_______________________________________
Printed Name and Title of Authorized Officer or Agent

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN BEFORE ME ON THIS THE _______ DAY OF ________, 20___.

_______________________________________
Notary Public

[NOTARY SEAL]

My Commission Expires:
By executing this affidavit, the undersigned subcontractor verifies its compliance with O.C.G.A. § 13-10-91, stating affirmatively that the individual, firm or corporation which is engaged in the physical performance of services under a contract with ________________ (name of contractor) on behalf of Barrow County has registered with, is authorized to use, and uses the federal work authorization program commonly known as E-Verify, or any subsequent replacement program, in accordance with the applicable provisions and deadlines established in O.C.G.A. § 13-10-91. Furthermore, the undersigned subcontractor will continue to use the federal work authorization program throughout the contract period, and the undersigned subcontractor will contract for the physical performance of services in satisfaction of such contract only with sub-subcontractors who present an affidavit to the subcontractor with the information required by O.C.G.A. § 13-10-91(b). Additionally, the undersigned subcontractor will forward notice of the receipt of an affidavit from a sub-subcontractor to the contractor within five (5) business days of receipt. If the undersigned subcontractor receives notice that a sub-subcontractor has received an affidavit from any other contracted sub-subcontractor, the undersigned subcontractor must forward, within five (5) business days of receipt, a copy of the notice to the contractor.

Subcontractor hereby attests that its federal work authorization user identification number and date of authorization are as follows:

Federal Work Authorization User Identification Number

Date of Authorization

Name of Subcontractor

Name of Project

Name of Public Employer

I hereby declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on ______.____, 201__ in ______(city), _____(state).

Signature of Authorized Officer or Agent

Printed Name and Title of Authorized Officer or Agent

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN BEFORE ME ON THIS THE _____ DAY OF ____________, 201__.

NOTARY PUBLIC

[NOTARY SEAL]

My Commission Expires:
EXHIBIT “F”
EXHIBIT “G”
KEY PERSONNEL

The following individuals are designated as Key Personnel under this Agreement and as such are necessary for the successful prosecution of the Work:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXHIBIT “H”

[INSERT NOTICE OF AWARD]
BID BOND
BARROW COUNTY, GEORGIA

BIDDER (Name and Address):
__________________________________________________________

SURETY (Name and Address of Principal Place of Business):
__________________________________________________________

OWNER (hereinafter referred to as the “County” (Name and Address):

Barrow County, Georgia
30 North Broad Street
Winder, Georgia 30680

BID

BID DUE DATE:

PROJECT (Brief Description Including Location):
__________________________________________________________

BOND

BOND NUMBER:

DATE (Not later that Bid due date):

PENAL SUM: ______________________ (Words)                      (Figures)

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Surety and Bidder, intending to be legally bound hereby to the
County, subject to the terms printed below or on the reverse side hereof, do each cause this Bid
Bond to be duly executed on its behalf by its authorized officer, agent or representative.

BIDDER      SURETY

Bidder’s Name and Corporate Seal   Surety’s Name and Corporate Seal

By: ___________________________                  By: ___________________________
Signature and Title:                   Signature and Title:

(Attach Power of Attorney)

Attest: ___________________________
Signature and Title:

Note: (1) Above addresses are to be used for giving any notice required by the
terms of this Bid Bond.
(2) Any singular reference to Bidder, Surety, the County or any other party
shall be considered plural where applicable.
1. Bidder and Surety, jointly and severally, bind themselves, their heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns to pay to the County upon Default of Bidder the penal sum set forth on the face of this Bond.

2. Default of Bidder shall occur upon the failure of Bidder to deliver within the time required by the Bidding Documents (or any extension of that time agreed to in writing by the County) the executed Agreement required by the Bidding Documents and any performance and payment Bonds required by the Bidding Documents.

3. This obligation shall be null and void if:
   3.1 The County accepts Bidder’s Bid and Bidder delivers within the time required by the Bidding Documents (or any extension of that time agreed to in writing by the County) the executed Agreement required by the Bidding Documents and any performance and payment Bonds required by the Bidding Documents; or
   3.2 All Bids are rejected by the County; or
   3.3 The County fails to issue a Notice of Award to Bidder within the time specified in the Bidding Documents (or any extension of that time agreed to in writing by Bidder and, if applicable, consented to by Surety when required by paragraph 5 hereof).

4. Payment under this Bond will be due and payable upon Default by Bidder within 30 calendar days after receipt by Bidder and Surety of a written Notice of Default from the County, which Notice will be given with reasonable promptness and will identify this Bond and the Project and include a statement of the amount due.

5. Surety waives notice of, as well as any and all defenses based on or arising out of, any time extension to issue a Notice of Award agreed to in writing by the County and Bidder, provided that the total time, including extensions, for issuing a Notice of Award shall not in the aggregate exceed 120 days from Bid due date without Surety’s written consent.

6. No suit or action shall be commenced under this Bond either prior to 30 calendar days after the Notice of Default required in paragraph 4 above is received by Bidder and Surety or later than one year after Bid due date.

7. Any suit or action under this Bond shall be commenced only in a court of competent jurisdiction located in the State of Georgia.

8. Notices required hereunder shall be in writing and sent to Bidder and Surety at their respective addresses shown on the face of this Bond. Such notices may be sent by personal delivery, commercial courier or by United States Registered or Certified Mail, return receipt requested, postage pre-paid, and shall be deemed to be effective upon receipt by the party concerned.

9. Surety shall cause to be attached to this Bond a current and effective Power of Attorney evidencing the authority of the officer, agent or representative who executed this Bond on behalf of Surety to execute, seal and deliver such Bond and bind the Surety thereby.

10. This Bond is intended to conform to all applicable statutory requirements. Any applicable requirement of any applicable statute that has been omitted from this Bond shall be deemed to be included herein as if set forth at length. If any provision of this Bond conflicts with any applicable statute, then the provision of said statute shall govern and the remainder of this Bond that is not in conflict therewith shall continue in full force and effect.

11. The term “Bid” as used herein includes a Bid, offer or proposal, as applicable under the particular circumstances.

12. The terms of this Bid Bond shall be governed by the laws of the State of Georgia.
PAYMENT BOND
BARROW COUNTY, GEORGIA

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT ______________________ (as CONTRACTOR, hereinafter referred to as the “Principal”), and ______________________ (as SURETY COMPANY, hereinafter referred to as the “CONTRACTOR’S SURETY”), are held and firmly bound unto Barrow County, Georgia (as OWNER, hereinafter referred to as the “County”), for the use and benefit of any “Claimant,” as hereinafter defined, in the sum of Dollars ($__________), lawful money of the United States of America, for the payment of which the Principal and the Contractor’s Surety bind themselves, their heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents.

WHEREAS, the Principal has entered, or is about to enter, into a certain written agreement with the County, dated _______________, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety (hereinafter referred to as the “CONTRACT”), for the construction of a project known as RFB2015-16 (PROJECT #FG066) 2015 NEW ACCESS ROAD TO PARK 53 BUSINESS PARK PHASE I, (hereinafter referred to as “the PROJECT”).

NOW THEREFORE, the condition of this obligation is such that if the Principal shall promptly make payment to any Claimant, as hereinafter defined, for all labor, services and materials used or reasonably required for use in the performance of the Contract, then this obligation shall be void; otherwise to remain in full force and effect.
A “Claimant” shall be defined herein as any Subcontractor, person, Party, partnership, corporation or other entity furnishing labor, services or materials used or reasonably required for use in the performance of the Contract, without regard to whether such labor, services or materials were sold, leased or rented, and without regard to whether such Claimant is or is not in privity of the Contract with the Principal or any Subcontractor performing Work on the Project.

In the event of any claim made by the Claimant against the County, or the filing of a Lien against the property of the County affected by the Contract, the Contractor’s Surety shall either settle or resolve the Claim and shall remove any such Lien by bond or otherwise as provided in the Contract.

The Parties further expressly agree that any action on this Bond may be brought within the time allowed by Georgia law for suit on contracts under seal.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Principal and Contractor’s Surety have hereunto affixed their corporate seals and caused this obligation to be signed by their duly authorized officers on this ____ day of ______________________, 20____.

(Name of Principal)

By: __________________________ (Print/Type)

______________________________ (Signature)

Title: __________________________ (SEAL)

(Signatures Continued on Next Page)
(Name of Contractor’s Surety)

By: ___________________________ (Print/Type)

_________________________ (Signature)

Title: ___________________________ (SEAL)

Attest:

_________________________ (Print/Type)

_________________________ (Signature)

Title: ___________________________

Date: _______________________

(ATTACH SURETY’S POWER OF ATTORNEY)
PERFORMANCE BOND
BARROW COUNTY, GEORGIA

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT ____________________________ (as CONTRACTOR, hereinafter referred to as the “Principal”), and ____________________________ (as SURETY COMPANY, hereinafter referred to as the “CONTRACTOR’S SURETY”), are held and firmly bound unto Barrow County, Georgia (as OWNER, hereinafter referred to as the “County”), for the use and benefit of any “Claimant,” as hereinafter defined, in the sum of Dollars ($_________), lawful money of the United States of America, for the payment of which the Principal and the Contractor’s Surety bind themselves, their heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents.

WHEREAS, the Principal has entered, or is about to enter, into a certain written agreement with the County, dated the _____ of ________________, 20____ which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety (hereinafter referred to as the “CONTRACT”), for the construction of a project known as RFB2015-16 NEW ACCESS ROAD TO PARK 53 BUSINESS PARK – PHASE I (PROJECT #FG066), (hereinafter referred to as “the PROJECT”).

NOW THEREFORE, the conditions of this obligation are as follows:

1. That if the Principal shall fully and completely perform each and all of the terms, provisions and requirements of the Contract, including and during the period of any warranties or guarantees required thereunder, and all modifications, amendments, changes, deletions, additions, and alterations thereto that may hereafter be made, and if the Principal and the Contractor’s Surety shall indemnify
and hold harmless the County from any and all losses, liability and damages, claims, judgments, liens, costs and fees of every description, including but not limited to, any damages for delay, which the County may incur, sustain or suffer by reason of the failure or default on the part of the Principal in the performance of any and all of the terms, provisions and requirements of the Contract, including all modifications, amendments, changes, deletions, additions, and alterations thereto and any warranties or guarantees required thereunder, then this obligation shall be void; otherwise to remain in full force and effect;

2. In the event of a failure of performance of the Contract by the Principal, which shall include, but not be limited to, any breach of default of the Contract:
   a. The Contractor’s Surety shall commence performance of its obligations and undertakings under this Bond no later than thirty (30) days after written notice from the County to the Contractor’s Surety; and
   b. The means, method or procedure by which the Contractor’s Surety undertakes to perform its obligations under this Bond shall be subject to the advance written approval of the County.

The Contractor’s Surety hereby waives notice of any and all modifications, omissions, additions, changes and advance payments or deferred payments in or about the Contract, and agrees that the obligations undertaken by this Bond shall not be impaired in any manner by reason of any such modifications, omissions, additions, changes, and advance payments or deferred payments. The Parties further expressly agree that any action on this Bond may be brought within the time allowed by Georgia law for suit on contracts under seal.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the principal and Contractor’s Surety have hereunto affixed their corporate seals and caused this obligation to be signed by their duly authorized officers or attorneys-in-fact, this _____ day of _________________, 20__. 

(Name of Principal)

By: ___________________________ (Print/Type)

_____________________________ (Signature)

Title: ___________________________ (SEAL)

Attest:

_____________________________ (Print/Type)

_____________________________ (Signature)

Title: ___________________________

Date: __________________________

(Name of Contractor’s Surety)

By: ___________________________ (Print/Type)

_____________________________ (Signature)

Title: ___________________________ (SEAL)

Attest:

_____________________________ (Print/Type)

_____________________________ (Signature)

Title: ___________________________

Date: __________________________

(ATTACH SURETY’S POWER OF ATTORNEY)
NOTICE OF AWARD

TO: _______________________________
____________
____________
____________

PROJECT TITLE: RFB2015-16 – NEW ACCESS ROAD TO PARK 53 BUSINESS PARK – PHASE I (PROJECT #FG066)

Barrow County Board of Commissioners (Owner) has considered the Bid submitted by you for the above described Project which was opened and read on _________, 2015. You are hereby notified that your Bid has been accepted for the Project in the amount of $_______________ dollars.

You are required in the bid documents to furnish the required Payment Bond and Performance Bond each in the amount of one hundred percent (100%) of the Contract amount. Also, a Certificate(s) of Insurance is to be submitted as called for in the bid documents. Attached please find the fully executed Construction Agreement for your use. Upon Barrow County’s receipt of the other stated documents, a NOTICE TO PROCEED will be generated.

If you fail to furnish the other stated documents within ten (10) days from the date of receipt of this document, Owner will be entitled to such rights as may be granted by law to insure Project is completed on schedule.

Please acknowledge a copy of this Notice of Award and return it to: Cindy Clack, Purchasing Agent, Barrow County Board of Commissioners, 30 North Broad Street, Winder, GA 30680.

Dated this ________ day of __________, 2015.

BARROW COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS (OWNER)

By: ____________________________________
Randall Dowling, County Manager

ACCEPTANCE OF NOTICE OF AWARD:
RECEIPT OF THIS NOTICE OF AWARD IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED:

BY: _______________________________ TITLE:_________________________

DATED THIS THE _____ DAY OF __________, 2015.
NOTICE TO PROCEED

TO: __________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: RFB2015-16 – NEW ACCESS ROAD TO PARK 53 BUSINESS PARK – PHASE I (PROJECT #FG066)

You are hereby notified to commence Work in accordance with the Agreement dated ____________ on or before ________________ and you are to complete the Work in accordance with Agreement.

Date this ___ day of _____________, 2015.

BY: ______________________________, Randall Dowling, County Manager
BARROW COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS (OWNER)

____________________________________________________

Receipt of the above “Notice to Proceed” is hereby acknowledged by ______________________________
____________________________________________________ this the _____ day of ____________, 2015.

BY: ______________________________ (CONTRACTOR)
TITLE: ______________________________
COUNTY OF BARROW

STATE OF GEORGIA

BARROW COUNTY ETHICS ORDINANCE

AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE CODE OF ORDINANCES OF BARROW COUNTY, TO ESTABLISH THE CODE OF ETHICS FOR BARROW COUNTY; TO FURTHER AND INCORPORATE THE POLICIES AND LAWS OF THE STATE OF GEORGIA RELATING TO ETHICAL STANDARDS; TO CREATE THE BOARD OF ETHICS AND PROVIDE FOR ITS CONSTITUENT MEMBERSHIP, DUTIES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES; TO PROVIDE FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF ETHICS COMPLAINTS; TO PROVIDE FOR THE ENFORCEMENT OF ETHICAL STANDARDS; TO PROVIDE FOR SEVERABILITY; TO PROVIDE FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE; AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.

WHEREAS, the Constitution of the State of Georgia, approved by the voters of the State in November of 1982, and effective July 1, 1983, provides in Article IX, Section II, Paragraph I

WHEREAS, the Constitution of the State of Georgia, approved by the voters of the State in November of 1982, and effective July 1, 1983, provides in Article IX, Section II, Paragraph I

WHEREAS, O.C.G.A. § 36-1-20 authorizes counties to enact ordinances for protection and preserving the public health, safety and welfare of the population of the unincorporated areas of the County;

WHEREAS, the governing authority of Barrow County, to wit, the Board of Commissioners, desires to exercise its authority in adopting this Ordinance;

WHEREAS, the governing authority of Barrow County, to wit, the Board of Commissioners, desires to exercise its authority in adopting this Ordinance;

WHEREAS, it is essential to the proper operation of democratic government that public officials of independent and impartial, that governmental decisions and policy be made in the proper channels of the governmental structure, that public office not be used for private gain other than the remuneration provided by law, and that there be public confidence in the integrity of government;

WHEREAS, it is essential to the proper operation of democratic government that public officials of independent and impartial, that governmental decisions and policy be made in the proper channels of the governmental structure, that public office not be used for private gain other than the remuneration provided by law, and that there be public confidence in the integrity of government;
WHEREAS, the attainment of one or more of these ends is impaired whenever there exists a conflict between the private interests of an elected official or a governmental employee and his duties as such;

WHEREAS, the public interest, therefore, requires that the law protect against such conflicts of interest and establish appropriate ethical standards with respect to the conduct of elected officials and government employees in situations where conflicts exist;

WHEREAS, it is also essential to the proper operation of government that those best qualified be encouraged to serve the government. Accordingly, legal safeguards against conflicts of interest must be so designed as not unnecessarily or unreasonably to impede the recruitment and retention by the government of those men and women who are best qualified to serve it;

WHEREAS, an essential principle underlying the staffing of our government structure is that its elected officials and employees should not be denied the opportunity, available to all other citizens, to acquire and retain private economic and other interests, except where conflicts with the responsibility of such elected officials and employees to the public cannot be avoided;

WHEREAS, in recognition of these goals and principles, it is the policy of the Board of Commissioners to institute, establish, promote and enforce standards of ethical conduct for all of Barrow County's officers and employees; and

WHEREAS, it is a further policy of the Board of Commissioners that the proper administration of Barrow County's government and the promotion and enforcement of standards of ethical conduct for Barrow County's officers and employees would be best served by the creation of a Barrow County Board of Ethics for the investigation of complaints related to ethical standards;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED AND RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS OF BARROW COUNTY, GEORGIA AS FOLLOWS:

ARTICLE ONE: GENERAL PROVISIONS

Section One. Short Title.

This Ordinance shall be known as "The Barrow County Ethics Ordinance," and may be
Cited and referred to as such.

Section Two. Definitions.

For the purposes of this Ordinance, the following terms, phrases, words and their
derivations shall have the meaning provided herein. When no inconsistent with the context,
words used in the present tense include the future, words in the plural number included the
singular number and words in the singular number include the plural number.

(A) "Board" means the Barrow County Board of Commissioners.

(B) "Board of Ethics" means the Barrow County Board of Ethics as formed and
described herein.

(C) "Business Entity" means any business of whatever nature regardless of how
designated or formed, whether a sole proprietorship, partnership, joint venture,
association, trust, corporation, limited liability company, or any other type of
business enterprise and whether a person acting on behalf of, or as a
representative or agent of, the business entity.

(D) "Confidential Information" means any information that, by law or practice, is not
reasonably available to the public.

(E) "County Official" means the Barrow County Board of Commissioners, any
member
of a board, commission or authority appointed by the Board, the Chief of
Operations or his/her equivalent and any other elected or appointed officer or employee of Barrow County, including those employees who are exempt from the Barrow County Civil Service System, except to the extent prohibited by law.

(F) "Employee" means all those persons employed on a regular or part-time basis by The County, as well as those persons whose services are retained under the terms of a contract with the County, including those employees who are exempt from the Barrow County Civil Service System, except to the extent prohibited by law.

(G) "Family" means the spouse, parents, children, brothers and sisters, related by blood or marriage of a county official or employee.

(H) "Interest" means direct or indirect pecuniary or material benefit accruing to a County Official or Employee as a result of a contract or transaction which is or may be the subject of an official act or action by or with the County, except for such contracts or transactions which, by their terms and by the substance of their provisions, confer the opportunity and right to realize the accrual of similar benefits to all other persons and/or property similarly situated. The term "interest" shall not include any remote interest. For purposes of this Ordinance, a County Official or Employee shall be deemed to have an interest in the affairs of:

(1) His or her family;

(2) Any business entity in which the county official or employee is a member, officer, director, employee or prospective employee;

(3) Any business entity as to which the stock, legal ownership, or beneficial ownership of a county official or employee is in excess of five percent (5%) of the total stock or total legal and beneficial ownership, or which is
controlled or owned directly or indirectly by the county official or employee.

(I) "Official Act" or "Official Duties" means any legislative, administrative, appointive or discretionary act of any County Official or Employee of the County or any agency, board, authority or commission thereof.

ARTICLE TWO: CODE OF ETHICS FOR COUNTY SERVICE GENERALLY AND FOR EMPLOYEES

This Article Two is intended to adopt and incorporate herein for local enforcement the ethical standards of O.C.G.A. § 45-10-1, as it may be amended from time to time.

Any person in County service shall;

Section One.

Put loyalty to the highest moral principles and to country above loyalty to person, party, or government department.

Section Two.

Uphold the Constitution, laws and legal regulations of the United States and the State of Georgia and of all governments therein and never be a party to their evasion.

Section Three.

Give a full day's labor for a full day's pay and give to the performance of his duties his earnest effort and best thought.

Section Four.

Seek to find and employ more efficient and economical ways of getting tasks accomplished.
Section Five

Never discriminate unfairly by the dispensing of special favors or privileges to anyone, whether for remuneration or not, and never accept, for himself or his family, favors or benefits under circumstances which might be construed by reasonable persons as influencing the performance of his governmental duties.

Section Six

Make no private promises of any kind binding upon the duties of office, since a government employee has no private word that can be binding on public duty.

Section Seven.

Engage in no business with the government, either directly or indirectly, which is inconsistent with the conscientious performance of his governmental duties.

Section Eight.

Never use any information coming to him confidentially in the performance of governmental duties as a means for making private profit.

Section Nine.

Expose corruption wherever discovered.

Section Ten.

Uphold these principles, ever conscious that public office is a public trust.

ARTICLE THREE: CODE OF ETHICS FOR COUNTY OFFICIALS AND DEPARTMENT DIRECTORS

This Article Three is intended to adopt and incorporate herein for local enforcement the ethical standards of O.C.G.A.§ 45-10-3, as it may be amended from time to time.

All County Officials and Department Directors shall:
Section One.

Uphold the Constitution, laws and regulations of the United States, the State of Georgia, the County of Barrow and all governments therein and never be a party to their evasion.

Section Two.

Never discriminate by the dispensing of special favors or privileges to anyone, whether or not for remuneration.

Section Three.

Not engage in any business with the government, either directly or indirectly, which is inconsistent with the conscientious performance of his governmental duties.

Section Four.

Never use any information coming to him confidentially in the performance of governmental duties as a means for making private profit.

Section Five.

Expose corruption wherever discovered.

Section Six.

Never solicit, accept, or agree to accept gifts, loans, gratuities, discounts, favors, hospitality or services from any person, association or corporation under circumstances from which it could reasonably be inferred that a major purpose of the donor is to influence the performance of the member's official duties.

Section Seven.

Never accept any economic opportunity under circumstances where he knows or should know that there is a substantial possibility that the opportunity is being afforded him with intent to influence his conduct in the performance of his official duties.
Section Eight.

Never engage in other conduct which is unbecoming to a member or which constitutes a breach of public trust.

Section Nine.

Never take any official action with regard to any matter under circumstances in which he knows or should know that he has a direct or indirect monetary interest in the subject matter of such matter or in the outcome of such official action.

ARTICLE FOUR: SPECIFIC PROVISIONS RELATED TO CONFLICT OF INTEREST TRANSACTIONS AND DISCLOSURES

The following provisions related to conflict of interest transactions and disclosures are intended to supplement and elaborate upon the Code of Ethics set forth in Articles Two and Three above and all such provisions shall be read and interpreted in accordance therewith.

Section One. Compliance with Applicable Law.

No County Official or Employee shall engage in any activity or transaction that is prohibited by law, now existing or hereafter enacted, which is applicable to him or her by virtue of his or her office or employment. Other provisions of law or regulations shall apply when any provisions of this Ordinance shall conflict with the laws of the State of Georgia or the United States, except to the extent that this Ordinance permissibly sets forth a more stringent standard of conduct. The laws of the State of Georgia or the United States shall apply when this Ordinance is silent.

Section Two. Conflict of Interest Transactions.

(A) No County Official or Employee shall acquire or maintain an interest in any contract or transaction if a reasonable basis exists that such an interest will be affected directly by his or her official act or action or by official acts or actions of
the County, which the County Official or Employee has a reasonable opportunity to influence, except consistent with the disclosure and abstention provisions set forth herein.

(B) Barrow County shall not enter into any contract involving services or property with a County Official or Employee or with a business entity in which the County Official or an Employee has an interest. Provided that the disclosure and abstention provisions set forth herein are followed, this paragraph shall not apply to the following:

(1) The designation of a bank or trust company as a depository for county funds;

(2) The borrowing of funds from any bank or lending institution which offers competitive rates for such loans;

(3) Contracts entered into with a business which employs a consultant, provided that the consultant's employment with the business is not incompatible with this Ordinance;

(4) Contracts for services entered into with a business which is the only available source for such goods or services; and

(5) Contracts entered into under circumstances that constitute and emergency situation, provided that a record explaining the emergency is prepared by the Board and submitted to the Chief of Operations (or his/her equivalent) to be kept on file.
Section Three.  Financial Disclosures.

Financial disclosures shall be governed by federal and state law as it may be amended from time to time and this Ordinance shall not require any additional financial disclosure reports to be filed other than those required by federal and state law.

Section Four.  Zoning Application Disclosures.

All disclosures with regard to zoning applications shall be governed in their entirety by the Conflict of Interest in Zoning Actions provisions contained in O.C.G.A.§ 36-67A-1, et seq., as it may be amended from time to time.

Section Five.  Disclosures Related to Submission of Bids or Proposals for County Work or Contract.

Persons submitting bids or proposals for county work who have contributed $250.00 or more to a County Official must disclose on their bid or proposal the name of the County Official(s) to whom the contribution was made and the amount contributed. Such a disclosure must also be made prior to a request for any change order or extension of any contract awarded to the person who submitted the successful bid or proposal.

Section Six.  Withholding of Information.

No County Official or Employee shall knowingly withhold any information that would impair the proper decision making of the Board or any of the County's boards, agencies, authorities or departments.

Section Seven.  Incompatible Service.

No County Official or Employee shall engage in or accept private or public employment or render service for any private or public entity, when such employment or service is incompatible with the proper discharge of his or her official duties or would tend to impair his or her independence of judgment or action in the performance of his or her official duties, unless
otherwise permitted by law and unless public disclosure is made.

**Section Eight. Unauthorized Use of Public Property.**

No County Official or Employee shall request or permit the unauthorized use of county-owned vehicles and equipment, including but not limited to computers, pagers and cellular telephones, materials or property for personal convenience or profit.

**Section Nine. Political Recrimination and Activity.**

(A) No County Official or Employee, whether elected or appointed, shall either cause the dismissal or threaten the dismissal from any county position as a reward or punishment for any political activity. No County Official or Employee shall direct any person employed by the County to undertake political activity on behalf of such County Official or Employee, any other County Official or Employee, or any other individual, political party, group or business organization, during such time that the Employee is required to conduct county business. This section does not prohibit incidental telephone calls made for the purpose of scheduling a County Official's daily county business.

(B) Employees of the county are encouraged to exercise their right to vote, but no employee shall make use of government time or equipment to aid a political candidate, party or cause; or use a government position to influence, coerce, or intimidate any person in the interest of a political candidate, party or cause. No employee shall be hired, promoted, favored or discriminated against with respect to employments because of his or her political opinions or affiliations.

(1) *Seeking elective office.* A government employee seeking elective office within the county may, upon declaring candidacy, either resign or submit a
request in writing to the Chief of Operations (or his/her equivalent) for a leave of absence without pay from the date of his or her announcement through the duration of the campaign or announcement of the election results. In the alternative, the government employee seeking elective office within the County may continue to work for the County, provided, however, that the employee shall not engage in election activities during his or her County working hours or with use of County equipment. If elected to office, the employee shall immediately, upon the date of election, be separated from employment with the county upon written request and approval of the Chief of Operations (or his/her equivalent).

(2) Political campaign involvement. A government employee may not be involved in any political activity which would constitute a conflict of interest; including participation in any aspect of any political campaign for any office in Barrow County Government.

(3) Solicitation of contributions. A government employee may not knowingly solicit, accept or receive political contributions from any person, to be used in support of or opposition to any candidate for office in the county.

Section Ten. Appearance Before County Entities.

No County Official or Employee shall appear on behalf of any private person other than himself or herself, his or her spouse, or his or her minor children, before any county agency, authority or board. However, a member of the Board of Commissioners may appear before such groups on behalf of his constituents in the course of his duties as a representative of the electorate or in the performance of public or civic obligations.
Section Eleven.  

Timely Payment of Debts to the County and Fiscal Responsibility.

All County Officials and Employees shall pay and settle, in a timely and prompt fashion, all accounts between them and Barrow County, including the prompt payment of all taxes and shall otherwise demonstrate personal fiscal responsibility.

Section Twelve.  

Solicitation or Acceptance of Gifts.

(A) County Officials and employees shall not accept gifts, gratuities or loans from organizations, business concerns, or individuals with whom he or she has official relationships on business of the county government. These limitations are not intended to prohibit the acceptance of articles of negligible value which are distributed generally, nor to prohibit employees from accepting social courtesies which promote good public relations, or to prohibit employees from obtaining loans from regular lending institutions. It is particularly important that inspectors, contracting officers and enforcement officers guard against relationships which might be construed as evidence of favoritism, coercion, unfair advantage or collusion.

(B) Consistent with the provisions set forth in Articles Two and Three and Section 12(A) above, there shall be no violation of this Ordinance in the following circumstances:

(1) Meals and beverages given in the usual course of entertaining associated with normal and customary business or social functions.

(2) An occasional gift from a single source of $101.00 or less in any calendar year.

(3) Ceremonial gifts or awards.
(4) Gifts of advertising value only or promotional items generally distributed
   To public officials.

(5) Awards presented in recognition of public service.

(6) Reasonable expenses of food, travel, lodging and scheduled entertainment
   for a meeting that is given in return for participation in a panel or speaking
   engagement at the meeting.

(7) Courtesy tickets or free admission extended for an event as a courtesy or
   for ceremonial purposes, given on an occasional basis and not to include
   season tickets of any nature.

(8) Gifts from relatives or members of the County Official or Employee's
    household.

(9) Honorariums or awards for professional achievement.

(10) Courtesy tickets or free admission to educational seminars, educational or
     information conventions or other similar events.

Section Thirteen. Disclosure of Interest.

Any member of the Board who has a financial or personal interest in any proposed
legislation or action before the Board shall immediately disclose publicly the nature and extent
of such interest.

Any other County Official or Employee who has a financial or personal interest in any
proposed legislation or action before the Board and who participates in discussion with or
gives an official opinion or recommendation to the Board in connection with such proposed
legislation or action shall disclose publicly the nature and extent of such interest.
Section Fourteen.  Abstention to Avoid Conflicts of Interest.

(A) Except as otherwise provided by law, no County Official or Employee shall participate in the discussion, debate, deliberation, vote or otherwise take part in the decision-making process on any item before him in which the County Official or Employee has a conflict of interest as set forth above.

(B) To avoid the appearance of impropriety, if any County Official or Employee has a conflict of interest or has an interest that he or she has reason to believe either violates this Ordinance or may affect his or her official acts or actions in any matter, the County Official or Employee shall immediately leave the meeting room, except that if the matter is being considered at a public meeting, the County Official or Employee may remain in the meeting room.

(C) In the event of a conflict of interest, the County Official or Employee shall announce his or her intent to abstain prior to the beginning of the discussion, debate, deliberation or vote on the item, shall not participate in any way, and shall abstain from casting a vote.

ARTICLE FIVE: THE BOARD OF ETHICS

Section One.  Creation and Composition of Board of Ethics.

There is hereby created a five-member Barrow County Board of Ethics, which shall consist of the following members:

(A) One appointee by the Board of Directors of the Barrow County Chamber of Commerce.

(B) One appointee selected by a majority of the voting County elected officials (not including the members of the Board of Commissioners) who shall each have one vote for such appointee:
(C) One appointee selected by a majority of the voting employees of Barrow County (not including the County elected officials or the members of the Board of Commissioners) who are in the employ of Barrow County on a full-time basis on the effective date of the vote, which vote shall be conducted by the Director of Human Resources or his/her designee;

(D) One appointee of the Barrow County Personnel Review Board; and

(E) One appointee of the Barrow County Board of Commissioners, which appointee shall be selected by a majority vote of the Board of Commissioners.

Section Two. Appointment Procedures.

The initial appointments of the members of the Board of Ethics shall be accomplished as follows: Within five (5) business days of the effective date of this Ordinance, the Barrow County Chief of Operations (or his/her equivalent) or his/her designee shall notify the respective appointing body or individuals of the duty to appoint or vote upon a member for placement on the Board of Ethics. The body or individuals so notified shall have thirty (30) days in which to conduct their appointment process and provide the Chief of Operations (or his/her equivalent) with the name of the appointment, or the name of the individual for whom he or she is voting as the appointee in the case of the elected officials. Within five (5) business days of receipt of the appointment information or calculation of the votes as the case may be, the Chief of Operations (or his/her equivalent) shall thereafter provide the names of the appointees to the Board of Commissioners. The Board of Commissioners shall appoint the five persons so identified at the next regular meeting of the Board of Commissioners following receipt of the names of the appointees from the Chief of Operations (or his/her equivalent).

All appointments following the expiration of the initial terms and all appointments made
In the cases of vacancies created during a particular term shall be made by the applicable body or individuals as indicated in Section One of this Article. The Chief of Operations (or his/her equivalent) or his/her designee shall notify the applicable body or individuals responsible for making an appointment at least forty-five (45) days prior to the expiration of the respective term or immediately upon knowledge of a vacancy created during a term. Upon such notification, the appointment process shall proceed as set forth above in this Section.

Section Three. Qualifications of Members of Board of Ethics.

A person is eligible to be appointed as a member of the Board of Ethics if the person, while serving:

(A) Resides in the County and is a registered voter;

(B) Is not an Employee or County Official and has not been an Employee or County Official during the three (3) months immediately preceding his or her appointment or be the spouse, parent, child or sibling of an Employee or County Official;

(C) Is not an officer or employee of any political party;

(D) Does not hold any elected or appointed office and is not a candidate for office of the United States, this State or the County and has not held any elected or appointed office during the three (3) months immediately preceding his or her appointment.

Section Four. Terms; Vacancies.

Members of the Board of Ethics shall each serve a two (2) year term without compensation, and shall continue to serve until their successors are appointed and qualified. The Board positions appointed pursuant to sub-sections (A), (B), and (C) of Section One of this
Article shall serve an initial full two-year term and shall thereafter serve two-year terms upon appointment. The Board positions appointed pursuant to sub-sections (D) and (E) of Section One of this Article shall serve an initial one-year term and shall thereafter serve two-year terms upon appointment. If any vacancy occurs during a term, the remaining members shall at that time choose an alternate member mutually agreed upon to temporarily serve until the position is filled by appointment as provided in Section One and Section Two to fulfill the remainder of the then existing term.

**Section Five.**  
**Removal of Member.**

The Board of Commissioners may remove a member of the Board of Ethics on the grounds of neglect of duty, misconduct in office or engagement in political activity in violation of this Ordinance. Before initiating the removal of a member from the Board of Ethics, the Board of Commissioners shall give the member written notice of the reason for the intended action and the member shall have the opportunity to reply. Thereafter, the Board of Commissioners shall afford such member an opportunity for a hearing before the Board of Commissioners.

**Section Six.**  
**Organization and Internal Operating Regulations.**

(A) Members of the Board of Ethics shall not be compensated.

(B) The Board of Ethics shall elect one of its members to act as Chairperson for a term of one year or until a successor is duly elected. The Board of Ethics shall also elect one of its members to act as Vice-Chairperson for the same term and to act for the Chairperson in his or her absence, because of disqualification or vacancy.

(C) There shall be no regularly scheduled monthly or bimonthly meetings of the
Board of Ethics, however, the Board of Ethics shall meet at least once annually in January of each year for purposes of election of officers and such other business as the Board of Ethics deems proper and in accordance with this Ordinance. Meetings shall be called by majority vote or by call of the chairperson. Meetings of the Board of Ethics shall be conducted in the public hearing room utilized by the Board of Commissioners, shall be duly publicized, and shall be otherwise conducted in accordance with the open meetings requirements under state law.

(D) Three members of the Board of Ethics shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business. The Chairperson shall be entitled to the same voting rights as the other members of the Board of Ethics.

(E) No official action concerning complaints shall be taken by the Board of Ethics, except by the affirmative vote of at least four (4) members of the Board of Ethics.

Section Seven. Duties and Powers.

The Board of Ethics shall have the following duties and powers:

(A) To establish any procedures, rules and regulations governing its internal organization and conduct of its affairs, provided that such procedures, rules and regulations do not conflict with any provision contained herein.

(B) To receive and hear complaints of violations of standards required by this Ordinance.

(C) To make investigations as it deems necessary to determine whether any person has violated this Ordinance, but only after a least four (4) members of the Board of Ethics have voted affirmatively to conduct the investigation.

(D) To take such action as provided in this Ordinance as deemed appropriate because of any violation of this Ordinance.
(E) To perform any other function authorized by this Ordinance.

(F) To issue advisory opinions as provided in this Ordinance.

**Section Eight. Staffing and Expenses.**

The Board of Ethics shall be provided sufficient meeting space and other reasonable supportive services to carry out its duties required under this Ordinance. The Chief of Operations (or his/her equivalent) shall designate an administration employee who shall serve as the filing clerk for the Board of Ethics and who shall be authorized to receive all filings before the Board of Ethics to publish notices of all meetings upon request of the Board of Ethics' Chairperson and to serve as the recording clerk for the Board of Ethics.

**Section Nine. Counsel.**

The Board of Ethics may petition the Barrow County Board of Commissioners for appointment of counsel on a case-by-case basis to assist it in carrying out its responsibilities or to act as a hearing officer. Any such appointed counsel shall be approved by the Board of Commissioners, shall perform services at an approved hourly rate, and shall serve at the joint pleasure of the Board of Ethics and the Board of Commissioners.

**Section Ten. Adherence to the Ethics Ordinance.**

The Board of Ethics shall be governed by and subject to this Ordinance, except as to any requirements related to financial disclosures. If a member of the Board of Ethics has a conflict of interest or must disqualify himself under this Ethics Code or by law, the remaining members shall at that time choose an alternate person mutually agreed upon to hear that matter.
Section Eleven. Prohibition Against Certain Conflicting Political Activity.

(A) Definitions. The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this section, shall have the meanings ascribed to them, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning:

(1) "Member of the Board of Ethics" means an individual who occupies the position of a member of the Board of Ethics or a prospective member of the Board of Ethics.

(2) "Political Party" means a national political party, a state political party, a political action committee, and/or any affiliated organization.

(3) "Election" includes a primary, special and general election.

(4) "Nonpartisan Election" means:

(a) An election at which none of the candidates is to be nominated or elected as representing a political party, any of whose candidates for presidential elector received votes in the last preceding election at which presidential electors were selected; and

(b) An election involving a question or issue which is not specifically identified with a political party, such as a constitutional amendment, referendum, approval of a governmental ordinance, or any question or issue of similar character

(5) "Partisan" when used as an adjective, refers to a political party.

(6) "Political Fund" means any fund, organization, political action committee or other entity that, for purposes of influencing in any way the outcome of any partisan election, receives or expends money or
anything of value or transfers money or anything of value to any other fund, political party, candidate, organization, political action committee or other entity.

(7) **Contribution** means any gift, subscription, loan, advance, deposit of money, allotment of money, or anything of value given or transferred by one person to another, including in cash, by check, by draft, through a payroll deduction or allotment plan, by pledge or promise, whether or not enforceable, or otherwise.

(B) **Permissible Activities.** All members of the Board of Ethics are free to engage in political activity to the widest extent consistent with the restrictions imposed in this Section, which restrictions are imposed for the sole purpose of ensuring neutrality and the appearance of neutrality of the Board of Ethics. Each member of the Board of Ethics retains the right to:

(1) Register and vote in any election;

(2) Participate in the nonpartisan activities of a civic, community, social, labor, or professional organization or of a similar organization;

(3) Be a member of a political party or other political organization and participate in its activities to the extent consistent with law;

(4) Attend a political convention, rally, fundraising function, or other political gathering;

(5) Sign a political petition as an individual;

(6) Make a financial contribution to a political party or organization;

(7) Take an active part, as a candidate or in support of a candidate, in a
nonpartisan election;

(8) Be politically active in connection with a question which is not specifically identified with a political party, such as a constitutional amendment, referendum, approval of a governmental ordinance or any other question or issue of a similar character;

(9) Serve as an election judge or clerk or in a similar position to perform nonpartisan duties as prescribed by state or local law; and

(10) Otherwise participate fully in public affairs in a manner which does not materially compromise his or her efficiency or integrity as a member of the Board of Ethics or the neutrality, efficiency or integrity of the Board of Ethics.

(C) Prohibited Activities.

(1) A member of the Board of Ethics may not take an active part in political management or in a political campaign, except as permitted by subsection of this section.

(2) A member of the Board of Ethics shall not take part in or be permitted to do any of the following activities:

(a) Serve as an officer of a political party, a member of a national, state or local committee of a political party, an officer or member of a committee of a partisan political club, or be a candidate for any of these positions;

(b) Organize or reorganize a political party organization or political club;

(c) Directly or indirectly solicit, receive, collect, handle, disburse, or
account for assessments, contributions or other funds for a partisan political purpose;

(d) Organize, sell tickets to, promote or actively participate in a fundraising activity of a candidate in a partisan election or of a political party or political club;

(e) Take an active part in managing the political campaign of a Candidate for public office in a partisan election or a candidate for political party office;

(f) Become a candidate for, or campaign for, an elective public office in a partisan election;

(g) Solicit votes in support of or in opposition to a candidate for Public office in a partisan election;

(h) Act as recorder, watcher, challenger or similar officer at the polls on behalf of a political party or a candidate in a partisan election;

(i) Drive voters to the polls on behalf of a political party or a candidate in a partisan election;

(j) Endorse or oppose a candidate for public office in a partisan election or a candidate for political party office in a political advertisement, broadcast, campaign literature, or similar material;

(k) Serve as a delegate, alternate or proxy to a political party convention;

(l) Address a convention, caucus, rally or similar gathering of a political party in support of or in opposition to a partisan
candidate for public office or political party office;

(m) Initiate or circulate a partisan nominating position.

(3) Nothing contained in this section shall prohibit activity in political management or in a political campaign by any member of the Board of ethics connected with a nonpartisan election or a nonpartisan issue of any type.

**Section Twelve. Limitation of Liability.**

No member of the Board of Ethics, or any person acting on behalf of the Board of Ethics, shall be liable to any person for any damages arising out of the enforcement or operation of this Ethics Ordinance, except in the case of willful or wanton conduct. This limitation of liability shall apply to the County, the members of the Board of Ethics, the employees of the Board of Ethics and any person acting under the direction of the Board of Ethics.

**Section Thirteen. Advisory Opinion.**

The Board of Ethics shall render an advisory opinion based on a real or hypothetical set of circumstances when requested to do so in writing by a County Official or Employee related to that County Official's or Employee's conduct or transaction of business. Such advisory opinions shall be rendered pursuant only to a written request, fully setting forth the circumstances to be reviewed by the Ethics Board. The proceedings of the Ethics Board pursuant to this section shall be held in public to the extent consistent with state law and the opinions of the Ethics Board shall be made available to the public.

**Section Fourteen. Complaints.**

The Board of Ethics shall be responsible for hearing and deciding any complaints filed regarding alleged violations of this Ordinance by any person. The following procedures shall be followed when filing a complaint:
(A) Any person may file a complaint alleging a violation of any of the provisions of This Ordinance by submitting it to the Chief of Operations (or his/her equivalent), who shall immediately deliver such complaint to the Chairman of the Board of Ethics or his or her designee. A copy of such complaint shall immediately be forwarded by registered mail to the County Official or Employee against whom the complaint was filed. The complaint must be supported by affidavits based on personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein. All documents referred to in an affidavit(s) should be attached to the affidavit(s). The person filing the complaint shall verify the complaint by his or her signature thereon. A complaint must be filed within six (6) months of the date the alleged violation is said to have occurred, or in case of concealment or nondisclosure within six (6) months of the date the alleged violation should have been discovered after due diligence. In the event the Board of Ethics makes an initial determination that a complaint is technically deficient, the Board of Ethics shall submit a list of deficiencies to the complainant and offer the complainant the opportunity to correct the deficiencies within seven (7) days prior to the complaint being dismissed for technical deficiencies.

(B) Upon receipt of a complaint alleging misconduct, the County Official or Employee against whom the complaint was filed may reply to the complaint within thirty (30) days, unless such time for reply is extended by the Board of Ethics upon good cause shown. The response of the County Official or Employee must be supported by affidavits based on personal knowledge, must set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence and must show
affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein. All documents referred to in an affidavit(s) should be attached to the affidavit(s).

(C) Within sixty (60) days of receipt of a complaint, the Board of Ethics shall conduct an investigatory review to determine whether specific substantiated evidence from a credible source(s) exists to support a reasonable belief that there has been a violation of this Ordinance. If after reviewing the complaint the Board of Ethics by vote determines that no specific, substantiated evidence from a credible source(s) exists to support a reasonable belief that there has been a violation of this Ordinance or determines that no violation occurred, it may dismiss the complaint without further proceedings. In the event a complaint is dismissed based upon the merits of the complaint, the complaint may not be re-filed.

(D) If the Board of Ethics determines that specific, substantiated evidence from a credible sources(s) exists to support a reasonable belief that there has been a violation of this Ordinance, certified written notice of a hearing, containing the time, date and place of such hearing, shall be given to each party by the Board of Ethics and a formal public hearing shall be conducted and both parties afforded an opportunity to be heard. Any formal public hearing shall be conducted in accordance with the requirements of due process. The Board of Ethics is authorized to swear witnesses.

(E) Any final determination resulting from the hearing shall include written findings of fact and conclusions of law. The Board of Ethics shall determine if clear and convincing evidence shows any violation of this Ordinance.

(F) Nothing in this section shall be considered to limit or encumber the right of the Board of Ethics to initiate an investigation on its own cognizance as it deems...
Necessary to fulfill its obligations under this Ordinance.

**Section Fifteen. Disciplinary Action.**

(A) Upon a determination that an employee has violated this Ordinance, the Board of Ethics may recommend the following penalties and actions:

1. Written warning or reprimand;
2. Suspension without pay;
3. Termination of employment; and
4. Repayment to the County of any unjust enrichment.

(B) Upon a determination that a County Official has violated this Ordinance, the Board of Ethics may recommend the following penalties and actions:

1. Written warning, censure or reprimand;
2. Removal from office to the extent provided by Georgia law; and
3. Repayment to the County of any unjust enrichment.

(C) Upon direction of the Board of Ethics, a petition may be filed for injunctive relief, or any other appropriate relief, in the county superior court or in any other court having proper venue and jurisdiction, for the purpose of requiring compliance with the provisions of this Ordinance. In addition, the court may issue an order to cease and desist from the violation of the Ordinance. The court also may void an official action that is the subject of the violation, provided that the legal action to void the matter was brought with ninety (90) days of the occurrence of the official action, if the court deems voiding the action to be in the best interest of the public. The Court, after hearing and considering all the circumstances in the case, may grant all or part of the relief sought. However, the court may not void any official action appropriating public funds, levying taxes or providing for the
issuance of bonds, notes or other evidence of public obligation under this Ordinance.

(D) In addition to any other remedy provided herein, upon determination of a Violation of this Ordinance, the Board of Ethics may recommend to the Board of Commissioners in writing that any contract, bid or change order that was the Subject of the violation should be cancelled or rescinded. The Board of Commissioners, however, shall retain the discretion to determine whether such a Cancellation or rescission would be in the best interest of the County and shall not be bound in any way by a recommendation of the Board of Ethics.

(E) The Ethics Board may also forward its findings of fact and conclusions of law to the Barrow County District Attorney's Office and/or the Office of the Governor for appropriate action.

Section Sixteen. Judicial review.

(A) Any party against whom a decision of the Board of Ethics is rendered may obtain judicial review of the decision by writ of certiorari to the superior court of the County. The application for the writ must be filed within thirty (30) days from the date of the written decision. Judicial review shall be based upon the record. No party shall be entitled to a de novo appeal.

(B) Upon failure to timely request judicial review of the decision by writ of certiorari as provided in this section, the decision shall be binding and final upon all parties.

(C) The appellate rights afforded hereunder shall be in lieu of any right to appeal an adverse employment action under the Barrow County Civil Service
System, to the extent the County Official or employee may be subject to the Civil Service System.

ARTICLE SIX: MISCELLANEOUS

Section One. Severability.

If any provision of this Ordinance is found by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid or unconstitutional, or if the application of this Ordinance to any person or circumstances is found to be invalid or unconstitutional, such invalidity or unconstitutionality shall not affect other provisions or applications of this Ordinance which can be given effect without the invalid or unconstitutional provision or application.

Section Two. Repealer

All laws, resolution, or ordinances or parts thereof that conflict with the provisions of this Ordinance are repealed.

Section Three. Effective Date.

The effective date of this Ordinance shall be July 1, 2004.

AMENDED:

Article Five, Section 1, Subparagraph (A) January 25, 2005
Article Five, Section 6, Subparagraph (C) January 8, 2008